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MILITARY- CURRICULUM

The military-developed curridulum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research id
Vbcational Education Military CUrriculum Project for dissemr
ination to the six regional CUrriculum Coordination Centers ana
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to male curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

'The course materials were acquired, evaluatedby project'.
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the rilitary

-

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or apprc-
val for their use was Obtained. These course_packages contain
curricUlum resource materials'which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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Generating knowledge through research
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products

Evaluating individual program needs
,and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products
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services
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training programs 444
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ilitary
urriculum Materidls
issémination Is ...

an activity to increase -the accessibility of
military developed curriculum materials 10
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materiels in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a ,"Joint`Memoranduin of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education arid the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-.
nical education are selected f dissemination.

The National Center for Re earch in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities. _

Project Staff:

Wesle'y E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. dhase, Ph.D.
Project Director
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,What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

,
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and- technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas',

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Trades

Clerical'
Occupations

Communications
Draf ting
Electronics '
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health/
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
resented will expand as additional mate-

ials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination. _

A

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

.

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly orrrefer
you to an instructional materials agency.
cldiser to you.
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MIDWEST SOUTHEAST
Robert Pattpn James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director Direclor
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Cdurse Description

This course was designed to give the student background information on the basic tools and equipment used in a metalworking shop It is not intended

to cover ail tbe machines used or train the student to become a machinist. Hoowever, it does provide the job knowledge required in a metalworking shop

This course is divided into eight lessons covering the following topics:

Lesson Matenals and Processes identifies the types, uses, properties, and capabilities of metals, explains the different processes used

to produce metals, discusses the various tests used to identify the types and hardness of metals, andexplains the purpose and

outlines the procedures for the heat treatment of metals.

Lesson 2 , Shop Mathematics Review explains how to work, use, solve, explain and compute elementary mathematical problems used in

shbpwork applications such as equations and formulas, ratio and proportion, area and volume, square root, and linear and

metric measurements. Angles, right triangles, and tbe Pythagorean Theorem are also covered.

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Blueprint Reading and Sketching discusses how to read blueprints used in the metalworking shop and explams how sketches
are used for conveying ideas to other people and technicians.

Handrools,lefeasuring Instruments, and Basic Metalworking Machines identifies and describes the uses and care of handtools
and measuring instruments common to machine shop practice, and describes basic metalworking machines such as hand and

bench grinders, portable electric drills, drill presses, and portable hacksawing machines.

Lesson 5 Vertical Cutting Bandsaw explains the history, development, types, use, nomenclature and operation of the bandsaw

Attachment types, use, selection, care and cleaning are also discussed.

Lesson 6

Lesson 7

Shaper discusses the history, types, use, nomenclature, capabilities, and operation of .shapers, shaper accessory attachments
'including cutting tools, cutting tool holders, and the swivel vise, rotary table, and indexing fixture, shaper functions such as

setting cutting speeds and strokes, horizontal planing, angular planing, internal slotting, and planing irregular surfaces.

Milling Machine discusses the history, types, use, nomenclature, and operation of milling machines, types, use,selection,

mountings, care, and maintenance of accessory components, and the various functions of the milling machine.

Lesson 8 Lathe discusses the origin, history, purpose, types, use, nomenclature, and operation of the lathe; types, use, mounting

and care of lathe accessorf attachments; and the various functions that can be performed on the lathe.

Each lesson contains objectives, coded text, and exercises. The exercise answers are designed for immediate feedback rerouting to extra reading on case of

incorrect answer and reinforcement in the case of a correct answer. The course is designed for student self-study and evaluation A course examination is

provided but no answers are available. -This course can beused as'an introauctory unit in machine shop courses.
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ORDNANCE SUBCOURSENUMB.ER 424, MAC14INE SHOP PRAC't ICE
(19 Credit Hours)

INTRODUCTION
e

The age we live in..has been called the mechanica) age. This is unZierstandablewhen we realize that nearly everything we 'use in our present-day living is, more orless, machine made. The age, therefore; being mechanical, needs men with mecha-nical knowledgeknowledge of metals and how to shape 'them to man's needs. Con-sidering the mechanical age, then, a few trades are obviously largely responsible
for the current standard of living. Within this small group of trades are those which wewill consider in thissubcourse. Categorically, we can speak of these trades dollec-tively as metalworking. Ind'ividually, we would have reference to machine shoppractice.

Most machine Mots have their origin in the Industrial Revolution in England andAmerica from the mid-18th century to the mid-19th century. The invention of th'e .steam engine by James Watt in 1774 was impractical until John Wilkinson, in 1775,developed.a boring mill with which cylinders for the steam engine could be producedwith sufficient accuracy. From thit time onwax4,,Jno'st Machine tools were rnvent-to satisfy a particular need.

Each machine tool can be traced to a basic named tool that has, in many cases,been in use for thousands of ,years. The early lathe was basically an adaptation of theancient potter's wheel and the knife. The ancient Egyptian bow drilltand later-thebrace aria bit evolved Anto the drilling machine. In a similar manner, the milling
machine replaced the file, the planer and shaper replaced the chisel b.nd the scraper,and the sawing machines supplanted the handsaw:

4.
What, then, is a metalworking shop? The arlsx.er is simple, but important; it -is a place whew metal parts art made to the size and shape required-nd put,togetherto form mechanical units or machinesN

This subcourse will enable you to learn the basic' toolA and equipMent used in ametalworking shop. Itis not intended to cover all the machines used or to make yOUa machinist, but it will give you a job knowledge of a rhetalworking shop.

This subcourse consists of eight lessons and an examination, organized as0 s: . . :.cl
.

Lesson 1 Materials arid Processes . )
.--..

ScopeProperties, types, and processing of metals.

\
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Lessot 2 Shop Mathematics Revie
:Scope,- Review of equations, forrnulas, ratio anc propertion, sw are root,

\ , liner measurements, area ancl...11eltre, and other basOmatliern'atic
prbcedures. \ e

, o-'
_Lesson 3 ilueprin't Reading and Sketàiing .

' Scope To familiarize you with the Achniques used in blueprint Feathng and
sketching tised in a metalwoil ing shop,

Lesson 4 Handtools, Measuring In stru ents, and Basic :s.letalworking Machines
Scope"-Fainiliarization, types, uses- nd care of haniltools, Measuring

instrunrits, and basic metal erking rriachines. -

Lessons 'Vertical Cutting Ba4 w
Sdope-:- Nomenclature, types,vaoperatio, and bandsaw blades aria acces--

sorieg- usgd in vertical banPaw oaeratiOns.

.Leston 6 9haper -
-

Scope-- Nornericlature,-operation, and-capabilities of the shaper'.
. .

Lesson 7 Milling lijachine .

ScopeNomenclature, operation, and ca abilities of the milling machuie.

Lesson 8 Latlie
z'

Scopt-1. Nomenclature, operation, avid ca abeities of the lathe.

Examination ,

A

44,

ri
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Lesson 1 Materials and Processes

Credi.t Hours

Les`son Object*e

.

I . e-

Three

After studyine this lesson you will'be able to:

I. Discuss anci identify metals as to types,
uses, properties, and capabilities.

Z. Explain Cue different r (.) c44: e s used to
produce metals.

.
3. Discuss the various tests used to identify

metals as to tyRes and hardness.

4. Explain the purpose and outline the;
procedures forheat treatment of metals.

Text Attached Merhorandum

Materials Required None

Suggestions Visit a steel mill, if PossAble. and observe
the operation of a blast furnace, open-hearth,
Bessemer converter, and rolling and drawing
mills.

STUDY GUIDE AND ATTACHED M.EMORANDUM

.SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

. The use of wood an( stone as a basic material in the ihanufacturing of products is
much older than the'use of metal. Metal has, however, surpassed hot of these materials.
The reason for this increase in the use of metal lies. in its characteristic properties. The
most imaortan* of these prOpertes are strength (the ability to support weight without bend-
ing or breaking) and toughness (tne ability to bend rather than breal. when a sudden blow is
applied). Resistance to atm,7spheric destruction, _plasticity, and the abOity to be formed
int-o almost any shape adds to the combination of properties that are obtained in no other
class of.materials. Some types of metals ha% e tWo additional properties; namely, the
ability to c6nduc' electric currentiand the ability to be magnetized.

1

bs 424, 1-P1
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2, Metals can be cast into many varied and intricate ishapos ranong in size from a
.,few ounces to many tuna. The characteristic of filasticity, or the ability to deform without

* rupture, makes them safe to use in all types of structures and allows their formation into
required shapea through forgin and other operations. Metal,also has the Alb,itty t, ',c cccldruiI
and, as such, is the only engin oring inatarial that is truly repairable.

SECTION II. PROPERTIES OF METALS

DEFINITION OF A METAL.

a. Before going into the diseussion of the pi.operties i int"tal$ we must nrst
define thtriierm "metal. The basic chemical elemepts .ire divided into metals and nontitht,als;
however. there is nu sharp dividitig line between the twu gFuilp.,'. A metal may be defined ati
11 chemical element tilat pop senn es metallic luster And whi.ch, in dectrulysis, carries positive
(-bars', and is ltberated at the cathode. Most nopmetalli,..eleintnts t:o not 1,,,,.sess :octant,
luster, and in electrolysis the nonmetak carrl, negatie. barge .tnd are li),,,erated at the
anode. 01 all the natural luottcal elenwnts, atput ;'(.) art* n.. t. k ,ind, of these, 0out
are used commertally.

-
b. An alloy is a inotallic sitbstance, but it- t.s_not 4 oi.;le chemical element.

alloy is formed by the union or mixture of twy ir .niure metal., sdme mav
consist of one or more metals and a nonmetal. Examples ot s are iron .,nd cirbon
lornitng steel and copper ngi zinc forming brass.

C. The disttnguishing chaiaCteristic .1 or qualities that ie ased to do.scribe a
substance are kno-wn as the physical properties. Those siiecial phymical pr.operties which
describe the iiehavior of a metal when subjected to part,icular types of Mechanical usage
aro 'Called mechanical properties. When studying the properties of metals and alloys that
are related to this lesson, the mechanical properties ke of chid! -oricein and will theretore
receive greater coverage, Additional physical properties include electrical Anducti%itc ,
haat conductivity, crystal structure,.and magnetic properties.

d. The particular characteristics which ai.e of.interc..t to tho large industrtes and
14 US Army are cost, strength, totnihnessi, resistance to corrosion, machinability. sPacinc
gravity, resistance to tCtIiiii , resistance to crecp, and strengtI o.-ohtned with resistance
to oxPlation At high temperatures,

4. STRENGTH.

a. Thu strength of a material is the property of resistance to external loads or
stresses while not causing structural damage. Ultimate strength in the unit strosti,
measured in pounds per square inch, developed in the material try the maximum slowly:
applied load that the material can resist without rupturing in a tensile test.

b. Tensile strength is the ability oi a metal to resist Iteinii pulled apart Ivy
opposing-iorces acting in a straight line (fig 1), It is oxoress4d SS the number o; poun,in
force required to pull apart.a bar of material 1 inch wide and I 1. thik 4, The tensile
test is the oriel most often used to measure the strengths of varlt is niclIAls.

OS 42.1, 1-1)2
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Figure 1.

c. Shear strength tit the ability of a metal'to resist being fractured by opposing
forces not acting in a straight line (fig 2).

1

Figero 2.

cf. Compressive strength is the abi'lity otia metal-to Withstand pressure Acting ona.given piano (lig 3).

Figure 3.

a. The strength of metals and alloys depends upon two factors: the stre.ngth of thecrystals of which aid metals are constructed And the tenacity of adherence between thosecrystals. The strongest substance known 1.s tungsten.molybdenum: titanium and nickelfollow in order of strength of 'commercially pure metals. Pure iron is much weaker, but
when alloyed with carbon to make steel it mAy then become stronger than Any of the pur,emetals except tungsten.

1 G
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5: ELASTICITY: Any material that is subjected to an external load lb distorted or
strained. Elastically stressed materials return tv their original diineasions when the load
is released, pro.vidinl", that the load is nut too greet. This.disiortion es deformation is 1..

-'proportion to the amoiint of the load up to a certain point. If the.load is too great, the
material is permanently detormed. and when the load is further increased the material will
break. The property of regaining the original dimensions ution removal of the external load
is known as elasticity (fig 4).

Figure .1.

o. STRESS AND ST AIN.

p.

s

a. A s is the fori:e Within a body which resists deformation doe to an
externally app led load. If this load acts upon-a sarface of,unit area, it is called a unit
force and thc s ress resisting it is a unit stress. Speaking quantitatively then, stress is .

the fo'ree per int.area. In therUnite:6Statc:s stress is express( d ip pounds per square ine11.
while in E and long tons per square inch is cornmöni anc! un the Europem c,nt.:uct
it is kilograms per square millimeter.

-b. When an ext4 ernal-force acts upun all elastic material. the materiak is deformeu .
and tfie cl;formation'is iqproportion to the load. This distortin or deformation is strain.
The unit strain is measured-in the (United States intinclies per foot and id thereby c,..nsidered
to be a ratio of distances or lengths..

41*..
7. MODULUS OP ELASTICITY. The modUlus oi e4sticitit.expresses the stillness 01.

It material.. For steel'and most motets, this is a constant property arid is .alected very
little by heat treatment, hot or cold working, :er the actual ultimate strength of the metal..

S. DUCTILITY. Ductility is the capacity of a metal to loe p'ermmently deformeu :n
tension without breaking. 4peci1ically, the term denots thy pacitv to be irawn trum 4
larger to a smaller diameter ot wire: This type of operation inyol,L.s outl. ,.longatijh and
reduction of area (fig 5)..

0. TOUGHNESS. Toughness has been defined by some metallor4ists as "the property
of absorbing considerable energy before fracture" and, therefore, invoices Loth ductility
and strength. It is a measure of the total energy,abserbing capacity of the material, including
the energy of both elastic and priastic deformation under ,i1 grad lally apriiied load. Ceneraliv
veaking, toughnessAMplies both strength and lustic Ity. Thu., r, taslly detormod
substance of low strength would not be consid ugh, nor v.,,uld mqteriat hih
strength, but with little plasticity, such as bar tined tool steel. The true toug!, metal ii
one.that will rapidly distribute within itself both the 3tross and I eAultin.: strain k.au.o.,cl by
a rapidly applied load.



Figure 5.

10. RESILIENCE. Work must be expended in clefOrming a metal both elastically and
plastically. Work expended in the elastic deformation is stored up as iiutential energy.
When the load on an elastic substance is removed and it returns to its original dimen.sions,
the stored Tihergy can do work. This elastic energy is the resilience of the material.
Examples of this type of action are illustrated by the energy recoverable from a clock
spring or from a fishing rod when casting.

11, MALLEABILITY. Malleability is the property of a metal which permits permanent
deformation by compression without rupture. Specifically, it means the capacity to be rolled
or hammered into thin sheets. The property of malleability is sunilar.to but not the same
as that of ductility, and different metals do r.ot possess the two properties in the.same
degree. Lead and tin are relatively high in order of malleability; however, they lack the
qecessary tensile strength to be drawn into fine wire. Most metals have increased malle-
ability and ductility at higher temperaturei. For example, iron and nickel are very malle-
able at a bright-rad heat (fig 6).

`r

°

Figure o.

12. ChITTLENESS. The term "britileness" implies sudden failure. lt, is the property
of breaking without..warning; that is., without visible permanent deformation. It is the
reverse of toughness in the sense that a brittle piece of metal,has httle resistance to rupture
after it reaches its elastic limit. Brittlness can be said to be the opposite of ductility in
the sense that it involveslrupture with very little deformation. In many cases, hard metals
are brittle; however, the terms should not be confused or used synonymously.

OS 424, I -P5
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13. FATIGUE. When metal iS subjected to frequent repetitions of a stress, it will
ultimately rupture and fail, even though the stress may not be sufficient to produce perma-.
nent deformation if continuously applied for a relatively brief time. Such a repetition of
stress may occur, for example, in die shank of a rock drill. Alternation of stress will
produce failure more rapidly than repetition of stress. Alternations of stress mean the
alternate tension and compression in any fiber. This is exemplified in stresses on the outer
fibers of a rotating shaft which has been drawn out of alinement by a pulley belt. The
definition o f fatigue can be summarized by saying that it is thc failure of metals and alloys
that have had repeated or alternating stressses whidh were too small to produce a permanent
deformation when applied statically.

14. CORROgION FATIGUE.

a. Failure by corrosion fatigue is a fatigue failure in which corrosion has lowered
the endurance limit by the formation of pits that act as centers tor the development t 1e
cracks. Moreo..r, when any protective film that has been placed on the metal is broker. by
the fatigue stresses, corrosion spreads through the cracks in the film and products pits
which act as stress raisers.

b. Lf a metal member exposed to fatigue is also exposed to corrosive agenctes,. _
such as a damp atmosphere or oil that has not been freed from acid, th.f stress necessar}
to ca..,to failure is lowered. It is interesting to note that the unit stress of an extremely
stron6 heat7treated d 11 o y steel that is subject to corrosion fatigue will be no greater than
that of a relatively weak structural steel. The importance of protecting tli'e surfaces of fatigue
members against corrosion by galvanizing, plating, etc, if and when possible, is owio-us.

15. HARDNESS.

- as. The quality of hardness is a complex one which detailed study has shown to be
a combination of a number olj physi.cal properties., It is most often defined in terms of the
method used for its measurement and usuaLly means the resistance of a substance to,inflerr-
tion. Hardness miy also be defined in terms of resi.gtarice tce scratchinA and, thus, is-
related to wear resistance. The word "hardnesS" is s.ometimes used to refer to the stif:ness
or temper of wrought products because the indentation hardness of a metal is closely related
to its tensile strength. The cutting characteristic of a metal when used as a tool is some-
times called iks-hardly s, but reflections will show that these }arious indications of hardness
are not the sarne.

b. In engineering practice, the resistance of a metal to penetration by a hard
indenting tool is generally accepted as defining the hardness property.

SECTION III. HARDNES'S Tth'ERS

16. BRINELL HARDNESS TEST. Oneof the more -Common methods of measuring the
hardness of a metal is to determine its resistance to the penptration of a nondeformable
ball or cone. This is done by determining the depth to which such a ball or c,)ne will sink
into a metal under a given load. The Brinell hardness test is rricide by forcing a hardened
steel ball into the test material by the weight of a known load. The ball is usually 10
millimeters in diameter and has an applied load of 500 kilograms for soft materials such
as copper and brass, and 3,000 kilograms for materials such as iron and steel. On4e the
load has been applied, the-diameter of the resulting impression is measured utith a small
microscope. The hardness is reported as the load divided by the area of the impression.
These figures are then composed with a Hardness Conversion Table and the reiulting
hardness of annealed copper is about 40, of annealed tool steel about ZOO, and of hardened
tool steel about 650.
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17. VICKERS HARDNESS TEST.

a. TheVickers hardness testing method is very similar to the l3rinell method.
The penetrator used in the Vickers machine is a diamond pyramid rather than the round
steel ball of the Brinell. The impreision made by this penetrator is a dark square on a
ligh background. This type of impression is, easier to measure than the circular impression.
Another advantage lieein the fact that the diamond point does not deform as ia pdssible with
the steel ball. ,

b. When performing the Vickers test, a predetermined load is applied to the
specimen. After removin§-the load, the impression 1,s measured-and the'ratio of the
impressed load to the area of tho resulting impression gives the hardness nurntfer. The

actual operation of:applying and removing the load is controlled automatically. It has been
% found that 8cl/oral foadfngs will give prctically identical numbers on uniform material.

The Vickers testtr is very precise`and Very adaptable for testing the softest and hardest
materials uncler varying4oads. The primary disadvantage with this Cesting device ij its
high cost and its limited capacityfor testing.

18. ROCKWELL HARDNESS T STER.

a. (This type of test 0 ures the resistance to penetration similarly to the-

Brinell test; however, the depth of impression is measured instead of tho diameter and the
hardness is indicated directly on the scale"attached to the machine. The scale is basically
a depth gage that has been graduated in special u its./ Mien testing soft materials, a" 1

11W-inch steel ball with a 100-kilogram load is ed and the hardness is read on the correct
scale. When tcgsting h4rd materials, a diamond _cone is us-pci with a 150-kilogram load.
The hardness is agn road directly from the pR6per scale. The advantages of the Rockwell
tester are that the test can'bei'made'quick4y, that only a small mark is left on.the sample,'
and that very hard materials can be tested with the diamond cone.

b. The Rockwell superficial hardness tester employs a 1 ht load, which causes ,

vary little penetration of the diamond cone. The superficial hardness tester does not differ
in principle from the standard.machine. The hard&ss number is based on t+ti, additional
depth to which a test point penetrat'es thedmaterial r an additional load has been appliedf
The initial 16ad is 3 kilograyis while the additional or major loads vary between 15, 30,
or 45 kilograms. The amblint of the major load is dependentrupon the thickness of the hard
surface. This machine is very useful in testing exseptionally high surface hardnels, such'
ds case-hargened or nitrided surfaces.

19. SHORE SCLEROSCOPE.. Widthis proctiss, the hardness is measured by the
height of reb6und of a cliamond-pointed hammer after it has hreen dr,oPped on the sample.
The'harder the Material used, the greater the iebound. The height of the rebound is
recorded on a gage. The scieroscope Can be used for large sections, it is portable, and
the Pridentations maa by the test are very slight. The amount of robound is Tore a factor
of the elastic llmit of the specimen than of its tensile strength. Due to the machine bising
portable, it can be trensported to ,the work and tests can be performed oh specimenAhat
are too,large to tie conveniently taken to other types of machines.

20. MONOTRON. The basic difference between this machine and ot1(er testing machines
ls that the depth of impression is kept constant and tha readings of pressure are the basis ,For
the degree of hardness. There are two dials at the top of the machine which allow the
operator to read the depth of impression 9.nd the pressure applied. Increased pressure is

applied until the penetrator sinks to the standard depth of 9/5.Q00 inch. One advantage of this
system being based On a constant depth of impression is that the same amount of cold work
is pecformed regardless of whether the material tested is extremely'hard or comparatively
scat. Due to this advantage, a wider range of materials can be tested without working any
change in the penetrator or the methods of the test.

6. u
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SECTION,IV. IDENTIFICATION OF M.ETALS

21. INTRODUCTION, Th'e ability to identify different types of metals is. a necessity .

for anyone working in a construction or repair shop. The individual must be able to properly
identify the types of metals so that he can apply the proper work procedures. There are
simple tests that can be performed in the shop to identify metals. Since the ability to judge
can be developed only through personal experience, the student should practice these tdsts
with knoNlin metal until he becomes familiar with the reactions of each metal to each ts13 of
test.

22. SPARK TEST.

-a, When the exact type of material is'unknown, a spark test may be-used to
determine its identity. This is revealed by a study of the sparks formed when the material
is held against a high-speed grinding wheel. Thia 'type of test is useful when a fast,
nondestructive method of identification is needed.

b. When Any form of irpn or steel is held against a gring wheel, small particles
are released from the metal and thrown into the air. These particles ti;e heated to a red or
yelilw heat. After Contact with the oxygen in the air, the particles oxidize or burn. If an
element such as carbon is present,.rapid burning occurs, resulting inthe bursting of the
particle. The various forms of iron and steel produce sparks thaevary in length, shape,
and color.

c. The grinding wheel should be rotated to give a peripheral speed of 4,000 feet

per minure;" The wheel should also be haid enough to wear tor a reasonable fength of time
and Yet be soft enough to retain a free-cutting edge. AU tests should be perfotrmed in well

diffused daylight against an ordinary baekground. The use of standarti.samples of materials,
whose compositions are known, fox purposes of comparing their sparks with the test sample-
is recommended.

23. FRACTURE TEST. A fraCture test is made simply by notching a specimen and
then breaking it. Although there are no concrete values of the properties of a metal
obtained from this test, many metals can be quickly identified by examining the surface
of the break or by studying the chips produced with`a hammer and chisel. The fracture
test is probably the oldest of the methods used in the inspection and testing of metals.

24. APPEARANCE TEST.

a, This test, As the name implies, is based on the general appearance of the
metal, wiiich includes.such general features,as tho color and overall appearance of
machined and unmachined surfaces. It is obvious that this is not an extremely accurate
meihod; however, the experioned metalworker can make a reasonable good determination
based on experience and thq above mentioned characteristics.

. -

b. Another type-Cif appearance test is based upon thli action of the metal when
subjectedto heat. When this heat is appliet 'the various metals may be identified by
studying the rate of melting, appearance of the molten metacand slag, and the changes

in color during the heating process.

2k, SAE STEELS.

a. One oi the most widely known and generally used numbering systems for stoat
specifications and compositions is tho ono established by the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE)..a.The specifications were originally intended for use in the automotive industry; how-

ever, thbir use has spread into all industries where .111teels and alloy steels are kaing uspti.
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b. A iiumeral index system is used to identify the compositions of the SAE steels.By using71;is procedure, tt is, possible to use numerals oh shop drayings and blueprints thatpartially aescribe the composition of the material referred to.

c. To provide a better understanding of the SAE system, assume that a
is

h o pdrawing indicates the use of 2340 steel. The first digitintlicates the type to which the steelbelongs, in this instance a nickel steel. In the case of the simple-annoy steels, the seconddigit generally,indicates the aPproNimate percentage of the predominant alloying element(3 percent nickel).- Usually-, the last two or thrpe digits Indicate-the average carbon contentin paints, or hundredths of 1 percent (0,40 hOndredths,bf I.percent Carbon). From thisex'planation itk can be Seen that a 2340 designation indicates a -nickel steel of approximately 3percent nickel and 0, 40'hundrirdths of percent carbon.

d. The basic numerals for the various types of SAE steel are as follows:

Type of Steel Numerals and Digits

Carbon steel
Plain carbon
Free cutting (screw bteck)

Manganese s
Nickel steels

3. 50 nlcl4l
5.06'70 nickel

Nickel-chromium steek
1, 25% nickel, 0. o0":) chromium
1. 75% nickel.. 1. 00% chromium
3. 50% nickel, 1. 50% chromium
Corrosion- and heat-resisting

Molybdenum steels
Carbon - molybdenum
Chromium - molybdenum
Chrdmium r nickel - molybdenum
Nickel - molybdentntn

Chromium steels
Low chromium
Mbdiuni- chromium
Corrosion- and heat-resistiNL.

Chromium - vanandium,elteels
chromium

Silicon - manganese steels
2% silicon

1 XXX
10XX
11XX

2XXX
.23XX '

25XX
43XXX

31XX
32XX
33XX

-30XX
4XXX.
40XX

).41XX
43XX

46XX & 48XX
5XXX
51XX
5.2XXX
51XXX

SECTION V. PRODUCING IRON AND STEEL

oXXX
O4XX
9 XXX
92-XX

. INTRODUCTION The te'rms iron,'" cast iron," and ' steel' refer to a metal in which
thc basic element (iron (17C)) As the ml.ior element. TheSe are, however, very loose terms
and reter to a general type of .itroy. When spiiaking of the commercial forms ot iro.n such
terms ls "pig iron," "gray cast iron," or "wrought'iron" should be used. Each of these
terms represent some commercial form of the element.iron, and each fo.rm may occur in
many variations ot chemical composition which may influence the particular tunctions withineach class, It would, therefore, -be helpful to have some basic understanding as to whit
these general terms ean and how the basic materials are produced.
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27. IRON AND STEEL.

a. Wr6ught iron. Thin is tho oldost fcrl.m of iron made by man. Originally, it
was produced by tho rocluLtion of motal ore to wrought iron in a fofgo fire. Tho roduetion
process rosultod in a very impuro product which required further refining. Tho rofining
consisted of hammoring o.r shaping to the form in which it was to be used. Wrought`iron
is a motal that contain's high purity iron and iron silicate. It is vory low in carbon, with
the iron silicato or slag being diftributed th.roughout tho base metal in fibors. Those fibers
give tho material a woody or st?Ingy appoarance when brokog..

b. Cast iron. Cast iron is ba-aically an Alloy whoso chiof elornonts are iron,--
silicon, and carbon. The rnat-er1a1,it1 Available with A wick range'of propoaties. Thero
havo boon specifications established which provido for classes of cast iron ranging horn
20,000 to 60,000 poen-cis por square inch minimum tonsil( strength. Each particular class
1)as Ike own charrictoristits and, within ()rich class, controls and niodificMion may be
dostirable to tatipt it to tho particular dosign and condition of sorvko contetbnplated. Pj
iron, gray cast iron, whito chat iron, chillod cast iron, and inalleablo cast iron, are all
roferred to as caut !non. This in due primarily to the fact that these forms of iron are not
plastic onough, (won when hot. to be forgrable. Thoy are, therefore, Always produced
commercially by A proof:pis of melting and casting into shape. no commercial form ot
oach thoso motals is a cast dhapo.

0. Stool.'

(1) This material, ofton\ considerod a* tho mastor motal,, is availablo
, largo quantities in both wrought And cast form. Due to its plasticity.

stool /nay be workod at room tomperature or at elovatod Pumper/auras.
It is possiblo by va,rying tho carbon contont and 0 proper hoat troatmonts
to altor tho proportios frorn A vary soft, workable stool of the typo usod
in prossod metal parts.,e.wiro, and similar rnatortals to a hard strong,
stool'suitablo for.uso in tool, machinory, and armor whore great strongth
and hardnols ,artr nocessary.

Stool is basielly an alloy of iron and carbon. Tho carbon content in tho
m'oro common typos of stool rangos from approxlmatoly 0.013 to 1.40
porcent. Tho most irnportant single factor governing tho properties and
uses of steel is tho percentage of carbon. Stool was originally made by
the procoss of adding carbon to wrought iron when it was in tho solid state.
Today,however, tho carbon is addod to the ()tool when itis in the molten
stato.

28. BLAST FURNACE.

(2),

a. The blast furnaco is used to extract iron from ore (fig 7). Tho in, its
obtained Trom tho furnace, may bo remelted and cast into Many different shapos and
sizes. It may also be refined ,into stool or wrought iron. Our prosont day blast furnaces
aro built to produce very largo quantitios of iron each day and, duo to tho nature of tho
promos, thoy must be kopt in continuous oporation.

b. Oro,is reducod to motal in tho blast furnace by means of coke charged with
the ore. Tho impurities are fluxod or slagged by means of limontone. The ore, coke, and.
limostono are convoyad from tho ground to the top af the furnace by :neaps of skip cat
rnountod on rails. Tho.materials aro carofully woighed in order that they rnsty be added in
tho proper proportions. Those proportions aro dopondent upon the particular farnace anti
the grado of ors used. The charge is droppod into tho furnace by.lowering the top boll ar:(1

11,
)
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letting it fall down to the lower bell. The top bell is then closed and the lower bell opened
allowing the charge to fall into the furnace. The use of these two bells prevents gases and
flame from being blown into the air from the top of the furnace whenever it is charged.

c. Hot air is blown into the furnace through the tuyeres or nozzles near the
bottom of the furnace.; Exhaust gas is taken-from near the top of the furnace and then
through a dust catcher and washer. This gas contains nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and
carbon monoxide. Since the carbon monoxide is combustible, it is burned to help furnish
the necessary power.and heat. About a third of this gas is used in heating the stoves which
heats the air as it is blown into the furnace. These stoves consist of a steel shell 'containing
several small brick flues. The burning gas heats the bricks. Once the bricks are suffi-
cently hot, the gas is turned off and the air from the furnace is bloivn through.

d. As the iron and slag are forYned, they drop to the hearth section at the bottom
of the furnace. The iron is heavier than the slag, therefore it settles to the bottom while the
-slag floats on the top. There are two holes near the bottom of the furnace. The lower hole,_
or iron notch from which the iron is tapped, is closed by shooting clay balls into it from an
airgun. The lower hole, or.cinder notch from which the slag is tapped; closes by means of
a metal plug. The iron is tapped every 4 or 5 hours by digging out the clay plug. It is usual,
for the slag to be-tapped two or three tirrrei between each iron tapping. Many of the impurities
found in the ore are colleceed and removed*With the molten limestone in the form of slag.

0 4,

e. The iron runs frbm the furnace into troughs which convey it to a ladle. The
troughs are equipped with a skimmer which diverts the slag to a dump car. The iron in
the ladle is then cast into pigs or is taken, while still in the rfiolten state, to the steel-making
furnaces. The sIag is sometimes used in tale manufacture of cement however, in most cases,
it is simply dumped.

29. OPEN-HEARTH PROCESS. ,
a. The basis open-hearth process is the leasrexpensiriet1od of eliminatingor

partly eliminating, the different common impui.ities in pig iron.. It is customary for a pWt
of the chargé to consist of steel scrap because this is not only lower in impurities than pig
iron, but it can usually be bought at a lower price, and the "return scrap" from the finishing
millais utilized in amounts usually equal to the ''bought scrap." Scrap makes the process
shorter.and less expensive. In nortnal times it averages about 50 percent by weight of the
charge, but this depends greatly on the availability of both scrap and pig iron. Scrap cast
iron can be used in place of a part of the pig iron. Whenever possible, the pig iron is
brought to the open-hearth furnace in a molten condition. The furnace is lined with magnesite
and repaired with dolomite. They are fired with preheated gas, burn`ed with preheated air,
or else with oil or tar. Their general form,and operation is shown in figure $.

b. The four regenerative chambers below the furnace (fig 8) are filled with a
checkerwork of brick around which the gas and air may pass. Before the furnace is started,
these bricks are heated by means of wood fires. -The gas enters the f urnace through the
inner regenerative chamber on one side, and the air enters through the outer one on the same
side. They meet and unite, passing through the furnace and then passing to the chimney
through the two regenerative chambers at the.opposite end. In this way, the brickwork in
the outgoing ohambers is heated still hotter by the waste heat of the furnace. The current
of gas, air, and products of combustion is changed every 15 minutes, whereby all four
regenerators are always,kept shot. The gas and air enter the furnace in a highly preheated
condition, giving a higher temperature of combustion, while the products of cornb stion go
to the chimney carrying relatively little heat, an'd thus fuel economy is secured. f oil or tar
is used, it is introduced through a water-cooled burner which enters the furnace through the.
end wall.

/
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Figure 8. Diagram of regenerative open-hearth furnace. -

a

14c. The total time -11.6:ed for the treatment of a charge depend} on the pur.ity of the
materjals charged and the exact mode of operation. The process is(ça very slow- one as
pompared with the Beseemer, but the slov:/ness permit Careful control. Toward-the end

the heat, samples are'taken and analyzed and the results are/reported to the Op e r at or
so that he may adjust the bath to the propr coniposition before casting. The carbon is
very qiiickly and accurately determined at-Ithe,..(urnace by means of a magnetic analyzer
known as a "carbometer."

BESSEly1ER PROCESS.

a, The Bestierner process as operated in Arnerica is an acid process.
the reason that it is.nO longer the predominant purification process. Pig iron, low in
phosphorus, is becoming more costly on account of the exhaustion el our low-phosphorus 74)

iron ores. The Bessemer furnace is a pear-shaped converter lined with silica brick (fig 9).
It is not adapted to meltiniron, but molten pig iron is brought to it and poured in to the
amount of about 25 tons pex chargd. Then the converter is turned into an upright position
and a bla'st,of cOld air is blown through it. In a out 7 minutes the oxygen-of the air has
oxidized all the silicon and manganese in the iro This produces a great deal of heat,
which increases the temperature of 14-e bath. The c rbon then begins to burn to CO, which
escapes at the mouth of the converter and there burns to CO2, with a lOng and brilliant
flame.- In a few minutes, the carbon is also oxidized and removed and all the impurities are
now eliminated excitflehosphorous and sulfur. Commercial oxygen has been used to enrich
the blast blown into the Bessemer converter, with a resulting higher temperature and shorter
time. The higher temperatures reached permit scrap t,o.be used./ b. The rapid.and simple Bessemer purification process was thelo A. give large
quantities of cheap steel to the world; it inaugurated the Age of Steel in civAti4ok,..Its
disadvantages were that it left the metal with all iits]Original phosphorus and-i0.4ii and also
with oxygen in it. FUrther, it is, higher in nitrogen than are. steels:from the other processes.
The chief use of Bessemer steel is for free-machining screZvstock, for which it is, unexclled.
Sometinik,s ,,sur is intentionally added to bask open-hearth steel to make it free-machining,
and recent-alegripts. have been made to add nitrogen as well. Bessemer steel is used for
small structurq4*shapes,.'Srnall railroad rails, and some wire, fli'pe, and uses where highest I
quality is not demanded. The process is also used as an adjunct to the basic open hearth in
the so-called "duplex process."

T.his is
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Figure 9. Sectioji theough'Bessemer converter while blowing.

31. DUPLEX PROCESS. Liquid pig iron from the blast furnace and liquid purified
.metal front ths Bessemer converter are poured into a basic open-hearth furnace. This
eliminates the time and cost of melting in the open hearth, and requires only that the bath
be purified of phoSphoruS and some sulfur and then byought to the requisite temperature
for tapping.

32. ELECTRIC PROCESS.
., .a. Steel is often produced with the aid of electrical energy, which has no other

function than to provide the necessary heat (fig 10). the two',ehief technical advantaged r.e:_
4.

(1) The possibility of attaining any temperature in reason.

(2) The possibility of working in a nonoxidizing atinosphere.

b. Heat from electrical efiergy is costly, but the very high temperature obtainable
makes it po'ssible to Rerform certain operations which can be performed only in an unsatis-
factory manner in combustionfurnades,- such as the open hearth. The outstanding example,
of this is the possibility of tlesulfurizing metal through4the use'of a slag so'rich in lime that
it would not be nsible in other types of furnace. A slag containing calcium carbide is oneof the best desulfurr'zers and.deoxidizers for'steel that has been developed: Calcium carbide
is formed at the temperature reathed in the eliedric--arc furnace when lime and carbon are
in contact. It can ekist only in high-lime slags in a nonoxidizing atmosphere.

c. The induction principlefis 'alv used for the heating of elestric melting furnaces.
A thorough stirring of the charge a d the protection of the charge from the atmOsphere are
two outstanding characteristics of this type of furnace. The melting of alloy steel scrap

"with highly oxidizable components;. such as tungsten, is satisfactorily accomplished.
Vacuum melting is Sometiines practiced in furnaces of less.than 2 tons' capacity.
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Figure 10. Electric arc furnace.

33. ELECTRIC SUPERREFINING. The cheapest electric process is the superrefining
of basic open-hearth steel in an arc furnace. In this process the impurities are reduced
to the lowest possible point in the basic open-hearth furnace,. and the melted metal is then
poured into the electric furnace in which it is superrefined; i.e. , it is purified to any t
desired point in sulfur content and tii almost any desired point in oxygen arid soli 'nclusions.
No oxidizing slag is used, but.ae metal is maintained in a fluid condition at a fai#.r high

ii

temperature under a slag rich in lime and reducing in character by'virtue of its content of
carbon, which is charged in the form of crushed coke. It is of importance that the metal
should lie quietly in the furnace under deoxidizing conditions for a considerable, length of.
time, inorder,that the suSpended pirticles, which are often almost microscopic in size, .1

can Yiie by gravity and clarify the bath. The stream of metal must be protected as much
as possible from surface oxidatibn during the pouring from the furnace into the ladle and
from the ladle into the mold in which it solidifies; and, finally, the metal should be pro..
tected from subsequent entrainment of particles su-ch as would occur if the slag were churned
up with the metal, orlf elements like silicgn, manganese, etc, werb added to the metal in
the ladle: In the lattel case, particles of oxidized silicon, mangahese, etc, are likely to
be produced and then become entrapped in the solid metal.

34. CRIJCIBLE PROCESS.
4

a. High-grade tool steels and some alloy steels are still made by the crucible
process, although the electric furnace is now capable of making steel equal in quality to
crucible steel. In the crucfble process, wrought iron and/or good scrap; together with
a small amount of high purity pig iron, ferromanganese, the necessary alloying metals,.
and SI4gging materials are placed in a clay or clay-graphite crucible and melted in a gas
or coke-fired furnace. After the charge is entirely molten and sufficient time is allowed
for the gases and impurities to rise to the surface, the citiciblf is withdrawn. A.." cold iron
bar is then used to remove the slag. The -remaining steel is poured into an ingot whichis
subsequently forged to the desired shape.

b. The crucible'process differs from other steelmaking in.that there is little or no
refining included in the entire operation. From this, it can be,.seen that the purity of the
finished metal is almost entirely dependent upon the puritx41.0,ihe materials charged. The
primary advantage of the process is that it removes most of the impurities, including oxygen
and entangled particles.'

I
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SECTION VI, FERROUS METALS

35. CAST IRON (GRAY, WHITE, AND MALLEABLE).l
a. ,History. Cast iron, aeveloped in the latter part of the 18th century, is a man-made alloy of iron and carbon (graphite) plus silicon. It is generally produced in a cupolafurnace that is a vertical, cylindrical type of melting furnace consisting of a steel shelllined with firebrick. Basic ingredients uged in the manufacture of cast iron are coke, lime-stone, pig iron, steel, and iron scrap. This charge is melted directly in tks..ugpola and ispoured into molds where solidification takes place. These molds are produced from anoriginal pattern and conform to the design of any desired part. Pig iron, a purer form ofiron, is reduced from iron ore in a blast jurnace. Cast iron is nothing more than basiccarbon steel with more carbon added along with silicon. portion of the carbon exists asfree carbon or graphite. Total carbon content is more than 1:7 percent and less than 4.5"percent, Malleable iron is a tougher form of cast iron than gray iron. Cast iron productsare made throughout the world.

-b. Uses. Cast iron is used for water pipes, machine.tool castings, transmission-
housings, engine blocks, pistons, stove castings', etc.

c. Capabilities. Cast.iron is commonly brazed or bronze welded, but it_can begas and arc welded, hardened, or machined.

d. Limitations. Cast iron must be reheated-pri,or to welding; it cannot be coldworked.

e. Properties.

(1) Brinell hardness No - 150 to 220 (unalloyed).

(2) Brinell hardness No - 300 to 600 (alloyed).

(3) Tensile strength - 25,000 to 50,000 PSI (unalloyed).

(4) Tensile strength - 50,000 to 100,000 PSI (alloyed).

(5) Specific gravity - 7.6.

(6) Modulus of elasticitY - 12,000,000 to 29,000,000 PSI.

(7) High compressive sfrength four,times the tensile strength.
,. (8) High-rigidity.

(9) Good wear resistance.

'(10) Fair corrosion resistance.

I. Gray, cast iron. If molten pig iron is permitted to cool quite slowly, thechemic4 compound of iron and carbon breaks,up to a certairl extent, and much otthe carbonst.parate ut as tiny flakes of graphite scattered,throughout the metal. This ,graphitic,carbo..,as it is called to distinguish it from:combined carboli, causes the gray appearance of thefracture which characterizes,ordinary gray cast iron. SinCe graphile is an excellentlubridant, and tile metal is filled with tiny flaky tleavages, it is not difficult to understandwhy grIty cast iron is' so easy to machine and why it cannot withstand a heavy 4hock. Gray
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cast iron consists of from ,90 to 94 percent metallic iron with varying proportions of carbon,
manganese,' phosportis, sulfur, and silicon. "SPecial high-strength grades of this metal
contAin 0-.75 to 1.5 percent nickel and 0.25 to 0.5 percent chromium or 0.25 to 1.25 percent
molybdenuni. CoMmerical gray iron has'2.5 to 4.5 percent carbon. Of this quantity, about
1 perceni of the carbon is cotnbined_with the iron, while about 2.75 percent remauis in the
free or.graphitic State. In the production of gray cast iron, the slicon content is Usually
increased; since this facilitates the formation of graphitic carbon. The combined carbon
(iron carbide), which is a small percentage of the total carbon present in cast iron, is
known as cementite. In general, the more free carbon (graphitic carbon) present in cast
iron the lower the combined carbon content and the softer the irdn.

(1) Appearance. Gray cast iron-Castings present a characteristic appearance.
The unmachined surface is very dull gray in color and may be somewhat
roiighenecl by the sand mold used in -Casting the part. Cast iron castings
are rarely machined all over. Unmachined castings may be ground in
places to remove rough edges.

. sr

(2) Fracture. Nick a corner all around with a chisel qr hacVsaw and strike
the corner with a sharp blow of the hammer. The dark gray color of the
broken surface is caused by fine black specks of carbon present in the
form of graphite. Cast iron breaks short when fractured. Small brittle
chips made with a chisel break off as soon as they are formed.

(3) Grinding Wheel test. A small volume of dull red sparks that follow a
straight line form close to the wheel when this metal is given the
grinding wheel test. These break up into many fine, repeated spurts 'that
change to a straw color.

(4) Torch test. The torch test results in a puddle of molten metal that is quiet
and has a jellylike consistency. When the torch flame is raised, the
depression in the surface of the molten pUddle disappears instantly. A
heavy, tough filM forms on the surface as it melts. The molten puddle
takes time to solidify and gives off no sparks.

White cast iron. When gray cast iron is heated to the molten state, the carbon
completely dissolVes in the iron, probably combining chemically with it. If this molten
metal is cooled quickly, the two elements remain in the combined stare, and white cast iron
is formed. The carbon in this type of iron mea,ures generally from 2.5 to 4.5 percent by
weight and is referred to as combined carbon. White cast iron is very hard and brittle,
Often impossible to machine, and has a silvery white fracture.

h. Malleable cast iron. Mallea,ble cast-iron is made by heating white cast iron to
between.1,4000 and 1,700° F for about 1?0 hours'in boxes containing hematite ore or iron
scale.' This heating causes a portion of the combined carbon to change into the free or
uncombined state. This free-Car,bon separates out in a different manner from carbon in
gray cast iron. It is called temper carbon. It exists in the form of small, somewhat
rounded particles of carbon, which give malleable iron castings the ability to bend before
breaking and to withstand shock loads better than gray cast iron. The castings have more
properiies like those of pure iron; namely, high Strength, ductility, toughness, and ability
to resist shock: Malleable cast iron can be braAed.

(1) Appearance. The surface of malleable cast iron is very much like cast
iron but is generally free from sand. It i's dull gray and somewhat lighter
in color than cast iron.
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(2)

(3)

Fracture. When malleable cast iron is fractured, the central portion
of the broken surface is dark gray with a brigiit, steellike band at the
edges. The appearance of the*fracture may best be described as a
picture.frame. When of good quality, malleable east iron is much
tougher than other cast irons and does not break short when nicked.

Grinding wheel test. When malleable cast iron is ground, the outer, bright
layer gives off bright sparks like steel. When the interior is reached, the
sparks quickly change to a dull red color near the wheel. These sparks
from the interior section are very much like those of cast iron; however,
they are somewhat longer and are present in larger volurne.

(4) Torch test. Molten malleable cast iron boils under the torch flame. After
the flame has beenwithdrawn, the surface will be found full of blowholes.

a. The melted parts are very hard and brittle, having, when fractured, the
appearance of white cast iron. (They have been changed to white or chilled
iron by melting and comparatively rapid cooling.) The outside, bright steel-
like, band gives off sparks, but the center does not.

36. DIFFERENE BETWEEN CAST IRONS AND STEELS.

a. All the various forms of cast iron, steel, and wrought iron consist of chemical
compounds and Mixtures of iron, carbon, and various other elernents in small quantities.
Whether the metal is classified as cast iron or one of the steels depends entirely upon the
arnount of carbon in it. The following table illustrates this principle:

Item

Pig iron
White cast iron
Gray castiron

Malleible cast iron
Tool steel
High-carbdin steel
Medium-carbon steel
Cast steel
Low-carbon steel

Approximate Condition of
Percent of Carbon , Incorporated Carbon

/
4.0
3.5

2.5 to 4.5

2.0 to 3.5
0.9 to 1.1
0.5 to 0.9
0.3 to 0.5

0.15 to 0.6
up to 0.3

Free and combined
Mostly combined-
0.6 to 0.9 percent free
2.6 to 2.9 percent combined
Free and combined
All'combined
All combined
All combined
All combined
All combined

b. Cast iron differs from steel principally because its excess of carbon (exceeding
1.7 percent) is precipitated throughout ,the matrix as flakes of graphite, thereby causing mol_
of the remaining carbon also to precipitate. These particles of graphite form,the paths
through which failures occur and are the reason why cast iron is brittle. By carefully con-
trolling the.silicon content and the rate of cooling of cast iron, a is possible to cause any
definite amount of the carbon to precipitate as graphite or to remain combined as Fe3C.
Thus, we have white, gray, and malleable cast iron all produced from similar base metals.

37. WROUGHT IRON.

a. History, For centuries, the smelting of iron ore with a charcoal fire on a hearth
was used to produce a carbon-free iron or wrought iron. Recently,_ other methods for pro-
ducing wrought.iron have been devised. They are mainly indirect methods; that is, ore is
first reduced to pig iron which is then transformed to wrought iron. Until the production of
modern steels began in 1860, wrought iron was the outstanding structural metal, the carbon
content being less than 0.08 percent. Wroitght iron'is made from pig iron in a puddling
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furnace. 'The carboii and other elements present in pig iron art eliminated to leave almost
pure Iron. In the process of manufacture, some slag is mixed with irorito form a fibrous

-Structure in which long stringers of slag, running lengthwise, are mixed with long threads
of iron. Becaust of tlfepresence of slag, wrought iron resists corrosion and oxidation. It
can be easily_welded by any\method.

b. Uses. Wrought iron is used for architectural railings, farm implements, nails,
barbed wrre, chains, modern household furnitufe, etc.

c. &pabilities. Wrought iron can be, gas and arc welded, machined, and hot and
cold worked. It can also be plated.

d. Limitations. Wrought iron has low hardness and low fatigue strength.

C. Properties.

(1) Brinell hardness No - 105.
44-

(2) Tensile strength - 35,00.99RSI.

(3). Specific gravity - 7.7.

(4) Melting point - 2,7500 F.

(5) Ductile.

(6) Corrosion resistant (limited).

-f. Identification.

(1) Appearance. The appearance of wrought iron is the same as that of rolled,
low-carbon steel.

(2) FractUre. Wrought iron has a fibrous structure due to threads of slag.
As a result, it can be split in the direction in which'the fibers run. The
metal is soft and easily cut with a chisel. When bent, it is quite ductile.
When nicked and bent, it acts like rolled steel; however, the break is very
jagged.. Wrought iron cannot be hardened by quenching from bright red
heat.

(3) Grinding-wheel test. When wrought iron is ground, straw-colored sparks
form near the grinding wheel and change to white forked sparklers near
the end of the stream.

(4) Torch test.. Wr Ought iron melts quietly without sparking. It has a peculiar
slag coating with white lines that are.oily or greadsy in appearance.

38. 'I'EEL*.,

_

a. History. The early metalworker, having produced wrought iron, accidentally
produced steel. Whenever a small piece of metallic iron was left in a bed of smoldering
charcoal overnight, the solid iron would absorb enough-carbon to increase its hardness and
strength appreciably, especially after being dipped in water. Modern steel was first pro-
duced in the United States in wo. Today, steels are produced in several different types
of furna'ces - Bessemer, open-hearth, electric-arc, and induction. Raw materials, utilized
include pig iron, iron ore, limestone, and scrap. A form of iron, steel .contains less carbon

t 0'0
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than cast iron but sonsiderably more than wrought iron. Carbon content is from 0.03 to
1.7 percent. Basic carbon steels are alloyed with other elements such as chromium and
nickel to increase certain physical properties of the metal:

b. Uses. Steel is used to make nails, rivets, gears, structural steel, axles,
desks, hoods, fenders, chisels, hammers, etc.

C. Capabilities. Steel can be machined, welded, and forged - all to varyink
'degrees depending on the type of steel.

d. Limitations. Highly alloyed steels are difficult to fabricate.

e. Properties.

(1) Tensile strength.

(a) 45,000 PSI -slow-carbon steel.

(b) 80,000 PSI - medium-carbon steel.

(c) 99,000 PSI - high-carbon steel.

(d) 150,000 PSI.- alloyed steel.

(2) Modulus of elasticitir - 30,000,000 PSI.

(3) Melting paint - 2,800° F.

Note. See Metals Handbook for complete listings.

.f. Low-carbon steels (carbon content up to 30 points). These steels are soft and
ductile and can be rolled, punched, sheared, and worked when either hot or told. They are
easily machined and can be readily welded by all methods. They do not harden to any
appreciable amount when quenched from a high temperature.

(1) Appearance. The appearance of the steel depends upon the method of
priparation rathez than upon composition.

(2)

(a) Cast steel has a relatively rough, dark-gray surface, except where
machined.

(b) Rolled steel has fine surface lines running in one direction.

(c) Ffrged steel is usually recognizable by its shape, hammer mailts,
or fins.

Fracture. When low-darbon steels are fractured, the color is bright
crystalline. They are tough when chipped or nicked.

z

(3) Grinding wheel test. Th,.: steel gives off sparks in long yellow-orange
streaks, brighter than cast iron, that show some tendency to burst into
white forked sparklers.

(4) Torch test. The steel gives off sparks when melted and solidifies almost
instantly.
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Medium-carbon steels (carbon content ranging from 30 to 50 points). These
steels may be heat-treated after fabrication and used for general machining and forging of
parts that requtre surface hardness a7nd strength. They are manufactured in bar form and
in the cold-rolled or the normalized and annealed condition. During welding, the weld zone
will become hardened if cooled rapidly and must be,stress-relieved after welding.

h. High-carbon steels (carin content ranging from 50 to.90 points). These
steels are used for the .manufaCture of drills, _taps, dies, springs, and other machine tools
and handtools. that are heat-treated after fabricati9n to develop the hard structure necessary
to *ithstand high shear stress and wear. They wee manufactured in bar, sheet, and wire
forms'and in the annealed or normalized and annealed condition in order to be suitable for
machining before heat treatments These steels are difficult to weld because of the hardening

"effect of heat at the welded joint..

(1) Appearance. The unfinished surface of high-carbon steel is dark gray and
similar to other steels. These steels are more expensive and work is
usually-done on them to produce a smoother surface finish.

(2) Fracture. High-carbon steels usually produce a very fine-grained fracture,
whiter than low-carbon steels, Tool steel is harder, and more brittle than
plate steel Or other low-carbon material. High:carbon steel can be
hardened by heating to a good red and quenching in water, ...Low-carbori
steel, wrought iron, and steel castings cannot be hardened.

(3) Grinding wheel test'. High-carbon steel gives off a large volume of
',brilliant, yellow-orange sparklers.

(4) Torch test. Molten high-carbon steel is brighter than low-carbon steel
and the melting surface has a cellular appearance. It sparks more freely
than low-carbon (mild) steel and the sparks are whiter.

i. Tool steels (carbon content ranging from 90 to 170 points). These steels are
used, in the manufacture of chisels, shear blades, cutters, large taps, wood-turning tools,
blacksmith's tools, razors, and other similar parts Where high hardneis is required to
maintain a sharp cutting edge. They are relatively difficult.to weld due to the lugh carbon
content.

39. CAST STEEL'. In general, Welding is difficult on steel castings,c6ntaining over 0.3
percent carbon and 0.2 percent silicon. Alloy steel castings containing nickel or molyb-
denum or combinations of,these metals are readily weAded if the carbon content is lock,.
Those containing chromium Or vanadium are,more difficult to weld satisfactorily. Since
zkianganese steel is nearly always used in the form of castings, it is also considered in
this paragraph. Its high resistance to abrasion is its most valuable property.

a. Appearance. The surface of cast steel is brighter than cast or malleable
iron and sometifnes, contains small, bubblelike depressions.

b. Fracture. The color of a fracture in cast steel is bright crystalline. This
steel is tough and does not break short. Steel castings are tougher than malleable iron,
and chips made with a chisel curl up more. Manganese steel, however, is so tough that it
cannot be' cut with a chisel nor.can it be Machined.,

c. Grinding wheel test. The sparks created from cast steel are much brighter,
than those from cast iron. Manganese steel gives'Off characteristic 'sparks that explode,
throwing off brilliant sparklers at right angles to the original Path of the spark.
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d. Torch test. When melted, cast steel sparks and solidifies quickly.

40.. STEEL FORGINGS.

a. Appearance. The surface of steel forgings is smooth. Where the s face of
drop forgings has not been finished, there will be evidence of the fin that results fro the
metal squeezing out-between the two forging dies. This fin is ordinarily removed by the
trimming dies, but enough of the sheared surface remains for identification. All forgings
are covered with reddish-brown or black scale, unless they have been purposely cleaned.

b. Fracture. The color of a fracture in a steel forging varies from bright
crystalline to silky gray. Chips are tough; and when the specimen is nicked,. it is harder
to break than cast steel and has a finer grain. Forgings may be of low- or high-carbon steel
or of alloy steel. Tool steel is harder and more brittle than plate steel or other low-carbon
material. The fracture is usually whiter and finer grained. Tool steel can be hardened by
heating to a good red and then quenching in water. Low-carbon steel, wrought iron, and
steel castings cannot be usefully hardened.

c. Grinding wheel test. The sparks given off are long, yellow-orange streamers
and are typical steel sparks. Sparks from high-carbon steel (machinery and tool steel) are
much brighter and lighter than those from low-carbon steel.

d. Torch test. Steel forgings spark when melted, and the sparks increase in
number and brilliance as the carbon content becomes 4reater.

41. ALLOY STEELS. Alloy steels are frequently reccIgnized by their use. There are
many varieties of alloy steels used in ttie manufacture of Army equipment. Each of these
is best identified by experience. They have greater strength and durability than other carbon
steels , ,and a giyen strength is secured with lesb material weight. Their economical use
depends upon proper heat treatment that is destroyed by a welding operation in the region of
the weld. Manganese steel is a special alloy steel that is always used in the cast condition
and has been discussed under cast steel. Nickel, chromium, vanadium, tungsten, molyb-
denum, and silicon are the most common elements used in alloy steels.

_

a. Appearance. Alloy steels appear the same as other drop-forged steels. Much
alloy steel is machined all over..

b. Fracture. Generally, the alloy steels are very close grained: at times the
fracture might.be said to have a velvety appearance.

- c. Grinding wheel tests. The various alloy steels produce characteristic sparks
both in color and shape. With practice, many varieties' of alloy steels can be recognized.
Some of the more ommon alloys used in steel and their effects on the spark stream are
aS follows:

-

I.

(1) Manganese. Steels containing this element produce a s'parksirnilar.to a
'carbon spark. A moderate increase in manganeseincreases the volume
of the spark stream and ,the intensity of the bursts. A tee1 cpntaining
more,than the normal content of manganese will spark in a manner similar
to a high-carbon 'steel With a low manganese content.. For example, SAE
1055 spark is similar to that of SAE' 1335.

(2)) Nickel. In the amounts found in SAE steels, nickel can be recognized only
when the carbon content is so low that the burstis are not too prominent. The ^

nickel spark has a short,eharply defined dash of birilliant light just before
the fork.

/
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(3) ^Chromium. Steels containing 1 to 2 percent chromium have no outstanding
features in the spark test. Chromium in large amounts shortens the spark
stream length to one-half that of the same steel without shromium, but it
does not appreciably affect the stream's brightness. Other elements
shorten the stream to the same extent and also make it duller. An 14-
percent chromium, 8-percent nickel, stainless steel produces a spark
similar to that Of wrought iron but only one-half as tong. A steel con-
taining 14 percent chromium and no nickel produces an abbreviated version
of the low-carbon spark. An 18-percent chromium, 2-percent carbon,
steel (chromium die steel) produces a spark similar to that of a carbon
tool steel but one-third as long. .

(4). Molybdenum. Steels containing this element produce a characteristic spark
with a detached arrowhead similar to that of wrought iron. It can be seen
even in fairly strong carbon bursts. Molybdenum alloy steels contain either
nickel or chromium or both.

(5) Vanadium. A els containing vanadium produce sparks with a
detached arrow the end of the carrier line similar to those arising
from molybdenum s ls. This test is not a posifive one for vanadium°
steels.

(6) Tungsten. This element is simplest to recognize. It imparts a dull red
color to the spark stream near the-wheel. It also shortens the spark
stream and decreases the size of, or completely eliminates the carbon
burst. A tungsten steel containing about 10 percent tungsten causes short,
curved, orange spear points at the end of the carrier lines. Still lower
tungsten content causes small, white bursts to appear at the end of the
spear point. Carrier lines may be anything from dull red to orange in
color depending onethe other elements present and.providing the tungsten
content is not too high.

4
Molybdenum and other elements. When molybdenum and other elements
are substituted for some of the tungsten in high-speed steel, the spark
stream turns orange.. Although other elements give off a red spark, there
is enough difference in their characteristics to distinguish them from the
tungsten spark.

(7)

d. Torch test. The action of an alloy steel in this test dePends upon the nature of
the alloy. Steels containing a considerable quantity of chromium peoduce a greenish-colored
slag on the weld when cold.

42. SPECIAL STEELS.

a. Plate steel is used in.the manufacture of built-up Vielded structures such as
gun darriages. In using niCkel steel plate, it has been found through several years of
'experience that commercial grades, of low-alloy, structure steels of not over 0.25 percent
carbon, and several containing no nickel at all, are mare satisfactory from the welding
standpoint than those *A a Maximum carbon content of 0.3 percent.

_ . Such plate is normally used in the "as rolled" condition. Electric arc welding
with a covered electrode may require preheating followed by a proper stress-relief heat
treatment to produce a structure in which the welded jopit has properties equal to tflose of
the plate metal.

G
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SECTION VII.' NONFERROUS METALS

43. ALUMINUM (AL).

, a. History. Aluminum, the most abundant metal in the earth's crust,.was
discovere-d in 1825, yet its commercial history covers only 60 years. The principal ore
of aluminum, bauxite (AL203.31-120 and AL203.H20), is_produced by the weathering of
aluminum silicate rocks. Principal supplies of bauxite come from the United States
(Arkansas), France, Dutch Guiana, Hungary, Italy, Russia, and Canada.

b. Uses. Aluminum is used as a deoxidizer and alloying agent in the manufacture
of steel. Castings, pistons, torque converter pump housings, aircraft structures, kitchen
utensils, railway cars, and transmission lines are being made of aluminum.

c. Capabilities. Aluminum can be cast-forged, machined, and welded.

d. Limitations. Direct metal contact of aluminum with copp'er and copper alloys
should be avoided. Aluminum should also be used in low temperature applications.

4e.

e. Properties.

(1) Pure.

(a) Brinell hardness No - 17 to 27.

(bj Tensile strength - 6,000 to,16,000 PSI.

(c') Modulus of elasticity - 10,000,000 PSI.

(d) SpecifiC gravity - 2.7.

(e) Melting point 1,2200 F.

Alloy 24S,(2)

(a)

(11)

Brinell hardness No - 100 to 130.

Tensile strength - 30,000 to -75,000 PSI.

(3) General.

(a) High electrical.conductivity (60 percent that of copper, volume for
.

volume).

(b) High strength/weight ratio at room temperatures.

(c) Fairly corrosion resistant.

f. 4 Appearance. Aluminum is light gray to silver in color, very bright when
polished, dull when oxidized, and light in weight. Rolled and sheet aluminum materials are
usually pure-metal, Castings are alloys of aluminum with other metals, usually zinc,
copper, silicon, and sometimes iron and magnesium. Wrought aluminum alloys may contain

chromium, silicon, magnesium, or manganese.

z. Fracture. A fracture in aluminum castings shows a bright crystalline structure.
A fracture in rolled aluminum sections shows a smooth and bright structure.
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h. Grinding wheel test. No sparks are given off from aluminum in this test.

i. Torch test. Aluminum dogs not show red before melting. It holds its shape
until althost moltgn, then collapses suddenly. A heavy film of white oxide forms instantly
on the molten surface.

44. CHROMIUM (Cr).

a. History. Chromium was first discovered in 1797. The chief ores of chromium
are chrornite (Cr203. Fe0) and chrome ochre (Cr203).

b. Uses. Chromium is one of the most versatile and widely used alloys. It is
used as an alloying agent in steel and cast iron (0.25 to 0.35 percent) and in nonferrous
alloys of nickel, copper, aluminum, and cobalt. It is also used in electroplating for appear-
ance and wear, in powder metallurgy, and to make X-ray targets, mirrors, and stainless
steel.

c. Capabilities. Chromium can be welded, machined, and forged.

d. Limitations. Chromium is not resistant to hydrochloric acid, nor can it be
used in the pure state because of its brittleness and difficulty to work.

e. Properties (pure).

(1) Specific 'gravity - 7.19.

(2) Melting point - 3,300° F.

(3) Brinell hardness No - 110 to 170.

(4) Modulus of elasticity - 36,000,000 PSI.

(51 Acid resistant (except hydrochloric).

(6) Wear,,,heat, and corrosion resistant.

45. COBALT (Co).

\.

a. History. Cobalt was first' recognized as an element in 1735. The chief ores of
cobalt are cobaltite (CoAsS) and smaltite (CoAs2). Most important deposits in the United
StateS are found in Missouri arild Pennsylvania. Cobalt is also mined in Africa, Canada, and
Germany.,

b. Uses. Cobalt is,mainly used as an alloying element in permanent and soft'
magnetic materials, high-speed tool bits and cutters, high-temperature creep-resisting
alloys, and cemented carbide tool bits and cutters. It is also used in making insoluble
paint pigments and blue ceramic glazes.

c. Capabilities Cobalt can be welded, machined (limited), and colsi-drawn.

d. Limitations. Cobalt must be machined 'With cemented -ca.rbide cutter.s. Welding
Hi=-C cobalt steel often causes cracking.
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e. Properties.

(1) Pure.

(2)

(a) Tensile strength - 34,000 PSI.

(b) Brinell haraness No 125.

(c) Specific gravity - 8.9.

(d) Mdulus of elasticity - 30,000,000 PSI.

(e) Melting point - 2,7200 F.

Alloy (Stellite 21).

Tensile strength - 1011000 PSI.

Modulus of elasticity - 36,000,000 PSI.

Heat and corrosion resistant.

46. COPPER,(Cu).

3- 1

a. History. Copper was _one of the first known metals and it was used extensively
1

ecause of its attractive color' and ability to be worked. Early Egyptians and Romans made
vas es and ornaments from this metal. Most copper produced today comes from sulfurized
ores, "Charlocite" (Cu25.FezS3) being the mosi important. Arizona, Utah, and Montana

.'are the largest producing regions. A small quantity of native copper is Mined in upper
Michigan. Chile and Africa are large foreign producers. Copper is a reddish metal, very
ductile and malleable, and has high electrical and heat conductivity. It is used as a major
element in hundreds of alloys. Commercially pure copper is not suitable for welding and,
while it is very soft, it is very difficult to machine due to its high ductility.

b. Uses. The principal use of commercially pure copper is in the electriCal
industry where it is made into wire or other such conductors% It, is also utilized in-the
manufacture of nonferrous alloys such as brass, bronze, and rnonel metal. Typical copper
produCts- ire sheet roofing, cartridge cases, bushings, wire, bearings, and statues.

c. Capabilities. Copper can be forged, cast; and cold worked. It can also be
welded, but it's machinability is only fair.

d'.
.

Limitation. Electrolytic tough pitch copper cannot be Welded satisfactorily.

e. Properties.

(1), Pure.

(a), Nonmagnetic.

(b) Brinell hardness No -

Tensile strength - 32,

(d), Mo-Julus of elasticity -
,

60 to 110.

000 tO 60,000 PSI.

vik

16,000, oqo PSI.
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(e) SpecifiC gravity - 8.9.-

if). Melting point - 1,9800 F.

(z) Corrosion resistant.

(2) Alloy.

(a) Tensile strength - 50000 to 90000 PSI.

(b) Modulus of elasticity - 15,600,000 PSI:

(c) Brinell hardness No - 100 to 1854

f. Appearance. Copper is red in color when polished; it oxidizes to various
shades of green.

L. Fracture. Copper presents a smooth surfac.o.when fractured, free from
crystalline appearance.

h. Grinding wheel test. Copper gives off no sparks in this test.

i. Torch test. Because of copper's good heat-conducting properties, a larger
flame is required to produce fusion of copper than would be needed for a steel piece of the
same size. Copper melts suddenly and solidifies instantly. Copper alloy, containing small
amounts of other metals, melts more easily and solidifies more slowly than pure copper.

s.

j. Brasses and bronzes. Brasso..an alloy of copper and zinc (60 to 68 perCent
copper and 32 to 43 percent zinc), has a low melting point and high heat conductivity. There
are several iypes of brass such a naval, red, admiralty, yellow, and commercial. All vary
in copper and zinc content all may. be alloyed with other elements as lead, tin, manganese,
or iron, and all have good machinability and can be welded. Bronze is an alloy of copper and
tin and may contain lead, zinc, nickel, manganese, or phosphorus. It has high strength, is
corrosion resistant, has good'machinability, and can be welded.

(1) Appearance. The color Nolished brass and bronze varies with the
composition from red, almost like copper, to yellow brass. They oxidize
to various shades of green and brown or yellow.

(2) Fracture. The surface of fractured brass or bronze ranges from smooth
to crystalline, depending upon composition and metlioci-of preparation;
i.e., cast, rolled, or forged.

(3) Grinding wheel test. Brass and bronze give offno sparks.

(4) Torch test. True brasses contain.zind, which gives off white fumes when
the brass is' melted. Bronzes contain tin.. Even a slight amount of tin
makes the alloy flow very freely:like-water. Due to the small amount of
zinc or tin that is usually present, bronzes may fume slightly but never so'
much as brass. _

k. Aluminum bronzes.

(1) Appearance. When polished, aluminum" bronZes, appear a darker yellow
than brass.
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Fracture. Aluminum bronzes "present a -smooth surface when-fractitred.

Grinding Wheel test., .Alurninum brozize.s give off no sparks:.

Torchtest. Welding, aluminum bronzes is exti-ernely difficult. The
surfa-ce-is quickly cov,ered with a heavy scum that tends to mix with
the nietal and is difficult to remove. .

a. History'. The history of lead, one oi the oldest metals known to man, dates
back to tl7e Old Testament(3,00,0 B.C..). The Phaxablis and Babylonians had many uses for

CommerCiaL lead is- derived almost excluiively from one mineral. this material
Is galena, PbS, the sulfide of lead. Lead ore is mined in many countries, often in associa-
tion with zinc ore. The United States (principally Miss.ouri, Utah, Colorado, and Idaho) is
-the moit important' source followed by Australia, Canada, and Mexico. .

b, Uses. _Lead is used principally:in the Tnarifacture of electrical equiiament such
as lead-sTieathed power and telephone cables and storage.batteries. It,is also used in building
construction, in. both pipe and sheet, fOrm, and in solder. Zinc alloys are utilized in the _

manufacture of lead Weights, bearings, gaskets, seals, bullets, and shot. Many types of
chemical_compounds are pioduced frbm lead; among these are_lead carbonate (paint pigment).
and tetraethyl lead (antiknock gasdline).- Lead-is also-.used for X-ray. protection. It can be_

said that lead has more-fields of-afplication than any other metal.

. Capabilities. Lead can be cast, cold w4ked, welded, and machined.

d. Limitations. Lead.has low strength with heavy weiklit, and.lead dust and
fumes, ar e poisonous.

Properties.

(1) Pure.

(a) Tensile _strength - 2,500 to 3,000 PSI.

(b) ModulO's of elasticity - 2,600,000 PSI.

(c) Specific gravity - 11,3,.

(d) Melting point - 6200"F.

(2) Allty B32-467. 'Tensile Stringth - 5,800 PSI. .,

(3) General. ",.

(a) 'Low electrical conductivity.
.

(b) Sell-lubricating.

(c)

(d) CotroSion,resistant.

41
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414 :MAGNESIUM (Mg).

a. History. Magnesium, ranking third in abundance, was discovered in 1830, yet
its commerbial history covers only 60 years. Ita principal ores are dolomiteTinagnesite,
and carnallite. bukit occurs as magnesium chloride in certain natural salt brines'and.sea
water (1 cubic mile of which contains 9 billion pounds of magnesium).,

b. Uses. Magfesiurn is iised as a deoxidizer for brass, bronze, niskel, and silver.
Because of its light weight,_ it is'use- in many weight-saving applications, particularly in the
aircraft industry. It is also used as a pyrotechnic for railroad signals and for military
purposes. Magnesium castings are used for engine housings, blowers, hose pieces, landing
wheels, and certain parts of the fuselage. Magnesium alloy materials are used in sewing
machines', typewriters, and textile machines.

c. Capabilities. Magnesiumcan ice Rirged, cast, welded, and machined.
.

d. Limitations. _Magnesitiin in fine chip form will ignite at low temperatures (800-
to 1, 200(511T). T Arne can 'be smOthered with-suitable Materials such as CO2, foam, sand,

....

e. Prowties.

(1) Pure.

fa) Tensile strength - 12,000 PSI (cast)._

(b) .Tensile stren,gth 7 37,000 PSI (rolled).

(c) Brinell hardness No - 30 (cast).

cd) Brinell hardneS's No - 50 (rolled).

,(e) Sp cific gravity.- 1.7.

Modul of elasticiti- 6,500,000 PSI.

(E)Melting point - '1,202° F.

(2) Alloy (Az31x)..,

(a) Brinell hardness No - 72 (hard).

, (b) Brinell hardness No a. 50 (forged).

(c) Tensile strength - 42,000 PSI (haid).

(d). Tensile strength - 32,000 PSI (forged).

f. Appearance." Magnesium resembles aluminum in appearance. Like aluminum,
it is highly corrosion res,istant and has a good strength to weight ratio; but it.is lighter in
weight than aluminum. It has very low kindling point, however, and is not yery weldable
except when it is alloyed with manganese and aluminum. Magnesium is distinguished from
aluminum by the use of a silver nitrate solution. The solution does not affect aluminum,
but it,leaves a black deposit of silver on magnesium. Magnesium is produced in large
quantities from sea water. It has excellent machinabilny, but because of its low kindling
point, sriecial precautions Must be used when machining.
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49. MANGANESE (Mn).

a. History. Manganese was first extracted as an element abovt 1.500. The chiei
ore a ml.nganese is black Manganese dioXide (Mn01).

b. Uses. Manganese is mainly used as an alloying agent in the manufacture of
steel to increase its tensile strength. It is also added during the steel-making process-to
remove sulfur as a slag. Austenitfc.mangane-se steels are used for 1-41road trackwork,
power shovel budtets, and rock crushers. Medium-carbon manganese steels are utilized
in the manufacture of car axles' and gears.

c. Capabilities.' Manganese, can be welded, machined, and cold-worked.

d. Limitations. Austenitic manganese iteels are best machined with cemented
carbide, cobalt, and high-speed stesl cutters.

e. Properties.

(1) Pure.

(a) Tensile strength - 72,000 PSI (quenched),

(b) Brinell'hardness No.- 330.

(c) Specific gravity -

(d) Modulus of elasticity - 23,000,000 PSI.'

(e) Melting 'point - 2,27e, F.

(S) Brittle.

(2). Alloy. Tensile strength - 110,000 PSI.

(3). General.

(a) Highly poliihable.

(b) Brittle.

50: MOLYBDENUM (Mo).

4

a. History. Molybdenum was first prepared in 1790 in the form of metallic yowder.
Chief.ores are molybdenite (142S2) and wulfenite (PbMo04). Chief mines are locate,t_in.
Colorado, and many small deposits are found in the southwest region. Moly dentirn is also
found in England and New.South Wales. -

b. Uses. Molybdenum is used mainly as an alloying adflitionl'-11-eating elements,
switches, contacts, thermocouples, welding electrodes, and cathode-ray tubes are made
of molybdenum.

Capabilities. Molybdenum can be swaged, rolleandcdrawn or machined.

d. Limitations. Molybdenum can Only be welded in an atomic hydrogen arc or butt
welded hy resistance heating in vacuum. It is attacked by nitric acid, hot sulfuric acid, and
.hot hydrochloric acid.

'
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e. Properties (pure).

(1)

(2)

tensile strength -,100;000 PSI (sheet).

Tensile Strength.- 30,000 PSI (wire).

(3) Brinell hardness No - 160 to 1-85.

(4) Spec fic gravity -

(5) Modulus of elasticity - 50,000,000 PSI

(6), Melting point - 4,8009 F.
,

(7) `Retains hardness and strength at high temperature.

(8) Corrosion resistant.

51. .NICKL (Ni).

.10

al History. Nickel was firq used by cient mail in swords and implements
fashionedfrom nickel-bearing imeteorit s. It as first extracted as an element in 1751
from a copper-colored mineral named "kupfer nickel." Sulfide ores of nickel are found
chiefly in Canada and.Norway; oxidized ores occur in New Caledonia; and arsenical ores
are found in Ontarfo, Colorado, New Mexico, France, anJi1di. Nickeys a grayish-

/ , white metal, very ductile, and malleable.

, b. Uses. Most of the nicitek.produced is used in the production of alloys, both
ferrous and nonferrous. Chemical and food processing equipment, electrical resistance
heating elements, ornargental trim, and parts subjected to elevated temperatures are all
produced from nickel-containing metals. 'Alloyed with chromium, it is used to manufacture
stainless steel.

c. Capabilities. Nickel alloys are readily welded by either the gas or arc methods.
It can be machined, forged, cast, 'and_easily fortpd."

d. Limitations. Nickel cannot withstand'heai alzove 600° F in a sulfidizing
atmosphere. It oxidizes very slowly in the presence of moisture pr corrosive gases.

e. Properties.

(1) ..Pure.

(a) Tensile strength - 46,000:PSI:

(b) Brinell hardneSs No - 220.

(s) Specific gravity - 8. 9.

(d) Modulus. of elasticity - 32,000, 000 PSI.

(e) Melting point - 2, 6500 F.

(2) Alloy. Brinell hardness No 7 140 to 230..

t
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(3) Monel-forged.

(a) Tensile strength 100,000 PSI.

(b) Modulus of efasticity - 26000 PSI.

(c) High strenithendtouihness at elevated temperature.
. .. f. Monel metal. *Monel metal is an alloy of silver-ivhite color--containing approxi-,

mately 67 percent nickel, 29 to 80 percent copper, 1.4percent iron, 1 per-cent manganese,
0.1 percent silicon, and 0.15 percent carbon'. In appearance, it resembles untarnished
nickel. After use, however, and particularly after contact with chemical solutions, the
silver-white color takes on a yellow tinge and some of the luster is lost. It has a very highl
resiitance tcf corrosion and is weldable.

52. TIN (Sn).

, -a. History. Although it has always been a scarce metal, tin was usellaiir ancient
times. even before the Christian era. Today, the work production of this metal/T7mall ,
but tin is of great importance because of its ihany industrial uses. Tin,is derived from
the oxide' cassiterite, 5n02, a mineral found in nearly all parts of the world. Malaya,:
Boliva, China, the Belgian Congo, and Nigeria account for 90 percent of the world's tin
output. No commercial tin deposits have been found, thus far, in the United.States.

P

b. Uses. The major application of tin is in the coating of*steel. It serves as the
most efficient container for the preservation of perishable food. Tin, in the f2rm of foil,
is often used in wrapping food_products. A second major application of tin is as an alloying
element. Tin is alloyed with copper ,to produce various tin brasses and bronzes, with lead
to produce solder, and with antimony-end lead to form babbit.

c. Capabilities. Tin.a.n be die cast, cold worked (extrude'd), machined, and ,t
soldered.

d. Limitations. Tin is not weldable.

e. properties.

(1) Pure.

(1) Tensile 'strength - 2400 PSI.

(b) Specific gravity - 7.29.

(c) Melting point - 450) F.

(d) Modulus of elasticity - 6,000,000 PSI.

(e) Corrosion resistant.

(2) Babbit alloy.

(2.) Tensile strength - .10,00.0 PSI.

(b) Brinell hardness No - 30.

45
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53- TITAN-HIM (Ti). _

r1.-a. History. Titanium was first discovered in 1791 as the white, etallic oxide
rutile, Ti02; but a relatively pure form we's not isolated until 1835. If is f und primarily,
in FlOrida, Virginia, and North Carolina. Today, titanium metal, the fpurth most abundant
structural metal in the earth',s-orAistr4s..kriiiwn to be widely-distributed throughout the world
.with the largest ore deposits being mined in Quebec.-

b. Uses. Titanium is used as an additive in alloying aluminum, copper, .magne-__
sium, steel, nickel, and other Metals. It is also used in making powder for pyrotechnics
and in the manufacture of turbine blades, aircraft firewalls, engine nacelles, frame issern-
blies, ammunition tracks, and m.ortar bape plates.

c. Capabilities. Titanium can be machined at low and fast feeds, formed, spot-
andoseam-welded, and fusion-;ielded with inert gas. , -

,
"d. Limitations. Titeniurn has low.impact strength, Seizing tendencies, and low

creep strength at elevated temkrattires-(above .8409 It can be cast into simple shapes
only.

t
e. 'Properties;:

(1) Pure.

CP

(a) Tensile strength - 100,000 PSI.

(b) Brinell hardness No A 200.

(c). Specific gravity - 4.5.

(d) Modulus of elasticity - 168,000,000 PSI.

(e) 'Melting.point - 3,3000 F.

Good corrosion resistance.

(2) ALloa.

(a) Brinell hardness No'- 340.

(b) Teniile strength - 150,000 PSI:

(c) High strength/weight ratio.

(d) Twice that of Al alloy at 400° F.

4. TUNGSTEN (W).

J

-

a. History. Tungsten was discovered by the d'Elhujar brothers in 1783. (Tungsten
occurs in natural state as VolframitelFeW04) and scheslite (CaW04) and is extracted in its
pure state from these ores by the re(uction process.) It is hard, brittle, and nonmagnetic evei
and forms an oxide when heated in air.. It is found in Colorado, California, mid South Dakota,
and alio in Burma, China, Japan, Portugal, and Bolivia.
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/),b. Uses. Tungsten is used in the manufacture of incandescent lamp filaments and
phonograTh needles and as an'alloying agent in production of.bigh-speed Steel, armorplate,
and projectiles.

yg
c. Capabilities. Tungsten, can. be cold and ha drawn.

.. .

d. Limitations. Tungstenis hard to machine, requires high temperatur,es
melting, and is usually produced by 'Powdered metallurgy (sintering process).

e. Properties..

-o(1) Melting point - 6,170° F plus or minus 35 .

(2) Duane.

(3) Tensile-strength' - 105,000 PSI.

(4) .'"Specific gravity - 19. 32..

(5) Modulus of elasticitV - 50,000,000 PSI.

.(6) Thermal conductivity - 0.397.

(7) Brinell hardness No - 38.

(8) Dull white color.

55. ZINC (Zn).

a. History. Though zinc is generally- regarded as a modern metal, it was probably
first extracted by the Chinese in about the 13th century. Through the efforts of Marco Polo,
the process was brought to Eurape. The principal ores of zinc are the sulfide blends, the
silicates such as willemite, and the oxides such as franklinite and zincite. Sulfide deposits
of commercial importance occur in many parts of the world; namely, the United States, ,

Belgium, and Poland. States leading in the production of zinc are Missouri, Oklahoma,
and New Jersey. '

b. Uses.

(1)

(2)

Galvanizing constitutes the largest use of zinc and is done by dipping the
,part in molten zinc.or by electroplating it, Examples of items manufactured
in this way are galvanized pipe, tubing, sheet metal, wire, nails, bolts,. ,

etc. Zinc is also used as an alloying element in producing alloys such.as
brass, bronze, etc, and those alloys that are composed prirnarilyaf zinc
itself.

Typical parts made with zinc alloy are die c.astings, toys, ornaments,
building equipment, carburetor and fuel pump bodies, instrumenrpanels,

lawet and dry batteHes, use plugs, pipe organs, munitions, cocg utensils,
and fluxes. Other form of zinc include zinc oxide and zinc sulfide, widely
used in paints and rubber, and zinc dust which is used in the manufacture
of explosives and chemical agents.

(3). An important byproduct of the zinc industry is sulfuric acid.

4 '7
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c.. Capabilities. Zinc can be cast, cold worked (extruded), machined, and welded.

d. Limitations. The use of zinc die castings in continuous contact with steam is
not--recomm ended.

Properties.

(I) Pure.

(a), Tel-Lei le efrength - 12,000 PSI (cast).

(I;) Tensile strength - 274000 PSI (rolled).

(c) Specific graity - 7.1.

(d) Melting point -'790° F.

(e) Corrosion resistant.
..-

(f) Brittle at 220° F.

(2) 'Alloy ASTM XXIII.

(a) Tensile .strength - 41,000 PSI.

.(b) Brinell hardness No - 82.

f. Zinc die castings.

(1) ,Appearance. Die castings are usually alloys of zinc, aluminum, magne-
sium, lead, and tin. They are light in weight, generally white in color
(like aluminum), and frequently of intricate d'Esign. A die-cast surface
is much smoother than that of a casting made in sand and is almost as
smooth as a machined surface. Occasionally, die castings darkened by
use may be confused with malleable iron when judged simply by appearance,
but,the die casting is lighter in weight and softer.

(2) Fracture. The surface of zinc die castings is white and somewhat granular
in structure.

(3) .Grinding wheel test.. Zinc die castings give off no sparks.

(4) Torch test. Zinc die caktings can. be recognized by their low Melting
temperature. The meta& boils ..3,Vhen heated with the Oxyacetylene flame.
A die Casting, after thorough cleaning, can be welded with a carburizing
flame - tin or aluminum soldei4 being used as filler Metal. If necessary,
the die-cast part can be used as a pattern to make a new bradi casting.

SECTION VIII. HEAT TREATMENT
,G

56. INTRODUCTION.

ai The Main purpose in heat treating metals is to charge and improve physical
iirOperties, of a metal so that it can be adapted tip a specific purpose. The properties of all
steel's may be changed very decidedly by heating and cooling under definite conditiOns. The

f
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heat treating of metals consists of heating and cooling the material, while inits solid state,
at a predetermined rate. An example of-lyeat treating is 'when steel has been made hard to
resist wear, penetration, arid abrasion. This same s,teel can then be softened to allow for
cold working or machining. Other effects of proper heat treating would include refining
grain structure, removing internal Stresses, Ad giving metals such properties as strength
and toughness.

b. There are very few alloys which form perfect molten solutions and then crystal--
lize into two or more pure metals upon solidification. Most metals will crystallize and sep-
arate in such a way that each will contain some of the other metal as a sdlid solution. It has
been found that solids, during heating and cooling, undergo structural changes which will have
ponsiderable- effect upon their physical properties.

57. CRITICAL TEMPERATURES.

. a. When plain carbon steels are heated to approXimately 1,3400 F: the grain
siructure of the steel begins to change. This point is called the lower critical temperature.

b. Low-darbon steel must be heated to approximately 1,6500 F before a complete
grain structure is obtained. This point is called the upper critical temperature.

-

c. As the carbon content of the steel increases, the upper critical temperature
decreases until the carbon content reaches 0.85 percent; at which point, the lower and upper
critical temperatures are the same. Between 0.85 and 1,7 percent carbon content, the
upper critical temperature rises abruptly.

58. QUENCHING MEDIA.

a. When a Ileated metal is*cooled quickly, the strucfure is preserved- The rate
of heating and coolihg detesmines the crystalline structure of the steel since most metals

have,a critical temperature at which-the grain structure changes. There are two tYpes of

qUenching baths:

(1) Still, bathin which)ihe entire object is quenched.

(2) Flush bathwhere the quench, is forced on a desired area.

b. Common quenching media emploYed are as follows:

(1) Brine (usually a mixture of 10.percent salt and water), which removes
heat very rapidly, is generally used in quenching plain carbon steels:

(2)

(3)

Water, which removes heat rapidly sometimes causing .cracking, is used
only to quench heavsr sectiOns of carbon steels.

Oil, which removes' heat slowly thereby reducing cracking, is used to
quench low-alloy steels and thin sections of carbon steel.

(4) Air, which removes heat very slowly thereby practically eliminating
.craCking or warping, is used primarlly for high-alloy steels.

-4 3
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59. HARDENING STEELS.

a. Heat treatment considerably transforms the grainotructure of steel, and it is
while passing through the critical temperature range tiat steel acquires a hardening power.
due in part to the physical changes ,in,the atomic structure of iron. Plain carbon steels
begin to harden when heat&I to the lower critical temperature (apiiroximately 1,3400 F) and
quenched; but they obtain their maximum hardness when heated to their upper critical tem-
perature and quenched.

b. If the cooling is very rapid, as in water-quedching, the transformation takes
place at a temperature very much below the _critical temperature range. The carbon.is held
in a forced and finely divided state so that the steel becomes hard and brittle and a great
deal stronger than sloWly cooled steel. This increases the degree of hardening possible for_
a given cooling rate.

c. Alloy additions alter the rate of transformation on cooling and permit deeper
hardening with less severe rates of cooling. This is particularly advantageous in large or
complicated sections that would tend to crack or be distorted if made from% lain steel -and
water-quenched. Each-alloy or combiziRtion of alloys, however, shows individuality in its
effect. Alloy stezels are, therefore, made up and heat-treated to attain tile specific prop-
erties required fn the structures for whiCh they are to be used.. Each time a piece of carbon
or low-alloy s eel is heated to,Thr slightly above, its 'critical temperature, a fine grain. is
developed.

d. As the steel is heated to higher temperatures, the grains become coarser and
cct,ntinue to increabe in size with the increase in the time the steel is held at these higher
temperatures. Coarse-grained steels tend to be more brittle and generally less serviceable
than fine-grained steels.' Therefore, a fine grain is usually desired in alloy structural steels,
and this is attained by quenching from a temperature not more than 100° F above the upper
critical temperature.

e. Heat colors in moderate, diffused light and their approximate temperatures
are as follows:

Brilliant white - 2;732° F.

(2) White heat 72, 552° F.

(3) Yellow-white - 2, 372° F.

- (4) Orange-yellow - 2,192° F.

(5) .Orange-red - 2,012° F.

(6) Bright cherry-red -.1,832° F1

(7) Cherry-red - 1,65

(8) Dull cherry-red - 1,4720 F.

(9) Dark red - 1,292° F.

(10) Red in sunliiht - 1,077° F.

(11) Red in daylight - 975° F.
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(12) Faint red in twilight 885° F.

(13) Faint red in dark - 752° F.

.60. TEMPERING.

a. After a steel is hardened, it is too brittle for ordinary purposes; therefore some
of the haTdness should be removed and toughness induced. This process of reheating quench-
hardened steel to a temperature below the transformation range and then cooling at any rate
desired-is called tempering. The_metal must be heated uniformly to a predetermined tem-
perature depending on-the totighiess desired. As the tempering temperature increases,
,toughness increases and hardness decreases. The tempering range is usually between
370° and 750° F, but sometimes it is as high as 1,100° F.

b. Temper ,colors and their approximate temperatures are as follows:

11) Very pale yellow - 430° F..

(Zr-aght yellow - 440° F.

(3), Pale straw-yellow - 450° F.

(4) Straw-yellow - 460° F.

(5) Deep straw-yellow - 470° F.

(6): Dark yellow 7 480° F.

(7) Yellowbrown - 490° F.

. (8) Brown-yellow - 500° F. -

(9) Spotted red-brown 7 510°F.

4.10) Brown-purple - 520° F.

( 1 1 ) Light purple - 530 F.

(12) Ftill purple 7-540°- F.:
.

(13) Dark purple - 550° F.

(14) Full blue :560° F.

_

. .
(15) Dark-blue 570° F.

(16)* Light blue - 640° F.

(17) Faint red (visible in dar,ls.) - 752° F.

(18) Faint4red in twilight - 885° F.-

(1-9) Red in sunlight - 1,077° F.

c. Quench to cool. part or to,prevent heat from creeping during selective temperin*g.
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6i, NORMALIZING. The purpose of normalizing is to refine the grain structure of,metals and em e stresses to a lesser extent than annealing. It breaks up the coarse grainstructure set up from casting, welding, or forging. Normalizing is -accomplished by heating-to the normalizing range0(100° tO 2000 F above the upper critical temperature) and cooling-in still air.

62. ANNEALING. Metals that have been rolled, drawn, hammered, forged.(work-
hardened)/or hardened by heating and quenching can be made soft and_ductile by annealing.This prOcess involves heating to a temperature 50° to 75° F above the upper critical tem-
perature anecooling slowly in a furnace or-other confined space. The annealing processremoves hardness for further working; it also relieves stresses and increases ductility.

63. SURFACE HARDENING. A low-carbon steel cannot be hardened to any great extentbecause of its low car-boil content, yet the surface can be hardened by means of case harc17/-ening. The hardening is accomplished by increasing the carbon content of the surface only.
a. Case hardening.. This process produces a hard surface resistant to wear, butat the same time leaves.a tough core. It is accomplished as folloWs;

4

( Pack carburizing. The process whereby work is placed in a metal con-
tainer and surrounded by a mixture of charcoal or barium, calcium, or
sodium carbonates. The container is sealed and heated from 1 to 16 hours
at 1,700° to 1,800-° F; approximate penetration is 0.007 inch per hour.
Next,.the work is removed, quenched, and tempered.

r.

(2) Gas caiburizing. The process whereby work is placed in a gastight retort
and heated to 1,700° F, and natural or manufactured gas is passed through
the retort until proper depth is obtained. Next, the work is heat7treated
as in the pack process.

(3). Nitriding. The process whereby work is placed in anatmosphere 'of
ammonia gas at 950° F for from 10 to 90 hours. The maximum depth of
,0.030 inch will be reached at 90 hours, the-work is then'removed and
cnoled slowly«, Little warpage will result because of the loiv temperature.
The_case must then be ground so that it will be corrosion resistant.

(4) Cyaniding. The process whereby work is preheated and immersed in a
cyanide bath at 1,5500 F. Time of immersion varies from a few min'utes
to 2 hours with a resulting penetration of 0.010 inch per hour. Parts
should be tempered if-toughness is desired. The finnes from this process
are poisonous; therefore, the work should be performeclina well-ventilatedwork station.

(5) Forge caselardening. This process, usually used in the field, is accom-
'plished by preheating work in a forge or with a, torch tn.-1,650° F, then

dipping ths wcirk in potassium cyanide or KasehiteOmdiapplyirig flame until
the compound melts, Repeat until required depth/isi4tained, and then
quench.

_' b. Induction hardening.. This process is accomplished by the use of a high-
frequency current with low voltage and a water spray,to quench the mork. It is used onhigh-carbon and alloy steels.

c. Flame hardening.. *This process is accomplished by heating the surface to be
hardenedwith an oxyacetylene torch and quenching it in water. Steel must be high in carbon.
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'SECTIONIFUI. CONC LUSION

-
. 64. SUMMAV. As a result of studying this lesson you have learned that metalhas

surpassed both wood and stone as a basic material for the manufacture of..products. You
also have become aware of the many. characteristic properties that make metal so popular.
In addition; you have been acquainted with the use of hardness testers, how to identify
metals, production processes, .a.0- the procedures for heat treatment of metals. You
should find that the knowledge you have gained by studying this lesson will he invaluabld
-to y,ou as you continue to study and practice the machinist trade. ,-

^
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LESSON EXERCISE QUESTIONS

Instruction's for use of the answer sheet:

1. The procedure by' which you will answer-the exercise questions in this subcourse is
probably new to you. 3'he information is presented in a programed instruction format
where you immediately know whether r -not you have answered the questions correctly.
if you hee selected an incorrect answer, you will 'be directed to a portion of the study
text that will provide you with,additional information.

2. Arrange this subccurse bo oklet ana your answer sheet so that they are convenient.
Each exercise question has three choices lettered a, b, and c. Yota answer sheet has
three groups of numbers far questions 1 through 200. The numbers indicated for each
question represent the a, b, or c choice.. The exercise response list is in the appendix
to this subcourse. It contains a listing of3rdigit numbers in numerical sequence. Each
num.ber is followed by`a response that either reinforces a correct answer or gives you
additional information for an incorrect answer.

3. To use this system'proceed as follows:

a. Read the first exercise question and select the choice you think answei's the
question coriectly. Go to the qnestion 1 area of your answer sheet and circle the 3-digit
'number that corresponds with the choice you selected.

.b.' After you have identified the 3-digit number, locate it in the exercise responselist.. If you selected the right choice, the first word of the response will be "CORRECT.
This tells you that 'you have answered the question correctly. Read the rest of the response_which tells why your choice was cotrect and then go to the next question.

. .
c. If the word "CORRECT" is NOT the first word of the-response, you have selected

the wrong ansWer.. Read 'the rest of the response and then turn to the area in your studytext 'that is mentioned. There yob will'find the information necesiary for you to make
another choice. Be sure to reed all of the response because it will help you select the

-COrrect answer and it also piovides more information. Line out the incorrect 3-digit
response on your answer sheet.

d. After you have reread the reference, select another answer and circle the 3-digit
responie for that choice. Again check the- number of this second choice with the response
list to see if your' choice is now tOrrect and to obtain more information about your choice.
If Your seconii-choice is _still not correct, line out the 3-digit response on the answer she4and continue ,until the correct answer is selected. When you have answered all,of the
questions in in exercise, count the number of lined out responses and see how >veil you did.

4. You will notice that the lesson exercise question numbeis continue con secutively from
lessoii to lesson. This allows you to use one answer sheet for the entire subcourse.

5. After you have finished the exercise questions for all lesson., fold and seal the answer
sheet so that the USA0b&cS address i ,on the outside. .Drop the answer sheet in the mail
so the sChool will know you have comnleted the study portion of the -aubccnirse and are nowready for the examination.

OS 424;1-P41
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EXERCISE
)

.*

1. What best describes ultimate strength? N
_

,

a. Unit stress measureiii,n. tons Per square inch
b. Unit strain measured-4i tons per'square inch
c. Unit stress measured in pounds-per.. square inch

2. Which test is the--otremost often applied to metals?
A

a. Strain
b. Stress
c: Tensile.

3. Which is' the strontest of the commercially pure metals?

a. Molybdenum
b. Tungsten
c. Titanium

4. The drawing of a piece 4.wire from a larger to a sthaller.diameter is an example of

a. ductility.
b. toughness.
c. elasticity.

5. 'The energy that is:recovered from a clock spring is an exa,mple of

a. strain. 2
b. resilierice.
c.- elasticity.

6. The breaking of a rotating shaft that has been drawn out of aliriement by.a pulley belt
is an exp.mple of *
a. brittleness.
b. fatigue.
c. strain.

4.
Which type of hardness tester operates by 'forcing a hardened steel ball into the test
material hy the weight of a known load?

a. Sh'ore scleroscope
b. Rockwell
c. Brinell

§0. Which type of ,hardiess tester is_portable and can be transported to the, work site?

a. Shore scieroscope'
b. Monotron
c. Rockwell

55
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9. What best describes a metal with a type SAE 1020 designiVOn?'

a, 'Carbon 'steel containing 0. ZO hundredth of 1 percent carbon
b. Carbon steel containing 0,10 hundredth# of 1 percent carbon
c. Nickel steel gontaining-0.20 hun4edthOf 1 percent carbon

10. Type SAE 5130 s'teel. is a chromium-steel alloy containing

a. 1 percent chromiurn arid 0. 30 percent carbon.
b.. 5 percent ohrbmium and 0.30 percent carbon.
c. 50 percentchromium and 0.30 percent -carbon.

,

II. What is the mostimportent single factor governing the properties and uses of steel?

a. 'Slag content
b. Carbon content
c. Type of ore

12. Which material is not used in the charging of a blast furnace?

a. Silicon
b. Ore
c. Coke

. 13. Which process was the first to give large quantities of cheap steel to the world?

a../ Open-hearth,
b. Bessemer
c. Electric

14.. What effect does the addition of sulfur have when added to basic open-hearth steel?

a. Makes it fiee-machining
b. Decreases the carbon content
c: Makes it corrosion resistant

15.. What ingredient provides wrought iron with the property of resisting corrosion and
oxidation?

a. Slag
b. Scrap

. c. 'Carbon

16. Which is a major characteristic of an aluminum torch test?

'a. Shows red before melting
4. White oxide film forms on molten su'rface
c. Collapses.suddenly
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/7: A_..t What poiilti-are the upper and lower critical temperatures the same for steel?

a. 'When the' carbon cOnterit is below p. 85;perceot
When the carbon content reaches 0. 85 percent

c. When the carbon content reaches 1.7 percent

18. Which quenching media is used to redute cAcking and is p-Fimaray
steels and thin-sections of carbon steel?

. .

-a. Brine
b..-- Water
c._ Oil

19. What process is.used to induce toughness after steel has been hardened?
_

a. Tempeiing
.1x. 0i1-quenching
c. Noimalizing

'A

20. -Which surface hardening process consists of preheating the metal, dipping it in
potassium cYanide or Kasenite, and then applying flame until the compound melts?

a. Forge case hardening
b. Pack carburizing

.c. , Gas carburizing
:

*

21. Which two properties are 'combined to form the characteristic of toughness in a metal?

a. Ductility and strength
b. Strength and malleability
c. Hardness ind elasticity

22. Which is &characteristic of the Monotron hardness'tester?

a. Diameter of ihe impressiOn.is measured
b. Depth of theimpression is kept constant
c. 'Depth of ihe impression is measured

Z. What is the primary purpose of the:blast furnace?

4 a.. EliMinating impurities in iron
b. Refining 'special types of steel
c. Extracting- iron from ore

' 24. What type of steel is hardened by the case hardening process?

a. tow-carbon
b.. , High-carbon
c. Low-carbon and alloy

,25. What is considered to lie one of the most versatile and widely used alloys?

-a. Magnesium
b. Alumifturn
c. 1,Chrornium

a
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..COR-R.,ESPONDENCE COURSE
of "the

US. ARM.Y ORDNANCE
CENTER AND SCHOOL

,

LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

Or dnance Subcourse No 424 . Machine Shop Practice

Lesson 2 Shop Mathematics Review

Credit Hours One

Lesson Objective After studying this lesson you will be able to:

1., Work, use, solve, explain, and compute
elementary mathematic problems-used
for shopwork application to include equa-
tions and formula.s, ratio and proportion,

ti area and volume, -square reot, and linear
and inetiic measurements.

2: Measure angles and find 'solutions to
right triangles to include the Pythagorean.
theorem.

Text Attached Memorandum
...

Materials Required None

Suggestions If possible, apply the mathematics review to
. various machine shop applications.

STUDY GUIDE ANb ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. GENERAL. The purpose of this:lesson is to provide a practiCal treatment of
elementary mathematics .and a discussion with illustrative examples of the mathematics
involved in actual shop work. The mathematics most comMonly used for shop work
applications include equation," and formulas, ratio and proportion, square root; linear
measureinents, area, volume, metric systemi angular measurement, and solution to
right triangles, to include the Pythagortan.theorem.

2. SHbF; MATHEMATICS REVIEW.

a. Equations.

(1) Definition - an.equation is. a statement of equality between two quantities.

: thxam1e

If k :-.: 2 and Y
Y

And by substitution 4 = 4
OS 424, 2-P1
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;.
(2) Rules for solving.

(a) Equal quantities may be added or subtracted from both sides
---ol-kn-e'quation-hrfind-ons-unknounrItiantity. -

Example No. 1 Example No. 2

X - 2 = + 8 X + 5 = 12

X = 10, X = _

(b) Problems may be solved by transposing terms; that is, any
.,term may be transposed from one Side okan equation to
another by changing its sign.

Example No. 1 Example No.2

X + 2 = 7
X = 7 - 2
X = 5

X - 2 = 5
X = 5 + 2
X = 7

(c) Equal quantities may be multiplied or divided on both sides of
an equation by equal quantities.

Example .No 1 Example Nd.

T 7
X x 5

=
'7 x 5

X x 5
= 35

5

X = 35

4 X = 20

4 X 20
4 4

= 5

(d) In general, whatever operation'Is performed on one side of
an equation must be performed on fhe other side to maintain
equality.

b. Formulas.
IMMO

(1.) A formula is a form of an equation expressing a general fact.

(2). Rules for solving.

(a) .Substitute known values into the formula.
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(b). Solve for unknown.

Example No. 1

RPM = CS x 4
Diameter of cutter

duttittg speed = 100

Diameter of cutter = 2"

100 x 4 = 200 r. p. m.

Example No. 2

1Tap Drill Size = OD -_
.0D = 1/4 N = 28

Tap Drill'Size = 1/4 - = .214 inches
28

c. Ratio and proportion.

(11 Ratio.

(a) Ratio is the relation which one quantity bears to another
quantity%f the same kind. Ratio is used considerably in
shop work. Pulleys and gears may have to be figured in
radii to speed anddiameters. The drawing or blueprint is

_ ,.a.rare one, indeed, that is_not drawn to some scale. Maps,
withouP,except4on, are drawn to scale. Scale means one
figure is used to represent another. Usually a small figure
represents a larger figure; e. g., on a blueprint 1 inch might
represent 1 foot.

(b) The two numbers used in the ratio are called the terms of the
ratio. The first number of a ratio is called the antecedent;
the second number is called the consequent. The consequent
is the divisor. The (:) ia the sign of ratio and means "is to."
Thus, 3 5 reads 3 is to 5. It is a dividing sign. In the same
ratio and similar expressions, such as in the same proportion
and pro rata, al/ have the, same meaning.

.--

(c) The ratio of one mimber to another is really the quotient of
the first number divided by the second.

-For example, 8 : 2 = 4.
"I

(d) The value of a ratio is not changed by either multiplying or
dividing both ternis by the same ntimber.

-.Thus, 3 :'2 = 6:- 4 = 60 :'40 etc.
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(2) Proportion.
'

(a) Proportion is a statement of equality between two ratios. Thus,
3 : 4:: 6 : 8. the symbol (::) means as, .or equals. Either this
sign or the equal sign (=) may be used. The extremes are the
first and last terms. The means are the second and third
terms. X, Y or Z usually represent unknown quantities:

(b) Rules of proportion.

1. General. Rule 1 - In proportion, the product of the means
equals the product ofthe extremes.

Example

3: 4::9:12
4 x 9.(product of the Means) =
3 x 12 (product of the extremes).

Note. This makes it possible to find an unknown quantity. In other words,
when three terms of a proportion are known, .the fourth can be foun

2. To find one unknown. mean. 'Rule U 7 When both extremes
and tine mean are known, find the unknown mean by dividing
the product of the extremes by the unknown Mean.

Example

15: 5: =
Let X = the unknown mean.
You then write: 15:5:: X:20
15 x 20 = 5 x X

300 = 5X
60 = X, the unknown

3. To find one unknown extreme. Rule UI - When both means
and one extreme are known, find the unknown extreme by
dividing the product of the means by the known extreme.

Example)

X: 28::2:8
=

28 x 2
X

x = 7.

Example problem Solution

U a niotor transport unit X: 240:: 5:8
travels 240 miles in 8 5 x 240

X = = 150 mileshours, how far will it - 8

travel in 5.Iio.urs?

OS 424, 2-P4



If 15 armatures for
starting motors in mili- .

tary trucks cbst $63, what
will 27 arMatures.chstat

4-the same rate per azina-
ture?

4i. Square root.

(1) Square root definitions.

ExiMple

52 = 5 x 5 = 25

The same relation holds
between the cost prices as
between the number of
armatures. Therefore, the
ratio of 15 armatutes to-27
armatures equals the ratio .
of $63 to the cost Of 27
armatures.

Then: 15: 27 63t X

x 63
X 113. 40

27 armatures then would
cost $113.40.

#

(a): Exponent - placed above'and to the right of a number is multi-
plied by itself (i.e., to what power it is to be raised).

(b) Power - the product of a number multiplied hy itself a 'specified
number of times.

rlc) Root of a numher - that number when multiplied by itself the
number of times indicated by the exponent will result in a
given number.

(d) Radical sign - indicates the root.

Example

.\.2/
-

Note. A blank radical indicates a root of two.
. .

(2) Procedure ,for solving squiie root.

(a) Whole numbers.

Example

Find the square root of V54756.

1. Insert decimal point in proper position for answer.

'V54756.

- ,
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2. Pair off numbers to the right and left of the decimal point'.

3.

'VJ tzt.
-Select.the largest square of a nuniber that will divide-into
the first pair. Place this square under the first pair, and
its root. . -

4. Subtract and bring down the next pair of numbers.

5. Multiply the number of numbers in the answer by 20 - this
will give the trial divisor.

20 x 2 = 40

Note. 20 is a constant and will alwayi be used to multiply the figure or figures
in the answer each time a trial divisor is required.

6.. Divide the trial divisor-into the liew.group. Place the
result in the answer, and alio add it to the trial divisor;

. Example

: 2 3 ". 2

4 Trial divisor 40
1 47 Result + 3

Correct divisor 43

7. Multiply the corrected divisor by the dame number just
placed in the answer. Place the result below the-new
group and subtract.

Example

-

7
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8. Repeat steps 4, 5, 6, and 7 until problem is solved.

Example

234. 23
13 56. x2Q

4
-1177

1 29
171F8 6

18 56
00 00

(b) Fractions.

Trial divisor 460
Result . +4
Corrected divisor 464

.-
1. Numerator and denominator perfect square.

a. Extract square roofof each.

b. Procedure same as in wkole numbers.
. . ,

Example

_ estf=--- . 9

V 256 16

1256

2.. Numerator and denominator not perfect squares.

a. Convert fraction to a decimal.

b. Proceed as in whole numbers.
dom. -F

(c) To square a fraction - multiply, the numerator byitself and
the denominator'by itself.

Example

(1/2)2 = 1/4

(3/8)2.;.- 9/64

Linear area and volume.

(1) Formulas. Definitions of plane and solid figures.

(a) Plane figure - plane surfak.e bounded by either straight or
curved linos.

1. Polygon - plane figure bounded by straight lines.

a. Triangie - polygon bounded by three sides.

(1) Right triangle - triangle with one angle 900.

(2) Equilateral triangle - triangle with equal Sides
and equal angles.

OS 424. 2-P7
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b. Parallelogram_r- four sided figure-which has both pairs
of oPposite 'sides parallel.

(1)

(2)

Rectangle - parallelogram-that-has four right
angles.

Square - parallelogram that has,four right angles
and four equal sides (an equilateral rectangle).

Z. Circle - plane figure bounded by a curved line, every
point of which is equally distant from the center'of the
figure.

a. -Circumference - curved line that bounds a circle.

b. Diameter - straight line drawn through pie center of
a. circle terminating at both ends on the circumference.

c. Radius - straight,line drawn between the center of a
circle and the circumferender

d. Arc - any part of the dircumf rence.

e.- Chord - a straight line other than a diameter, both
ends terminating ill the cir mference.

(b) 'Solid figure - figure having three dimedsions, length, width,
and altitude.

1. Prism - solid figure whose_bases are similar, equal and'
parallel fiolygons; tile faces being parallelograms.

NoteeT-The prism is ..amed from the shape of the bases; namely, triangular,
ectaiiinlar, etc.

451 .

, , ;

2. Cylinder - solid figure bounded brtwo equal parallel
arcular bases; its.lateral sUrface is formed by moving
a straight line connecting the bases and moving along
their circumference'.

Note. Right cylinder is one whose lateral surface is perpendicular to its base.

3. .Cone - solidy4iose base is a circle and whose lateral
surface tapers uniformly to one point called the apex or
vertex.

,

(2) Formulas for perimetei, area and volume.

(a) Perimeter - the o.uter boundary of a figure)
.+0 .

,

6 5
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'Rectanae P = 2L + 2W (fig. 1)

Example

P = (2 x 2') + (2 x 4')
P =.4' + 8'
P = 12'. 4

L 2'

W 4'

W

L 2'

Figure 1. Rectangle (perimetei)'.

.
2. Square - P = 4S. ._

Note. Square may be solved by using the rectangle formula since L = W = S.

3. Triangle - P = a + b + c. (fig. 2).

Example

P = + 2" + 3"
P = 6" -

a 3"

Figure Z. Triangle .(perimeter).. .

Circle - C 1rd gig. 3).

Mite. Perimeter is denoted by (C) circumference of a circle; 'Ir(Pi) = 3.1416
and- i a constant. It is the ratio of the circumference to the diameter (d).

Example

C = 5 x 3.1416
C = 13.708"

,Figure 3. Circle circumference),
OS 424, 2-P9
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(b) Area - the number of square. unite a surface contains.

1. Rectangle and square.

a. Area is the product of the length and width.

b. A = L x W.

2. Triangle.

a.
A

Area is the product of the length of the' base and
one-half the altitude.

b. A = 1/2 b h (fig. 4).

Example

A = 1/2 (2" x 5")
10'A =7

A = 5 sq. in.

b 5"

Figure 4. Triangle (area).

3. Circle.

a. Area is the product of pi and the radiue squared.

b. A = /Tr2 (fig. 5).

Example

A = 3.1416 x 22
= 12.5664 sq. in.

Figure 5. Circle (area).
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4 Cylinder.

a. Lateral area is product of circumference and altitude:
LA = C x h (fig. 6). . .

b. Total area is the sum of the 1,teral area and the areas
of both bases: TA = LA + 2 r2 (fig. 6).

Example - Lateral area

LA = (3, 1416 x 6") x 10"
LA = 18.8496" x 10"
LA = 188.496 sq. in,

Example - Total area

TA = 188. 496 + 56. 5488
TA = 245.0448 sq. int.

h 10"
Figure 6. Cylinder (lateral and total area).

S. Cone.

a.

b.

Lateral area is the product of the circumference and
one-half the slant height: LAer C x 1/2S (fig..7).

Total area_is the sum of the lateral area and the area
of the base: TA = LA +17" r2 (fig. 7).

Example - Lateral area Example - Total area

LA = 18. 8496 x

LA = .113.0976 sq. in.

TA =. 113. 0976 + 284. 2744
= 141. 3720. sq. in.

I 12"

r 3"

Figure 7. Cone (lateral and total area).

(e) Volume - the number of cubic units contained a solid.

1; Recta:161.w prism.

a. Volume is the product of the length, width, and
altitude.

OS 424, 2-P11
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b. V = 1 x w x.h (fig. 8).
7

Eximple

V = 2'.x 2' x,E1'
= 24 cu. ft.

w 21

Figure 8.° Rectangular pristn (volume).

2. Triangular prism.

a. Voluine is the prodUct of the area of the base andr
one-half a the altitude.

b. V = 4\/2.1*h (fig. 91.
.

'Example

x x 21.

V = 12 cu. ft.

4y,

Figure 9. ,.Triangulir prism (volume).
3. Cylinder.,

.
. . . '

.1

i. Volume is the product oPthe irea a til base and the
aletude. ', .

,

b. ,V rfit (fig.

Egample

V = 3.1416 x.22 x 6
1.fr = 75. 3984

f
,s

,

:
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)

.6

Figure 10. Cylinder (volume).

4. Cone.

a. Volume is the product of the area of the base and
one-third the altitude.

-
b. V = 4./rr2h (fig. 11).

Example

6V = (3. 1416 x 2
2

) x

v = 25. 1328 cu. in:

Figure 11. Cone tvolume.)..

fi Metric system.

(1). As servfce section officers in the Unifed States Army you Will be
often, called upon to, traVel to some foreign 'countries where a
different mathematical. ystern is used. For instance the European
and Asian countries use the metric systefn,arritastirement.. For
this 'reason you should have a knowledge of how the system differs
'from ourti and how to conveit their system into ours.

(2) "Metrid equiv4ence:

(a) The meter is the basic unit of measurement.

(b) One Meter (m. ) = 39.37 inches.

OS.424; 2-P13



Note. Basic units decrease or increase in multiples of ten.

(3) Fractions a meter; are:

(a) 1 decimeter (dx:n.)-= 1110m; or .100 rn.

(b) I centimeter (cm.),:-: 1/100 or .010 m.

(c) 1 millimeter (mm) = 1/1, 000 m. pr . OQ1 m.

(4) Multiples of meters are:

(a) I decameter 10 meters.

(b.) 1 hectometer = 100 meters.

(c) 1 kilometer .= 1, 000 meters.

(5) Conversion tables.

(a) To convert inches to millimeters,
25.4 mm I inch.

Example

Change 12 inches to millimeters.
12 inches x 25, 4 mm = 304. a mm.

k
-

multiply by 25.4 because

(b) To convert millimeters-to inches, multiply bY .03937.
1 mm = 0. 03931 inches.

Example

Change 73 mm.to inches.
73 mm x 0.03937 inch = 2.874 inches.

. 'Units cdangular measurement.

(1) Degree .(1°)..

(2) One revolution of a circle contains 360°.

(3). Half a revolution rbntains 180°.

(4) A right angle contains 900.

t5) Eadh degree contains 60 Minutes (1').

(6) Each minute contains 60 seconds (1").

°Note. Seconds are ased fortexiremely'accurite work.' Ili machine shop work, .

the vernier bevel protractor measures to the nearest 5 minutes in accuracy.

OS 424, 2-P14
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I.

*6- Arldition and-subtraztion-of-aag1.1.-

,Examples

150 46' 34" 32° 13' 32" 310 2-2T-42"
-i-. 370 23' 42" - 250 56' 47" 26° 561 47"

520 69' 761;
Which is 60 16' 45"

Which is 53° 10' 16"

h. Soluiions of -right triangles.
3-

(1) Trigonometry is that beanch of mathematics which deals with the
nu.merical relations 'between the sides and angles of a triangle.,
The trigonometric functions discussed here will be the sine, cosine,
and tadgent. .Practically all common shop problems in right angle
trigonoMetry can be solved byi-neans of these functions. The
solVing of taper's in lathe work is a significant example of where
knowledge of right triangles is important.

Note.*The sum of the anglei of any triangle equals 1800.

(2). Nomenclature of right triangles (90 triangles) (fig. 12).

C.

Figure 12. Right triangle.
(a) In reference ,to angle A.

1. Side opposite = a. Side a is opposite the angle referred Co.
,

-2. Side adjacent = b. Side-trtouthes the angle referred to.-.
3. Hylioienuse = c. The hypotenuse is always opposite the

90° angle in a right triangle....
4 k,

(b) In reference to angle B.

1. Side opposite = b. Side b is opposite the angle 'being
referred M.

o 2. Side adjacent = a. Side a touches the angle referred to.

3. Hypotenuse = c. The hypotenuse is always opposite the
90°.angle in a right triangle.

72
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(c) Example (reference anglp A) (fig. 13)te:'
,a

Figure 13. /tight triangle._ .
1. Side opposite = a.

4

_ -
Z. Side adjacent = b.

3. Hypotenuse = c.

(d) Example (reference knoWn.angle - 40°. ) (fig. 14). _

1.

2.

5.95"
7. 78"

511 =41

Figure 14. Right triangle.

-Side opposite 000 inches.

Side adjacent = 5.,95 inches.

3. Hypotenuse 5. 7.78 inches.

(e) _Example (reference unknown angle) (fig. .15).

1.

10

38. 76

.Figure 15. Right
Side opposite = 10.

37. 45

triangle.

Z. Side adjacent = 37.45.

3. Hypotenuse = 38. 76.

05 424, 2-P16



(31 __Trigonometric functions.

Note. The term function in mathematics is a qUantity whose value depends on
the value-of some other quantity.

Example. --In a square the length of one side depends on the length
-of the other sides. Also the length of a diagonal line
across the corners is dependent on the length of the
sides.

(a) When ode angle other than the right angle and a side known,
the length of the other two sides can be fo If two sides are
knoWn we can determine the size of either of he two angles by
the use of trigonoinetric functions.

We can find hypotenuse-.
(fig. I6A)

We can find the adjacent side.
_

(fig. 16B)

-

Figure 16. Known and unknown quantities of right triangle.

AIDS TO MEMORY

We can.find the angles..
(fig. I6C)

-Known

KnOwn-

-.,
1. Sihe = side opposite Sine = Osdar

. .
hypotenus e - Has

Z. Cosine = side adjacent 'Cosine = A
hypotenuse .

3. Tangent = side opposite Tangent = Of_
side adjacent Apples

(b) Selection of functions = select a function containing two known
values and the one unknown you are looking for.

Note. An extract of trigonometric tables will be found at the end "of this lesson.

- Find degrees in angle X. (fig. 17)..

Figure 1.7. Right"triangIe (angle X unknown).

OS 424, 2-P17,
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Determine what function to use. Ans. - gine.

REASON: The sideIopposite (3) and the hypotenuse (6) are
kn-o4rn. We are looking for the sine of angle X.

Jo

Sine = Side opposite 3 1
, = 0.500

. Hypotenuse b
Answer to-problem:

Sine of 0.500.= 30°
4LX 30°

-

EXAMPLE. - Find the length of.side X (fig. 18).

Figure 18. Right triangie (side opposite unknown).

Determine what function to use. Ans. -; Sine

REASON: The angle (20°) can be Used and hypotenuse (10)
is known. We _are looking for the opposite side.

Sine = Side opposite
Hypotenuse

Sine bf 20° = 0.34202

0.34202 = X
To -

X = .34202..x 10
X = 3.4202 inches

I ,
14) Lay; of the 'eight triangle:-

,.

,
- - . ,

(a) Thelaw "of the right triangle is knowii as the Pythagorean
theorem. This theorem is usea when there are two known

' sides and one unknown side to-a right.triangle. /t states:,

." H2 = A2.-F B2 1A2-+ B4

. OS 424,. 2-P18
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Example 1 (fig. 19) - The hypotenuse HY(52) = A2(32)+

Side B2(42)

}12.= A2 + Ba

25 7- 9 + 16

A.= 3"

B = 4".

Figure 19. Pythagorean theorem.

Examig 2 (fig. 20) - Solve for hypotenuse H.

H2 = A2 + 132

H2 = 62 -1: 82'

Ha r- 36" + 64"

Hz = 100"

= loo

H =:10"

A 6"

B A"

Fige 20. Solving.for unknown hypotenube..

(b) The Pythagorean theorem can also be revised to include the
following formulas:

_ 2 21. A H

82.= H2 - A2

76
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TABLE 1. EXTRACT FROM SINES AND COSINES, NATURAL

- 200 F 20 '22° 23° 24°
$1.4 Coal. Mao Cosi. Slow Cuin SIII . GHIA Slim Cul.

6 .34202 .93969 .35837 .93358 .37461 .92718- .39073 .92050 .40674 .91355 60
I .34229 .93959 .35864 .93348 37488 .92707 .39100 .92039 .40700 .91343 59
2 .34257 .93949 .35891 .93337 .37515 .92697 .39127 .92028 .40727 .91331 58
3 .34284 .93939 .35918%93327 .37542 .92686 .39153 .92016 .40753 .91319 57
4 .34311 .93929 -.35945 .93316 .37569 .92675 .3010 .92005 .40780 .91307 54
5 .34339 .93919 .35973 .93306 .37595 .92664 .39207 .91994 .40806 .9129r- 55
6 .34366 .93909 .36000 .93295 .37622 .92653 ,.39234 .91982 .40833 .91283 54
7 .34393 .93899 .36027 .93285 ,37649 .92642 .39260 .91971 .40860 .91272. sa
8 .34421 .93889 .36054 . . ,3_9211.' ' 40886 .91260 52
9 .34448 .93879 .36081 .93264 .37703 .92620 .3... 8 `-.40913 .91248 51

10 .34475 .93869 .36108 .93253 .37730 .92609 .39341 .91936 .40939 .91236 50
.

II .34503 .93859 .36135 .93243 .37757 .92598 .39361.91925, .40966' 91224 19
12 .34530 .93849 .36162 .93232 .37784 .92587 .39394 .91914 .40992 .91212 48
13 .34557 .93839 .36190 .93222 .37811 .92576 .39421 .91902 .41019 .91200 47
14 .34584 .93829 .36217 .93211 .37838 .91065 .3944g .91891 .41045 .91188 46
15 .34612 .93819 .36244 .93201 .37865 .92554 .39474 .91879 .41072 .91176. 45
16 .34639 .93809 .36271 .93190 .37892 .92543 .39501 .91868 .41098 .91164 44
17 .34666 .93799 .36298 .93180 .37919 .92532 .39528 .91856 .41125 .91152 43
18 .34694 .93789 .36325 .93169 .37946 .92521 .39555 .91845 .41151 .91140 42
19 .34721 .93779 .36352 .93159 .37973 92510 .39581 .91833 .41178 .91128 41`
20, 34748 .93769 .36379 .93148 .3799 .9 499 .39608 .91822 .41204 .91116 40

21 .34775 .93759 .36406 .93137 .38026 . 88 .39635 .91810 .41231..91104 39
22 .34803 .93748 .36434 .93127 .38053 p477 .39661 .91799 .4*.257 .91092 38
23 .34830 .93738 .36461 .93116 .38080 .92466 .39688 .91787 .41284 .91080 37
24 .34857 93728 .36488 .93106 .38107 92455 .39745 .91775 .41310 .91068 r36
25 +.34884 .93718 .36515 .93095 .38134 92544 .39741 .91764 . .
26 .34912 .93708 .36542 .93084 .38161 92432 .397681.91752 .41363 .91044 134
27 .34939 .93698 .36569 .93074 .38188 92421 .397951.91741 .41390 .91032 33
28 .34966 .93688 .36596 .930 38215 02410 .39822 .91729 .41416 .91020 32
29 .34993 .93677 .36623 .93 2 241 92399 .39848 .91718 .41443 !.91008, 31
30 .35021 .93667 .36650 .93042 .38268 92388 .39875 $.91706 .41469 .90996 30

.

31 ,36048 93657 .36 031 .38295 92377 .39902 .91694 .41496 .99984 29
32 .35075 .93647 .367 3020 .38322 .92366. .39928 .91683 .41522 .90972 28
33 .35102 .93637 .367 .93010 .38349 92355 .39955 .91671 .41549 .90960 27
34 .35130 .93626 .36758 .92999 .38376 92343 ,39982 .91660 .41575 .90948 26
35 .35157 .93616 .36785..92988 .38403 92332 .40008 .91648 .41602 .90936 25
36 .35184 .93606 .368121.92978 .38430 92321 .40035 .91636 .41628 .90924 24
37 .35211 .93596 .36839 .92967e .38456 .92310 .40062 .91625 .41655 .9091 23
38 .36867 .92956 .38483 .92299 .40088 .91613 .41681 .90899 22
39

.35239

.35266
.93585
.93575 .36894' .92945 .28510 .92287 .40115 .91601 .4)707 .90887 . 21

40 -35293 "4§9.21 -92935 -38537 .92278 .40141 -91590 .41734 -90878 20.93,565.
4 -

41 .35320 .93555 .36948 .92924 .38564 .92265 .40168 1191578 .41760 ,90863 19
42 .35347 93544 .36975 .92913 .38591 .92254 .40195 .91566 .41787 '.90851 18
43 .35375 . .37002 .92902 '38617 .92243 .40221 .91555 .41813 .90839 17
44 .35402 .93524 .37029 .92892 .3§644 :92231 .40248 .91543 .41840 .90826 16
45 .35429 .93514 .370,56 .92881 .38671 .921220 .40275 .91531 .41866 .90814 15
46 .35456 .93503 .37083 .92870 .38698 .92209 .40301 .91519' .41892 .90802-
47 .35484 .93493 .37110 .92859 '38725 .92198 .40328 .91508 .41919 .90790 13
48 .35511 .93483 .37137 .92849 .38752 .92186 .40355 .91496 .41945 .90778 12
49 .35538 .93472 .37164 .92838 .38778 .92175 .40381 .91484 .41972 .90766 11
SO .35565 .93462 .37191 .92827 .38805 .92164 .40408 .91472 .41998 .90753 10

,

SI .35592 .93452 .37218 .92816 .38832 .92152 .40434 .91461 .42024 .90741 9
52 .35619 .93441 .37245 .92805 .38859 .92141 .40461 .91449 .42051 90729 8
53 .35647 .93431 :37272 .92794 .38886 .92130 .40488, .91437 .4207Z .90717 7
54 .35674 .93420 .37299 .92784 .38912 .92119 .40514 .91425 .42104 .90704 6
55 .35701 .93410 .37326 .92773 .38939 .92107 .40541 .91414 .42130 .90692 5
56 .35728 .93400 .37353 .92762 .38966 .92096 .40567 .91402 .42156 .90680 4
57 .35755 .93389 373g0 .92751 .38993 .92085 .40594 .91390 .42183 .90668 3
58 .35782 .93379 .37407 .92740 .39020 .92073 .40621 .91378 .42209 .90655 2.
59 .35810 .93368 .37434 .92729 .39046 .92062 .4E447 .91366 .42235 1.90643 I
50 .35837 .93358 .37461 .92718 .39073 .92050 .40674 .91355 .42262 .90631 0

C.O. Sine C.sin sin. Coil. Sine Cosi. Sine Colin Sine
670 660 ipso I

Note. -For angle's of 0 to 450 read down with minutes on left-hand side. For
es 45 to 900 read.up with minutes on right-hand side.
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TABLE II. EXTRACT FROM TANGENTS AND COTANGENTS, NATURAL

t 400 4 ° 42° 430
t

Tong Cowie '.' Tong . Wens Ton Comm, Tong Gown

0 .83910 1.1§175 ,86929 1.15037 .90040 1.11061 .93252 1.07237 60
1 ,83960 1.19105 .86980 1.14969 .90093 1.10996 .93306 1.07174 59
2 .84009 1.19035 .87031 1.14902 .90146 1.10931 .933 60 1.07112 58
3 .84059 1.18964 .87082 1.14834 .90199 110867 .93415 1.07049 57
4 .84108 1.18894 .87133 1.14767 .90251 1.10802 .93469 1.06987 56
5 .84158 1.18824 .87184 1.14699 .90304 1.10737 .93524 1.06925 55
6 .84200 4-.18754 ..87236 1.14632 .90357 1.10672 .93578 1.06862 54
7 .84258 1.18684 .87287 1.14565 .90410 1.10607 .93633 1.06800 53

. 8 .84307 -4.18614 .87338 1.14498 .90463 1.10543 .93 688 1.06738 52
9 .r4357 -118544 .87389 1.14430 .905161 r10478 .93742 1.06676 51

10 .84407 118474 .8 7441 1.14363 .90569 1.10414 .93797 1.06613 50

11 .84457 1.18404 .87492 -114296 .90621 1.10349 .93852 1.06551 49
12 .84507 1.18334' -.87543 1.14229 .90674 1.10285 .93906 1.06489 48
13 .84556 1.18264 ..87595 1.14162 .90727 ' 1.10220 .93961 1.06427 47
14 .84606 1.18194 .87646 1.14095 .90781 1.10156 .94016 1.06365 46
15 44658 1.18125 .87698 1.14028 .90834 1.10091 .94071 106303 45
16 .84706 1.13055 .87749 1.13961 .90887 1.10027 . .94125 1.06241 44
17 .84 756 1.17986 .87801 1.13894 .90940 1.09963 .94180 1.06179 _ 4.3_
18 .8480% 1.17916 .87852 1.13828 .90993 1.09899 .94235 1.06117 42
19 .84856 1.17846 .87904 1.13761 .91046 1.09834 .94290 1.06056 41
20 .84906 1.17777 .87955 1.13694 .91099 1.09770 .94345 1.05994 40

21 .84956 , 1.17708 .88007 1.13627 .91153 1.09706 .94400 1.05932 39
22 .85006 1.17638 .88059 1.13561 .91206 1.09642 .94455 1.05870 38
23 .85057 1.17569 .88110 1.13494 .91259 1.09578 .94510 1.05809 3 7
24 .85107 1.17500 .88162 1.13428- .91313 1.09514 .94565 1.05747 36
25 . 85157 1.17430 .88214 1.13361 .91366 1.09450 .94620 1.05685 35
26 .85207 1.17361 .88265 1.13295 .91419 1.09386 .94676 1.05624 34
27 .85257 1.17292 .88317 1.13228 .91473 1.09322 .94731 1.05562 33
28 .85308 1.17223' .88369 113162 .91526 1.09258 .94786 1.05501 32
29 .85358 1.17154 .88421 1.13096 .91580 1.09195 .94841 1.05439 31
30 .85408

.1

1.17085 .88473 1.13029 .91633 1.09131
....

.94896 1.05378 30

31 .85458 117016 .88524 1.12963 .91687 1.09067 .94952 1.05317 29
32 .85509 1.16947 .88576 1.12897 .91740 1.09003 .95007 1.05255 28
33 .85559 116878 .88628 1.12831 .91794 1.08940 .95062 1.05194 27
34 .85609 1.16807 .88680 1.12765 .91847 1.08876 .95118 1.05133 26
AS .85660 1'16741 .88732 1.12699 .91901 1.08813 .95173 1.05072 25

6 .85710 1.16672 .88784 1.12633 .91955 1.08749 .95229 1.0501A 24
YP".5761 1.16603 .88836 1.12567 .92008 1.08686 .95284 1.04949 23
38 5811 1.16535 .88888 1.12501 .92062 108622 .95340 1.04888 22
39 5862. 1.16466 .88940 1.12435 .92116 108559 .95395 1.04827 21
40 ,85912 1.16398 .88992 1.12369 .92170 1.08496 .95451 1.04766 20

41 .85963 1.16329 .89045 1.12303 .92224 1.08432 .95506 1.04705 19
42 .86014 1.16261 .89097 1.12238 .92277 1.08369 . .95562 1.04644 18
43 .86064 1.16192 .89149. 1.121 72 .92331 1.08306 .95618 1.04583 1 7
44 .86.1.11 1.16124 .89201 1.12106 .92385 1.08243 .95673, 104522 16
45 .86166 1.16056 .89253 1.12041 .92439 1.08179 .95729 1.04461 15
4'6 .86216 1.15987 :89306 1.11975 .92493 1.08116 .95785 1.04401 14
47.. .86267 1.15919 :89358 1.11909 .92547 1.08053 .95841 1.04340 13
48 -86318 1.15851 .89410 1.11844 .92601 1.07990 .95897 104279 12
49 .86368 1.15783 .89463 1.11778 .92655 1.07927 .95952 1.04218 11
50 .86419 1.15715 .89515 1.11713 .92709 1.07864 .96008 1.04158 10

51 .86470 1.15647 .89567 111648 .92 763 107801- .96064 1.04097 9
52 .86521 1.15579 .89620 1.11582 .92817 1.07738 .96120 1.0403 6 8
53 .86572 1.155.11 .89672 1.11517 .92872 1.07676 .96176 1.03976 7
54 .86623 1.15413' .89725 111452 .92926 1.07613 .96232 1.03915 6
55 .86674 r 1.15375 .89777 1.11387 .92980 1.07550 .96288 1.03855 5
56 .86725 1.15308 .89830 1.11321 .93034 1.07487 .96344 1.03794 4
57 .86776 1.15240 .89883 1.11256 .93088 1:07425 .96400 1.03734 3
58 ..86827 1.15172 .89935 1.11191 .93143 1.07362 .96457 1.03674 2
59 .86878 1.15104 .89988 1.11126 .93197 1.07299 .96513 1.03613 1

50 .86929 1.15037 .90040 1.11061 .93252 1.0723 7 .96569 103553 0

Coons Tong Celan Tong Cows Tong Colons Tong

4,0 . 4,0 470 440 .

7i
.1
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3. SUMMARY. This lesson provided you with a practice treatment of elementary
mathematics and a discusSicin with illustrktive examples of the mathematics involved in
actual shopwork. If you have mastpred this shop mathematics ,review you will be proficient
enough for shopwork applications including equations and formulas, ratio and proportion,
square root, linear measurements, area, volume, metric syitem, angular measurement,
arid solutions- to right triangles.

26. What is the value of Y in theequation z,1Y + 36 = 6Z - 12, when Z = 2/3?

a.. -11
h: 11

_

27. If a driving gear that has 39 teeth meshes with a drive,n gear havirig'26 teeth and
turning at 510 RPM, what is the RPM of the driving gear?

a. 170
b. 340
c. 610

28. What is the square of the square root of 225? .

a. 15

b. V-1-5
c, 225

29. What is the square root of 7.29?

a. 2. 7
b. O. 27
c. 2. 6

4 .

30. The exterior walls of a building 60 feet long and 30 feet wide are to be painted. The
'volume of the building is 18,000 cubic feet. If 10 cans of paint each covering 200
square feet are purchased, hovt many cans will be left when the job is complete?

a. 0
,h. 1

c. 3

31...What is the circumference (inches) of the largest ball bearing that can be machined
from a 4-inch cube of steel stock? -

a. 12. 65
b. L2. 56
c. 6.28

32. If the diameter of a bearing is 120 millimeters, what is the diameter in indhes?

a. 0.4724
b. 0. 5724
c. 4.7244

70
,
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33: It angle A of a triangle equals 45° 27' 01" and angle C equals 439.431'04", what,is the
value of angle B?

a. 90049 55"
b. 90° 10' 05"
c. 89° 76' 05"

Note. - Problems 34 and 35 refer to the following figure.

34. If side a is 20 inches and angle is 41° 25', what is the length of side b in inches?

a. 22.67
b. 19.74
c. 2.25

35. If side a is .93 inches and side c- equals 155 inches, how many inches does *side b
equal?

a. 15,376
l. 122
C. 124

4
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US ARMY. ORD-NANCE
CEN,,TER AND. SCHOOL

LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

Ordnance Subcourse No 424 ...... , . Machine Shop Practice

Less Blueprint Reading and Sketching

urs Three

After studying this lesson you will be-able to:Lesson Objective

1. Read blueprints used in a metalworking
shop. -

2. Explain how sketches are used (or con-
veying ideas to other people and
technicians.

Text Attached Memorandum
Materials Required None

Sugustions Pay particular attention to the figures provided.
STUDY GUIDE AND ATTACHED MEMORAiIDUM

SECTION I. BLUEPRINT READING

1. INTRODUCTION.

a. A picture is worth a thousa wor . Man has used pictures as a means ofcbromunfcation for many years. It would be alr4ost impossible for an engineer or an .inventor to describe the size and shape of a sim object without a drawing of some kind.For example, if an engineer designed a simple object sUch as an oil filter bracket, it would
be very difficult to conyey the idea to a person who was to fabricate the object without sometype of drawing to show the size and shape of the object and the location of the necessaryholes.

b. Drawing or sketching is the universal language used by engineers, technicians,
and skilled craftsman. Whether this drawing is made freehand or by the use of drawing,instruments, aa,in the preparation of a mechanical drawing, it is needed.Io convey all the
necessary information to.the individual who will fabricate and assemble the object. Itmakes no difference whether the drawings'are-for fabricating and assembling or builaingshipe, aircraft, or/a mechanical device, the need for clear and understandable drawingsexists. Irmany people are involved in the fabricating of the object, copies mu'sf be rntde ,of the original drawing or tracing so that all persons involved will have the sarrie.ipformar;tion.

OS 424; 3 -11
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2. PROi?UCING BLUEPPINTS.

a. Mile 'prints are reproduced copies of mechanical oi other types of technical
'drawings. A mechanical drawing is drawn with instruments such as compasses, riding pens,
T-squares, triangles, and French curves. The prints are reproduced from the original
drawings i much the same manner as photographic*prints are reproduced from negatives.
The original drawings for the prints are made by drawing directly on, 'or tracing a drawing

on, a translucent tracing paper or cloth using black waterproof, (India) ink or a special pencil.
This original drawing is normally referred to ai a tracing or master copy. The copies of

the tracings are rarely, if ever, sent to a shop; rather, reproductions of these tracings are
made and distributed to persons or offices where needed..-

b. Blueprints are made from these tracings. The word blueprint is a rather
loosely used terrnwhen dealing With reproductions of original "drawings. One of the first
processes devised to reproduce or duplicate tracings produced white lines on a blue back-
ground, hence the term blueprints. Today, however, other methods of reproduction have
been developed, and they produce prints of different-colors. These colors may vary between
brown, black, gray, or rnAroon. The differences lie in the types of paper and the developing

processes used.

c. A patented paper identified as "BW" paper produces prints with black lines
.

on a white background. The ammonia process ov "OZALIDS" produces prints with black,
blueor maroon lines on a white background. _Other processes that may be used to reproduce
drawings, usually small drawings or sketches, are the office type duplicating machines

such as the mimeograph and ditto machines. Another type of duplicating process used for

reproducing working drawings is the,f)hotostatic, process. This is, in reality, a photographic

process in which a large camera reduces or enlarges a tracing or drawing. The photostat

has white lines on a dark background when reproduced directly from a tracing or drawing.

If the photostated print is then reproduced, it will have brown lines on a white background.

.3 dRTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION.

Prints that lurnish complete information for constrUction and repair present
an object in its true iroportions. These prints are accurate and indicate true shape and

size. The prints are usually drawn by orthographic projection, which consists of a parallel
projection in which the projutors are perpendicular tO-the plane of..projection.

b. The number of views to be used in projecting a drawing is governed by the
complexity of the shape of the drawing. Complex drawings may be drawn showing sik views;

namely, top, bottom, left side, front, right side, and rear. .Figure 1 shows an object

placed in a transparent box hinged at the edges. The projections on the 'sides of the box are

the, views seen by looking straight at the object through each side. If the outlines are scribed

on each surface and the boX is opened as shown in figure 2, the result is a 6-view orthographiC

projection drawing as shown in figure 3. It will be helpful to study these three figures and

try to mentally.picture the block as it is Unfolded and layed out in figure 3'. As a general

'rule, you will'find that most drawings will be presented in three yiews, although you will

occasibnally.see a 2-.view drawing. This is especially applicable to cylindrical objects.

n. A 3-view orthographic projection drawing will generallYihow the front, top, and

-right side. Figure 4 illustrates how theee views are seen by the draftsman. By referring
back to figure 3 and eliminating the rear, bottom, and left'side views, the drawing is changed

from a 6-view drawing to the more conventional 3-view drawing. The completed 3-view
drawing with dimensions is shown in figure 5. The arrangement of thechree views should
be studied. The front view is the starting point since it shows the most characteristic feature

of the objectthe notch. The right side or end view is projected to thr right of the front view,

OS 424, 3-P2
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4.

1

It shOuld be ncited that all.of the horizattal outlines of the frOnt view are_extensjid horizontally.
to make up the sideview. Aftes you study each view'of the object 'you should4se :able to
vi.sualize the object as it appears in figure 6. In oider to clariiy,the 3-view cfrawing further.
think,of the Object.as being imaitsvable andrthat you are moving around it. Thie wilL help
you to relate the blueprint views to the appearance of the object concerned:. ,

Figure I. Visualizing six views.

,11

I.

.
FigUre 2. Opening the six views.

E rs---1. .

'REAR

.......
..

LEFT St0E, FRONT RIGHT $ IDE-

Fig.ur *A six-view draWing.

,
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Figure,4. Thiee orthographic views of a block.
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Figure 5. Completed 3-v-lew draping.
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Figure 6. Pull off the views.
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4 PICTORIAL DRAWINQS. The.purpose of a 'pictorial drawing is.to show the general
location, function, and appearance of parts and assemblies. There are three -common types

. of pictorial views drawn by draftsmen. They are perspective, isometric, and oblique.

two a.- Perspective drawing. Perspective, or central projection, excels all other
types of projection in the pictorial representation of objects. It is cated the geometry of
photography, to which it is closely related, and is the type of, drawing used for ordinary
illustration k. It may be a simple outline drawing, or if may be an actual photograpttic .

reproducti 'th infinite detail'and blending of light and shade. It is a draw* of an object
as it appears to the.eye of the draftsman. On first thought, this would seem to be the ideal
form of draWing, but such is not the case. It is defective from the standpoint of showing
how an article is to be constructed. This diaracteristic makes it of little value as a plan
for a workman to.work from (fig 7 and 8).

41.
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Figure 7. Perspective draWing With one vaniShing point:
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Figure 8. -Pers.pective drawing withlwo vanishfng points.
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.k. metric dtawin. The isometric drawing irthe most commonly used and
the most useful in Maki g freehand sketches. In an isosnetric.drawing, all lines that are
parallel on the-Object are also parallel on the drawing. Vertical lines are shown in a
yertioll position; bt lines representing horizontal lines are drawn at an angle of'30° with
the horizontal.:- Also, on an isometriç drawing, all.lines 1),Phich repre.sent the horizontal
and vertical lined on an object have true length. Due to the fact,that all isometric lines are
spread equally (I200), the same scaleof measure.ir used on the three visible. sides.'
Isometric drawings (fig 9) may be dimensioned and blueprints of these drawings may be
used for making simple objects. *It is extremely difficult to use isometric, drawings alone
for complicated parts or.structurei. It has been found, howeyer, that isometric drawings
may be effectively.osed as an aid in clarifying the ortholiaphic drawings that are the
foundation of all blueprints.

120'

. 1204 120*

ure 9. Isometric drawing..

c. Obti ue Aawin In n oblique drawing (fig I0), the front fa
Lis .shownTn its true size and as if ft were an orthographic drawing.
lines of thif other two sides s o are then drawn obliquely at any angle.
usually 30 , 45°, 'or 600 to the rizontal. The measuring scale for tilt
be any selected scale to Ove the object realistic depth. This i normally
the Scale of the fron't

30* OR 45!

,

ce of the object
The receding

This angle is
blique sides may
three-quarters of

OS 424, 3-P6
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5. SPECIAL VIEWS. In, many complexobjects it is often difficult for draftsmen to
shOw true size and_shapes of an- object orthographically'. Therefore, the draftsmen 'must

dee some, _other media to give.the engineer and 'craftsman a clear picture of the object to be
construc46. Included in_these media are auxiliary views, details, section views, phantom

views, exploded views, and developments.

a, Auxiliary views._An auxiliary view is often necessary to clearly show the

true-shape and length of inclineti surfaces or other features which are not parallel to any
of the principal Planes of projedtion. An example of this is shown in figure 1 r. 'If the .

front and bottom views were thei only ones shown, it would be ,impossible to detefmine the

size and shape of the cutotits in each end. For a case like this, the draftsman would use

-the auxiliary view to show the txlue shape and siz .. These views are obtained by looking

diiectly at the inclined surfaces,

AUXILIARY VIEW

N

,

Iv
86TTOM VIEW

Figure 11. Rtght and left au.xiliary'viev.4.

b. Phantom views. 'll'anto.ni views are used to indicate the al ernate pdsition of

partaOf Jie item drawn, rePeated details, or the relative position of an bsent part.
Figure 12 shows a phantom viewof a part,in the alternate Position. Thifs is shown as the

part to the left of the figure.

=WARY VIEW
,

FRONT- VIEW

I.

Figure 12. Phant views.
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c. Section views. Section views are used to give a clearer view of the interior.

or hiddenieature of an object which normalty.cannot be clearly observed in Conventional
outside viewd. This 'e'of view is rbçte4 ,brCutting away part of an objeCt to show the
shape'and construction t the cutting ..pyane. When -sectiOnat Views ,sare drawn, the part that
is.cut by the cutting p14.ne4s Marked with diagonaLparallel-Snction fines. Tothe draftsman, .4
this is imown as,crossh tchistig. When twg or mare parts aie shown in one view, 4saix)0:ft
is sectibried or crosshat.0 ed with a diffeient slant line. The seetion view*.are neeessaTy
for a clear under,standing o complicated liarts and for some simple drawingsa section,

- may serve the purpose of 'an a ditional view. Figure 13 shows an e:4amtle of appfull sectional
NOte the,cutting plane line, in th.e top view and the direction-of the arrows. The

direction of these arrows indicates the particular.part of the object that.is shown in the section
view. The' placement ol..the top view directly dyer and in linewith the section view snoulct
also be noted. This placement prOvides for a better 'anti more understandable reading of
the draving. _ .

Figure 13. F.41r section,

(1) 'Offset section. A section viev/which has the cutting plane changing
direction backward and forward (zig-zag), so 'as tO pasuthrough features
that are important to show, .is known as an offset secti n. The offset
cutting plane in figure 14 is arranged so that the three ffer,ent sizes and
shapes of holes will be shown In the section.

-



oi

(2')

(3)

ANA !"'Y
Figure 14. Offset section.

I.

Half section. A half section (fig 15) is normally used when the object is ,
symmetrical in botlfoutside and inside details. One half of the object is
sectioned; the outer half is shown as a standard view. The object in
figure 14 is round and if it were cut into two equal parts and then those
parts divided equally; you would, have four qUarters. Now r move one of
the quarters. This is what the cutting plane line has done in he top view
of figure 15. This has allowed yotrto look inkide the object nd see the
shape while still being able to see the configuration of the ou side. it
must be understoocrthat if the cutting'plane had extended alo g the diameter
of the cylinder, you would have been looking at a full section The cutting .

plane in this drawing, however, extends the distance of the adius, or only
half the distance of a full section, hence it is called a half s ction,

Revolved section. The draftsm,an uses a revolved section o eliminate
-rixtra views of rolled shapes, ribs, and similar forms,. It,is really a'
drawing within a drawing, and it clearly describes the ob'ects' shape at a
certain'cross.section station or point. The revolved sec ional view (fig 16)
provides you with allook at the rib,head-on. Due to the evorving feature
of the drawing, this kind of section is called a revolve section,

14) Removed sections. A removed section (fig 17) is no mally used to
illustrate particular parts of an object. I rs drawn ike the revolved
section witlithe exception of it being plac d it one ide of the main
drawing. A removed,section is often drawn to.a I. rger scale than the
view which it indicates. This is done to provide,a clearer and more detailed

fcview of the particular object. ". i
1

.;
t -
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Figure 17. Removed section.

cos0

I.

(S.) Broken-out section. The inner structure of a small Area diay be shówn
by peeling liack'or removing the outside surface (fig 18). The details of
this particular bolt would be very difficult to fladw with any other type of
drawing. -

1.)

lintlei=nr rflflfl

Cs

-
Figure,18. BrOken-out section.

OS 424, 3-P11
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(6) Alined section. When a true sectional view might be misleading; parts
such as ribs or spokes are drawn as if they are rotated into or out of the
cutting plane. By looking at,the front _view of-figure 19, it can be seen .

that the cutting plane line AA goes between two spokes in the.bottom of
the view, and splits a spoke at the top'of the view. Section A-A, hoyttver,
does not show the true drawing as indicated by the 'cutting planeline.
If this was the case, the top spoke in section A-,A would.,bWciosshatched,
indicating that.it had beeh cut in half by cutting plane line AA. The islep
spoke in section A-A has been realined for Ehepurpose of providinga
clearer and 'More understandable section view,.

6. LINE CONVENTIONS,

a.
t 4

Tynea of lines.

(1) Ink lines. All ink lines, should be opaque and of uniform width throughout.
There are,three widths of iklines usea: thin, medium, and thick. The
ink line Vridths are in proportions of 1:2:4. The actual width of each type
of'line is governed by the size and style of the drawing.

'6

4

Figure 19. Alined section:

5:4
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(2) Pencil, lines. Pencil lines should he of uniform width and shouldbavo
the lame contrast or degree of blackness throtighout the line. Care must
be exercised to insure that the pencil lines age sufficiently dense to
reproduce continuous solid lines.

b. Line characteristics. Cutting and viewing plane lines ape the thicxest lines
on the drawing. The "outline" and other visible lines should be drawn prominently. Mdden,
sectioning, center, phantom, extension, dimension, and leader lines should not be as
prominent ati "outlines. " Opaque, black, well-spaced lines and _letters should. be used to
insure high-quality reproduction.

(1) Parallel lines. All parallel lines should be held to a minimurn'of 0.03
inches bet-Ween lines.

(2)

(3)

Center lines. Center .lines are composed of long and short dashes,
alternately spaced with a long dash at each end. Center lines should
touch whenever they cross so as to provide an exa.ct center location.
Whenever short center lines are necessary, they may be drawn unbroien
provided there is no confusion with other lines. Center lines shduld also
be used to indicate the travel of a center (fig 21b and 22).

Dimension lines. Dimension lines should terminate wit an arrowhead or
dot at each end. They should be unbroken except where space is required
for the dimension .(fig 21b and 22). Additional informa.tion concerning

c..dimension lines is provided in parairaph 7c:

(4) Leaders. L-Waer lines should be used to indicate a part or portion to
which a number, note, or other reference applies, and they should be
terminated with an arrowhead.or dot (fig 21a and 22). -

(5)
, zi -

Break lines. Short breaks should be indicated
should be used.

ltd, freehand lines.
For long breaks full ruled lines with freehand
Shafts, rods, tubes, etc, having a portion of their length broken out,
should have the ends of the break drawn as indicated in figures 20 and.2 la.

-ir(6) Phantom lines. Phantom line.' are used to inclicite the alternate position
of parts, repeated detail, or :the".ielative.-POsition of in abient Part:
These lines arecomposed- of alternating one long and two short dashes

, evenly-spaced-with a long" dash -at each end (fig 2 li and/21.

Sectioning,lines, . Sectioning lines are used-to indicate the-exposed-
surfaces of an object in a Sectional view.. The spacing of sectioning lines.
rn.iy_ vary according to the 'Shape and size of the part, but-theyshould
neyer be closer,than necesiary.fer clarity (fig Zia and 22).

(7)

Extension lines. These lineware used to represent the sififarce of an
object for dixnensioning 'purposes (fig 21h-and 22). Extension lines are,
discuss.ein paragraph "Jd..

,

Hidden lines. . Hidden,lines consiit oiehort dashes evenly spaced. These
lines ake.-used to show the'hidden featurel of a part._ They ahould always
'begin and-endwitha dash in cOntact with,thelfne from which they start
or end, except when such a 'dash would form a continuation of a full line.
Dashes should touch at the coriieraandarcs should start with dashes at
the point of tangency-(fig Z lb and 22)..

1

3L
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METAL ROD

METAL TUBE

METAL BAR

WOOD

1.

Figure 20. Break lines.
t

. '-..
..,(10) Stitch lines. Stitch linbs should be used to indicate stitching or sewing.

This line consists of a.series of dailies evenly spaced, Long lines of
stitching may be.,i-ndicated by a series of stitch lines connected by phantom
lines. All stitch lines should be labeled (fig 21a)....,

4

(11)_ Outiinel or viiible lines, The oUttine o'r vi-sible line shouldbe uied-for
all lines on the draviing repre.senting visible lines on-the object (fig 2-1b

....anc122). V.. -

(12) . Datum lines. Datum'lines are used to indicate the position of a datum-, _ ,t _ plane and.donsist of a series of one long dash and two short clashes evenly,: s

spaced, unless the plane is establinhed by another line puch as an outline
or-extenaion (figAra). . _

,

CONDUCTORS'
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a
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(13) Cutting plane and viewing Plane line. The cutting plane line should
be used to indicate a plane or planes in which a section is taken. The
viewing plan s u ed to indicate the plane or planes from which-a
surfa,ce or o ject is viewed -(fig 21a and 22).

(14). Arrowheads, Arrowheads vary with the size of configuration and with
the length to. width ratio. This ratio is hel&to approximately 3 to 1; that
is, the arrowhead is '3 times as long as it is wide. The arrOwhead denotes
the termination. of a dimension and leader line with the tip ending on the
line to which it is drawn (fig 22).

'
LINE CONVENTIONS .

- '
NAME CONVENTCN DESCRIPTION AND APPUCATION E X AMPL E

LEADER

THIN LINE TERNINATED WITH ARROW-

HEAD' OR DOT AT ONE END

USED TO INDICATE A PART,

DIMENSION OR OTHER REFERENCE

,

X ZO LNC-28
,T.

.,
,

../ PHANTOM

OR

DATUM LINE

AECILN SERES OF ONE LONG DASH
ANDIWO SHORT DASHES EVENLY SFI1çE6
ENDING WIT11,LONG DASH

USED TO INDICATE: ALTERNATE POSMON,
OF PARTSIREPEATED CETAL OR TO
INDICATE A DATUM PLANE

STITCH

-LINE

1

'

J

,

MEDIUM LINE CF SHORT DASHES EVEN.Y

SPACED AND LABELED

USED TO INDICATE STITCHING OR

SEWING

STITCH

r- --,
i 1

...-..--.1
11.-'0.------.

t'
BREAK

( NG)

IV-
(WOOD)

THIN SOLID RULED LINE WITH

FREE-HAND ZIG-ZAGS

USED TO REDUCE SIZE OF DRAWING .
REQUIRED TO DEUNEATE OBJECT AND
REDUCE DETAIL 11

'

.

-

BREAK

(SHORT)

THICK SOLID FREE-HAND LINES

.
. USED TO INDICATE A SHORT BREAK

4

CUTTING OR
VIEWING -
PLANE '
VIEWING

PLANE -

OPTIONAL:

r -I
1 1._A

,

THiCK SCUD LINES WITH ARROWHEAD

TO INDICATE DIRECTION- IN WHICH

,SEdTION OR PLANE IS VIEWED OR
TAKEN_ . .

.

.

fAs- ..m%

- CUTTING
PLANE FOR
COMPLEX OR
OFFSET
VIEWS

_

4-1

..)
r'...I

,. - . 4.

THICK. SHORT DASHES

,USED TO SHOW OFFSET WITH AFRO*
IIEAOS TO SHOW-DIRECTION VIEWED,

- --:--

.

, ..
MI

, ,
.

Figure21a.

3 0'0

Line characteristics and conventions.
_

-
r
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,
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LINE CONVENTIONS'
,:

NAME CONVENTION DcSCRIPTION AND APPLICATION . EXAMPLE

.
,

,

VISIBLE

LINES

1

-

.HEAVY UNBROKEN LINES

.

. USED TO I CATE VISIBLE

EDGES OF AN OB CT
-

.

, .

.

HIDDEN

LINES

..

I

.

,

MEDIUM LINES WITH SHORT
EVENLY SPACED ,DASHES

USED TO INDICATE CONCEALED

EDGES

.

1

I

I

, I

I

1. .

_

.

. CENTER-

LINES

,

.

.THIN LINESNADE UP, OF LONG AND
SHORT DASHES ALTERNATELY. SPACED

AND- CONSISTENT IN. LENGTH

USED TO INDICATE ,.YrAMETRY

ABOUT. -AN AXIS AND LOCATION .OF
. -CENTERS_

......_

01%

,,
-_,....

------0,-

.NO
-

' DIMENSION

LINES --

'THIN LINES.-TERMINATED WITH
ARROWHEADS AT.-EACH_ END

f

. :PSED TO- INDICATE- DISTANCE_

----MEAVREP, -- ------, --".-4--- -'. -'

---:
,

1 .

-

. LINES-.

'i,
,

. . .

--
_ - -

_

_ _THIN _UNBROKEN LINES .

. ,

; USED To INDICATE EXTENT _OF
- .DiMENSION5-_____ ... ... . .

., .
.

Figure 2113. Line characteristins Ann.conventiwe..,

11.4.

-
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APpUGATION OF LINE CONVENTJONS

4,7---:coatiNsioN LINE

4

.

VIEWING PLANE

EXTENSION UNE. kill 6.21

LINE ,

. . -1.
B -04

/
,

VIEW 8-8

CENTER LINE

HIDDEN LINE

gREAK UNE

CUTTING PLANE"
UNE

VISIBLE UNE

CENTER LINE
(PATH OF MOTION)

LEADER

SECTION AA

SECtIOH LINES _

P HANTOM LINE

7. DIN.1ENSIONING.

a. . Definitions.

Figure 22: Line conventiOn.

'
(1) Allowance. An allowance is a prescribed difference between the maxixium

clearance (positive.allowance) or maxi.mum interference (negative al-
lowance) between such parts.

(2) Clearance. Clearance is the total space between mating parts.

(3) Dimension. A dimension is a numerical value expressed in approPriate
units of measure. It is indic.ated on drawings in conjunction with lines,
symbols,' and notes,to define the geometrical characteristics of an object.

(4) Dimensionin.

Angular dimensioning. The angular dimensioning system. is a
method for indicating the position of a point, line, or sdrface by
means of linear dimensions and angles, other,than 90 angles.'

e(b) Rectangular ,dirnensioning. The rectaligular dimensioning system
is a met] tflTd for indicating distance's,. locations, and sizes by means
of linear dimensions m.iagureei parallel to reference lines or planes
which are perpendicular to eaCh other. .
14.

(5) Eccentricity. Eccentricity a condition where.the axis of a particular
feature is parallel fet, ffset from, the axis of'anothex feature; orwhere the axis of a i'-ating part mounted in ah assembly does not coincide
with the axis of the rt i'bout which it turns.

411,
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(6) Feature. Features are..specific characteristics or component portions
of a part, which may include one or more surfaces such as holed, screw
threads, profiles, or rabbets-.

-
(7) Fit. Fit is the general term used to signify the range of lo,oseness ,_

.or tightness which may result frOrn the application of a specific combina-;

tion of allowances or toleranFes ifilhe design of mating parts.

"(a) Actual fit. The actual fit between two or more m4tir.g parts is the
relation existing between them with respect to the amount of clearance
or interference which is present When they asserribled.

.1

,. .

(b) Clearance fit. Kclearance fit is one having limits of tlize so 4.

4 prescribed that clearance always results when mating parts ire
. assembled. 4

(c) Interference fit. An,interference fit is one having limits of size so
ptescribed that an interference-always results when mating parts are
assembled.

(d) Transition at. A transition fit is one-having limits of size soe.prescribed that either a clearance Or an inte'rferelce may result
when parts are assembled.

(8) Interchangeability. Interchangeability is a condition of design wherein
any and all mating parts will aswnble and function properly without the

need for any part modification at assembly,

(9) Interferen74. Interference is the total amount of defor,mation'required to
force an internal member into a smaller external member.

(10)

'.
Limits. Liniits are the maximum and minimum values prevyibed for
a specific diMension. Limits may be of size or of location depending

upon the application.
.4

(11) Typical. The term "typical, " when associated with a dimension or feature
means that this dimension or ,feature applies, to the locations that appear
to be identical in size and configuration. The tolerance'stated for a
dimension labeled "typical" also applies to each identical feature.

b. Fundimental dimensioning rules.

(1) Show enough Simensions so that the intended sizes, shapes, and locations
.. 0

can be determined without assuming any distances. . (-,

. 1 ,

1

I l

e

t

(2) State each dimension clearly ib that it can be interpreted in only one way.

(3) Show the dtmensions between points, lines, or surfaces which have a
necdsdary 'and specific relation-to each or which control the location of

other components or mating parts.
.

(4), Seieoct and arrange dimensions to avoid accumulations of tolerances that
may permit various intexpretations and-cause unsatisfactory mating of

parts and failures n use.

\
..

of

,
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(5) Shoy.? eAach dimension wily once except when necessary to clarify a
sectja or view.'.

.. .
(6) When possible, dimension each feature in ihe viewiwhere it appears in

prOfile or where Its' true.shape appears.
\ ..

c Dimensipn lines. D'}mensions th4t, indicate sizes and positions are given aslinear distances or as angles. -.They may be gilven"with dimension lines and extension lines
that show their direction and extent, or in thd form of notes with leaders that direct them to
a particular-place on the drawing (fig 23).

-

. 4
f

100

Figure 23. Ways to indicate dimensions.

A dimension line,with its arrowheads shows the direction and extent of
a dimension. Numerals are used to indicate the number of units of a
measurement: If the numerals are in a single line, the dimension .line
should not be broken as shown in a of fig'ure 24. If the numerals are in
tv:ro lines, Ione may be_placdd above and the other below the line as shown
in b.of figure 24.

.875

(o)' Break o dimension line for numerals
In a single line

.875
±,001

.875
876

(b) Do not break a dimension tint for
numerals in two lines.

Figure 24. Dimension lines.

j
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(2) Dimension lines should be slined if possible, and should be ground
for uniform appearance; however, Where there are seVeral parallel
dimension lines, the numerals should be staggered to make them easier
to read. An example of this staggering is shown in, figure 25.

,

3,250
2.875

2.5004.
2.125

Figure 25. Numerals staggered for clarity.

d. Extension lines. It is usually undesirable to terminate ditnenSion lines

directly at lines that represent surfaces of the actual object portrayed by the drawing.

To prevent this, extension lines are.uled to show where numerical or other eicpressions

are intended to apply.

lin extension line that is drawn to an outline representing a surface should
(1)

(2)

ltart with a visible gap from the outline and extend about 1/8 inch beyond

the outermost dimension fine (fig 26).

Wherever possible, extension lines should neither cross one another nor

cross dimensiop tines. To reduce crossix* to a minimum, the shortest
dimension line Aearest the 'outline of the object should be drawn first and

adjacent parallel dimenSion llnes.ih order of their length, with the longest

line,keing the outermost. Extension lines should not be broken when they

cross other extension lines, dimension lines., or object lines. Hoy:ever.
,should an extension line .cross a dimension line close to an arromhead,

a break in the extension line is recommended.1,An example of these breaks
in extension lines is shown in figure 27.

0

rigure 26, Extension lines.

100

t'

Figure 27. Breaks itv'extension lines.

IL OS 424, 3-P20
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e. Locating round holes.
round holes by giving distances or
methods can also be used to locate

Figures 28 through 33 illustrate the positioning of
distances and directim}s to the hole centers. These
round pins and other features of symmetrical contours.

Figure 28. Locating round hores by linear
distances. *.

Figure 30. Locating round holes by
rectangular boo.rdinates.

,f1

-DATUM

Figure 29. Dimensions from datums.

.250-%252 MA
6 HOLES
EQUALLY SPACED

Figure 31. Locating holes dn circles by
radius or diameter and
"EQUALLY SPACED."

.0S 424,- 3-P21
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. 250
+.005

DIA.000
5 HOLiS
EQUALLY SPACED

Figure 32. Locating holes on circle by Figure 33. "sEQUALLY SPACED" holes in
a line:angular dimensioning.

f. Dimensioning a circular arc. A circular arc i.8 'dimensioned by giving its
.

radius. Where space permits, a radius dimension line is drawn from the radius cdnter,
with the arrowhead eriding at the arc and with the dimension betyveen the arrowhead and '7
the center. he numerical portion of the/dimension should be followld by the abbreviation
"R." Where space is limited, as for a ssnall radius, a leader may bre used. When it is _

....inconvenient to place the arrowhead between.the center of the radius and the arc, 'it may
be placed outside the a'rc. The ceriter of thv radius may beindicated by a small cross tO'
clarify the c drawing/' Where space does not permit showing the complete radius dimension
line to scal , the line may be foreshortened. The portion of the dimension line_ending in
the arrowhead should be in the radial direction. Examples of this type of dimensioning' are
shown in figure 34..

,

,

ifir 32 R

.005 R

A Fore
shor.tened
Radius Moy Be
Dimensioned As:

Figure 34. Ho(v to diMen'sion a circular arc.

11'1 ,

'
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. a. Limits afre the maximum and minimum values prescribed for a specific dimen- S

1sion. A tolerance represpnts the total amount by sVhich a specific dimension m4 vary; thus, .

, the tolerance is the difference between the limits. '

8. TOLERANCES AND LIMITS.

., # b. A Inlerance is expressed in the sanie form as its dimension; that is. the
. tolerance on a decimal dimension is expressed by a decimal to the sam ? number of places,

and the tolerance on a dimension written as-a common fraction is expres.sed as a common
1

traction'. Figures 35 and 36 illustrate five different methods of expre.ssing tolerances.

' .

(0) Unilatiral

1.876+'002___.1

. (t) Bilateral

Figure 35. Giving a..-tolerance by a plus and igure 36. Using a combined plus and"
minus figure. . minus sign.

,.

c. N\Imerals that indicate tolerances should be placed in one of the following
:itays:

.(1) 'To the right and in line with the dimensional numerals (fig 36a and 36b).

(2) Below the dimensibn numeral with the dimension line between (fig 36c).

(3) To the right of the dimension numeral with theplus variation above the
level of the,dimension line and the minus va4:iation below it. In this
method, the ,dimension line is not drawn between the numerals indicatifig
tolerances (fig 35).

d. All limits are considered-to be absolute. Dimensional limits, regardless
of the number of decimal places, are used as if1th,ey were cdntinued with zeros. For .

purposes of determining conformance with , ,the measured value is to.be compared
directly with the specified value and any deviatf n, howvier small, outside the specified

limiting value's signifies nonconformfnce with the limits.

4 For example: ,
1. 22 means 1. 220.-0

1.20 meaas 1.200-0
p.

1. 202 means 1, 2020-0

1. 200 means 1. 2006-0
044 424, 3-P23
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e, The symbols shown in figure 37 are used to state .& geometric characteristic's
that are 17eing toleranced. When the symbols are' used,' a positional.or form toleranc

/Mit:should be stated by means of the feature contfol symbol illustrated it figure 38% T'he .
geometric characteristic symbol Should 6e followed-by the.Re
some cases, by the modifiers or 0. The feat4re cctntrol 5

the feature(s) being tcfleranced by one of the following,m
4.

'(1.) Adding the symbol to a note pertaining to Pie featt'ire(5).

(2) Running a leader line from the feature(s) to the symbol.

with

issible tolerance a'nd,
.mbol should be assoCiated
hods:

(3) Attaching a side, end, or corner of the control symbol outline box to an
extension line from the feature.,

(4) Attaching.a side or end of the bOx to the dimensidn line pertaining 'to the
feature when-it is cylindrical.

4

FLATNESS a STRAIGHTNESS

ANaULARITY
, a

BERPENDICULARITY

II PARALLELISM

0_ CONGENTRI6ITY

TRUE POSITION

6 ROUNDNESS .,

-II. 'SYMMETRY

az MK) MAXIMUM. MATERIAL
CONDITION

0 thFs) REGARDLEss oF FEATURE
sizE

a

Figure 37. Geometric characteristic symbols and modifiers.
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1-1/4MIN-Is IA,1 MIN

1:11 .005

Symbol'

Tolerance

it.005 MAO I

ZModifier

Figure 38. Feature control symbol.

9. SYMBOLS.

a. Finish marks. Finish marks (V) are used to indicate surfaces that must befirdshed by machining. This machining provides a better surface Appearance and providesthe fit with clasely 'mated parts. In manufadtring, during the finishing procesds, the
required lirriits and tolerances must be observed. Machined fihishes should not be confused
wilhfinishes of paint, enamel, grease, Chromium plating, and similar coatings.

LO

-b. Material symbols. Sectional views may.be lined or crosshatched Cvith a
special line arrangement to indicate the basic kind comaterial. Some examples of these
symbols are.shown in figure 39: hówever, these symbols are intended for general identifica-
tion only. They do not identify the specific types of materials. The particular type will
be indicated elsewhere on the bluepriht.

CAST IRON STEEL

fit

BRASS , BRONZE,
COPPER,a ALLOYS

Mint METAL, ZINO ALUMINUM
LEA% a SASSIT

Figu4re 39. Eaznp1.ee of symbole to indicate kind of material.

OS 424, 3-P25
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c. Special symbols. There aro some speciel symbols that m..ly be encountered
and

..
a portison of these are shown in figure 40. 'rrhere will be others found also;'however,

..

the followirlt symbols are the.basic ones. It-is up to, the individual to learn the additional
_

.

symbols as they are applicable to the particular j..)n assignment.

ST fry

v./

fl

N-1

I \

A

ELECTRIC NSULATION NSULATION. LEXeLe MATERIAL
THERVAL ACOUSTICS.

TIONSRIMENT mAT.
EMALS,GLASS,ETC

GREEN

10. SCALE.

r1401"1

p.
w000

PuRRLE

LIOUPOS

eLACX

w
FM!, SR:CK

REO

SRC( -SfONE

ELLIE

WHITE OR SILVER

F,igure 40. Special symbols.

GOLO

a. The scale of the blueprint should be indicated in one of the spaces within
the title ;locks. It indicates the size of the drawing as compared with the actual size of
the part. ,The scale is usually shown as 1" = 2", 1" = 12", and 1/2" = 1".. The scale may
also be indicated as full size, One-half size, and one-fourth size.

b. If a blueprint indicates that the scale is 1" = 2", each line on the print is shown
one-half its actual length. A scale showing 3" = 1" indicates that each line on the print is
three times its actual length.

c. A drawing should show an object or assembly to full size. When the full
size views are not practical, the drawings should be made to reduced or enlarged scales.
It is also desirable, wherever possible, to prepare detail drawings to,the same scale as the
pertinent subassembly and assembly drawings. In short, the scale is selected to fit the
object being drawn and space available on a sheet of drawing paper..

I

d. It is important to remember that you never measure a drawingalways use
the dimensions. This is due to the fact that the blueprints may have been reduced in size
from the original drawing, and that there may be errors in.the actual drawing. Then, too,
pager stretches and shKinks as the humidity changes, thus introducing-`another source of

error

OS 424, 3-P26



SECTION II. SKETCHING

11. INTRODUCTION.

a. Sketching is very important to an individual who works with any type of
physical material. You will find that it) is the best and, in some cases, the only method of
conveying your ideas to other people. It is also helpful when you are klanning or developing
your own ideas.

b. There is no military standard for technical sketching. What information is
either included on a sketch or omitted is left up to the man who makes the sketch. He will
include as much information as he feels necessary to serve the purpose for which he makes
the sketch. It should be remembered, however, that all o; the information such as dimensions
or notes should conform to the procedures as presented in the first section of this lesson.

C. Mechanical drawings are made with mechanical deviCes such as a pencil
compass, triangles, and T-square. A sketch is usually thought of as being made freehand,
although in practice it may be made on squared paper or with the help of a rule and pencil
compas s.

d. Usually a sketch is made from an object, but it can also be an "idea" sketch of
something you are thinking about, or a combination of both. It can be drawn pictorially, so
that it actually looks like the object, or it can be an orthographic sketch of the object w4h
three .different views, usually front, side, and top. It can be either 13. n.assembly sketch oi
a deta'fl sketch. An assembly sketch, as the name implies, will show two or more parts

-fa-stened together to form a complete unit. A detail sketch will show, in detail, one single
part of an assembly.

12. SKETCHING TOOLS.

a. Some of the value in technical sketching ability, in addition to the facE)that ft is. _
an excellent way to present your ideas to someone else, lies in the fact that- eo few tools
are necessary. If you have a stub a soft pencil (HB or F) and a scrap Of paper handy,
you are ready to go. However, a pencil long enough to permit a relaxed but stable grip will

,improve your sketching. For most sketchings you hold the, pencil exactly as.you do when
writing. If you are sketching a circle it may be easier to do so with the pencil below your.
hand and held against your four fingers with your thumb.

eb. When erasing is required, the eraser at the end of some pencils is, of course,
handy and satisfactory for limited use. Thie soft end of a pencil-and-ink eraser, howeker,
is better, but artgum and pink pearl types of erasers are best; they Will do a cleaner jt)b of
removing pencil lines.from paper.

41.'

c. If you should use a pencil .compass, the inexpensive kind sting aboutca
quarter at stationery stores is all you need. Almost.any kind or size rule tan be used as
a straightedge. As your ability to sketch improves, you may find that the compass and
straightedge can be used less and less until they are no longer needed produce neat and
effectiVe sketches quickly. This is the ideal situation which some men r ach before others.

d. Just as preparing rough sketches without instruments' sives. time, the use of
cross-"section,paper saves more time. Cross section,paper is especially useful when
sketching to scale and is usually ruled into one-.inch squares. These squa.res are then
subdivided into one-,eighth or one-tenth inch squares.

OS 424, 3-P27
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13. _TECHNIQUE OF SKETCHING.

a. Hold the pencil from three-quarters to an inch from the point.so that you ca::
see what yo,u are doing.' Strive for a free and easy movement rather than a cramped finger
and wrist movement.

b. jzi freehand pencil sketching, draw lines with a' series of short strokes, instead
of trying to draw each line with one stroke. Using. short strok.es, you can better control'the
direction of your line and the pressure of your pencil on the paper. s,

c. In s etching lines place a dot where you want the line to begin and one where
you want it to end. in sketching long lines, place one or more dots between the end dots.
Then swing your hand in the direction your line should go, and back again a couple of tirpes
before you touch your pencil to the paper. In this way, you get the feel \of the line. Then
use these dots to guide your eye and your hand as you draw the line.

d. Vertical lines are usually sketched downward on the paper. The same
suggestions for.usirig locating dots and free movement of the entire arm apply to' vertical
lines as they do to horizontal lines. Slanting lines may be drawn from either end toward
thescittrer.

I I: .- %
e. Using only horizontail lines, vertical lines, and slanting lines, it is possible

to make any number of complete and acceptatle tebhni'cal sketches, depending, 'of course,
on the item or job to be sketched. I

._

t. Keep your freehand sket-ch heat To do this, 'first sketch your lines lightly.
,Ilines.which are not essential to the drawing can be skethhed so that it is not necessary
tO erase them. Essential lines can be darkened by running the pencil oscer them with more
pressure after they have been ,first drawn lightly. -

g. Technical sketches frequently include many -circles or arcs. You dbritt need
to be gifted with artistic relent to draw good circles if you will follow these suggestions.

(1) In A of figure 41 observe howlhe pencil is held beneath the four fingers
with the thumb. This g,rip tends to produce' a "soft" or "easy" motion
for sketching rarge circles or curvesSand else makes it posisible to sketch
small circles as shown iilbfigure 41B and C. You will noiice in figure 413
that the second finger reet-r at the center Ofthe circle and forms the pivof

*about which the pencil lead can swing. The' distance from ihe finger tip
to the' pencil lead determines the radius of the circle. To iraw smaller
circles a somewhat different grip on-,the pencil is necessary, as showb
in C of figure 41, but the principle is the same. Figure 41 shows the'
proper way to grip the pencil; figure -12 shows how to draw the circles
using these grips.

RADIUS /
A

RADIUS(

Figure 41. Ciicles an arcs..

05 424, 3-P28
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(2) As hown at A in figure 42, the fi et step in sketching either largelor.
11 circles with the holds shown \in'the previous fiikure is placing the

s cond finger on the paper at the c nter ,of the propdsed circle. Then,
.th the pencil lightly toucligi the per, use the other hand.to.rotate

the paper to gi've you a circle that- y look like the one in figure 4213:
To. correct the slight error of closur ehowtrin C, erase a substantial
section of the circle and correct it shown at theright. You
now hive a complete and round circle but only with a very light line
which must bbeixiade heavie-r, Do this as shown in B. Notice that you do
NOT PIVOT on the second finger durin this step. You rest your hand
on its side, keep it within the circle, .a d trace over the light line with
your hand pivoting naturally at the wris As you work around the circle ,
in this way, rotate the'papecountercokwise so that.your hand can work
in the most natiiral and easy position as hown. With thq smaller circles
you cannot, of couise, work with--your ha,knd within the circle, but the
same gener approich can be used ivithludceps..

-(3)

-
Figure 42. Steps in sketching a circle.,

.

-

Figure 43 shows another method of drawing circles and curves using
straight lines as`constructiongnes. First, draw two straight lines
croesing each other at right angles as in figure.43A. The point where
they cross will serve as the center of the circle. The four lines radiating
from this center will serve as tbe radii of the circle. You can use a piece
of marked scrap paper to nieasure an equal distance on each radius from
the center. Sketch a square, with the center of each side passing through

-
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the mark defining a radius (fig 43B). Now sketch in your circle, using
the angles of the square as a guide tor each arc.

(4) In figure 43C and D, four lines, instead of two, are sketched crossing
each other. The radii are measured as in.te:instructing the other circle,
but the square is not added before the circle id drawn.

Figure 43. Sketching circles.

(5) Figure 44 shows a convenietlt way of sketching arcs, tangent arcs,
, and curves by.. blocking them in withstraight lines.

MINN
r-'

Figure 44. Sketching curves.

A ,

14. CONSTRUCTION LINES, ,When yqu are drawing a part, such as that shown in
figure 45, don't start at one corner and draw it detail by detail and expect it.to come out

I with the various eletrients in correct proportion. It is better to block in the overall shape
of the object first (fig 45A). Then draw light guidelines at the.correct angle for various
outlines of the object (fig 453 and C). Finish the sketch by first making an outline of the
object, and then criawing in the details as shown in figure 45D.

A
r>e

Figure 45. The use of construction linee i,n.sketching
.r an object.

OS 424, 3-P30
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15. CURVES OR ARCS CONNECTING STRAIGHT LINES.

a. ,Some people have developed the ability to sketch curves and straight lines
without the use of guidelines. Many of us, however, through lack of interest or practice,
require some basic guidelines to sketch curves prowly.

b. Probably one oi the best methods to sketch curves, connected to straight lines,
can.be accomplished by following the 6 basic steps illustrated and eiplained below:

(1) thtersect a vertical and horizontal lin, lightly.

?2) Mark o4 on the horizontal and vertical lines the Same distance from
the intersection (corner).

(3) Draw a light diagonal line through the two points marked.

(4) Place an "X" or a dot (, ) in the exact center of the triangle foimed.

(5) Start your curve from one point of the triangle (preferably on the vertical
line) touching the "X" or dot and ending at the other point of the triangle.

(6)

,
Erase all the unnecessary guidelines and darken the curve and necessary
adjoining straight lines.

A little practice trilng the 6 steps mentioned above should improve your ability to sketch
curves properly.

16.. SKETCHING THREE-VIEW DRAWINGS. To make a working sketch, you should
first choose a clean sheet of plain or ruled paper. Estimate the size the sketch should be,
and select the views which will give the best picture of the object. Then sketch the three
vieWs, 'leaving adequate space between them for dimensions. When you sketch the views:

a. Sketch in center 'lines, as shown in figure 46A.

b. Lightly block in the views.

c. Sketch in the outlines althing them as in -figure 468,

d. -Sketch the details on the surface of the views.

e. Darken the lines of the finished sketch.

111
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f. Use an artgum or a kneaded eraser to te, construction (pide) lines which
are no longer ,necessary, and tauch up the necessary lines which you may 4ve inadvertently
erased...

A

Sketch all necessary extension and dimension lines.

h. Letter in the dimensions (fig 46C).

A

Figure 4,6. Progress of a. working sketch.

17. sISOMETRIC SKETCHING,

,4

a. Not everyone is naturally, gifted with the ability to sketch or draw objects

'exactly as they should look. But everyone, with the aid of some basic rules, can help
himself acquire the ability to put on paper that which he Thay have in mind or may be observ-

ing. A decent looking isometric sketch can be drawn by adhering to a few siMple, basic

rules or principles.

112
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b. Select a position (view) that will show the object to the best advantage. You
will know what you want included in your sketch, so move either"the object or yourself until
you can actually see everything you want to show. If the object is something you have "in
mind" or if you intend to sketch an isometric view from an orthographic nrawing, you will
have to visualize the object and assume a viewIng position. Remember in making you?
isometriirsketch, ybu start by sketching 3 isometric axes 120 apart, using two angles of
300 and a )vertical axis of 000.. ..

c. Figure 4? shows in a step-by-step procedure the technique used in making
an isometric sketch of a wooden rectangular block measuring 1-1/2 x 3 x 5 inches.

hd. The first step is to sketc the three isometric axes, as rrientioned ea'rli4r.
The second step is to mark off the 1-112 inches for height on the Arertical axis, the 3-inch
width along the left axis, ancl the 5-inch length along the right axis. The third step is to
draw two vertical lines 1'-1/2 inches high, starting with themarks,on the right and left axis.
The fourth step is to sketch parallel lines from each of, the marks on the sketch. Note that
the lines that are parallel on the object are parallel on the sketch. The fifth step is to
dimension ail sketch. the dimensions on an isometric sketch are placed parallel to the
ends of edges. The final step is to check the sketch for completeness and accuracy. t

e. It is important to remember that circles appear in the isometric as ellipses
lind that the major axis of the ellipse is always at right angles to the shaft or rotation axis.
Thus, the minor axis coincides with the shaft or rotation axis.. "

,

0 LAYOUT AXES 0A14LCOAMSOUnATES 0 :RA:A.LL'ItIL WIE3
1e 0,----

30 30. s'........\,...../............".

.

1..

ij
..-

,

Figure' 47. Steps in sketching an isometric draWing.

'SECTION III. CONCLUSION
-/-

I

18. SUMMARY. The primarY types of mechanical drawings used for blueprints have
been described with emphasis 'on orthographic drawings from which most working blueprints
are ieproduced. This lesson has endeavored to teach yon how to read blueprints through --,..
visual identification of.lines, symbols; etc, how to perform layout on stock from blueprint2s
and how to draw a sketch of an object that can be interpreted by an engineer or draftsman_
in order to produce a mechanical drawing.

4,
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C.

EXERCISE

Note. - Questions 36 through 45 apply to the drawing of the jig block.

/
36. What letter in the front view is represented by surfaces "F, ''B, ' and "A" in the

isometric drawing?

a. M
b. N
C. 0

%.

414

4,4(
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37. What letters in the orthographic views.represent surface "A" of

)

..

a. G and H
b. M and L
c. Mind R v

-

\

38. What is the dimension "Z?"
43

a. 1 /2
b. .1
c. 1 -1 /2

41.

39. What letters Tn the orthographic views represent surface ''C" of the isometric
drawing?

,

e isometric drawing9

/I.

a. G and' Y
b. J and 'I
c. R and H

40. Wha is the overall height of.the jig block9

a. 1

b. 1-1/2
c. 2

, c.

(

41. What surface on the side view is represented by "E" in the isometric drawing9

a. T
b. U
c. N ./

s'42. What is the dimension o( "Q" in the side view?

a.
b.
c.

.
1/2 '

1

1-1/2/

5 -
......

--r4
/---

I

43. What letters d note exCension, lines'

a. 4.-;ilt Wc1.4
b. Q and Z
C. P and S

--

t

44. What is the overall length of the jig block"
I

a. , 1 *
b. 2

c. 3

...

45. What letter in the front view denotes an outline or visible line?

a. M
b. N

C. -0
1 _...e"

6" \
t

lb,
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46. Which type of drawing is.NOT considered to be i p;ctorial'

a. Orthographic
b. Perspective
c. Isometric

47. What type of drawing is most commonly used in'making fry:la:J:1 sketches?

a; Orthographic
b. Perspective
c.* Isometric

48. What type view is used to indicate alternate positions Qf parts vf the item drawn?

a. Auxiliary
b. ExpOded
c. Phantom

,

49. Which type of sechonal view shows the inner structure of a small area by removing
the outside surface.

a. Broken out section
b. Revolved section
c Removed section

50. Which type fit is described as on9 having limits of size so prescribed that either a
cleArance or an interference m4 result when parts are asshmbledl

a. Actual
b. Transition
c. Cle'arance

51. A circula'r arc is dimensionA by slip its

a. diameter.
b. length.
c. radius, J

Z. The total amount by whicri a specific dimension may vary is known as-its

a. tolerance.
b. vaiiance,
c. limit.

*

53. What does the symbol (0) indicate"

a. Concentricity
b. Roundness
c. True position

116
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4.

54. What type of surface firlish is indicated 1;y the symbol (,/)?
i

a. Chromium plated
b. Machined )

c. Greased

,

+ 55. How far above the horizontal should the two outside isometric axes t3t3,sketched?

1.,

,5

i

4. a. 30°
b. 60°
c. 90°

.

1

,

\
I

1

I
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LessoriObjective After st dying this lesson ;rOu will be able to:

1. Id ify and describe the uses and care
of handfools.,

2. Use measuring instruments common to
machine shop practice.

3. Discuss the characteri.stics and uses of
the basic metalworking machines to in-
/Oude hand and benth grinders, portable
/Alectric drills, drill presses, and

' portable hacksawing machines.

Text Attached Memorandum

Materials Required None'

Suggestions Visit an industrial plant or technical or
vocational high school and obserNte the scope
of this lesson.

40'

Si'UDY GUIDE AND ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

/ SECTION I. HANDTOOLS
a

1. -INTRODUCTION. The following parigraphs discuss some of the more c mmon
handtools used by machinists. Additional coverage will be provided concerning t e care
and use of these handtools. As your knowledge of these tools increases, so will the pro-
ficiency qf your,sho.p. The job that will leave your shop will,be of the highest quality be-
cause of the correct maintenance supervision given to the equipment under your control.
Tools ,are one of man's greatest assets. The proper use of th'em makes all jobs easier.
Of all lools, however, the moSt valuable and versatile is man's own handS. The skill of
the hands can Ile increased and its power multiplied by the use of an endless variety of
other tools that man has been designIng and improving since the beginning of ime. Those
who use tools all through life should adrquire a great deal of pride in the abili y to use them
well.

2. MACHINIST'S HAMMERS. Machinist's hammers are used primarily by people
who work with metal or around machinery, and may be divided into two classifications:
hard-face and soft-face.

'

4
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a.

PO

Hard-face hammers.

(l) The hard-face hammer made' of forged tocl steel. The best general
purpose machinist's hammer is the bail-peen hammer (fig 1). The flat
end of the head is called the face and is used for most of the hainrnerinc.;
jobs you will have. The other end of the hammer is cakled the peen and is
smaller in diameter than the face. .It is, therefore, useful fo: striking
areas that are too small for the lace to enter. --T-he peen is also useful
for bjadding rivets.

(2)

Figure 1. Machinist's ball peen.

Ball-peen hammers are made in'different weiehts, usually 4,.6, '1, and
12-ounces, and 1, 1-1/2, and 2 pounds. For most I-,ork a 4-1/2-pound
and a 12-ounce hammer will suffice. However, a 4- or 6-ounce hammer
will often be used for light work. There are ariations of the peening .
hammer such as the cross-peen and the straight-peen (fig 2 and 3).

Figure 2. Machinist's cross peen. Figure 3. Machinist's.straight peen.
b. Soft faced hammers. Wooden-handled, soft faced hammers (fig 4, 5, and 6)

are used for striking heavy blows where the steel laced hammers would bruise or mar the
surface of the work. The soft faces are made of rubber, wood, rawhide, copper, lead, or
plastic ,. and the head may vary in weight from 6 ounces to b pounds. The Army Supply Sys-
tem issues a 3-poupd copper hammer and several, Inserted plastic face hammers. The
plastic face hammers are supplied with two soft, tsxo medium, two tough, and two nylon
replaceable faces. \

Figure 4. Copper hammer. Figure 5. Plastic face hammer.

,Figure b. Rawhide mallet.

119
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c. --Correct use of.harnmers.

ti)

(2)

(3)

Simple as the hammer is, there is a'right and wrong way of using it
(fig 7). The most common fault is holding the handle too close to the
head. This is known as choking the hammer and reduces the force of the
blow. It also makes it harder to hold the head in an upright position.
Except for light blows, hold the handle *me to the end to increase the
lever arm and produce a more effective blow. Try to hit the object with
the full face of the hammer. Hold the hammer at such an angle that the
face of the himmer and the surface of the object being bit W,U be parallel. '
This distributes the force of the blow over the full face and prevents damage
to both the surface being struck and the face of the hammer.

44,

Figure 7. Right and wrong way to use a ball-peen harhmer.

Never strike a hardened steel surface with a hammer. This misuse is
a serious safety hazard. Small pieces of sharp, hardened steel may
break from the hammer and also from the hardened steel. Besides causing
damage to the work and/or the hammer, a serious eye injury may result.

Do not use a hammer handle for bumping parts in assembly, and never
use as a pry bar. Such abuses will cause the handle to split, and a split
handle can produce bad cuts or pizithes. When a handle splits or cracks,
do not try to repair it by binding with string or wire. 'Replace it.

d. Maintenance of striking tools. Hammers, sledges, or mallets should be
clea.ned and repaired, if necessary, before they are stored. Hammer and sledge laces
should be free from oil or other material that would cause the tool to glance off nails,
spikes, or stakes. The. hammer heads should be dressed to remove any battered edges.
Inspect the handles of striking tools and make sure they are secure to the head and do
not have any cracks or splinters. Never leave a/wooden or rawhide mallet in the sun,
as it will dry out and may cause the hea.d to crack. A light film of oil should be left on
the mallet to maintain a little moisture in the head.
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3. WRENCHES.

a. General.

(1) A wrench is a basic tool. that is used to exert a twisting force on boltheads,
nuts,. and studs. The special wrenches designed to do certain jobs are, in
most cases, variations of the basic wrenches that will be described in this
section.

(2) The size of any wrench used orr boltheads or nuts is determined by the size
of the opening between the jaws of the wrench. The opening of a wrench is
rnanufacturered slightly larger than the bolthead cir nut that leis designed
to fit. Hex-nuts (six sided) and heads are measured acrosS opposite flats.
A wrench that is designed to fit a 3/8-inch nut or bolt usually has a clear-
ance of froth 5 to 8 thousandths of an intl. This clearance allows the
wrench to slide on and off the ntit or bolt with a minimum of "play. " If
the wrench is too large, the points of the nut or bolthead will be rounded

knd destroyed.

b. Open end wrenches. Open end wrenches (fig 8) are usually double ended,
although some have a single opening. These wreaches are forged from chrome-vanadium
steel and heat treated. The size of the opening between the jaws determines the size of the
open. end wrench. For example, a wrench,with a 1/2-inch opening in one end and a 9116-
inch opening in the-other end is called.a 1/2 by 9/16 wrench. The size of each opening is
usually stamped on the side of the wrench. Open end wrenches are made in many different
sizes. Wrench sizes range upwardin steps of 1/32 inch, starting with 5/32 inch up to 173/4
inches. The cornaion open end wrench is made with the ends at an angle of 100 to 230 to the
body of the wrench so that the user can work in close quarters. Other special open end
wrenches may have the ends at an angle of 450, 600, 750, or 900, or a combination'of two
angles. The length of the wrench is determined by the size of the opening, since the lever
advantage of the wrench is proportional to its length; wrenches with larger optenings are
made longer and heavier to increase leverage and strength.

i30.3,(33 S',..3.3 : ''.:
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Figure 8. Open end wrenches.
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c. 4 Box end wrenches.

(1) Box end wr,enches (fig 9) ha've either ,6, 8, 12 or 16,points inside the
head. The number of pointt determine the strength of the head. Six and
8 point wrenches are used for heavy duty, 12 for mpdium duty, and 14 for
light dut work. The 12 point box end wiench is the Most common and can
be used With a minimum- swing of 300.

(2) There is little chance of the box end wrench slipping otrthe nut when the
-0 proper size wrench ip used. 'Because the sides of the "box" opening are so

thin, this wrench if suitable for turning nuts which are hard to get at with
an open end wrench. The offset box end wrench is especially useful in this
respect.

There is-one disadvantage to using box end wrenches. You lose time if
jrou use it to turn the nut all the way off the bolt once it is broken Loose.
You must lift the .wrench completely off- the nut after each pull, then place
it back on in another position. The only time:this procedure ismot necessary"
is when there i room to spin the wrench fn a domplete circle.

(3)

..

(4) After a tight net is broken nose, it can be unscrewed much more quickly
with- an open end wrench than with a box wrench. This is where a combin-
ation box-open-end wrench comes in handy. You can use the box end for
breaking nuts loose or for snugging thern down, and the open end for faster
turning. For heavy-duty work, there are long-handled, single, box end
wrenchek., They are macie only in the larger sizes nd you can apply all the
pressure yoU need.

7 . \
(5) The correct u&e of open end and bok erld wrenches cern- be summed up m a

few simple rules, most important,of whic IiiIs to-be sure that the wrencb
properly fits.the nut or bolthead. When yo have to pull ha'rd on the wrench,
as in loostniKa tight nut, make sure the wrench is seated squarely on t
flats f the init. PULL on the wrenchDO NOT PUSH. Pushing a wrench
Is a od way.to skin your knuckles if the wrench slips or the nut breaks
loose nexpectedly. ,If it is impossible to pull the wrench, and you must
push, do it with the palm.of your hand and hold your palm open.

,

(6) Only actual practice will tell you 1: you are using the right amount of force
on the wrench. The best Way to tighten a nut is to turn it until the wrench
has a firm, solid "feel. '' This will turn the nut to proper tightness without
stripping the threads or twisting oif the bolt. This "feel" is developed by
experience alone. Practice until you.have mastered the "feel.

(7) Hammering on wrenches is strictly, taboqwith one exception. , There is
a special type oi box wrench made.strong and heavy so that rou'can hammer
on it. The handle is short and has a steel pad on which the hammier blows
are struck. This wrench is known as a "slugging" or "striking" wrench.
Never place a piece of pipe over the handle of a wrench to increase leverage.
This practice will damage the wrench an'clAor the nut or bolt that you are
trying.to tighten or 'loosen.

yr
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(k) Single open end-Wrench. The single open end adjustable wrench (fig 10) is
simi1arTihie to the fiXed end nonadjustable open end wrench, but has
one adjustable jaw t nd one stationary jaw. The adjusta,ble end wrenches
issued by the,Arrny Supply System have 1-318- to 2-7/3-inch jaw ope"nings
and are 24 inches long. A bnurled nut is rotated to bring the ynovable jaw
up to fit the nut or bolthead. .

. (2) Auto and monkey wrench. The auto and monkey wrenches (fig 10) are
similar in design. They are of sturdy construction and are macie to fit
a wide range'of nuts and bolts. They are designed principally for
turning odd sized nuts or bolts which the open end, box, or socket wrenches
will not fit, and when work requires a sturey wrench.

(3) Pipe. The adjustable.pipe wrench,(fig 16) ha:s two .;aws tharare not
parallel. The outer jaw. which is adjustable, is made with a small amount
of play that Rrovides a tight'grip op the pipe when the wrench is turned
in the direction of the movable jaw. This is the only wrench which will
take a bite on round objects. The jaws always leave marks on the work
and should never be used on nuts or bolts, unless the corners have beeti
rounded so that you c nnottlarn it with.another type of wiench.

-
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Figure 10. Adjustable wrenches.,-
e. Socrcet wrenche's. The common socket wrench (fig 11 thru 14) is boxlike and

made as a detachable socket fpr various types of handles. A socket wrench seksually
consists of various sized sockets, a ratchet, a sliding tee bar, a speeder, a speed tee, a
ratchet adapter, a nut spinner 4-3/ 8-i.nch drive handle, and extenisions.

(1) Socket wrenches have two openingsone a sqUare liole Which fits the
- handles and the other a circular hole with notched sides to.fit the bolt

or screw head or nut to be turned. The square hole is made 1/4, 3/8,1
1/2, 3/4, or 1 inch in diameter; each naust be driven with the matching
drive or speeder handle. The notched opening of the socket may have
6, 8, or 12 points.

(2)
.e, .

Socket wrenches are the fastest wrenches to uhe, since the ratchet
handle permits the socket to remain on the nut or bolt and the,handle
does not have to be removed from.the socket for turning, Socket wrenches
are sized from 5/32 to 3-1/8 inches in steps of 32ds, 16ths, or $ths of an
inch. Some socket wrenches are not detachable and are of one-piece
construction, such as thefour-way socket wrench and the 900 offset
handle. Other socket wrenches areof the screwdriver type, having a 6
pointed or a square socket. These ma.y be straight or offset and have a
T-type or regular screwdriver handle.
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(3) Tvo types of stud ren.,,ver scLikets are avail1:1e that are used with any
3/4-inch square drive socket wrench handle. e type_ has an eccentric
cam Lrics soft or r.h-li,len..C.-;tuds.' ,hank -xtends
tilirouzh r)oth sides of-t,..e Lousing o =Wile a oLarg suce on each
side of the cam and prey -nt bin.:ing. The cli.: type li.as.a.capacit;: oi
1;4 to 3:4 inch.

(4) The hea y-duty, wedge-type, sisid re:toyer socket works on the.wedge
principle and takes a ,Jositive grip whieh can be released only when the
tool is turned in the re./erse dirtction. Two sizes of steel wedees are
included with the socIlet._ Tl.is type ha's a caracit... c..f IC to 1 inch.

f. T roue wrenches. A tor-cue wrench (fig 15) is used for work -equiring a
p-a-rticuTaT forc (torque) to tighter. bolts, nuts, capscrews, etc, to a desirec degrae of
pressur ial or scale calibrated in :sot-pounds cr inch-polinds innIzates the degree of
torque laced or the ,.ori, "The ppinter r-,ioves to the right or left of zero depending on the
bolt (1 t- or right-hand threads) bein..4 t.;1.*ened. These wrenches are issued in :;averal
sizes; they may hale a 14-, 112-, or 3 square drive to receive socket wreitches,
and capacity may vary according to nee,', A torque wrench enables you to s.et up a n it or
bolt when the force.applied to the haild1e reaches the specified lirnit. Manufacturer s
instructions specify these limits of turning force. Cyhnder head nuts and bolts, rod
bearing caps and other places on automotive an.. :,:rplane enginet red.uire. torque
wrench hmits.

a Care of wrenches. Clean all wrOrrfches after use. Apply chin film of oil to
metal parts of all wrenches prior tc storing. 'c(rren,hes that come in sets, such as socket
wrenches., should be returned to.their cases after being used. For lonq periods cf storage,
the wrenches should be covered with a rust-preventive compound and carefully stored in a
dry place. The torque wrench, in particular, 'must be carefully placed in its box to prevent
damage to the dial or scale.

-0.

47,,t1

V:=NomvoloomZ .dte.

DIA'. TYPE ,1
,

r ;I, r

_PP:, PO 243.59i:f;

Figure 15. Torque wrenches.
a.

h. Nonsparking wrenches. Nchsparking wrenches are wrenches that will not
cause sparks to be generated when ',forking with steel nuts and bolts. They are generally
made from a copper alloy-(bronze), however, they rhay. be made Trorn other nonsparking
materials. Nonsparklne wrenches must bel used in areas where flammable raa.terials are
present. These tc cis are'used extensively wher workii.g around gasoline carrying vehicles.
and when working around aircraft.
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. i. Rules for wrenches. There are a Lew basic rules that you should keep iz,?%_mind when using wrenches. They are: -

(1) Always use a wrench that iits the nut, properly. C,

Keep wrenches clean and free from oil. Otherwise they may slip,
resulting In possible serious imury to ypu o; damage to the work.

Do not increase the leverage of a wrench by pla,cing a pipe over the
. handle. Increased leverage may damage the wrench or the work.

Provide some sort of kit or case for all wrenches...Return them to it
at the completion of each job. This seves time and trouble and facilitates
selection of tools for the next jobs Most important, it eliminates the
possibility of leaving them .1.here they can cause injury or damage to men%
or equipment. \

(5) Determine which way a mit should be turned before trying to loosen it.
Most nuts are turned counterclockwise for rethoval. This may seem
obvious, but even experienced men have been'obser.ved straining at the
wrench in the tightenin direction when.they wanted to loosen it.-

. (6) Learn to select your wrenches to fit the type of work you are doing.
\

4. FILES, Files arc used for cuttirig, smoothing off, or removing small amounts
of metal. Files are made in various lengths. shapes, and cuts, and spacing of-their teeth.
Every file has five parts: the point, edges, face of cutting teeth, heel or shoulder, and
tang (fig 16). i

%

Figure 16. Parts of a file.

a. Types of files. File teeth characteristics.'
.

(1) Single cut. Single cut files (fig 17) have a single set, diagonal row
, ofteeth. The teeth A r e parallel to eaqh-Cither throughout the file:
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(2) Donble cut. Dcuo le out fiies (fig I 71 n_ve two .sets LLga1 rows
tee'th. The first set of 'eeth is cl!ec: the overcuc. On the too oi

the overcut set. a second set is :nade ci.13sing the 'first. "The.se-
set is called the upLut and is not as coarse or as -Lep; e.c the aye

(3)

ROL:GH

LARGE TEETH

-,_--

,,..:z.

SECONC CUT

p,A.L. TEET1141-
. '---=-

-
DEAD SMOOTH

VERv FiNE TEETH

TYPES Of CUTS SPACING OF TEETH
Figure 17. Filt teeth craracteristics.

Ras') cut. Rasp cut files (fi 7) a,re made by a single pointed tool or
punch which forms each shor tooth separatelf. Teeth a.r4 formed
consecutively, side by side, to form a line or a row-oCteeth.

b. File teeth spacing. The number of teeth per inch spacing (fig 17) var.es
slightly with the make of file. The spacing also changes with the file length, increasing
proportionately as the length oi the file is increased. A file may have a rough, coarse,
bastard (medium coats e), second cut, smooth cut, and deal smooth grad.e teeth.. For
fast rerrioval of metal or for rough work, the rough coarse and bastard files are used.
For finishing, the second cut (small teeth), smooth t (very small teeth), and the dead
smooth (very 4,irle teeth) are used.

C. File shaPes (fig 18).

(1) Flat files. A flat file is rectangular in cross settpar. and is slightly
tapered toward the point in ; oth width and thickness and has double-cut
teeth. Both edges are cut.

(z) Handjiles. A hand file is similar to a flat file, but is of'uniform width
and tapers in thickness only. It is double cut with one safe or uncut edge.

(3) &mare files,. A square file tapers slightly tov-ard the point on an four
sloes and is double cut.

(4) Round filts. A round file tapers sligntly tov.a rd the point. The
bastard cut files, 6 inches and longer. are d..s.Cole cut. Tne sec.ond
cut :our': files, 12 inches ard longer are do.Ible tut, All others a.'re
single c,:..

3
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(5) Half-round files. A half-round file tapers toward the point in widths
and thickness'. The flat .sides of all half-round files are double cut and
are graded coarseness like flat files. The round-backs of all coarse
and bastard half-round files are double out. The backs Of files longer
than 6 inches are double cut, while the backs of 4- and 6-inch files are
single cut.

(6) Mill files. A. mill ale is usually single cut and is tapered in width and
thickness for about a third of its length.

(7) Pillar files. A regular or an extra narrow pillar file is similar to a
hand file only it is narrower. Pillar files are double cut with one safe
or uncut edge. Pillar files are of the same coarseness as square files
of corresponding lengths.

(8) Triangular files. The taper file tapers toward the point, is usually
single cut, and has edges that are set and cut for filingfr gullet between
saw teeth. The blunt handsaw file is of uniform width and thickness and
its teeth are simila) to those of the taper file. The three-sided file
tapers toward the point, is double cut, and has fairly sharp corners.

(9) Knife files. A knife file is shaped like a knife blade and is double cut
on both faces.

(10) Flat float files. Flat float files are slightly tapered in width and thickneis
and have a coarse cut.

(11) Curved tooth files.' The- curved tooth file has single cut, curved milled
teeth, andis sometimes called a.vixen or body file.

(12) Special crosscut saw files. The special crosscut saw file is single
cut and of uniform width and thickness.

(13) Swiss pattern files. Swiss pattern files (fig 19) are small and delicate.
The tang is shaped into a handle. They are most often used for fitting
parts of delicate mechanisms, for filing work.iuinstruments, and tool
and die work. They are made in seven cuts-00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
They are usually supplied in sets of 8 or 12 assorted files in a box although
individual files are issued: The handles are knurled for a better grip.
The Swiss pattern files are designed in 12 different shapes.

d. Use of files. There are thousands of ldnds, cuts, and sizes of files. This
.414t0144\e,is due todie fa that there are thousands of different filing jobs, each of which can be done

better by using th right file for the job. Therein lies the first rule on how to get the most
out of files. The fight file enables doing the job properly, whereas the wrong one does not
and often, in fact, rolns the work. The right file saves time because it performs correctly,

, and usually faster, on the kind of metal or work for which it was designed. The- right file
permits a greater number of efficient filing strocces. Many factors enter into the selection
of the right file for the job. In general, it may be4saisi that different files are required to
file a flat or convex surface; to file a curved or concave surface; to file an edge; to file a
notch, a slot, or a square or round hole. But these -factors can immediately become
complicated by the kind of metal or other material to be filed; the ldnd, shape, and hara;iness .
of the object or part to be filed; the location, size, and character of the surface, edge, notch,
slot, or holdi to be filed; the amount of metal to be removed; and the degiee of smoothness or

- accuracy requiredz All these conditions have a bearing on the ldnd, size, and cut of file
which will best attain a particular objective.
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e. Selecting proper file.

(1) For heavyfilleough cutting, a large coarse, double cut file is besi.

(2)

(Y)

For finishing cuts, use a second cut or smooth cut, single cut file:

When working on cast iron, start with a bastard cut file and finigh
with a second cut file.

(4) When filing soft metal, start with a second cut.

(5). 'When filing hard steel, start with a smooth cut file and finish with a
dead smooth file.

(6) .When filing brass or bronze, start with a bastard cut file and finish
with a second or smooth cut file.

(7) When filing aluminum, lead, or babbitt metal, use a bastard cut curved
tooth file.

(8) For small work use a short.file; for medium sizdd work use an
8-inch file; for large work use a file that is most convenient.

f. Method of filinR.

(1) Clamp the work securely in a vise so that the area to be filed is
horizontal and is parallel to, and projecting slightly above, ,,the vise
jaws.
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Hold the file handle in one hand, 'thumb on top, and hola the tip 9f the
file with the fingers of the other hand.

Apply pressure on the forward stroke only. Unless the file is lifted
from the work on the return stroke, it will become dull mach Doner
than it should. When filing soft metals, pressure on the return stroke
helps keep the cuts in the file clean of waste metal.

Use a rocking motion when filing round surfaces.

When using a new file, do not apply too much pressure since the teeth
will break off - do not force the, file. File slowly, lightly, and steadily.
Too much speed and too much pressure causes the file to rock and will
round aff the cbrners of the work.,

(6) Draw filing is used to produce a very smooth and true surface. To
draw file, hold the file at right angles to the.direction of the strokes.
with your hands clobe together to prevent bending or breaking the file.
Pressure should not be great and can remain the same on the back stro.ke,
as well as on the draw stroke. The speed of filing is not important. For
eictra-smooth surfaces, wrap a piece of emery cloth around the file and
stroke in the same manner.

Care and safety precautions.

(1) Breaking'in. A new file should be broken in by using it first on brass
or bronze. Never use it first to remove the fins or scales or. cast iron.
Do not use a new file on a narrow surface, such as sheet metal, because
the narrow edge of the metal is likely to break off the sharp points on the
file teeth.

(2) Cleaning. After using a new file, the teeth will clpg up with metal filings.
Using a clogged file will scratch the work - this conditior. is called pinninz.
One way to help prevent pinning is by rubbing chalk between the teeth before
filing. However, the best method to keep the file clean is to use a file
scorer and file cleaner brush. A scorer is a small pointed metal instru-
ment, often furnished with the file cleaner brush, and is used for cleaning
out individual teeth and grooves in the file clogged too tightly with metal
to clean with the brush. When cleaning a file with a file scorer, use a
pulling motion, holding the file scorer bla.de parallel to the rows '7 i teeth.
Finish cleaning by brushing the file parallel to the rows of teeth with the
file cleaner brush.

(3) Safety precaution's.

(a) Do not throw files in a drawer or tool box where they car. rub
against each other or against other tools. Store them in separate
holders, such as clips, straps, or in holes cut in a blo-::< of wood.

(h) Use the files as instructed and clean them often.

(c) Nvier use a file'without a securely attached handle unless it is
of the Swiss pattern type.
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(s)

Do not use files for a purpose ottier than for which they were
intended.

Do not use oil since this will cause the file to slide across the
work preventing fast cutting.

Never strike the file against a vise or other object to remove
filings; Use the file cleaner brtish.r-

(g) Never1store files with lubricants or rust-preventive compounds
on them. Wrap each file in a waterproofed barrier wrapping
paper and place the files in racks or boxes so that the faces or
edges of the files will not touch each other. Keep files dry.

5. HACKSAWS. Hacksaws are saws used for cutting metal, much the same as a
carpenter's saw cuts wood. Con-unon hand hacksaws have either adjustable frames or
solid fra:mes.. Hacksaw blades of various types are inserted in these frames, for different
kinds of work. Adjustable frames can be changed to hold blades from 8 to 16 inches long;
solid frames, althoueh mrs-q rigid, will take only the length blade for which they are made.
This length is the distanct...detween the two pins which hold the blade in place. AlNiacksaw
frames hold the blades either parallel Or at right angles to them and are provided with
screws for pilling the blades tight.

a. Hacksaw blades. Hacksaw blades,are made of high-grade tool steel, hardened'
and tempered. There are two types: all-hard and flexible. All-hard blades are hardened,
throughout, while only The teeth of the flexible blades are hardenid. All blades are from
7/16 to 9/16 inch wide, have from 14 io 32"teeth per inch, and are from 8 to 18, inches' lotg.
Each blade has a hole at each end whi'ch hooks to pins in the frame.

b. Set. The teeth of all hacksaw blades are set to provide clearance for the
blade; the three different kinds of set are alternate set, raker et, and undulated set.
Alternate set means that alternate teeth are bent slightly sidewise in opposite dire.ctions;
on a raker set *blade, 'every titird tooth remains straight and the other two are s'et alternately;
on an undulated set blade, short sections of teeth are bent in opposite directions. A blade

'should be set just enough to give a free, smooth, rapid cut in a slot just wiè than the blade
,itseli, removing no more stock than is necessary.

c. Selectirie hacksaw blades. Selecting the best hacksaw blade for a specific.
job is a question of using either an all-hard or flexible bladThaving a pitch (number of teeth
per inch) best Suited to the work in hand.

v,
(1) An all-hard-blade best for sawing brass, tool steel, c st iron, rails,

and other stock of heavy cross section.

(2) In general, a flexible blade is best for sawing hollo apes and metals
of light cross section, such as channel iron, tubing, tin, copper, aluminum,
or babbitt. .

(3) Use a blade with 14 teeth per inch on rhachine steel. This coarse pitch
makes the saw -free and fast cutting.

(4) Use a blade with 18 teeth per inch on solid stock, aluminum, babbitt,
tool steel, high speed steel; cast iron, and so on. .This pitch is
recommended for general use.

.
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(5) Use a blade with 24 teeth per inch on tuhing, tin, bra.5, c'opper, channel
iron, and sheet metal over 18 gage. If a coars,:: ni is us id, the' thin
stock will tend to btrip the teethout of the biar!....nc: it difficult to
push the saw. Two or more teeth should be inconta, . with the

(6) Use a blade with 32 teeth per inch on thin-J.3.11e'; tubing co tilt
and sheet metal thinner than )8 gage.

6. DRILLS.

a. General. The making of a hole is piece of material can, ini3ome instinces
be a simple operation. but in a service section it is an important F-6cise job. A large
number of different tools and machines have been designed so,that holes may be made
speedily, economically, and accurately in all kinds of material. In orc.'erito b., able to use -11-

these tools efficiently, it is well to become acquainted with them. The most common tool
for making holes is the drill. It consists of a cylindrical ,piece of steel-with jiral groov'es.
One end of the cylinder is pointed; the other end is shaped so that it may be attazhcd to a
portable or stationary drilling machine. The grooves, usually called flutes, May be cut into
the steel cylinder, or the flutes may be formed by twisting a flat piece Of steel into cylin-
drical shape. Drills of this kind are sometimes referred to as twist drills. Twist drills
are made either of carbon steel or, high-speed steel, the nature of carbon steel is such that
if it is heated excessively and allowed to cool, it will lose its hardness. high-speed steel,
on the other hand, has the property of "red hardness"; that is, it can become red hot witliout
losing its temper. For any drilling at high speed, therefore, high-speed twist drills sho,.:1d
be selected to obtain best results and lasting cutting effectiveness. The three principal
parts of twist drills are the body, shank, and point (fig 20), and they are available with
either two, three, or four flutes. Drills having three or four flutes are used for following
smaller drills, or for enlarging cored holes and are' not suitable for drilling into solid stich.
The spiralflutes give twist drills four definite advantages:

r5. 4

(1) A correct rake to the lips.

(2) cause chips formed while drilling to curl tight7 so that they occupy
*he" minimuneamount of space. .

(3)/ Form channels through which such chips can eacape from the hole.

(4) Allow the lubricant,. wfien oil is used; to flq4v easily down to the cutting
-`edge of the drill.

ROUND TAPER SHANK
MARGIN

STRAIGHT SHANK

\
FLUTE CLir NG ECGE

I LIP
"'DIAMETER =-01

BODY.CLEARANCE-.

MARGIN
"ZEL

CHISEL EDGE
OR

DEAD CENTER

a,
Figur'e 20. Rwist drill nomenclature.
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b. Types and uses.

(1) Two fluted. Standard for clting holes in solid metal.y. Tt

(2) Three or four fluteci. Used for enlarging holes. .

c. Drill sizes,

(1) Fractional - 1/64 to 3 inches by 64ths.

(2) Numbered; - 1 to 80 - 80 smallest (0.0135) and 1 largest (0.228).

(3) Lettered - A to Z A smallest (0.234) and Z largest (0.412).

d. Care of drills.

(1) Never attempt to enlarge. a hole by tipping drill sideways. This willcause breakage.

) Do not allow drills to overheat while in use or while being sharpened.. -

.
(3) Seat drill's With lead hammer.

(4) Do not place work supporting blocks far from drill - springiness will
cause it to snap.

. (5) A great deal of damage can be done to a drill through careless
handling. Large drills, in particular, because of their weight, can
be scarred and chipped quite easily. For this reason, it is recommended

' that they be handled with care and that a procedure be set up which will
minimize such dangers. The use of partitioned trays or wooden stands
qr blocks with holes for drills will help to lengthen the effective life Ofdrilla.

/ .

42e.
Lubricants. When drilling, so Is require no lubricant whileother require a lubricant peculiar to their nature. The ollowing may be used as a guide:
(1) Tool steel - oil.

(2) Soft.steel - oil or soda water.

(3) Wrought iron - oil or soda water.

(4) Cast iron - dry.,

(5) Brass - dry.

(6) Copper oil.

(7) Babbitt -.dry,

(8) Glass - turpentine.

1.36
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7. SHEARS AND CUTTERS.

a. Hand shears.
,

(1) One of the handiest tools for cutting light sheei met.11 is the hand snip
(thin snips). The straight hand snips (fig 21) save blades that are straigh
and cutting edges that are sharpened to an 85° angle. Snips like this can
be obtained in different sizes ranging from the small 6-inch srdp to the
large 14-inch. 'They.are designed to cut sheet metal up to one-sixteenth
inch in thickness. They will also work on slightly heavler gages of soft
metals such as. altiminungalloys.

(2) Snips will not remove any metal when a cut is made. There is danger,
though, of causing minute metal fractures along the edges of the metal
during the shearing process. Foethie reason it is better not to cut
exaCtly on the layout line in an attempt to avoid too much finisli work.

t

(3) ,Cating extremely heavy gage metal azlways presents an opportunity to
iaspring.the blades. Once the blades are sprung, hand snips are useless.

Use the rear portion of the blades only when cutting heavy material. This,
not only avoids the poss*ity of springing the blades but also gives you
greater cutting leverag

,F.,:);,;WI: ta :212;42
re;

:trIIVIA,

1.1.4

n
;

TINNER'S
SNIPS

TiNN:R'S
STRRGHT BLADE

;11lasHey

STRAIG)17 BLADE

Ck1RVED- t"
BLADE ^

TRIMMER'S

RA PD 257713

/44

Figure 21. Hand shears.

(4) It is hat41 to cut circles or small arcs with straight snips. There are
snips expecially designed for circular cutting. They are calleá hawk-bill
snips and aviation snips. Use these snips in the same manner as you
would use straight snips and observe the same precau,tions, Like straight
snips they come in many different sizes.
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:V)A9(5). Many snips have small serrations (notches) on the cutting edges of the
blades. This tends to prevent them from slipping backwards when a
cut is being made. Although this feature does make the actual cutting
much easier, it.rnars the edges orthe metal slightly. You can remove
these s'mall Lutting markS if you allow proper clearanae for,dressing the
metal to, size. There are in-any other-WerOrlirridinips- used for special
jobs. '.*The snips, discussed here cap be used for.almost any common type
of work.

(6) Learn to use snips properly. They should always be oiled and adjusted
to permit ease of cutting and to produce a surface that is free frorki burs.
If the blades bind, or if they are too far apart, .the'snips should be).djusted.

r-
(7) Never 'use snips as screwdrivers, hammers, or pry bats. They breakr

Do'dot atterflpt to ,cut heavier materials than-the snips are de-
igned fol.. Never toss ,snips in a toolbbx where the,cutting edges can

e into corit-'act with c4her tools.- This dulls the cutting edges and may
,13:feak the blades. When snips are not in use,' hang-them on hookt

oz: lay' them on an uncroWded shelf or bench. Never Use tin Snips to'cut
4.rdened steel .%.vre or other similar .objects.. Such use will dent or nick
the cutting edges of the blad.es.

b. Bolt cutters. Bolt cutters (fig-22) are used to cut bolts, rods, wire rope,
cable, screws, riVess, nuts, bars. strips, and wire. A bolt cutter is shaped like a giant
shears with shozt blades and Fong handles. Different cutting edges are designed for
specific applications.

41,

CUTTING ..*AW

1-111

_CUTTING
jr-i JAW

SIDE NOLSPLITTER
:I.APPER CUT

HI r2, 4f 15f
INCHES

CENTER Ct.'1.4.,

CU'l'ING JAW

SHEAR CUT

ANGLLAR CUT

Figure 22. Types of bolt and nut cutters.
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c. Ce,:of shears and,cutters. Keep tools clean at all tir-.e.s. Lubrica,te pivot
screw or bolt with a drop of light oiL Remove rust with a fine aLminum oxide abrasie
cloth. Apply a thim film-of oil on tools _to prevent rust, and hang tool's ch hooks or pla.fc
them o a shelf when not in use. Never throw tools in a hox .vhere the cutting edges rna, "ae
damage . Do notattempt to cut material harder than the tool was designed to handle.
use snea s or cutters as.a hammer or a pry bar, since the!, are easily damaged. For 1:-..ng
periods f storage, coat tools with a rust preventive compound and store them in a dry place
where e cutting edges do not come in contact witother metal objects.

.
CHISELS. '4

.
a. Chisels are tools that can be use,d for chipping or cutting meal. They%.-re

made from a good grade tool steel with a hardened cutting edge and a bevel,2d hea-d. 7.-hey

will cut any metal that is softer than materials of wh:*c: they are made. When it isii-
fully used, the chisel can be made to do most ar.), .iob that a milling .nichine can *it., altho=ugh

it is perhaps less accurate aryl requires greater time and energy.

b. Usually the bar stockarom which a chisel is forged is octagonal (eight-sided).
Cold chisels are classified according to the shape cf their poirlts, nd the wid:r. of tne cu.:tine
edge denotes their size. The most common shapes of chisels are flat (col?. :hise.), cap
roundnose, and diamond point (fig 23 thru 26).

A

4 Amor.

Figure 23. Machinist's flat (or cold)' chisel. Figure 24. :Diamond point chisel.

.
/

Fig.ure 2.5. Cape chisel. Fiire Roundnose c:.isei.

c. The tYpe chitel most commonly used is the flat serves tc

cut rivets, split mita, chip castings, and cut thin :-.,etal. sheets. Also use.: tor spe.ctal
is the cape chisel.for cutting keyways, narrow ercoves, and square corners, tIle
chisel for semicircular grooves and for chipping inside corners witii a fillet; and the
diamond point for cutting V-grooves and.sharp-c6rners.

c, As" with other tools there is a correct technique 'for 4s:rig a chisel.
a chisel that is large enough for the job. Be sure to use a ha.r.mer that matches the chisei .

that is, the larger the chisel the heavier the hammer. A ht..c..-y chisel will absor') t.-.-
of a light hamme'r and will do virtually nocutting. As a generel hci:. the chisel
left hand with the thumb and first finger about 1 inch from tne ti. a should stc

but not tightly. The finger muscles s-houlci bc: r.11axt-i, so if rvcr strikes t..e
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will slide down the tool and lessen the effect of the blow. Keep the eyes on the cutting edgeof the chisel, not on the head. and swing the hammer in the sarrie plane as the body of thechisel. If you have a lot of zLiseling to do, slide a piece-of rubber hose over the chisel.This will lessen the shock to your hand.

using.a chisel for chipping, .always wear goggles to protect your eyes.11 other men are working close by, sec that they are protected from flying chips by erecting-..
a scr,een or shield to contain the chipS. Remember that the time to take these precautionsis before you start the job.

9.. PUNCHES.

" a. -A hand punch is a tool that is held in the hand a,nd struck onene-end with_a.hammer. There are many kinds of punches designed to do a variety of,jo Is and most aremade of tool steel. The part held in the hand is usually octagonal shaped or it-may beknurled.. This ptevents the tool from sli ping around in the hand. The other end is shaped'to do a particular job'. Figure 27 shows ome of the most commonly used metal punches.

Prick punch.

to..7*-4,-;:...
Center ptinch. tzrive pin punch.

Alining punch

Figure 27.. Commonly used metal Punches.

Drift.

b. Drift punches, sometimes called "starting punches, " have a long taper fromthe tip to the body. They are made that way to withstand the shock of heavy blows. Theymay be used for knocking out rivets after the heads have been chiseled off, or for freeingpins which are "frozen" in their holes. After a pin has been loosened or partially drivenout, the 'drift punch may be too large to finish the job. The followup tool to use is the.pin punchp for it is designed to follow through the hole without jamming. Always use thelargest drift or pin punch that will fit the hole. These punches usually come in sets of threeto five assorted sizes and will have flat points, never edged or rounded. To remove a boltor pin that is extremely tight, start with a drift punch that has a point diameter slightlysmaller than the diameter of the object you are removing. As soon as it loosens, finishdriving it outwith a pin punch. Never use a pin punch for starting a pin, because it haga slim shank and a hard blow may cause it to bend or break.

c. Another punch you will use a lot is the center punch. As the name implies,it is used for marking the center of a hole to be drilled. If you try to drill a hole withoutfirst punching the center, the "wander" or "walk away" irom the desired center.Another use of the center punch is to make corresponding marks on two pieces of an assemblyto permit reassembly in the original positions. The point of a center punch is accuratelyground central with the shank, usually at a 600 angle, and.is difficult to regrind by hand withany degree of accuracy. It is, therefore, advisable to take care of a center punch and notto use it on extremely hard materials.

.03 424, 4-P23
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.

d. Other punches have been designed for special uses On-. o: ::-/nse is

faced drift. It.is made o: hrass or fiber and is us(d for :-...ich :-.--= 2:-. 1-enaovin,, s s. bear-
ings. and wrist pin's from.engines. It generally heavy ,,no:ic r. to r. . dar: ...ze to itselt, but
soft enough not to irt:ure. the finished surface on .:::e part th.....' 1, : .r.; 91

,
e. A prick p-uncli is made of hardened tool steel ;c,..:7r: t. slenr- r long ta2e..ed

cone-shaped point rerrninating in a sharp 300 conical '7.1:3 t s e k or iden`i:
scribed or layout lines.on a piece Of work., csizally sett met?: - rass Th" a r:.s

are made at short intervals so that the reference lines will oe e.i sit. t,-,:dter:

IO. PLIERS, Pliers are used for gripping. cutting, ber.,r;in.., L. ng or holding

work, and for speCiai jplor Tongs 1ooe.111:e long-handled pi_ers ar.c art. arly ;..sed tor
holding or handling hot piecescof metal work to be torged or quenche,: -r hf.t pieces of

glass. Pliers basically consist of a pair ot :lws designed for a so,,z1".: purpos.e, a pivct
or hinge, and a pair of handles. They are made. in man.: shapes an ,izes tc hanr:le a

*vaviety of jobs.. The size is de.fermined by the ovt-rall !Ith L.s.:al: is : in,:'res

a. Types of oilers

(11 Slip joint combination pliers. TI,e- slip join: olirs
are mosr commonly used to hr;ld or ben:: bars and a 'vice

variety of miscellaneous ite215. Sorne navt :ti:ting edges :.ea'r thc

hinge for cutting wire. The s!:;-, :f.int zth. t r. and

opening'of the jaws. The jaw.: 1.a-e iLerh :c.: crippir4

-`4,111114.

"". Co

/1,41(kt ..OS: '4 .

t;

Figure 28. slip joint combinanon pliers.

(2) Diagonal cutting pliers. Diagonal cutting pi.ers 211,have short Jaws

-ith the cutting edges at a slight angle. are ..sed :or cuttIng soft

wrre ahd stock andlor removing cotter pins are also used for

Luting cotter pins to desired length and for spro2nInc the ends atter the

pin is inserted through a hole.

(3)' Lineman's side cutting pliers. Linan's sice cutting pliers (fig 20) are

for cutting wire and peeling insulation. The lat serrated jaws are also

used to twist wire ends together in making splices.

OS 424, 4-P24
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(4) Parallel jaws, flat, and roundnose pliers. These pliers (fig 30) are ustd
to bend or form metal into various shapes and-to work in limited spaces.

rye, ts iii.cde in variety of widths and lengths. The parallel jaws
pliers z..r- sipplied with or without side cutters.

(5) SpeeiaLiL,..t__A_se c'c)111. pliers are made for s pe ii i jobs such as
the brake ,priag t 'acting 'and breaktng pliers, ignition pliers,
battZ.ry tern.inal pliers. brake key and snapring pliers.

b. Use of pliers. Xner ust.%1 phcrs Pp.your fingers away from the jaws and
cutting edges Make sure the hinge or '<A-tit is ti4t.t before cistlg pliers. Insulate

.*of pliers when using them in t ctrical v.oris Lq t h several thicknesses 01 friction tape riibbor
tape ur specially maitz:.a.tured rabber _trips,- When cutting lar n.atcrial the
capacity of diagonal cutting pliers, cut ith the throat 6f the jaws, not with the points.. The
tendency of Misatining the jav-s will be reatly reduced. Once the jaws are misalinee
(sprungh it will be impossi'olc. to cut fine wire. To preserve the life of slip joint comoination
Pliers,- do not use then\ on very lia-rd metal. liaed metal will wear off theleeth and the pliers
Will losetheE gip. sc plArsoril l for tl_te pur-pose for which they are intended. Do not try
to increase the levc_r_Lie.ortiiiefr-liandles hi.y.,lerigthening them with sections Of pipe or other -
extensions.

71C4

FIE.-,re 2 ,.14,1/4"Fhaeonal

Figure 3: Parallel saws. ?-lat and roundnose pliers
11, SCREWDRIVERS. Screwdrivers are used for driving or removing screws or boltswith slotted or special heads.
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a. . Types of screwdrive,rs. ScrewdHvers are made in various shapes ar.d lengths
`to perfOrm specific jobs. The size of a,screwdriver (fig 31) is indicated by the length of the

blade; i.e.; a 6-inch screwdriver has a 6-inch blade. The width and shape oi blade tips
vary from a narrow parallel. sided tip to a wide tapered tip. Some screwdrivers have,special
tips for cross-slotted recessed screws or bolts and clutch-bit screws. Special screwdrivers
are provided with a ratchet arrangement.

(1) Common-screwdriver. The common screwdriver (fig has a round
steel blade anchored in a wood or plastic handle. The btade id forged .

from alloy steel and temperek The tip is flat, not forged to size, and
heat treated. Common screwdrivers are tapered to :ilve maxin.im
strength. Handles a:re made of hardwood or olastic cs>n.positio . usually
fluted for a good grip. The b:ado is anchored in the hai,d1.. by 1.7.vo or
more tonvron the end of the blade, and in the case o: a wood 1nd1e
pin or rivet through the ferrule, handle, and blade. Some 3 are
integral; that is,. the blade forms an integral pa r scnne of tt,_ ...)utside
surface of .th'e handle and is locked in pla.ce InzPgral ..tade
screwdrivers are used for heavy-duty work. The be tapped
with a hammer to seat the blade tip in rus1,-,- ,crews. L z.,rn-non

heavy-duty s.crewdrivers have square bladet so _nat a
used,to turn them.

..
Figure 31. Standard screwdriver,

SCU.n it*A0/ 1,41EGRAt NANDI.c

CV'S( OVARTEz

5C4VA, Pt AO, C NNOSE

Figure 32. Common, flat-tip screwnriver:.1,
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(2) Phillips screQrivers (cross,-tip). The tip of a Phillips screwdriver
(fig 33) is shaped like a cross so'that,it fits intoPhillips-head screws.
Phillips-head screws have two slots which cross e.t the center. These
screwdrivers are ma.de with ?our different sized tips. Size 1 will fit
No 4 and smaller'size Phillips screws; -size 2 'will fit No 5 to 9 inclusive,:
.size 3 will fit No 10 to 16 inclusive; and size 4 will fit Nci 18 and larger -
sizes. Phillips screwdrivers also have different leNgh blades ranging
from 1 inch' to 8 inches. .

,

(3) Reed and Prince screwdrivers (cross-point). Reed and Prince screwdrivers
are similar to the Phillips type; hoWever, do not confuse them for the tip
is different, as shown in figure,33. These screwaivers are issued in
.3- to 8-inch sizes.

(41 Clutchalead scrsdrivers. Clutch-head screwdrivers (fig 33) are used
to drive clutch-bi crews. These screws are commonly called butterfly
or figure .8 screws nd have recessed heads. The clutch-type_screwdriveror is issued.in 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-inch sizes.

ocrint.VTIP

\ J5)

MAY%

IMO 1 PitiNCE
'CIOSS POW:,

woof WAD

. MP4:4574ett. -
- '

4

Figure 33. Special tipped screwdrivers.

Offset screwdrivers. Offset screwdrivers (fig 33) are designed to drive
or rem'ove screws that cannot be lined up with the axis of common spew-
drivers or are located in tight corners,. An offset screwdriver is usually
made from a piece of steel, rowed or octagonal in Shape, mrChined so that
the end portion is at right angles to itq longitudinal axis. They are made
in a variety of sizew having different width tips. Some offset screwdrivers
are made with two blades, one of different size at each end. A double-tip
offset screwdriver has four bfa.des.

(6) Ratchet screwdrivers. Ratchet screwdriv s (fig 34) are used to drive or
remove small screws rapidlY. The spiral r het screwdriver automatically
drives or removes screws. It can be adjusted to turn left, right, or lockedto act as a common screwdriver.. It has a knurled sleeve with a spiral
chuck and a control locking device which has three positions: right and ,

14 4
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left ratchet and rigid. IStirne spiral ratchets have a spring in the handle
which automatically j'eturns the handle for the next stroke. Another style
of ratchet screwdriver has a knurled collar for ro t'ng the blade with
ydur. finiers. The spiral type has separate 1,1 s t are inserted in the
chuck. The plain common ratchet screwdriver is.maxi,e with one integrally

(7), Screwdriver.bits. A screwdriver bit (fig 34) is a screwdriver blade with
a square, hex, or notched shank so that it will fit in the chuck of a breast
drill or ratchet bit brace, or on a square drive tool such as a socket

,J
wrench handle. Other screwdriver bits are made with a spiral rat-Chet
screwdriver shank for use with spiral ratchets.

tak

,

Loondisontliell.S1111.111 laPel -"WE
sermems

c
AA PO 25X511C< <4; vEv

Figure 34. Ratchet screwdrivers and s,crewdriver bits.

b. Using a screwdriver.

(1) screws. Use.the longest screwdriver available which
convenient for the work. The width of the tip. should equal the length
of the screw slot and the tip must be thick enough to fit the width of the
screw slot (fig 35). Hold the handle firmly in one hand with the head of
the handle against the palm and gra.sp the handte near the ferrule with
your thumb and finger,(fig 36). Hold the screwdriver in line with the axis
of the screw and center the tip in the screw slOt. To drive screw in, press
down with your palm and tu"rn the'screwdriver clockwise (to the right).
When taking a fresh grip on the handle,, steady the tip and keep it pressed
in the screw slot with your.other hand. Relax your other hand when you
are ready to turn the screwdriver again. To drive screws easier, ruba
little soap into the threads of a wool screw and put a drop of oil or a little
graphite on a machine screw. Doing this will also minimize the chances
of rust forming on the screws and will make them easier to remove.

1.4 5
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- WIDTH OF TIP SHOULD
EGUAL LENGTH OF scievi

SLOT

GOOD -FIT
TIP FITS SLOT .

LENGTH OF
410 SLOT

NI
I

A ,
WIDTH 4Df TIP

POOR FIT TIP iS TOO ROW
-4-- AND TOO THIN AVILL bkAAGE

'SCREWDRIVER AND SCREW SLOT

AA PO 257583

' Figure 35. Proper blade for specific screw.

ONE HAND TONS.
SCREWDRIVER

OTHER HAND. HOLDS
, SCREWDRIVER IN

SLOT

RA PD 257584

Figure 36. Holding screwdriver properly.
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(2) Removing tight screws. When a screw. cannot be turned at the first
attempt to remove it, try to tighten it first, then turn the screwdriver
opposite. Sequentially, tighten and loosen the sere% until completely
removed. If a tight screw with a damaged slot can be backed out partially,
it is possible,to remove it completely with a pair of pliers.

c. Care of screwdrivers.

(14r Dressing and shaping. When a screwdriver becomes nicked, or the
edges become ro,unded, or when other damage occurs so that it does
not fit a screw slot, it must be reground or filed. The sides must be
jo'arallel to keep the tool from lifting from the ecrew slot, and the tip
must be square and at right angles to the sides and to the blade. If using
a file, place the screwdriver in a vise. When using a grinder, adjust the -

. rest to hold the screwdriver against the wheel to produce tne desired
shape, parallel or concave. Do not grind away more material than
necessary to remove nicks or square up the'end. After .squaring the tip,
grind both sides until the tip is the recuired thickness. Dip the screw-
driver into water frequently during-grinding to prevent loss temper by
overheating. If the blade discolors (blue or yellow), the ternper has been
damaged. Retemper by heating about 1-1/2 indhes of blade to A cherry red
with a torch. Immediately dip about 3/4 inch of the blade in clean cold
water. Quickly rub the hardened end with aluminum oicide abrasive to
brighten it. Watch the color creep back into the tip from the heated pc rtion-
of the blade. When the color becomes light blu.e, dip the blade into water.
The tip is now reternpered and ready for use.

(2) Precautions. Handle the screwdriver carefully. Use the rlght sized .

scikewdriver for the job. Keep the blade clean. Do not carry 6. screwdriver
in your pocket unless it has a pocket clip. Never use a screwdriver for
prying or chisering operations. When difficulty is encountered in driving
or removing screws that are hard to turn, do not use pliers to turn the
rcrewdriver. Pliers will 'damage the screwdriver. For hard to turn
screws, select a square bladed screwdriver designed for heavy duty, and
a wrench which properly fits the blade.

(3) Storage. After use, wipe the screwdriver with light oil and place in a
rack or toolbox. '

12. VISES. Vises are used for holding work when it is being planed, sawed, drilled,
. shaped, sharpened, riveted, or when wOtid is being glued.

a. Types of vises. ,
(1) Machinist's bench vise. A machinist's bench vise (fig 37) is a large

steel vise with rough jaws that prevent the work from slipping. Most of
these vises have a swivel base with jaws that can be rotated, while others
cannot be rotated. A similar light-duty model is equipped with a cutoff.
These vises are usually bolt-mounted onto a bench.

(2) Bench and pine vise. The bench and p.ipe vise (fig 27) has integral pipe
jalks for holding pipe from-3/4 inch to 3 inches in diameter. The maximum
working main jaw opening is usually 5 inches, having a-jaw width of 4 tO
5 inches. The base can be swiveled to any po,sition and Locked. These
vises are equipped Ath an anvil and are also bolted onto -a. workbench.

OS 424, 4-P30
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(3) Clamo base bench vises. The clamp base bench vise (fig 37) usually,'
has a smaller-holding I..apacity than thyseiachinist's or bench and pipe
vises and is clamped to the edge of a bench. Holding capacity is generally
1 2 to 3 inches. These vises normally do not have Ripe holding jaws',

'INNS
44,a,txE.

MAIN

-.Z., SWIVEL BASt

N

"NCH 4Nt' PP

CLAMP BASE SENCH

MACHINIST S
ISENCH

rfErl
i

Figure 37. Types of vises.

RA PD 257611

(4) Blacksmith's vise. The blacksmith's vise (fig 38) is used for holding
work that must be pounded with A heavy hammer. It is fastened to a
sturdy workbench or wall, anci the long leg is secured into a, solid base
on the floor.

(5) Pipe' vises. A pipe vise (fig 38) is specifically designed to hold round
stock. The vise "shown has a capacity of 1 to 3 inches., One jaw is hinged
so that the work can be positioned and then the jaw ,brought down and
locked. This vise is also used on a bench. Some pipe vises are designed
to use a section,of chain to hold down the work. Ohain pipe vises range in
size from 1 /8 to 2-1/2-inch pipe capacity.up to 1)/2 tq 8-inch pipe capacity.

(6) Machine taPle vise. The machine table vise (fig 39) is constructed so that
it may be secured on a machine table And,work held for subsequent machin-
ing operations. These vises eithpr have a 7.4a-inch jaw width and a
inch jaw opening, ,or a 6-inch jaw width with 6-inch jaw opening.

Pin vise. A pin vise (fig 39) is held in the hand. Its overall length is
usually about 4 inches. It has a chuck-type jaw which is capable of holding
small stock from 0 to 0.187 inch in diameter.

(7)
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b. Use of vises. Th ,

(1) When holding soft metal in a vise, material softer than the workpiece
must be used in the jaws to prevent damage to the work.. The work
should be held securely to prevent it from slipping, ,t not so -tight that
it will damage the kr.fork.

(z) When holding hard tnaterial, turn the screw of the vise up tight and tap
the end of-the handlesharply for the final tightening.

(3)"To hold irregularly shaped work in a vise requires a little thought. Make
. certain the javis grip on a firm even surface of the work. The swivel jaw

type of vise (not illustrated) is especially suited to hold tapered or irregular
work, since one jaw can be swiveled. A tapered pin must be removed
before the jaw can be-swiveled.

(4) Cylindrical work can be held between straight jaws; however, it is better
to insert V-Ctit jaws over the straight jaws for this work.

(5) Finished work shoula be held etween jaws-of soft material or soft metal,
such as copper brass, lead, o'j plastic. A piece of rawhide or soft leather
raid over the vise jaws will pre ent damage to highly polished surfaces.

c. Care of visesi Keep vises clean at ail times; they should be cleaned and wiped .
with light oil after xsing. Never strike a vise with a heavy object and never hold large work
in a small vise, si4ce this practice will cause the jaws to become sprung or otherwise
damage the vise, keep ja.V./s in good condition and oil the screws and the slide frequently.
,Never oil the swivel base,or swivel jaw,jointits holding-power will be impaired. When the
vise is nat in use, b,ring the jaws lightly together or leave a very small gap and leave the
handle in a veitical position.

13. CIAMPS. Clamps are used for holding work that cannot be satisfactorily held in, , .
a`Vise, because df its shape or size, or when a vise is not avairable. Clamps are generally

.used for light Vtork4 ... I

. .

a. Types of clamps.

(1) C-clamps. A d-Climp (fig 0) is shaped like the letter C. It consists
of a steel frame threaded receive an operating screw with a swivel heaa.
They are made f ligh medium, and heavy service in a variety-of sizes. ,

(2) Hand screw clamps. A hand screw clamp (fig 40) consists of two hard
maple jaws connected with two operating screws. Each.jaw has two metal

*inserts into which the screws are threaded. These clamps are also issued
in a,variety of sizes. . .

?A,

Toolmaker's clamps. -One type of toolmaker's'clamp (gig 40) is sieilar
to the hand screw clamp, except that the jaws are made of forged stt..el.
The screws pass through one jaw and thread into the opposite jaw. One
jaw is kept from sliding down the screw by means of a clip which slips
under the knurled head of the screw. The oth i screw, farthest from the
lacmp opening. is threaded through one,jaw d enters a sh;allow bearing .

hole hi the other. These clamps are issued in 1-1/4-.'2-1/2-. and 3-1/2-- incl. capvciez. Another type of toolmaker's clamp has one adjustable
jaw and uses taketip blocks. The takeup blocks a-fe sAppeci r.n and off the
end of the - djustal-le jaw. ,The ,-1..!ip 'A n e :' t t a c he 43 to a be:ncii sn that it
canbe us...J.1 as 'a small vise.

(3)

T.

'15U
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'b. t...zie of clamps

° (1) When isinz th-. 'tand screw clam the jaws paraii.-.1 t4., apply evei
nr-3s1..re the work and o properly hold the piecus of 7.()rk together
(f:', 41).

I

(2) V. hen soft tnaterial can be da:naged .y the jaws, a scit c.ta-.erla:
be placed 0 ' 0 '..' the-face of each jaw. .41

(3) Use rawhide or soft leather to protect highl'y poli-shed' surfaces. 17
(4) N ver use the hand screw clamp on material other thanwood. Other

aterials may damage ale wo4ien jaws.
i

(5) A C-clamp may be used on any kind of material. When holding glass Or
work with a high polish or paint finish, protect the finish by using 1;rass. _

shims or wooden blocks on each side of the work.
._

4

(6) Cfamps should be screwed p tight. but not so tight ti:lat the pressure will
spring the,.clarnp.

(7) Use hand pressure to tighten clamps; 'never use Wrerches or bars (fig 4,2).

Always use the (right size clamp and observe clamps for signs of undue
strain when using them.'

(8)

474';
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(9) When using the toolmaker's, steel jaw clamp, both screws are turned to
adjust the clamp r.oughly, then the screis nearest the open end-of-thew
clamp is adjusted until the clamp fits the work snugly. Then, tighten the
clamp by turzing the other screw. The jaws should be parallel and should
clamp the work evenly. If One screw leads or lags...the other, the clamp
is itselesirit will allow the work to turn. tack off one screw and tighten
the other to correct an uneven clamping condition. The knurled heads of
these screws are drilled for insertion of a short, steel rod whiCh can be
used to increase leverage.

,

Figure 41. Using hand screw clampsjaws parallel.

Figure 42. Uaing'hand strew clamps.hand tightened.

Care of clamps.

(1) ,C-clarrips. Keep threads of C-clamps cleln and free from rust by oiling
properly. The swivel head must be kept clean, smooth, and grit free.:
If the swivel head becomes damaged, replace it as follows: pry open the
crimped portion of the head and remove the head from the ball end of
the screw (fig 43). Replace with a new head and crimp. Oil screw threads
regularly (fig 44). For short storage`,- oil clamps with a light coat of
&gine oil and wipe them off before they are hung on racks or pins, or
are carefully placed in a tool box. For long storage, apply a rust-pre-
ventive compound to the C-clamp:

152
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Figure 43. C-clamp, exploded view.
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(2) Hand screw clamps. The screws of these clamps may break or become
damaged, the inserts may become worn, or the wooden jaws may split or
warp. When necessary to 'replace any of these parts, disassemble the
clamp (fig 45). Remove handles from screws by filing off peened ends of
attaching pins. Drive out the pins. Turn both screws from the.inserts
and rempve the inserts from the jaws. Replace damaged screws, inserts,
and handres. Install inserts in the jaws and tUrn the screws into position
in the two jaws. Turn the new screw into the handle or the old screw into
the new handle, depending ,on which part is being replaced. Aline holes
and tap in a new pin. Peen end of pih to secure the screw in the handle.
Keep all screws lubricated with a few drops of light oil. Apply a light
coat of linseed oil to wood surfaces to prevent them from drying out. If
_the finish of wooden jaws is worn and barefiood is exposed, coat the jaws
with varnish (fig 44). Hang the clamps on racks or pins, or carefully
place them in a toolbox, to prevent damage when not in use. Wipe clean
before storing.

LUiRICATE

REMOVE RUST VARMSH WOOD

.4

Figure 44. Clamp maintenance.

PA PD 257618

(3) Toolmaker's clamps. Keep the screw thread ean and oiled for smooth
operation. Protect the jaws from rust with thin cating of light oil.
Remove rust with crocus 9r aluminum oxide cic -h ( '0 44). If the ja.;.vs
become chipped or marred, dress them with an oilstone to provide a.
smooth contacting surface.

1153 OS 424, 4-P36
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Figure 45. Hand screw clamp, exploded view.

14. TAPS AND DIES. Taps and dies are used to cut threads in metal, plastics, or
hard rubber. The taps are used for cutting internal threads, and the dies are used to cut
external threads. There are many different types of taps, however, the mo_st common are
the taper, plug, bottoming, and.pipe taps (fig 46).

; /
a. TY pe s of taps.

(1) The taper (starting) hand tap has a chamfer length of 8 to 10 threads.
These taps .are used when starting a tapping operation and when tapping
through holes. I.

(2)- Plug hand taps have a chamfe'r length of 3 to 5 threads and are designed
. for use after the taper tap.

(3) Bottoming hand taps are used for threading the bottom of a blind hole.
They.have a very short chamfer length of only 1 to 1-1/2 threads for this

.- purpose. This tap is used after the plug tap has already been used. Both
the taper and plug taps should precede the Use of the bottoming hand tap.

(4) Pipe taps are used for pipe fittings and other places where extremely tight
...... fits are nece.ssary. The tap diameter, from end to end of the thre ded

portion, increases-at the rate of 314 inch per foot. All the threads n this
tap do the cutting, as compared to the straight taps where only the no
chamfered portion does the cutting.

-

s
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b. Types of dies. Dies are made in several different .shapes and are of the
solid or adjustable type. The square, pipe die (fig 17) will cut American standard pipe
thread only. It comes in a variety of sizes for cuttin& :hreads or. pipe with diameters oi
1/8 inch'to 3 inches.

(1) A rethreading die (fig 47) is used principally ior dressing oler bruised
rusty threads on screws or-bolts. It is available in a ./ariety of sizes f
rethreading American standard coarse and-fine threads. These dies are
usually hexagon in shape- áiJñ be turned with a Scicket;- box,- open end-,
or anywrench.thai will fit. Rethreading dies are b. vailable in sets ,f
6, 10, 14, and 28 assorteZ sizes in a case.

SQUAAL PIPE

)

r-- I

V:,-

c

Figure 47. Types of solid dies.

t2) Round split adjustable dies- (fig 48) are called "Button dies and can be used
in either hand diestocks or machi,-..e holders.. The z ijustrnent in the screw
adjusting type is made by a fine-pitch screw which for.es the sides of the
die apart or allows them'to spring together. The adjustment in the open
adjusting types is made by means of three s:rews in the holder, ode for
expalling antftwo for compressing the dies. Rornd split adjustable dies

05 424, 4-P38
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are available in a variety of 'sizes to cut American standard doarse and
fine threads, special form threads, and thestandard-sizes of threads that
are used in Britain and other European countries. For hand threading,
these dies'are held in diestocks (fig 49). One type die stock has three
pointed screws that will hold round diei of-any_tonstruction, although it
is made sixecifically for open adjusting-type dies.

(3) Two-piece collet dies (fig 48) are used with a collet cap (fig 49) and collet
guide. The die halyes are placed in the cap slot and are held in place by
the guide which screws into the underside of the cap. The die is adjusted
by ese-tseriVilarbiStii- ends of the internal slot. This type of
adjustable die is issued in various sizes to cover the cutting range of
American standard coarse and fine and special form threads. Diestocks
to hold the dies come-in-three different sizes.

(4) Two-piece rectangular pipe dies (fig 48) are available tc cut American
standard pipe threads. They are held in ordinary c: z.atchet-type diestocks
(fig 50). The jaws of the dies are adjusted by :means oi setscrewz,.. An
adjustable guide serves to keep thz 'pipe in alinement with respect to the
aes. The smooth jaws of the guide are adjusted ::y means of a cam plate,
a thumbscrew locks the jaws firmly in the ziesire-1

Figure 48. Types of adjustable dies.

156 4
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Figure 49. Diestocks, die collet and tap wrenches.

Figure 50. Adjustable die giude and ratchet diestocks.

4'7

c. 'Threading sets. These are available in many different combinations of taps 'and
dies, together with diestOcks,-ti-p-wrenches, guides, and necessary screwdrivers and
wrenches to loosen and tighten adjusting screws and bolts. Figure 51 illustrates a typical
threading set for pipe, bolts, and screws,

shar_z_ming". Never attempt to-sharpen taps or dies. Sharpening of taps and
dies involves several highly precise Cutting processes which involve the thread characteristics
and chamfer. . These sharpening procedures must be done by experienced personnel in order
to maintain the accuracy and the cutting effectiveness of taps and dies.

OS 424, 4-P40
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e. Storing. Keep taps and.dies clean and well oiled when not in use. Store them
so that they do not contact each other or other,tools. For long periods of storage, coat taps
and,dies with a rust-preventive compound, place in individual Or standard,threading set
boxe's, and store ina dry place..

, 15. PIPE CUcTERS, Pipe cutters are used to cut pipe made of steel, brass, copper,
wrought iron, and lead.

a. Types of oipe cutters. Two pipe cutters are normally issued:done has a
,cutting capacity of 1/8 to 2 inches and the other from 2 to 4 inches. The pipe cutter (fig 52)
has a special alloy-steel cutting wheel and two pressure rollers which are adjusted and
tightened by turning the handle.

b. Use of pipe cutters.

(1) Measuring threaded pipe. Before you cut
correct length is determined. There are
threaded pipe, and you must unuerstand t
cut to the correct lengths (fig 53).

I

pe, ma. ke certain the required
ree methods of measuring
e methods if the pipe is to be

_

(a) End-to-end method. This measurement includes the threaded portions
'of the pipe. The pipe is measured from end to end.

(b) End-to-center method. This measurement is used on a section of the
pipe that has a fitting screwed on one end only. Measurs_ fem-the ---
free end of the pipe to the center of the fitting at thelother end of the
pipe. A.,
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(c) Center-to-center method. This measuriment'is usedwhen both
endi of a pipe have fittings. Measure from the center of one fitting
to the center of the other fitting at the oppdsite end of the pipe.

(d) Approximate thread 'lengths. The approximate length of thread on
1/2- and 3/4.4nch wrought iron 'or steel pipe is 3/4 inch. On 1-.
1-1/4-, and 1-1/2-inch pipe, it is approximately 1 inch long. On 2-
arid 2-1/2-inch pipe, the length of thread is 1-1/8 and 1-112 inches
respectively.

(e) Determine pipe length. To determine the length of pipe required,
compute as outlined in 1 through 4, below.

-Take the measurement of tbe installation, such as center to center
of the pipe, requiring two fittings .((s) above).

2. Measure the size of fitting or fittings.as shown iri figure 53.

3. Subtract the tOtal size Of the two fittings from the measurement
obtained in 1, above.

4. Multiply the approximate thread length ((d) above) by 2 and add the
result to the length obtained it!' 3, above. This will give the length
of the pipe required.

(2) -Cutting pipe.

(a) Measure the length of pipe necessary ((I) above) and mark the spot'
where the cut is to be made with a scriber or crayon.

(b) ,Lock the pipe securely hi a pipe vise (fig 54).

(c) Inspect the pipe cutter to make sure that there are no nicks or burs
in the cutting wheel. Open the jaws of the cutter by turning the handle
counterclockwise.

_

(d) Position.the cutter around the pipe at the marked point. Make sure
the .cutting Wheel is exactiy on the mark and close the jaws of the
cutter lightly against the pip'e by turning the cutter handle clockwise.

(e) After Making contact, turn the cutter handle clockwise one-fourth of
a turn more. this will put a bit on the pipe.

0 Grasp the cutter handle and rotate the_cutter as a whole, one complete
revolution, swinting it around the pipe in the directinn indicated in
figure--54.

(&) Turn the cutter handle clockwise one-fourth of a turn more to take
another bite on the pipe t.nd rotate the cutter, as a wfiole, another
complete revolution. Keep the cutter perpendicular to the pipe at all
times or the wheel will not track properly.

(h) Repealt (1) above until the pipe is cut. Remove the shoulder on the
outside of the pipe with a file and the bur on the inside with a.reamer.

160
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Figure 54. Cutting pipe.

4Care of pipe cutters.

RA p 2S91179

(1) Sharpening cutter wheels. The cutting wheel on a pipe cutter must be
removed and sharpened when it becornes.dulled, nicked, or otherwise
damaged. Remove the wheel by tapping out the pin in the center of the
wheel, 'or by backing aut theatta-ching screw on some types. Secure the
wheel in a suitable jig and carefully grind the cutting edge on a grinder
abrasive wheel or grindstone. Preserve the temper by frequently dipping
the cutter wheel in water during grinding. Any wire edge can be removed

,orran.oilstone.

(2) Storage. Clean and wipe cutters with a thin fi/m of oil before putting
away after use. Carefully store tools to prevent the cutting wheels fromy
becoming damaged. Por long periods of storage, coat all parts of cutters
with a rust-preventive compound; wrap cutter wheels in cotton or a small
piece of rag saturated with light machine oil to prevent damage and store
in a dry plaZe.

1.6. TUBE CUTTERS. These cutters are used to cut tubes4tNe of iron, steel, brass,
copper, and aluminum.

a. Types of tube cutters. Some types' of tube cutters closely resemble pipe
cutters, except that they are clf lighter construction. A hand screw feed tubing cutter of
1/8-inch to 1-1/4-inch capacity (fig 52) his two rollers with cutouts located off center so
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thitcracked flares may be held in them and cut off without a waste of t4ing. It also has
a retractable reamer blade that is adjusted by turning a knob. Other types of tube cutters
shown are designed to cut tubing up to and including 3/4 and 1 inch o. d. Some cutters have
the ?eed screw covered to protect the threads against dirt and damage.

b. Use of tube cutters..e*

(1) Measurement. Measure tubing as you would pipe (para 15b(1)).

(2) Cutting tubing. The procedure for usin g4S. tube cutter is the same al, for
pipe cutters (para 15b(2)), except that a vise is not necessary. Tubing
is held in one.hand and the cutter rotated with the other hand. For large
diameter tubing, using a vise is advisable. Be certain to use soft jaws
on the vise to prevent damage to-the tubing. Use the reamer blade,
equipped with most tube cutters, to remove any burs from the inside
diameter of the tube after it is cut.

c. Care of tube cutters. The care" of pipe cutters discussed in 15c above is
also applicable to the care of tube cutters.

17. FLARING TOOLS.
ends of tubing.

Flaring tools are used to make single or double flares in the

a. Types of flaring tools. Flaring tools (fig 55) are used to flare soft copper,
brass, or aluminum to make up 45-u flare joints. The single flaring tool consists of a split
die block that has holes for 3X16-, 1/4-, 5/16-, 3/8-, 7/16-, and 1/2-inch o.d. tubing, a
clamp to lock the tube in the die block, a yoke that slips over the die block that has a
compressor screw, and a cone that forms.a 450 flare or a bell shape on the end of the tube.
The screw has a T-handle. A double flaring tool has the additional feature of adapters that
turn in the edge of the tube before a regular 450 double flare is made.° It consists`of a die
block witlitolés for 3/16-, 1/4-,.. 5/16-, 3/8-, and 1/2-inch tubing, a yoke.with a screw and

allaring cone, plus 5 adapters for_different size tubing; all carried in a. metal case.

T-HANDLE

DIE 'LOCK

SCREW

. CONE

S1NGLS FLAIiING TOOL

YOKE

rt-21-__

HANDLE

64hS

f
ADAPTORS

DIE KOCK

.-
DOUSLE FLARING TOOL

Figure 55. Flaring tools.
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b. Use of flaring tool.

(1) Sin'Oe flare. With the die block clamp screw (fig 55) loose, /inset the
tube in the corresponding size hole so that the tube extends approximately
1/8 inch above-the face of the block. Tighten the clamp screw firmly tohold tube in place. Slide yoke over the end of the die block and turn the
feed screw clockwise until the flaring cone forces the end of the tube tightly
against the chamfer of the die block. The tube is now flared to a 450 angle.Back out feed screw, slide yoke off the die block, and loosen the clampscrew to remove the flared tube. 4?

(2) Double flare. / .

14.) Insert tubing through the proper hole in the die block, with the endprotruding above the block by the thickness of the shoulder on theappropriate adapter. Tighten the'wingnuts on the die block and insert
the adapter in the tubing. Move the yOkeover the adapter and turn
the feed'screw clockwise until the shoulder of the adapter rests onthe die block and a bell shape is formed on the tiing as shown in A,figure 56. Loosen the feed screw and remove the adapter from thetubing.

(19 Flare tube as you would for a single flare (B, fig 56).

c.

FORMING HU. SHAPE
WITH ADAPTOR.

FLANING
CONE

DIE BLOCK

Figure 56. Double flaring a tube.

Care of flaring tools.

FORMING 45 DEGREE
DOME FLARE

RA PO 259880

(1) Read 15c above on the care of pipe cutters for general information on the'''.care of flaying tools.

(2) Before storing, close the single flaring tool die block, install the yoke,and turn clovin the flaring cone until it just lightly touches an opening inthe block. Return parts of the double flaring tool to their case after use.
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SECTION II. MEASURING InVRUMENTS

18. INTODUCTIO:s... \leasutiiktools are. designed for Intailrirtg work accurately.
They include level inmesviou (levices (levels), non.alibrated niPa suring tools (calipers .
dividers, trammels) for transferring dimensions or layouts from one medium to another,
cahbrated measuring tools (rules, precision tapes, mic.rometers) designed to Measure
distances in acc'orciancr with one of several standards of measurement, gages (go and no-go
gages, thread gages) which are machined to ptedetermined shapes or sizes for measure-
ment by comparison, and combination tools such as a combination square which is designed
to perform two or more types of operation. In this section, measuring instruments will.be
discussed as to types, use, and care.

19. LEVELS. Levels are tools designed to prove whether a plane or surface is true
horizontal or true vertical. Some levels are calibrated so that they will indic'ate the angle
inchnation in relation to a horizontal or vertical surface in degrees, minutes, and seconds.

a. Types of levels. The level is a simple instrument (fig 57) consisting of a
liquid sealed in a glass tube. The tube is mounted in a frame which may be of aluminum,
iron, or wood. Aluminum levels, light in weight, will not rust. Wood levels are light and
are not cold to the.touch when used outdoors in cold weather. Iron levels, which are
heayier and which will rust, hold their shapes better and withstand.more abuse than either
wood or aluminum levels. Levels are equipped with one, two, or,more vials (glass tubes).
One set of tubes is built in the frame at right angles to the other set, with an air bubble in ..
each tube.

(1) Master precision level. The master precision level has an accurately
ground and graduated main vial of 10-second accuracy; one division equals
0.00058 inch per foot. This accuracy refers to the arc of the vial. Sixty )
seconds equal 1 minute of arc and 60 minutes equals 10 of arc. The
master precision level aids in setting trghorizontal while beingyheld
horizontally on the surface. This level is equipped with two additional
shorter tubes at right-angles to the main vial. Thesemerve in setting the
true vertical, while the level is being held at the side of the surface.
The top and bottoril of the leiel is milled and ground to make both
surfaces absolutely parallel.

4

(2) Machimst's levels. Levels of this type come in various sizes with adjust-
able ground glasses and graduated vial'S with cross levels. The adjustable
ground glasses are extra long and of large diameter arc, making them a
sensitive and accurate level for machinists' use. Some of these levels
have:grooved bottoms, making thgm particularly valuable for leveling
shafting, pipes, and so forth.

(3) Iron bench levels. Iron bench levels are commonly used by machinists,
plumbers, millwrights, electricians, and in all forms of, co1structi2n.
They are made of,strong castings of special const uction which insule
lightness, strength, and rigidity. They all have g und and graduated
vials.

(4) Striding levels. Striding levp1s are machinist's bench levels specially
adapted for spanning over obstructions. The vial is mounted on a support
that has two ie. The legs are machined concave in the center to span .
obstructions, such as a pipe that runs parallel to the surface being checked.
The raised support provides the necessary room to clear obstructions,
such as the V-ways on a lathe when checking true horizontal of the flatways
on a lath.e.

OS 424, 4-P47
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IRON E't CH LEVEL

MASTER PRECISION LEVEL

'I 3.1

MACHINIST'S LEVEL

RA PO 257482

Figure 57. Types of levels.

b. Mechanics of levels. The vials orsglaose tubes used in leyels today are either
bent or ground.

(1) Bent glass tUbe vials are madefrom glass tubing and are slightly curved
in an arc so that thg hi;g.h point is exactly inthe center. The bubble in a
bent glass vial settles' onickly but with.sufficient accuracy for carpenters'
and masons' work. ,

(2) Ground vials are also Made of gla; s tubing; stra.1:ght on.,the outside:, but
with the inside ground bar.rel- shaPed,o that the high point is in the center.
The bubble in a ground vial works slower, but is.. extrtmely accurate.

c. Using the level (fi.g 58).

'
(1) Checking for true horizontal. Cliosa the langett level most ,.;onvenient

for the job. After 'positioning the level horizontally on the work, aOte the
vial or graduated tube'for proper indication. Greund glass vial's usually
have -2 or more etched lines op the glass. Foi- true horizontal, the blibble
should becentered between lines; on graduated vials, the priper indication
is,dependent on the accuracy required: T,he bubble sholil&be centered
between divisions on the vial that indicate the desired position of the work.

Checking for true vertical. With the level-piaced verii6.11y against the
work, check for true vertical (plumb) by observing theposition of the
cross-vial bubble. The bubble should bg centered bet,Ween lines grt,the
vial. .

!
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d.

.

III.36tE CENTERED
IETWEEN UNES

OIECKING FOR TRUE
VERTICAL PA PO 25743

Fi-gure 58. Horizontal and vertical use of the level.

Care of levels.

(1) Test. Place the level on a true horizontal surface and notethe vial
indication. Reverse the level end for end. If the bubble appears on one
side of the markings with reference to the 'operator on the first reading
and on the other side for the second reading, the level is out of true.
Place the level against a true vertical surface to check for vertical ac-
curacy.iJ Take a reading. Twist the level one-half turn about its vertical.'
axis and reread. If the bubble appears on-the opposite side of the hairline
with reference to the operator, the level is out of true.

(2) Adjustments. On adjustable-type levels, turn the adjusting screw or nut
to move the vial in the desired direction. Tighten adjustment and retest
on a true horizontal surface. The bubble should be centered between
markings on the vial. On nonadjustable-Metal framed levels, remove the
vial-attaching hardware and shim the necessary end of the vial so that
when retested the bubble is centered and is true. On nonadjustable wood
framed levels, remove the vial from the_frame. Set the level on a true
horizontal surface; spread calcined gypsum and,water mixture for a vial
tube bed; position the vial so that the bubble is centered. Allow gypsum
to set before removing the level.

(3) Maintenance. Use levels with cautiondo not drop, handle roughly,.
or use for purposes other than those intended. When not in use, store
levels in a rack or other suitable place to prevent damage. Make certain
the storage place is dry. Spread a thin film of rust-preventive compound
or oil on all metal parts before storage. Remove.rust-preventive corn-
pound by washing with a suitable cleaning solvent before'reusing.

166',
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20. SCRIBERS. Scribers are used to mark and lay out a pattern of worICTOctelalowed
in subsequent machining operations, and are made for scribing, scoring, or marking many
different materials such as glass, steel, aluminum, and copper.

a. Tyoes of scribers.

(1) Machinist's scribers. Machinist's single point pocket-type scribers
(fig 59) have a scriber point made of tempered high-grade steel and a
handle of steel tubing that is nickel plated. The point is reversible,

(-telescoping into the knurled handle when not in use. This type scriber
usually has a 114- or 3/8-inch 'diameter handle with a point length of
2-3/8 or 2-718 inches. Bent point scribers are usually 8 to 12 inches
long with one,straight point, and one long or one short bent point. Same
of these scribers are threaded and can be engaged in either end of the
handle. The long bent point is designed for reaching through holes beyond
a lip or ridge. Portions of these scribers are knurled for firm grip.

(2)

Figure 59. Types of machinist's scribers.

Tungsten carbide scribers. These scribers are used to lay out lines on very
hard materials, such as hardened steel and glass. The seriber point is
made of tungsten carbide, a long wearing material, which makes it possible
to scribe sharp, well defined lines on the hardest materials. Some of these
scribers are used with an extension in conjunction with a vernier height. -
gage which allows reverse measurements to be taken from the top of the
bottom side of the gage jaw. This type scriber is hardened, ground, and
lapped to a point so that a line or series of ljnes may be drawn and sPaced
as required in the laying out of dies and so forth.

b. Using the scriber,s.

(1) Make /sure the point of the scriber is sharp. To sharpen. rotate the
scriber bety.reen thumb and forefiriger while moving the point back and
forth on an oilstone.

(2)

(3)

Clean work surfaces of all dirt and oil.

Place the steel rule or straightedge on the work beside the line to be
scribed. '

167.
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t :e..
Use the fingertips of one hand to hold the rule in position and hold the
scriber in the other hand as you would a pencil (fig 60).

,
Scribe the line bydrawing the scriber along the edge of the ride, at a 45°
angle and tipped outward and slightly in the direction it is being moved.

c----:-

-

..

LA PO 25746

Figure 60. Using the scriber.

c. Care of scribers. Place a cork or soft wood over the point of the scriber,when ,
not ifi use. Coat scriber with rust-preventive compound before storage. Do not throw .

scribers in a drawer' with other tools. This practice can cause damage to scribers and
..

.injury to personnel. Rack properly or stow in suitable box. Do not use scribers for purposes
other than-those intended. ,

21. RULES, All rules (scales) are used to measure linear dimensions. They are
read by a comparison qf the erched lines on the scale with an edge or surface: Most scale
dimensions are read with the naked eye, although a .magnifying glass cin be used to read
graduations on a scale smaller than 1/64, of an inch. <

,

(

a. Types of rUles.

,

(1) Steel rules. Steel rules (fig 61) are availahle from a fraction of an inch
in.length up to,4 feet or more, but in mathine shops the 6-inch pocket
rule is the one most cOmmonly used. There are also several standard
systems of graduations. In the English system, rules are graduated in
10ths, 20ths,'50ths, and 100ths;, 12ths, 24ths, and 48ths; 14ths, and 28ths,
and 16ths, 32ds, and 64ths of an inch. In the Metric system, rules are
graduated in millimeters and one-half millimeters. Some steel rules
have four_scales, two on each side (one graduated in 32ds and the other
in 64ths), with the scales on thereverie -side running in the opposite
direction. There are rare's-made that have both an inch scale and milli-
meter scale, which makes this tYpe liule adaptable to work involving both
systems of measure. Another feature on same rules' is a scale etched
across the end of the rule whi6hfacilitates measurement in restricted

,
places.

(a) Flexible rule. A flexible rule (fig 61) is inade of thin, tempered spring
steel which permits it to be bent over a rounded surface.

4
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Fi'gure 61. Types of steel rules.

Figure 62. Short rules and holder.

Rk PO 257487

(b) Hook rule. A hook rule (fig 61) ha'S a sliding hook which facilitates
measurcng from a shoulder, particularly if the &rid of-the rule is
hidden so that it cannot be.lined up with the shoulder. The sliding
hook is lso convenient in.sétting calipers and dividers.

(c) Short r les and holders. Short rules with a holder (fig 62)-are
availa le for measuring in a recess or in a restricted area.

(d) Flexible fillet rule. A flexibte fillet rule (fig 61) is used to span fillets
and corner fills which are frequently in the way when measuring
flanges, shoulders, arid sd forth.

1 69
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(2)

(e) Kely scat clamps. Key seatKlamps (fig 63) are made of steel, case-
hardened, and weight 1 ounce each. They are designed to transform
and straight steel rule into a rule that can be used to lay out keyways
on a cylindrical sUrfae of a shaft-,

FRONT VIEW RA PO 2S74 e

Figure 63. Key seat clamp.

F:olding rules. Folding rules (fig 64) are obtainable in wood or metal,
having 4 to 12 folds. from 2 to 6 feet long tdtal len`gth. These rules
cannot be relied on for extremely accurate measurements because a
certain amount of play develops at the Joints after they haA beetelksed for
a time.

--
57Eg.: ;2 OW
-Figure 64. Types of folding'rules..

170
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(3) Circumference rule. The circumference ,rule (not illustrated) supplied
by Army ordnance is 36 inches long, 1-114 inches wide, 1/16 inch thick.
Both sides are marked with graduations of 1/16 inch on one edge and .118
inch on-the opposite edge. This rule is capable of measuring a 36-inch
diameter and 113 inches maximum circumference reading. using a con-
version saeale.

b. Using the.rule.

(1) Select proper scale. When using a. rule to check a dimension, the proper
graduated scale should be used to control the reading of the dimension
(A, fig 65). If the wOrk being measured lines up between iwo graduations
on the scale as shown in B and C. figdre 65. and it is not possible to read
this dimension to a 1/16 on a 1/16-inch.scale. 2r, I/3Z-inch scale should
be used, and if it is still impossible to read a dimension to a 1/32, a 1164-
inch scale should be used..

Hook" RULE

EXACT1..`f
2-3/4 IN.

1/8THS

11151MIII1
4

nn:yr
sHou.0 USE 1/32ND OR 1/64TH SCALE

. TO OBTAIN CORRECT MEASUREMENT

HOOK RULE

I /16THS

/ 8THS

13
.

1111111141illjillitliii
1 2 .3 4 5

ill 11'111110.dd, illitijit'iiiii ili111111110-1
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Figuye 65.
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Deiermining proper,graduated rule.
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(2) Applications:

(a) Six-inch rule. It is.good practice to carefully line up the end of the
rule with the surface from which the measurement is to be taken.
Figure 66 shows the mechanic holding the part and the rule firmly
against an angle block. This allows the user to.devote hikentite
attention to readirrrthe scale ccfrectly. Figure 67 illustrates the
use of a rule in checking the location of a gaging surTace from a
surface plate. The surface pla.te in this case serves as a common
base and locates the rtile in relation to the surface'on the pd.rt
measared.

Note. Always measure stock at right angles.

Figure 66. Using 6-inch rule.

Figure 68. Using small rule and holder.

_Figure 67. Using rule on surface plate.

Figure 69. Using a narrow rule.

(b) Short rule and holder. Figure 68 shows how, a short steel rule with
holder may be usefully applied to agneasurement in a recess in-
accessible to the longer type rule. °.

orl
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Narrow rule. The narrow rule:is used to advantage in measuring the'
depth of a narrow slot (fig 69).

Hook rule. Figure 65 shows apprications of the hoc;lc rule. In one
case, the hook serves to line up the .end of the rule with the edge of
the shoulder from which the measurement is taken;' the other case
shows the hook being used from the sqUare edge of a part.

(e) Key seat clamps and 'rule. Figure.70 illustrates the method of scrib-
ing a line on cylindrical stork, using key seat clamps and r4le.

Figure 70. Using key seat clamps, rule and scriber.

c. Care of rules. Coat all steel rules with a rust-pre?entive cOmpound or oil
before storage. Make certain Wood rules are stored in a dry place and are properly

wiapped to preserve the wood, Clean rules before and after use, s.o that graduations are
always legible, Periodically, check straightedges against a master surface platefor
.accuracy. The slightest nick wilLresult in an incorrect reading. Do'nof use rules ,fqr
purposes other than those intended.

22.. TAPES,. Tapes are used for measuring long distances and circumferences where
rules. cannot be applied.

a. Types of tapes (fig 71).

.(I) Steel tape. Steel tapes are made from 6 to 100 feet in length. In the
shorter lengths, they are freiiuently made with a curved cross section
so that they are flexible errugh to roll up,"but remain rigid when egtended.
Long, flat tapes require support over their full length when measurig or
the natural sag will cause an error in reading.

- (Z) ,Tape rule. The tape rule is a ribbor. of flexible steel that is wound into
flat metal case by pressing a button or pushing it in by hand. A-hook

is provided at one end to hook over the object being measured so that.one
plan can handle it without assistance. On some models, the outside of the
case can be used as oile end of the tape when measuring inside dimensions.
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FigUre 71. Tapes.

b. Care of,.tapes.

STEEL TAPE

a

(1) Tapes should be handled carefully and kept lightly oiled to prevent rust.
NeVer allow the edges of measurin& devices to become nicked by striking
them with hardn,12j.ects_.12.They should preferably be kept in a wooden box
when not in use.

(2) To avoid kinking tapes, pull them straight out from their casesdo not
bend them backward. With the windup type, always yrn the crank
clockwiseturning 't backward will kink or break the tape. With the
spri,ng-wind type, uide the tape by hand. If it is allowed to sma-p-back,

ii
t.rnay be kinked, twisted, nr otherwise damaged.

23. SQUARES, The purpose of a squar.: is to test work for squareness and trueness
It is also used as a guide when marking wor for subsequent machining, sawing, planing,
and chiseling operagons.

:
a. TYpes-of squares. There are several types of squares used in woodwork and

metalwork..

COMMON
TRY

SQUARE HEAR, ..PEI\Rg

GROOVEQ STEEL RULE

,COMBINAT1ON TY WITH CEL`frOt-

Figure 32. Types of squares.

1741
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(1) Try squari. The common try square (fig 72) consists of two parts at
right angres to each other: a thick wood or iron stock and a thin steel
blade. The best try Aluares are made with the blades graduated in inches
and fractions Alan inch. The blade length varies from 2 inches to 12

inches. This square is used for setting or checking lines or surfaces
which have to be at right angles to each other.

(2)

(3)

Combination squares or sets.

(a) The combination-try square shown in figure 72 consists of a square
sliding head and a grooved steel rule. _The square head has a spirit
level. The steel rule usualry has four graduated scales: 1/.64, 1/32,''

1/16, and 1/8 inch. The rule is removable, permitting the head to
be used as an ordinary level. It is possible to use this Combination
square to square a piece with a'surface and, at the same time, de-
termine whether. one or the other is plumb. Ay using the miter, it is
possible to lay out 450 and 900 agles. This square can also be used
as a depth gage.

(b) By adding a center head on the combination try square, anoth'er
combination is formed. By substituting the center head for the
square head, a center square is obtained for finding the centerline
of cylindrical objects. The center head is slotted so that the rule,

, when inserted, bisects the 900 angle. When used this way, the
measuring surfaces become tangent to the circumference of cylindrical
work.

. \
.

The combination square set shown in figure 73 includes.a protractor
in addition to the square and center heads. The protractor can be
inserted in the steel rule in the same manner as the square and center
heads. The revolving turret can be graduated in degrees from'O to
18Q or to 90 in either direction. The square head contains a spirit
level to facilitate the measuring of angles in rqation tO the horizontal
or vertical plane. The protractor control-s the accuracy of measuring F

and laying out angles within 10. Some Psnotractor heads have a t

shoulder extending from only one side of the blade, and these are r
,

known as "single, " "plain, " or "not reversible. 0 Others have a
shoul er eectending from both sides and are known as "double" or I

"reve sibl6" protractors. This combination square set takes the I
i

place of a whole set of common tools capable of serving as a height
gage, bevel protractor, level, steel rule, depth gage, marking gage,
and plumb. I/

Bevel protractor. A bevel protractor (fig 14) consists of an adjustable
blade with a graduated dial. The blade is usually 12 inches long and 1/16

inch thick. The dial. is graduated in degrees through a complete circle Of ,
360°. This protractor is equipped with an acute angle attachment which
is used in measuring extremely small angles.'

(s)
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b. Use of squares.

(1) Try square.

c4

The'try square is used constantly for laying out andto determine
whether edges and ends are true with adjoining edges and with the
face of the work after it has been sawed, planed, or chiseled.
Figure 75 illustrates several uses of the try squa.re where faces
have to be at right arilgles to each other. A reference plane such as
a surface plate or a machined, sawed, planed, or chiseled surface
of the work is essential to its use. As shown in E. figure 75, a
thickness or feeler gage is used to check the squareness of a surface
Which cannot touch the blade of the square. When the try square,a1-
lows no light to show (A and B, fig 75), work is square and true.
When light shows JC and D, fig 75), work is not square.

A

UGHT

(12)

Wolk SQUARE

THICKNESS
,GAGE

WORK NOT SQUARE

RA PC: 257504

Figure 75. Using a try square.
4

When a board is to be cut, planed, or chiseled square, aluidelise
must be marked across its surface. The guidline must be exactly
at the required point and must be square with the edges. If the.f:pard
is too wide for the try square, use the carpenter's square. Pr
the stock of the try square firmly against the edge of the board weth
one hand and mark the gUideline along the blade with a pencil in the
other hand.

.177
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(c) To square a line around a board, mark one edge andone face of the

board with an X so that they-can he distinguished reaflily as the working
edge and tat c. Square a line'-fim the working edge at ross theface
by holding the stock of the square-firmly against the ,morking edge
and marking a line across the tace. Then square a rine across each
edge; turn the board over and Square a line across the opposite face.
The edge of the board mu,st be perfectly square to prevent the square
from rocking. Use a carpenter's square'if the board is too wide for
a'try square.

(2) Combination square. Figure 76, tillustrates various applications of a
combination square. L'oosen the knurled nUt on the head and slide the
head along the blade to the desired position. Tighten.nut and place the
particular head and blade in position on,the work. As,illustrated, the
combination square is a versatile unit having,many varied uses. Figure
73 shows the protractor head being used to check the angle of a lathe way.
By setting the head at a'definite angle, the variation can be measured by
using thickness or feeler gages between the blade and the face of the way.

PLUMBING & SQUARING LAYING OUT ANGLES

AS A HEIGHT GAGE AS A DEPTH GAGE

Figure 76. Various uses of combination squaie.

LOCATING CRATER

RA PD 257SOS
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1. 4

LATHE WAY

a90,257306,
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b

7

Figure 77 Using protractor head.

(3) Bevel protract Laying out .precision angles is the primary function
of this tnol. The. tool can be laid flat upon paper or work. The vernier
scale is used for accurat- ..gle adjustments, and reads to 5 minutes or
1/120. The dial is held rigi.ly in pOsition and the blade can be moved
back and forth and clammed' dependently of the dial'.

I .

7

(a)- Readin the rotr-J,( vernier scale. The protractor vernier scale
indicates every D fautes (5') or 1/120. Each space on the vernier
scale is 5 mintiteOY" than two spaces on the main scale. When the
iero.9,046frivrnie scale exactly coincides with-a graduation on the
.Main cale, fe rea ng is in exact degrees, as shown in A, figure
78,When the zero the vernier scale does not exactly coincide with
a graduation or,i the scale,tHe graduation on the vernier that
does coincide in.die es:th"E number of laths-of a degree or unin of
5 minutes to be a d to the whole degree reading: Example: Read-
ing in B, figure 78, shows the zero on,the,vernier between 120 and
13° on the-main scale. Counting to the" right from 0 on the.mainz,__
scale, the 0 on the.vernier.has therefore moved TZ Whóle degrees,
Ref.ding in the same direction (to the right)note that the 10th line of

e vernier exactly coincides with a line on' the main scale. The 10th
ine of the vernier dicatet 50-minutes (50'), since each line indicates

15 minutes.. Now.adct -0 Minutes te the 12° and the final reng is 12°f_
t50 minutes. Since-4 naces; hoth on the main scalend owthe
vernier scale, ar timbered both to the right ryl left4r.9gero, any
-size angl,e gan he easurcd. The readings can c takeri eithe,r to tho
riche. 't acdording to the direc.tkon in which nt 0 (-4n the vternier

vkerl.

'CS 424, 4-P62,,
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rotractor vernier scale readings.

ACUTE ANGLE
ATTACHMENT

RA PO 257501

.1

'figure 79. lising,bevel protractor.
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(b) Application. A. figure 79, shows the bevel protractor being used
to measure .the angular clearance on a ring ;rear The bevel
protractor can be used to establish a,n argle ar.1 determine its
relationship to other surfaces as shOwn in B. figure - The acute, -angle attachment is attached to the slottei extension the dial and
is used as shown in C, figure 79, to accurately meas.-re acute angles

c. Care of squares. Make certain the blades, heads. aials and all accessories
are kept clean. Apply a light coat of oil'on all machined surfaces to prevent rusting vhen
not in use. Do not use tey squares or miter heads for purposes other than those inteiiced
'A try square vith a loose handle is a useless tool. When storing squares or bevels for long
periods of time, apply a liberal amount of oil or rust-preventive compound.to all surfaces
wrap in oiled paper, and place in fridividual containers or on racks.

24. DIVIDERS. Divicers are usea for rneas.iring thstanc t etween two poir.ts for'
transterring or comparing .r....i'asurements direct1 rorn a ru e, ur for scribing a.n arc.
radius, or circle.

a. Types, of dividers.

(I)

(2)

Spring divider. A spring divider (fig 8a) consists of two sharp points
at the end of straight legs h-eld apart by a spring and adjusted by means
of a screw and nut. 'The sprirul divider is available in sizes from 3 to 10
inches in length

vip4C-1

RA PO 257SC4
sun,*

Figure 80. DivKiers,'

Win-g divider. A w,ing-type iider (fig 80) has a ste,e1 bar that s'eparates
the legs, a locking nut for securing a ,rough measurement, and an adjust-
ing screw for fine adjustments:. The wing-type divider is available.in 6-,
,8-, and 12-inch lengths., Ast u-nproved version of this type has the tip-of
one leg removable so that,-a pencd can be inserted.

-,

b. Use of diViders. In settinea divider.to a dimension on.a. scale, the usUal
procedure is to locate one ,point n one of the inCh graddations of the rule and to adjust
the nut or screw so that the other point fall; easily into the correct graduation (A,.. fig 81)

er

,...,/Note. - Do ..ot set to end of rule.

Make certain the points of the 6livider are not blunt (B, f i g 81). ,"When transferring
dimension from epart or tool to the scale on ertift, use the same care in adjusting
points of the dividers,' maieLng sure that there is no pressure tending to spring tne points

.

either in or out.. III-strated in C, figure 81,
, is a mechahic scrng a radius on a die block

he is laying out. ,, -
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A itUNT iONT wi CAuse
AN NACCUIAT StrnG

Figure 81. Using dividers.

c. Care of dividers. Never use a divider for a purpose other than that for
which it was intended. Never pile these tpols in a drawer. Never force dividers beyond
their capacity or setting. Never use these tools incorrectlychanging settings by hammer-.
ing instead of loosening a clamping screw or nut, bearing down too hard when scribing with
a divider, or wearing measuring surfaces unnecessarily by using a heavy'measuring pressure.
Apply a protective film of oil to tools when not in use. ,

25. CALIPERS. Calipers are tised for measuring diameters and distances, or for'
comparing dirriensions or sizes with standards such as a graduated rule.

a. Types of calipers.
a

aft

(1) Outside call ers Outside calipers (fig,82Yare used to measure distances
over and around adjatent surfaces and to transir the measurements to
a rule. Several types are made in different sizes to accommodate a wide
range in measu eMents. The size of the caliper is expressed in teArns
of the maximum dimension it is capable of measuring. A 3-inch caliper,
for example, wi 1 measure a distancela 3 inches. Actually, the maximum
capacity of the c liper will be greater, often as much as one-third.
Thit means that a 3-inch caliper will actally measure up to 4 inches,
however, it is not recc,mmended that you use a 3-inch caliper tO measure
4 inches, since you may spring the legs resulting in an inaccurate
.rneasurernent. 4 4

1 s2
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1.

Inside calipers. Inside calipers (fig 82) have the same general function
as outside calipers, except, that where the latter are used in measuring
distances 'over outside surfites, the inside caliper is used in measuring
distances between inside t urfaces. The points are rounded so that they.
ar,e slightly ball-shaftd. This ball shape establishes the point of contaft,
and in inlide calipering where the surfaces are likely tO have an inside
curvature an error may occur the radius of the hole being calipered is
less than the radius of the points. Some insidecalipers are equipped
wi n adjusting screw ou one leg which provides a fine adjustment of
the"- iper legs.

'-(a) SPring caliper.

1. The spring caliper is available in sizes frorn,2 to 8 inches.
9he friction of the adjusting nut and s...rew worki_against the
tension of the spring whiCh hold's the legs in a..ny set ppsition.

, This type of inside caliper is known as the toolmaker's spring
caliper,

2. Thread spring calipers are used to measure diameter and
distances in tapped holes. The e9ds of the legs of thread
calipers are shaped-to a fine point so that exact contact may
be made between threads.

.t

4. '
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(b) Firm joint caliper. The frrm joint type is availabl n a number of
sizes from 3 to 24 inches,. This type of caliper is equipped with a
nut and stud that provides sufficient friction to hold the legs in any
set position. Some of this type caliper are equipped with anadjust-
ing screw for fine adjustments.

:
c) Transfe.: 'firrd)ciat Caliper. Inside transfer firm-joint calipers are

sshaped for'inside ineisurerikenls arid_aret:Used for measuring recesses i
where the seting cannot be tra'nsterd-ed to 'a scale .directly because

'.. ihe legs must e collapsed to remove them'froih the worAilt4., "-- k,
1 '

' 4

:, , . "I",
(3) Hermaphrodite calipers. Hermaphrodite calipers (fig 82) are a crosS ,

between a divider and an inside caliper, havint orie leg * each. These
calipers ar"e uscii for scribing parallel lines from an edge or for locating ,
the center of cylindricallwork. Some are equipped with an kdjustable

10point.
t

\
_

(4) Trammels. A trammel is a tool used for the same purpos-es as a divider
or caliper, but usually fdr distances beyond the range of either of these
bko instruments. A steel beam trammel with all of the attachments ,J

required in measuring and layout work is shown in figure 83. The
iristrument consists of a rod or beam to which trains may be clamped.
These steel beams will range in length from 'to 20 inches, but may,be

'increased further through the use of extensioni. Longer beams are of.ten
made of wood. The trams carry Spring chucks in which divider points,
caliper points, ,and ball points may be.inserted so that the'trammel.may
be readily converted from a divider to an outside or inside caliper or to
a hexmaphrodite caliper. Ball points are used to position a tram iri the
center of a hole. By using different size, balls or.V-points, it is possible
to position the tram in any size hole up to 1-1/2 inches in diameter., On
top of the trams are knurled handles which swivel so that the handles may
be gripped firmly when describing a circle or an arc. An adjusting screw
isprovided on one of the trams which permitd a fine adjustrnent-of the
points. t

KNURLED
'HANDLE

REAJA

POINTS

,CALIPER
POINT

DIVIDER
..RQINI

REAM EXTENSION

CALIPERI
POINT 1--""

DIVIDER
POINT

1

I I II I 2
LINCHES

I Si
RA PO 257311

j
Figure 832 cTrarrithel set.

gt.

t

,
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(5) Vernie.r calipers. This type of caliper utthzes the vernier scale. The
vernier scale consists of a short auxiliary scale us,..a.11y having one more
graduation in the --;ame length as the longer main scale. The vernier
caliper (fig 84) consists of an(L-shaped frame, the end of which Ise fixed
jaw; the long arm of the L is inscribed with the main tr ie scale or fixed
scale. The sliding jaw carries the vernier scale on either side. The scale
on the front sirle is for outside measurements; the scale on the back is for

re. insi'cle measurements. On some vernier calipers, the metric system of
s

1 measurement is placed on the back,side of the caliper in lieu of a scale
used for inside measurements. In suci-Ocases, you must add the thkkness
of the nibs to the reading when making inside measurements. The tips of
the jaws are formed so that inside measurements car. he taken. The thick-
ness of the measuring points is automatically compensated for on theinside
scale. - The- length of the jaws >vill range from 1-1/4 inches to 3-112 inches.
and the minimum inside measurement with.the smallest caliper is 1/4 ir.ch
or 6-millimeters. Vernier calipers are made in standard sizes of 6, 12,
23, 36 and 48 inches, and 150, 300, o00 and 90-0 millimeters. The jaws
of all vernier calipers, except the larger sizes, have two center points,
which are pathcularly useful in setting dividers to exact dimensions.

-`,. 7/14
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,
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k
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VERNIER SCALE

SLIDING JAW
VERNIER CALIPER

Figure 84. Caliperscalibrated.

KO Slide caliper. The slide caliper (fig 84) has one fixed jaw and one sliding
jaw. When the two jaws are"brought in conta "th surfaces to be inea.sur-
ed, the distance between the surfaces may be read from the scale. The
ends of the. jaws are so shaped that it is possible to measure both inside
and outside surfaces. Slide calipers are usually made in 3-inclios1zes,
although larger size calip'ers are available. Vhe standard 3-inch slide
aliper will measure from 0 to about 2 inches outiide, and from 1/8 inch

to a little mor'e than 2 inches .inside. The caliper shown ties a mark or
graduation-nne on the fixed jaw which*.cnables the y_ser_to -read the insirle. .

OS 424, 4-P68 .
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measure, .vhile the outside measure can be read from the inner edge of
the fixed jaw directly. I( these marks were not-on the slide caliper, it
would be necessary to add the thickness, of the nibs to the reading when
using it as an inside caliper. All slide calipers are equipped with a lock-
ing device which makes it possible to hold the jaws in any desired position.

b. Use of calipers.

(1) Outside calipers. A caliper is usually use'd in either of two ways. Either
the caliper is set to the-dimension of the work and the dimension transferred
to a scale, or the caliper is set on a scale and the work machined qntil it
checks with the dimension set up on the caliper. To adjust an outside

, cahper to a scale dimension, one leg of the caliper should be held firmly
against one end of the.scale and the other leg adjusted to the desired
dimensiori, as shown in A, figure 85. To adjust the outside caliper to the
work, open the legs wider than the work and then bring them down to the
work. A sense of feel must be acquired to use calipers properly. This
comes through practice and care in using the tool to eliminate the possibility
of error. Always position the caliper properly on the axis of the work, as
shown In B, figure 85.

\

,

,

1.

A

SEMNO QtITSIDE CALIPERS
ON RUtf

Figure 85..
,

Using outside calipers.-
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lit(2) Inside calipe The inside caliper is set to a dimension by placing the
end of a scale nd one point.of the caliper against a solid surface and
adjusting the other leg to the proper graduation, as shown in A, figure 86.
The spring caliper is shown being used to check-the inside diameter of a
bored hole in B, figure 86. Figure 37 illustrates the correct and incorrect
positioning of the calipers with relation to the axis of the work. The trans-
fer feature of the caliper is illustrated in figure 88. Note that the diameter
being used is recessed and that the setting cannot be transferred to a scale
directly because the legs must be collacsed to get them out of the work.
The setting must be reproduced after the calipers are removed., Figure
89 shows how a micrometer can be used to transfer a dimension from an
inside spring caliper.

"WV

A
SET1ING CALIPER

MEASUMNO INSIOeco
ommETER

471

-Figtire -86. Setting and using inside caiiper.

KEEP CALIPERS ON AXIS
OF WORK

INCORRIC1
RA PO 157316

, .

-,r)ositio'rlingOf inside calipers.
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Figure 88. Using a transfer caliper t-.5- n..af..ur..- ... 1-,-;c1;.:,Cd rilZ' t
,

(3)
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PrtCROMETER

iNSOE if41

(1,1% 4
. CALIPEFS

7 41'1,

01.1I1Y
-

RA PO 25751t

Figure 89. Transferring dirnensioh to micrometer.

Hermaphrodite calip'ers. The hermaphr.odite.cafiper is adjusted ,nr: set-
in the same manner as the outside and inside caliper. depending n th--
position and use of the caliper leg, as shown in figure 90:

(41pTrarnmel. The trammel set is used for the same purposes as a dividdr
. or caliper, but usually for distances beyond the range of either one. .

Figure 91,shows the tramrnelprith caliper paint scribing an arc or establisli-
mg a distance from the edge cR a machined part. The 'divider point and ball
point are illustrated in use in _figure 92. Here,- the machinist is scribing
distances from precise center of hole already drilled.

(5) , Vernier cahoer.
.

.(a) Reading vernier calioer.- The vernier caliper permits procisc.
accurate,readings by Means orthe graduated steel. ruie a he
movable jaw which- carries the' vtrnier scale.' In order to see the
vernier caliper, a thorough understanding of the vernier scale and
how to read it are essential.

.

,
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OBTAINING CENTER OF
CYLINDRICAL WORK

RA PD 257539

-Figure 90.- Setting a,n,d using hermaphrodite caliper.

s

RA PO 257520

Figure 9,1; Using trammel with caliper and scriber points.
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Figure 92. Using trammel with divider and ball points.

1. The .steel rule of the caliper is graduated in fortieths or 0.025
of an inch. Every fourth division, representing a tenth of an
inch, is numbered, as shawn in the enlarged view on figure 93.
The vernier scale is divided into 25 parts and numbered 0, 5,

10, 15,3t0, and 25. These 25 parts are equal to and occupy the
same spal%e.. as 24 perts on the tule. The difference between the
width of one of the 25 spaces on the veinier scaleand one of the
24 spaces on the rule is 1/25 of 1/40, or 1/1000 of an inch. If the
tool is set so that the 0 line on the vernier coincides with the 0
line on the rule, the line to the right of 0 on the vernier scale will
differ from the line to the right of 0 onThe rule by 1/1000 of an
inch; the second line by 2/1000 of an inch; and so on. The
difference will continue to increase 1/1000 of an inch for each,
division until the line 25 on the yernier scale coincides with the
line 24 on the rule. To read the scales, note how many incbes,
tenths (or 0.100), and fortieths (or 0.025) the mark 0 on the vernier
scale is from 0 mark on the rule; then note the number of thvisions
on the ver'hier scale from 0 to a line whicli exactly coincides with
a line on trule.

2, For example, A, figure 93, shows the 0 mark of the vernier scale
coincicfing with a line on the rule. In this case, the vernier scale
is not necessary-since there is.no fractional part of a space to
determine. The reaciing-is 2.350. The-0 mark on the'vernier scale,'
as 8hOwn in B, figure-9'3. coincides with a fractional part' of a

ace on the._ rule. The -reacting is 2.35 plus a fraction of the
' space oil the rule. In order to determine what fractional part of

a whole rule divistbn, or how many thouiands are to be added to
the 2.35 reading, it is neces-sary to find the line on the vernier -

scafe that exactly cohicides with the line on the rule. In this case
the lie coincides,at tht 18th mark. This:indicates 18/25 of a
whole space.pSince each spa,ce on the rule equals 0.025 inch, this
part of a space is equaV to 0. 018 inch, and the total readinl is
2.35 plus 0.018, or 2.368 inches.
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3. Vernier scales are not necessarily 25 divisions long; they may
have any number of units. For example, the ten-thousandths
micrometer has a vernier scale of only ten divisions.

COINCIDING LINES

4 5

cJ

Fill

SCALE ON RULE

10 15

VERNIER SCALE

1000

A 2 350

cli

LI

SCALE ON RULE

CO NCIDING ONES

8 9

10 15 20 - 25

NERNIER SCALE

I
1000

8 2.368
. RA -RD 257527

Figure 93. ,Reading a vernier scale.

(b) Applications. The vernier caliper has a wide range of rneasure\Lnt
applications, ,and the shape of the measuring jaws and..their PositiOñ
with respect to the scale malies this tool more a aptable than a micro-

" meter. However, ;he vernier,caliper does not h ve the accuracy of a'.
micrometer. In any 1 inch of its length: a vern er caliper should be

6
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accurate within 0.001 inch. 44,11 any 12 Inches, it shOuld be accurate
within 0. 002 inch and incr,ease about 0.001 for every additional 12
inches. The accuracy of measurements made.with a vernier caliper,
is dependent on the user's ability to feel the measurement. Because
the jaws are long, and because there is the possibility of some play
in the adjustable jaw, especially if an excessive measuring pressure
is used, it is necessary to develop an ability to handle the vernier
caliper. This touch may be acquired by measuring such l'cnown stand-
irds as gage blocks and plug gages: Applications of tG vernier
calipers are shown in figure 94. In A, a machinist is checking the
outside diameter of a part. One hand holds the stationary jaw to
locate it, while the other hand operates the adjusting nut and moves
the sliding jaw to the work. The same procedure is used in B in
checking the inside dimension.

SLIDING JAW

-MEASURING OUTSIDE DIAMETER

B -MEASURING INSIDE DIAMETER

Figure 94. Using a vernier caliper.
. .

(6)- Slide caliper. All slide calipers are equipped-with a locking or clamping
_

device, which makes it possible to hold the jaws in any desired position.
Outside rAimensions are taken off the graduated scale line-that matches the
inner edge of the fixeci jaw. Inside dimensions ire read opposite the mark

4,---

or. graduation _1...i.n.e.lOn the fixeci-ja-W.----
_ ,.......

.. -
_ -

_

Cire of C'alipers,.

-(1)' -The infortnation'in 24c above on the care of the divider is also applicible
to the care-of calipers and trammels.. Specific information on the care of

_vernier calipers is in (2) below.

, 1,92
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(2) 'I'he accuracy of ihe vernier caliper depends on the condition of fit of thesUding jaw, and on the wear and distortion in the measuring surfaces.The fit of the sliding jaw should be such that it can be moved easily andstill not have any play. It may be adjusted by removing die gib in theslidiv jaw a-siernbly and bending it. The function of the gib is to hold theadjustable jaw against the inside surface of the blade with just the right4

pressure to give it the proper friction. Wear on the jaws of the verniercaliper is mostly at the tips where most measurements are made. A. , certain amount of this wear may be taken up by adjusting the vernier 6caleitself. This scale is movted witk screws in elongated holes which iermit4 it to be adjusted slightly to compens.ate for wear and distortion. When theerror exceeds 0.0002 inch, either in parallelism or flatness, the calipershould be returned to the manufacturer for reconditioning. Wear on thejaws can best be checked by visual means and by measuring rolls or ringsof known dimensions.
...

26. MICROMETERS. Micrometers are used for measurements requiring preciseaccuracy. T ey are more reliable and more accurate than the calipers discussed in the"'preceding s ction.
.

.a. Types of micrometers. Micrometers art made in various shapes and sizes,depending upon the purpose for which they are to be used. They all have a precisionscrewadjustment offering great measuring accuracy,

(1) Micrometer caliper. .

(a)

,

ANV'..

,,,
The micrometer caliper (fig 95) is the most common type. It has arange of 0 to 1 inch and is grathaated to read Ili thousands of an inchorin units of the Metric*system, from 0 to 25 milliMeters by hundredthsof a millimeter.

. ,
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(b) The frame, can be smaller to the extent that the range of the caliper
is only 0.to 1/2 inch or 0 tk, 13 millirneters dr it can be larger so
that the range is 23*to 24 inche;,,',The head has a constant range of
0 to 1 inch. The shape of the frami may be varied to anapt jit to the
physical requirements of some types- ofwork. rdir example:

1. The frame back f the anvil may be cut away to alloy the a'nvil
to be placethin a/narrow slot...

.

Z. The frame Tay have a. deep throat to permit it to reach into center'
sections ol a sheet (sheet metal or paper gage).

3. The frarhe criAr be In the fo'rm-Of a bake so that the gagecan be
used as a bench micrometer.

4. The fr'arne may have aooden handle vid /nay be of. extla-hea,iy
'conslruction for tree in a steel mill for gaging hot sheet metal.

(c) The spindle and anvil may vary in design to accommodate special
physical requirements. For example:

'1. The spindle and anvil may be chamfered so that the gage can
. slide oil and off tbe work easily, as when gaging hot metal.

s

2. The ball-shaped anvil is convenient in measuring the thickness of
a pipe section of 'small diameter.

The V- ship, d anvil is necessary on the screw thread mic'rometer
ca.liper to mesh properly with the scretv thread. The spindle of

Athe screw ttread micrometer is cone-shaped. This micrdmeter
medsures the pitch diameter.
4

4. The interchangeable anvils of vp.rious lengths' make ,it passible
to reduce the range of the caliper'. A micrometer having a range
from 5 tp 6 inches can be ch,anged.to one having a 4 to 5, or 3 to
4-inch range by inse'rling a gpetcial anvil of the proper length.

(2) Inside micrometers. Inside micrometers are used to measure inside
-dimensions. The.minimum dimension that can be checked is determined
by the length of the unit with its shqrtest anvil, in place and the screw set.4 up to zero. It consists of an ordinary rnicrompter head, exceptIthat the
outer end of the sleeve tarries a contact point attached to a measuring rod.
t he average inside micrometer set (fig 96) has a ra'nge that extends from
2 to 10 inches.' The various sten in covering this range aye obtained by
means of extension rods. The mic,rometer set may'also contain\ collar
for splitting the ihch step between two rods. The collar, which is 1/2 inch
long; extends the rod.another half inch so..that the range of each step can
be made to overlap the. next. The range of the micrometer screw itself is
very _short when compared tc':) its measuringiramgc. The smallest models
have a 1/4-inch screw, the aje.rate have a !/i-inch screw, and the largest
inside micrometers have only a 1-inch` screw('
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Figure 96. Inside micrometer set.

b. Mechanics o: micrometers.

LA ro 7313*

J

.

. _ .

(9 Design. 5-11( micrometer (fig 95) makes use of the relation of the cirAular
movement of a screw to its axial movement. The amount of axial move-
'neat of a screw per revolution depends on the thread, and is kno%.1"n as the
lead. If !.. circular .nut on a screw has its circumference divided into 25
:t.pal :paces. a'nd if the nut advances axially 1/4-Q inch for ea7ch revolution,,
then ir. it i:., turndd one division, or 1/25 of a revoluti1 n, it wil,1 move
axially 1/25 x 1/40, or 1/1000 of an inch. In the mic °meter the nut is
stationary and the screw moves forward axially a distance proportional to
the amount it is turndd. The screw on a micrometer has +0 threads to the 't
incl.-, a-td thc, thimble has its cir,:u4riference divided into 25 parts, so 1

oa the thimble represents an ativancement of 1/1000 of an inch
:- - 3ialiy

'(2) ':onstruction.

(a) The steel frame is U-shaped, one end of which holds the stationary
anvil. The stationary anvil is a hardened bution either pressed,or
screwed into the frame.

(b) ThaL4teel spindle is actually the unthreaded part of the screw.. It is
the spindle that advances or retracts to open or close the open side of
the TI-frame. The spindle bearing is a plain bearing and a pa-rt of the

,,, frame.
4

(c) The'hollow'barrel extends from this bearing, and on the side of the
barrel is the micrometer scale, which is graduated in tenths of an
inch, which are in;turn divided into subdivisions of 0.025 inch. Vie .
end of the barrel supports the nut which engages the screw. This nut
is slotted and its outer surface has a taper thread and a, nut which
makes it possible tnadjust the diameter of the slotted nut within limits
to conipsasate for wear,

"
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(d) The thimble is attached to the screw and is a. sleeve that fits over
the ba.rrel. The front edge of the thi blecarries a scale broken down
into 25 parts. This scale indicates pa ts of a revolution,, where the
scale on the barrel indicates the numb eof revolutions. The,thim8le
is connected to the screw through a sle ve that permits it to be slipped
in relation to the screw far the purpose bf adjustment. The inner
sleeve is sweated to the screw. The outer sleeve is clamped to the
inner one by the thimble cap. Loosening the cap makes it possible to
slip one in relation to the other.

(e) On top of the thimble cap there may be a ratchet. This device
consists of an overriding clutch held together by a spring in such' a
way 1111t when the spindle is brought up against thework, -the clutch
will slip when the correct measuring pressure is reached. The purpose
of the ratchet is to eliminate any difference in personal touch and so
reduce the possibility of error due 'to a ilifference in measuring
pressure. Not all micrometers have ratchets.

(D The clamp ring or locknut is located in the center of the spindle
bearing on those micrometers equipped with it. This clamping makes
it_rssible to lOc1 c. the spindle in any position to preserve a setting.

C. Use of micrometers.

(1) Reading' standard micrometer. Reading a micrometer is only a matter of
reading the micrometer scale or counting the revolutions of the thimble
and adding to this any fraction of a revolution. The micrometer screw has
40 threads per inch. This means that one complete and exact revolution
of-the micrometer screw moves the spindle away from or towards the
anvil exatly 0.025 inch. The lines on the barrel (fig 97) conform to the
pitch of the micrometer screw, each linp indicating 0.025 inch, and each
fourth line being numbered 1, 2, 3, and so forth. The beveled edge of the
thimble is graduated into 2,5 parts, each line indicating 0.001 inch, 1/25
of the 0.025 inch covered by one complete and exact revolution of the
thimble. Every fifth line on the thimble is numbered to read a Measure-
ment in thousandths olkan inch: Read the measurement shown in'figure 97
as indicated,in (a) through (d) below.

(a) Recorii highest
figure visible
on barrel 2 = 0. 2 010 in

(b) Number of lines
visible between the

.No 2 and thiml4e
edge A = 0. 025 in

\j,A) The line on the thimble
that coincides with or
has passed the
revolution or long line
in the barrel 16 = 0.016 in

(d) Measurement
reading... TOTAL = 0. 241 in

go-
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'Figure 97. Reading standard micrometer scale.

(2) Reading metric micrometer. The same principle is applied in reading
the Metric gr.,aduated micrometer, but the following changes ifi graduations
should be noted to avoid confusion:

4(a) The pitch of the micrometer screw is 0. 5mm. One revolution of the
spindle advances or withdraws the screw a distance equal to 0.5mm.

(h) The barrel is graduated in millimeters, from 0 to 25; it takes two
revolutions of the spindle to move 1.mm.

(c). The thimble is graduated in 50 divisions with every fifth line being
numbered.

(d) Rotating the thimble Afrom one graduation to the next moves the spindle
1/50 of 0.5.mm, or 1/100mm. Two graduatior.s equal 2/100mm, and
so forth..

(3) Adjusting micrometer caliper to work. 8P

"

a) A. figure 98, shows. the proper ;.vay to hold a micrometer caliper in
.checking a small part. Hold the part in one hand. Hold the micro-
meter in the other hand so that the thimble rests between the thumb,
and the forefinger. The third finger is then in a position t6 hold the
frame agathst the Palm of the hand. The frame is supported in this
manner and makes it easy to guide the work over tire anvil. The,

thumb and forefinger ate in position to turn the thimble either directly
cir through the ratchet and bring the spindle over against the work.

(b) On farger work, ,it is necessary to have the work stationary and
positioned to permit access.to the micrometer. The prope'emethod,,-

of holding a micrometer when checking a part too larg.e to be held in
one hand is shown in B, figure 98. The frame is held by one hand to
position it and to locate it ;quare to the measured surfaie. The other
hand opfrates the thimble either directly or through the ratchet. 'A
large flat part should be checked in several plates to determine the
amounrof variation.

1 97
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' Figure 98. Using outside micrometer.
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(c) To gage a. shaft as, shown in t, figure 98, the- f.i.ame is,held by one

hand while the thimble is operated by the other. In gaging a cylindrical
part with a micrometer it id necessary to "feeP' the setting to be sure

.that the spindle/is ori the diameter, and also to check the diameter in
several place; to' determine the amOunt of 'out-of-roundness.

-

'.

(d) Foi-measaring_veryp.rge diameters, ,micrometer calipers are made,
in various sizes up to 168 inches. Figure 99 shows a pulley being
checked with a microm er whose range has been reduced by a special
anvil Which has been scrye l into ,the frame. A set of different length
arwils permits the use f this micrometer over a wide 'ringe of sizes;
yet,the spiridlef$°nly moves 1 inch. This micrometer hat been lightened'
in weight by the Ia-section construction ari., by boring holes in the frame.

t :

,
.

I
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Figure 99. Checking diiaimeter.of pulley.

(4) Using inside micrometer. The normal procedure in using an inside
micrometer is to set it across a diameter or betweep the inside surfaces,
renlobe it, and then read the dEmension. For this reason, the thimble on
an inside micrometer is much stiffer than on a micrometer caliperit
holds the- dimension well. 11 is good praxtice to verify the reading of an
insid e. micrometer by measuring it with a Micrometer caliper.*

r-'

1

1

(

i
r

.(a)
..

Figure 100 shows an inside micrometer with extensio`n rod being used
to check the diameter of a bored hole. Note the arrows which indicate
the direction the operator is feeling for the largest dimension ...
horizontally and the smallest dimension vertically. inside micro-
metershave spherical contact points which require more practice to
"feel" the full diametral measurement. the ,co tact point is generally
held in a fixed position and the other.rocked in different directions to ,

be sure the tool is spanning the true diameter pf a hole or the correct
width of a slot. .. i

:

(b) For p'robing a deep hole or in a restricted place, a handle attachment
may be used. The handle clamps on to tthe body of the micrometer.

(5) Transferring measurements from inside caliper or inside micrometer to
micrometer caliper.

,

..

(a) After setting. the inside caliper or kisicie micrometer to the work, hold
the Micrometer caliper in one hand and the inside tool in the other
hand. .< .

..,

. 199., .
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Figure 100. Using inside micrometer with extension rod.

(la)

i

'Turn the thimble of the micrometer.caliper wit15he thumb and
forefinger until you feel the inside tool legs lig ly contact the anvil
and spindle of the micronif*te'r caliper,

a*

,

(c) Hold the tips of the inside tnol legs parallel tO the axis of the micro-
metel- caliper spindle.

As (d) The micrometir caliper will be accurately set when the inside tool
4

will just pass between the anvil'and spindle by'its own weight.

d. Care offmicrometers. To maintain-a micrometer'in good condition and toi preserve the accuracy of its measnrernents, observe the following rules of good practices
and adjusting procedures:

ef

4

.,

,

I

1

,

(1) Never store a micrcaneter with its anvil and spindle closed. Flat surfaces
wrung together forlany length ok time tend to corrode. Leave a small gap
between the anvil and spindle when storing.

(2). Oil the micrometer in only one p4.cethe micrometer screw, and only
with a very light oil. If storing for 4ong periods of time, cover the micro-,metet with a light film of oil and w.rap it in oilecepaper.

(3). Never roll the thtmble aldng the hand or arm. 'Likewise, holding the
'thimble apd twirling the frame to open or close the microMeter will

_' cause excessive wear on the screw,
,, .

(4) Before tising a micrometer, wipe it off and pull a piece of paper between
the anvil and end of the spindle.

(5)

.

I

The micrometer should operate freely with no play in.its travel. If a
micrometer has play, or if it binds., it should be returned to the manu-
facturer for reconditioning. This condition iecaused by abuse or uneven

4'wear, ,0
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(61 Check the micrometer screw periodically with a precision gage block in
at least four places other than zero to v,erify its accuracy. SimPly measure
,a selected group of blocks tanging from 3 to 1 inch.

(7) Clean micrometer mechanism whenever it becomes gummy, contains
abrasive pit, or whenever it is to be'adjusted... Use an approved cleaning
agent.

(8) When the faces of the spindle and anvil become wurn and they are no longt*
flat and parallel to each other. the4error should not exceed 0. 0002 inch.on
a' micrometer whidh is graduated to control measurements to a hmit of
0. 001 inch and sho'uld not exceed 0.00.005 inch on a rmcrometer'which.fs
graduated to control measurements ta limit of 0.0001 inch. ,,leasuring
a ball at several points over the surface of the anvils will show up any
error in parallelcsrn. Parallelism can be tegted by means of two balli
mounted 16 an alurdinum holder. If the anvils are in error more than the
allowd:ble maximum, the micrometer should be returned to the manfuacturer
for repair.

(9) In adjusting a micrometer to read correctly. the thimble is not set to 0
when the anvil is in contact with the spindle, but is set at some dimension
to distribtate the error. For example, if a rruzrometer screw had an
accumulating error'of 0.0003 in,ch in the length of its travel. and:a were
set correctly at 0, it would be off. 0. 0003 at 1 inch. However. i the rm'cro-
meter were set correctly in the center of its travel. it would be 0 '00015
under at 0 and 0..00015 ovei at I inch, which is a much better'condition.
Because a micrometer does not return exa'ctly to 0 when the anvil and
spindle contact, it does not mean that it is not=adjusted properly. TUrn
the friction sleeve with a small spannefl wrench to compensate for' minor
wear on the anvil and spindle or on the screw.

-27. GAGES. There are a number of tools that are called giges and may be used for
measuring or testing and setting distances. Some of the gages that will be discussed here
will also be.useful for layout work as well as for measuring.

a. Depth gages (fig 101). A depth gage is an instrument' for measuring the depth .

of holes, slots, cotinterbores. recesses, and the distance from a surface to some recessed.
part: The most commonly used depth gages are the rule,depth gage, micrtometer depth gage.
and vernier depth gage.

The rule depth gage is a graduated rule with a sliding head designed to
bridge a hole or slot, and tolhold the fule perpendicular to the surface
on which the measurement is taken. This type hal a measuring range of
0 to 5 inches. The sliding head has a clamping screw so that it may be
clamped in any position. The sliding head has a flat bahe which is per-
pendicular to the axis of the rule and ranges in size from 2 to 2-5/8 inches
in width ana from 1/8 to 1/4 inch in thi,ckness.

(2) The microrritter depth gage consists of a flat base attached to the barrel
(sleeve) of_a micrometer head. These gages have a range from-0 to 9
inches, .depending on the length of the extEinsion rod used The hollow
micrometer screw (the thteads on'which the thimble rotates) itself has a
range of either 1/2 or I inch. Some a,re provided with a ratchet stop. The
flat base ranges in size from 2 to 6 inches. Several extension rods are
normally supplied witii this type of gage.

OS-424, 4-P84
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Figure 101. Types of depth gages.
,

The vernier depth gage consists of a graduated scale, either 6 or 12
inc,hes long, and a sliding head similar to the one on the vernier caliper.
The sliding head is especially designed to bridge holes and slots. The
vernier depth gage has the range of the rule depth gage and not quite.the
accuracy of a micrometer depth gage. It cannot enter holes less than
144 inch in diameter, whereas a micrometer depth gage will enter a 3/32-
inch hole. However, it will enter a 1/32-inch slot, whereas a micrometer
gage will not. The ve'rnier scale is adjustable and may be adjusted to
compensate fsir wear.

b. Surface gage, A surface gage is a measuring tool generally used to transfer
measurements to work by scribing a line, and to indicate the accuracy or parallelism of
surfaces.

(1)

f

. .
The surface gage (fig 102) consists of a base with an adjustable spindle to
which may be clamped a scriber or a, n indicator. Surface gages are made
in several sizes and are classified by the length of the spindle, the small-
est spindle being 4 inches long, the average 9 ,or 12 inches long, and the
largest 18 inches. The scriber As fastened to the spindle with a clamp.
The bottom and the,front end of the base of the surface gage have deep
V-grooves cut in them, which allow the gage to measure from a cylindrical
surface.

2!'2,
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Figure 102. Surface gage.

The spindle of a surface gage may be adjusted to any position with respect
to the base and tightened in place with the spindle nut. The rocker ;...ci_'st-
ing screw provides for the finer adjustment of the spindle by pivoting the
spindle rocker bracket. The scriber can be positioned at any height and
in any degired direction pn the spindle by tightening the scribernut. The
scriber may also be mounted directly in the spindle nut mounting, in
place of the spindle, and'used ..,-nere the working space is limited and the
heit.lit of the work-is within range of the scriber.

Surface plate.

(1)- A surface plate provides a true, smooth, plane surface. It _is a flat-topped
steel or cast iron plate that is heavily ribbed and reinforced on the under
side(fig 103). 'It is often used in con3unciion with a surface gage as a
level base on which the gage and part to be measured.are placed to obtain
accurate meyurements.

(2) The,surface plate can also be used for testing parts that Must have flat
surfaces. Before using the plate for testing smear a thin film of Prussian
blue, or some other color pigment, on its surface, then rub the flat
surface to be tested over the plate and the color pigment will stick
to the high spots.

203
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(3), The surface--plV.,e-shoulq be coy,ered when not in use to prevent scratching,
nicking, and denting. t must be handled carefully to prevent-warping
(twisting). Nevei use the surface plate as an anvil or workbenchexcept
for precision layout work (marking and measuring).

211.25.3

44.21

Figure 103. Surface plate.

d. Thickness (feeler) gage.

(1) Thickness (feeler) gages are fixed in leaf form t6 permit the,checking
and measuring of small openings such as contact poihts, narrow slots,
and so forth. They a.re widely used to check the flatness of parts in
straightening and grinding operations and in squaring objects with a try
square.

(2) Thickness gages are rnarie in many shapes and sizes; usually 2 to 26 blades
are grouped Into one tool and graduated in thousandths of an inch (fig 104).
Most thickness gage blades are straight, but some are bent at the end.at
45 and 90° angles. Sol-ne thickness gages are grouptd so that there a-re
several short and several londbLades together. Thicknep gages are also
available in singreablades and ih strip form for specific measurements.
For convenience, groups of thickness blades are e4uipped with a locking
screw in the ca'se that locks the blade'to be used in the extended position.

SINGIE RADE

TAPERED tEAVES - METRIC

13 LEAVES 76 tEAVES

RA PO :375SS

Figure 1.04. Thickness (feeler) gages.
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e. Thread gage.

(1). l'hrea:d gages (3crew-pitc11\ gages) a e ure-1 to detern.me the pitch and tile.
nurrber of thrrads per inch (fig 165). "Th...y cons: c cf leave.s %%nose
edg-e, are teothed to correspond to s ndard thread'sections.

-

(2) To measure th.pttch4 a thread, coin ardat wuh.the standards qf the gage
liolding a gage leaf to the thread being s ged'until, you firi.la'n exact fit.-
If possi-ble.' look at the fit Cirward a sOur e of light. s'ince a clIfferen'ce of
one thrad per inch, in the finer tqireads, is riot easily'detecied.

/ Q_ . ,
(5) The -number ofthreads r utch is indicat d 6, the aurnerical value on e

._blade which is found tä the threadg. U n'g tins va.ue as a basise'

a

correct sizes of nuts, olts tap cutters, a d 'the.ci..tters are seleeteci for
ese on the threads.

. e

(4) If the number of threads fier inch.on'sa n.st eq al tne auralSer of thr'eads
per 'Inch.on a bolt, the nu' ca t,. b e successfull; apte without c6.Fger
of stripping the threads on_either. 11.

/17

mersrt

STANDARD - 27 '17CrIES

AP FA
ofirbWHITWOnt- 26 PITCHES

NCHES 51 PITCHES - 4.8A

Figure 103. Screw pitch gages.

4A 2: 257

f. Wiregage. The wire gage (fig 106) is used for gaging metal re, and a
similar gage is used to check the size of hot and cold rolled steel, sheet and plate iron.
and music wire. The wire gage is circular in shape wit:i cutouts in the ci.terperimeter
Eac dutout gage-is dtfferent size wire froni 0 to 36 of the English 9tandv.rd Wire Gage.
A dif e t gage is used for American Standard wire, and still another for US Standard
sheet and bate iron arid steel.

2 ti5
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WIRE GAGE

[INCHES
2 3

Figure 106. English Standar:: Wire Gage.

g. Telescoping gage.

(1) Telescoping gages are user: f measuring the inside size of slots'or holes
up to 6 inches in width or di ueter. They are T-shaped tools in which the
shaft of the T is used as a ._andle and the crosSarm for measuring (fig 107).
The cro'Ssarrns telescopt into each'other and are held out by a light spring.
Tor.use the g.age the arms.are compressed, placedtin the höle.to be
mAsured. and allowe-, to expand. A twist of the locknut on top of the
irndle locks the arms. The tool may then be witidltawn and the distance
across the arrns-mesured.

(2) These tools are commonly furnished in sets, the smallest gage for:

\I)from 3-1/2 to 'D inches.
measuring distances from 5116 to 1/2 inch, and the largest for distances

C:=40iGiZZGi

Q=4;;;=2413
SmAtl. HOLE'

' ?Et ESCOPING

RA
4bde

-*Figure 107. Small hole and telescoping gages.
PO 257558
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h. Small hole gage.r

(1) For measuring smaller slots ozlholes than,the telescoping gages wil\
measure, small hole gages can be used'. These gages come in sets of
four or more and will measure distances of approximately 1/8 :o 1/2 inch.

(i> The small hole gage (fig 107) consists ot a small, spite, ball-shaped
membet mounted on the end of a handle. The ball is expanded by turning
a knurled knob on the handle until the proOr feel is obtained, and then
the size of the ball-shaped member on the end of the gage can be measured
with an outside micrometer caliper On some typ,...s. ernall hol.: gages.
the ball is flattened at the bottom near the centerline io))ermit .se ir
shallow holes and recesses.

i. Center gage, The center gage (ii:g 103) is gra/luated n 14ihs, 20ths,
and lads of an inch. The back of the center gage has a table giving th.. dt pth ot
thread in thousandths of an inch for each pitch, This information ts use:,.. teti.;rminine
thee size of tap drills. Sixty-degree angles in the shape 01 the gage a r. for c1.1,-,Lng
Unified and American threads as well as for older American National cr ts
standard threads and for checking thread cutting tools.

INCHES II

FRONT BACK

Figure 108. Center gage

Marking gage s,

(1) A marking gage is used to mark ofi guidelines parallel to an edge, end,
or surface of a piece of wood or metal. It has a sharp spur or pin that
does the marking.,

(2) Marking gages (fig 109) are made of wood or steel. They consist of a
graduated beam about 8.inches long, on which a head slides. The head can
be fastened at any point on the be,am by means of a thumbscrew. The
thumbscrew presses a brass shoe tightly against the beam and locks it
firmly in position. A. steel pin or spur marks the wood. The spur pro-
jects from the beam about 1/4 inch.

2 7
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,Figure 109. Marking gagest.

k. Care of gages. 'Always coat metal parts of all gages with a light film of oil
when not in use to prevent r;At. Store gages irr separate containers. Do not pile gages on
each other. Always return blades of leaf-type gages to the case after use. Keep graduations
and markings on all gages clean and legible. Do not drop any gageminute scratches or
nicks will result in inaccurate measurements.

'
SECTION III. BASIC METALWORKING .1ACHINES

28. INTRODUCTION. The mission requirements of maintenance organizations are so
varied that it is essential for them to be equipped with toccis and machines that will provide
them with the capability of coping with different maintenance situations. Most maintenance
organization's work, to some extent, involves processing metalt of some type and, therefore,
requires tools or machines that are rugged and yet may be sensitive due to the close toler-
ances expected. The basic metalworking machines (grinders, drill presses, hand drills, and
hacksawing machine) given in the paragraphs that follow will be discussed.as to type, use,

care.

a: 'Bench grinder. A bench grinder (fig 110) is usually an electkic motor mounted
on a suitable base and having the rotor shaft extended from each side, with a grinding wheel
mounted on each end for sharpening toolbits, planer tools, boring tools, drills, etc. It is
usually fitted with both medium and fine grain abra'sive wheels, the medium wheel is satis-
factory for rough'grinding where a considerable quantity of metal has to be removed, or
where a smooth finidh is not important. For sharpening tools or grinding to close limits of
size, the fine wheel should be used as it removes metal slower, gives the work a smooth
finish, and does not generate enoughheat to,anneal cutting edges. When a deep cut is to be
taken on work or a considerable quantity of inetal removed, it is often practical to grind with
the medium wheel first and finish up with the fine wheel. The wheels are removable, and
most bench grinders are so made that wire brushes, polishing wheels, o )1. a buffing wheel
can be substituted for them. *Two other types of grinding machines are shown in figures 1 1 1
and 112.

^

( 8
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Figure 110. Bench-type utirty grinding machine.

(

Figure 111. Portable grinder with and without stand.

J.
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(1) Use and care of bench gr.tride.rs. Before ustng the bench grinder the
work shoul4 be held firmly at the correct angle on the rests provtded
and fed tnto the wheel wIth e n ugh pressure to remove the destred amount
o af metal whout generating too uch heat. The rests are removable, If

1necessary. for grInding odd-.shaped or large work. As a rule, it is nots
advtsable to gruret work requtrIng heavy pressure on the side of the
wheel, as the pressure may crack the wheel. As abrasive wheels become
worn. thetr surface speed decrea'ses and reduces their cutting efftctency
When a wheel becomes worn In thnnanner, it should be discarded and a
new one installed on the grulder. The beartngs and motor of the tool a're
provtded wIth cups for lubrication, a dir,ected by the manufacturer of the
tool,

(2) Safety precautions. Before usIng grinders, make sure that the wheels are
firmly held on the spIndles by theflange nuts and that the wOrk rests are

.., tight. Wear goggles, even If eyeshtelds are attached to the grinder, and
bear In mind that it is unsafe even to use grinder without wheel guards.

, Use the rest provided on the grinder frames to support the work when,
artndrrig. Proper tool rest adjustment is 1/16" to 1/8" from the wheel.
Hold the tobls that are beIng-shaped properly so that they will Snot catch'
in the abrasive wheel, otherwise, they will slip and injure the operator or
wear the wheel excessively Never use a cracked wheel. Before Installing
a wheel, tap It lightly wit 'a mallet. A rIngIng sourrd indicates that the

"'" wheel Is satisfactory a dul sound indicates that the wheel may be cTacked,
'''

o. Portable electric drills. The portable electric drills (fig 113) discussed in
r the follov.the paraeraphs have the followIng charactertstics In common. Each drill is

I powereu by a universal (AC/DC) electric motor butlt into the drill case. -The motor drIves
the ..i191CK spindle and chuck through an.arrangement of4gears that reduces the spIndle speed

_ frnrn that of the motor shaft and increases the rotational power. Each portable electric
.drill has abcrttorn devlce by which the trt.gger switch can be locked in the operatIng posttIon
when requtred. although under normal operation the drill stops when the switch Is releas-ed,

.(i) T6'.ibes and use.

(al. The 1/4-1nch capactty portable electrtc dral is a heavy-duty dral
capable of drilling 1/4-inch holes in steel or 1/2-inch holep in hard-
wood. The drill Is equipped with a geared drIll chuck that/will mount
any straight shank twist drill or similar to1 having a shank diameter
of 1/4 inch or less. The chuck spindle rotates freely at a speed of
1, g00.revolutions per minute, although under full load the speed will
be reduced to 1,000 to 1,200 revolutions per`minute. The electrtc
drill may have a spade-type or pistol-grip handle with a trIgger switch
so Opt tnedrill can be supported and operated by one hand.. A
'verOcal stand may be supplied to convert the drill to a drtlhng machine.

4.

(b) The 1/2-trich capacity .portable electric drill is a heavy-duty drill/
with geared chuck in which straight-shank twist drills or similar
shanked tools 1/2 inch in diameter or smaller can be mounted. Thts
dral is driven by a universal-type (AC/DC) electric motor and has a
rated capacity of 1/2-inch holes In steel plate and 1-inch holes In
hardwood: The drIll is geared to rotate the chuck spindle at 550
revolutions per Qunute without a load and at 360 revolutions per
minute with full load. Three handles are present on this drill: the
rear handle, the switch handle-and the pipe handle. The rear handle
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and switch handle are extensions of the drill housing and are ijot
removable, but the pipe handle screws into a socket opposite jhe
ewitch handle,and can be removed and repl3ced by a stand if csired.
The stand for this drill consists of a section of pipe with a flan e on
the end by which the drill can be bolted to a surface.

Figure 112. Floor-mounted u lity grinding machine.

(c) The l-inch capacity taper socket portable electric drill is a larger
and heavier version of the two drills previously described, being
capable of drilling a hole 1 inch in diameter in steel. Instead of
mounting drills in a geared drill chuck, this portable electric drill
has a No 2 or No 3 taper socket for chucking twist drills and Similar
tools having taper shanks with tangs. This socket is similar to the ;

drilling machine spindle that requires a drill drift for removing dtills.
Drill sockets, drill sleeves, and drill chucks car. be mounted to the
taper socket of this drill to permit chucking of larger or smaller
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taper-shank tools Aid straight-shank twist drilla arid tgots. A remov-
able ptpe ilancile is located opp,stte the switch handle. The spade-
type h n:.ie at the rear of.the r lacittne can be removed and replaced
by a f ed screw attachment i.1 req,-ired. The drill rotates at 275
revolutions per mt.lute under full load and 350 *revolutions Or minute
with no load.
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Figure 113. Porjble electric drills.
4

(d) The 900 angleportable electlic drill is.desigr4d for working in
confined places where a standard shape drill will not have sufficient
clearance. This drill has a 114-inch capacity in steel and will drill
up to a 1/2-inch hole in hardwood. Drilling speed is 1,-600 revolutions
per minuie under full loa and 2, 500 revolutions per minute without a
load. The universal-typ C/DC) electric motor is controllethby a
paddle-type trigger switch that is operated by squeezing with the fingers
as the hand encircles and supports bhe dase of the drill. A geared
chuck mounts straitht-shak twist drills With I/4-inch shank diameter!
or less., .

(2) Care and safety. (

.w000t evAarl TAM i0131410".
~AWE MURK COLL s. .4

4A P11'. 2446111

(al Lubricate movabte parts before use.

1(b) Tighten drill sufficiently."''

(c) Avoid running drill into table or holding device.
-

(d) Airoid holding work by i:iand.

A

(e) ,Secure protective sigplds before operation.

ki) Do not wear loose clothes that r,-.:ght catch in revolving parts.

OS 424, 4-P95
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c. Drill oress4s. The drill press ts used or:manly for ertlir.ie
and plastic. The most con.rnon types of drill press :na.hines 4?0.1 press.
the floor drill pre3s, and the portable hand drills tn4.t v.e.rc 9ver..I r. the 7..c.lne. para-
graph. These machines are used in conjunction .".ree
keys and the portable drill vise. The oench drill press an-.1 floor dn..' press, art
two types discussed in this paragraph ha e four general parts, base, colur-ln, table, and
head assembly.

.(1) Berich-type drilling machin (fte 114). The bench-type draling.ntachtnes
are used for small drilling operations. They are classified as to 4
the largest drill that the drill chuck 44s,ill holt.. Spindle speed (RPM) is
adjustable through a four-step, cone puly. i""ed is coritrol1e,' )y the .
feed handle and depth of cut is controlled by the use of the de?th ;:zage roc
The table is adjustable vertically permitting work of var,e..is nelehts to be
mounted.

Fi!,..ire 114. Bench-type drilling ma cr.Irtt:.
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.e4(2) Upright drilhng machine (floor-mounted). The floor-Mounted drilling
ma.chines (fig 115) are designed for workpiecestha.t.aie too latte to be
handled on the bench-type machine. The tables on these machines can be
adjusted horizontally, vertically, and tilted. 'The heads can also be raised,
lowered, or swiveled. Models v.,th power feed have several spindle speeds
and automatic feeds.

HEAD MOTOR
V-BECT - PULLEY

SPINDLE
PULLEY
(INSIDE)

e'd
DEPTH GAPE

SPINDLE

DRILL CHUCK MOTOR

FEED HANDLE

COLUMN

TABLE

FEED PEDAL

P.,0- 256620A .

r-tliure 115. Upright drilline machine (floor-mounted).
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d. Hacksawine machine. 'The portate hack3aw oas a A,7 or L.C.
110-volt motor that operates the blade at 115 strokes per min.lte . nine 1-as a
capacity of 3-inch stock and can oper,ate in the norizontai pr eca position ,Tne
of the hacksaw ?lade used with the machine is 10 inches and the ,tngth of c tttr.,_; ,trolce
is 4 inches. The machine will shut off automat:444y when the cut is :i.;:shed rh,s
is used to cut solid steel stockSand other materials such as thin .vaIl brass tu

4

) .1:rktie, v.
A.-

gclk,

SECTION IV. CONC LUSION
z

29. SUMMARY. This lesson has/discussed some of the more c.i.nr.(,n han,:t
by machinists; additionally,- it covered the care and use cf these :ouls. Thus,. ol.r

cf1

..
knowle ge of handtOols has increased and the proficiency ol your shut) onerati,n
enhan ed due to this.increasecl knowledge. The completed jobs t:,at ..yill lezo.u> ,..,u,-
should be of the highest tiva4ty due to correct maintenance su7er..u.sio,:i of the er:u1):1,n.
under your control. You should take pride in your a')./ity to use tools more effici,..tyl . ,

EXERCISE

56. Which statement In relation to machinist's hammers is true'

a. The best general purpose machinist's hammer is the cross-peen harri:..er
b. The flat end of a machinist's hammer is called the face
c. The rounded end of a machinist's hammer is called the claw

57. What type wrench has two jaws that are not parallel'?

a, Adjustable pipe
b. Adjustable single open end
c. Combinati,pn open and box end

58. What type wrench uses interchangeable handles9

a. Box end '-
b. .Open end
c. Socket

4'
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. 59. What type of file should be used to file the gullet between saw teeth?

a. Triangular
b. Pillar
c. Square

u. What type hacr:saw blade is recommended for sawing sheet metal that is thinner than
.:aze and :or thin-walled tubing"

a. 1 lcxibte ,iade with 32 teeth per inch
b. liard blade with ZS teeth per inch
C. Flexible .)lade with I teeth per inch

I. For what purpose is a three- or four-fluted drill bit used'

a. Enlarging cored boles
b. Elongating holes
c. Cuttin.4 holes in soft metal

hen (Attune; sheet metal, which tool does not cause any material to be removed'

a. Acetylene torch
b. Tin shears
L. Drill

,3. Which operation can best be performed by using a cape chisel?

a. Cutting V -grooves 4111.

n. Splitting nuts
c. Cutting keyways

o4. hich is a primary use of the soft-face drift punch'

a. Unseating bolts or pins that are extremely tight
b. Removing boltsoor pins that have been unseated
c. Removing engine wristpins

or,. What tyot: pliers are considered as special purpose pliers?

a. 'Brake spring pliers
Diagonal cutting ohers

4... Shp joint combination pliers

'w<,. Pow is t:11.: S11.1.1 of a standard screwdriver determined?

a. Vackness of blade
Length of blade

c. Width of blade

V.:hich type vise usually has the smallest holding capacity'
,

a, Machinist's bench
Bunch and pipe

c. Clamp base bench

21 6
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68. What is the proper name for the spiral grooves yr. a drill bit '

a. Fluke
b.. Lip

7c. Heel

4- 69. What are round split adjustable dies called"

A

a. Butt On,"
b. Pipe
c. Cap

70. Which level was designed to determine if a plane or surf.Ace is true l.oriliontally and
vertically?

a. Strtclirrg .

b. Master precision
c. Machinist's

71. Which is the correct way for sharpening the point of a scriber"'

a. Place scriber in a vise and sharpen the point slowly wit:. Lilt! special cru,Iscat file
b. Rotate the scriber between the thumb and forehriger,vle .-nuvinz Ole abint ac

Po and forth on an oilstone
c. Place the scriber in a vise and sharpen the point by circl.in it wit., a .-..1,etstune

72. By using keyseat clamps, which rule can be used for laying ocit --oywat
cylindrical surface- of a shaft?

a. Circtimference rule
b. Tape rule
c. Six-inch steel pocket rule

73. What tool facilitates the measuring of angles in relation o the ..ione.ontal oz caL
plane?

a. Combination square set
b. Inside micrometer
c. Firm joint caliper

74. What is one of the most -common use's of a try square')

a. Determining the angle of a lathe Way
b. Determining w.hether sawed eages are +rue
c. Laying out precision angles

75. What tool can be used for the same purpose as a divider )r ciiiber

a. Hook rule
b. Bevel protractor ,
c. Trammel

217
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c

76. is the reading (inches) on the 2o-inch vernier caliper.ln the illustlation below?

a.'I 2, 37;
b.
L. 2..12:-

77. What is the rean.ng (inches))on the o-inch micrometer below?

a.
5.

c.

What.ls a surface gage geri`erally used for"

a. hareness of rriefal
Tranbfer '' ,,,,,,,,,,,,, to work

c. Chec.- thi:.ness crtnetals

7). What Getermines the size of a bench-type drilling machlyle?

'a. Max1:1-pa-n size'drill that the drill chuck will hold
b. Spee,1 rotation of the drill spindle
c. liorsenower of the drill drive motor

-O. Which s\taternent ree.arding a bench grinder wheel is NOT true')

a. As a au nut 4rind work requiring heavy pressure on the side of the wheel
b. A fa,Ilty 2r:nning wheel will givelefi a rihg sound when tapped lightly with a

mallet . A
c. Wear lzu.ii41es even if the arindiniz wheel is fitted with eyeshields-.'

or
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Lesson 5 Vertical Cutting Bandsaw

Credit Hours . . .0ne

Lesson Objective After studying this lesson you will be able to:

1 . Explain the history and development of

.2.11

the vertical bansilsaw machine.

os

f

2.. Describe bandsaw machines as to types,
use, nomenclature, and operation.

3. Describe bandsaw machine accessory
attachments as to types, use, selection,
care, and cleaning.

Text Attached Memorandum

Materials Required None

Suggestions If possible, visit amachine shop and observe
the vertical cutting bandsaw in operation.
Also, pay particular attention to illustrations
provided.

STUDY*GUIDE AND ATTACHED MEMORANDUM
vPrt

I. INTRODUCTION.

a. General. Although the saw blade was developed over 2,000 years ago, Trio
significant deSigns for sawing machines were made until 1803 when a practical design for
a bandsawing machine was patented. This machine, designed by Newberry, had three
wheels arranged in a triangdar pattern updn which the bandsaw blade was driven (fig I).
;the use of this early rachine was hindered by imperfection of suitable continuous blade
bands. In 1846, a Frenchman,amed Perin, devised a satisfactory means for joining the
bandsawThladeends. The Newberry machine as well as otlier sawing machines developed
before the end of the 19t4h century were used for sawing wood only.

b. Metal cutting. Hacksawing machines were developed near the turn of the
century. They proved to be'the first satisfact6Ay mtetal-cutting power-driven saws except
for circular sawblades that had been in uge for parting operations on the milling machine.
The early ilacksawing machines consiSted merely of a mechanism for driving a hacksaw
blade back and.forth. Later, refineme ts were made to,improve the saving action. Devices
were added to these machines to mak the hacksaw blade lift on the retUrn stroke to prevent w"
dulling or snagging of the blade, and djustable weights and counterbalances were added so
that the feed of the machine could be controlled. ,
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Figure, 1. Newberry's bandsawing machine 1803.

c. Bandsaws. The 173 etal cutting bandsawing machine was developed after
the hacksawing machine, although the wood cutring bandsawing machine had been
used for close to a century at that time. Where the hacksawing machine was restricted
to square or angle cutting of stock, thee metal cutting bandsawing machine could per-
form intricate contour cutting of shapes from steel plate.

d. Modern hacksaws.. Later advances to the hacksawing machine design
have not changed the original concept of the machine. The modern hacksawing
Ajustable cutting speeds and stroke lengths.. Some of the newer machines have
borrowed the quick-return mechanism of the shaper ,so that the sawing action can be
increased without increasing the blade speed. The large productiorr-type hacksawing
nlichines have.automatic=feed devices whereby a bar or a number of bars of stock
coin be fed into the,machine, clamped in the vise, and cut autorgatically.

e. Modern handsaws. The-piodern bandsawing machine has variable saw
blade speeds so that any metal, hard- or soft, can be cut successfully. These maChines
incorporate powerjeed devices and are-usually equipped`with a number of accessories
by which filing, polishing, circle cutting, and internal cutting can be performed. The
bandsaw blade ends are butt welded to form a joint that will not interfere with the
sawing of the workpiece. Many metal cutting bandsawing machines contain built-in
butt welders so that blade bands may be formed at the machine.

2. BANDSAWING MACHINES.

a, Descriptidn. Metal cutting bandsaw machines fall into fwo basic cate-
gories, horizontal machines and vertical machines. The vertical bandsawing machine
is the one that is most commonly used (fig 2) On this machine, the blade in its cutting

OS 424, 5-P2
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'position is vertical and it cuts into the side of the stock. The biade rotates on a fixed
track, the idler wheel being mounted above the worktable and the drive wheel being
mounted beneath the worktable. The stock is moved against the blade to make the
cut. On the horizontal bandsawing machine, the bandsaw blade in its cutting position
is horizontal and cuts downward intethe stock. The drive and idler wheels are
positioned lengthwise on the sawing machine frame which pivots from a corner of the
sawing machine bed, With,th6 horizontahmachine, the stock,is fixed rigidly in a vise
to the bed of the mSchine, and the bed is fed downward into the workpiece. The
horizontal bandsawing machine is used primarily for cuttfng stock to length, either
at right angles or to any desired miter angle,. The vertical machine is more versatile
and can be used for contour cutting, filing, and polishing, as welt as simple cuttizig
of stoCk.

.7 7

""7-1.171'

).1 I 121

Figure '2,

,

!I

RA PO 22344

Metal .cutting bandsawing machine.
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b. Metal cutting bandsawing machine. The metal cutting bandaawing
machine (fig. 2) is a vertical machine. Being much more common than horizontal
machines, vertical bandsawing machinds are usually identified as "bandsawing
machines" without using the word "vertical" in their descriptfOris. The machine
illustrated in figure 2 is driven by a 3/4-horsepower electric motor through a belt
transmission which permits adjustable blade speeds from 50 feet per minute to 1,500 .

feet per minute, although other bandsawing machines have speed ranges up to Z. GOO
feet per Minute. The table may be tilted front-to-back or sideways to cut mitered
edges. The metal cutting bandsawing machine does not require preformed 1,.z.n6aw
blade bands. An electric butt welder and grinding wheel are built into the sawing
machine column. The welder is used to weld a length of blade into a continuous band,
and the grinding wheel is used to remove beads caused y the welding. Since the
machine can weld its own blade bansis, internal cutting is possible. In this case the .

blade is inserted through a hole cut in the workpiece and then the blade is welded into
a band and mounted to the machine. After cutting the internal shape in the piece, the

'band is cut so that it can be removed. An attachment for the metal cutting handsawing
machine twists the bandsaw blade 30° or 90° so that stock which normally could not
be cut because of insufficient cleara'nce of the sawing machine column can be success-
fully cut. Other attachments permit the use of band files and polishing bands in
place of the bandsaw blade. Adjustable guides for holding and feeding workpieces are
also provided. The machine has apnwer feed Mechanism operated by counterweights.
Forced air`for cooling and chip removal is supplied by an air pump in the base of the
machine.

,

3. BANDSAW BLADES.

a. General. Bandsaw b 1,des are manufactured in two forms. They are
supplied In rolls of 50 to 400 feet for use on machines that have butt welders for
forming their own blade bands and are also supplied in continuous welded bands in.
standard sizes for Machines having no provisions for welding blade bands.

b. Materials. Bandsaw blades are made from special alloy steels. The
blades are made flexible by annealing tHe body of the blade and, hardening only the
teetH. Most metal cutting bandsaw blades are not.capable of being sharpened but
there are some coarse t6oth blades commercially available which are made of
Swedish steel and have coarser teeth than ugual which can be resharpened like wood-.
cutting bandsaw blades.

c. Setting of teeth. Metal cutting bandsaw blades haVe their teeth set to
produce a kerf, or cut, slightly wider tha.n the thickness of the blade to prevent the
blade ff'om being pinched'by,the stock. The setting of the teeth for most bandsaw
blades is called the raker setting. Raker tooth blades have one tooth bpnt over to
the right, the next tooth bent over to the left, and the third tooth set straight (fig. 3).
This pattern is especially suitable to-blades that cut at high speeds.

d. Pitch of teeth: The pitch of bandsaw blade teeth (fig. a) is the number
of teeth per lineat inch of the blade. For example, if a blade has 14 t.p.i (teeth per
inch), it has a pitch of 14, or it may be stated as bemg a 14:-pitch blade. -Metal
cutting bandsaw blades range from 6 to 32 teeth per inch;the finer tooth blades being
used for sawinethin stock, arid the coarse tooth blades tieipg used for sawing large
itock andpsoft metals.

2?2
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Figure 3. Characteristics of handsaw blades.

e. Selection of bandsaw blades.

(1) Bandsaw_blades are selected accordinglo the type of material to be
cut, the thickness of the material to be cut, and the sawing operation
to be performed.

(2)

(3)

Soft or gummy materials and thick stock require coarse tooth blades
to provide adequate chip clearance. Hard materials generally
require finer tooth blades. Fine tooth blades aire alsti Aecessavr
if a good finish is desired.

Two or three teeth of the handsaw blade must,be in contact with the
workpiece at all times to prevent chatter and shearing off of teeth
(fig: 4). Therefore, fine tooth blades are used to cut sheet metal
and tubing. If sheet metal is too thin to meet this requirement with
the finest tooth blade available, the metal should first be mounted
on plywood. fiber, or thicker metal to stiffen it.

SHEET STOCx

nainG *USING

SHEET STOCX

meolaitECT PITC14
COARX PITDI 3TRA00115
SECTION,STINTW4 MTH

CORRECT PITC4I

Tsv oft mon
TIESH ON SECT1011

po 86543

Figure 4. Correct and incorrect pitch.
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(4) Table I is provided as a guide in selecting the proper pitch bandsaw
blade for different metals and metal thicknesses. If the stock is
exceptionally large, coarser tooth blades than those recommended
for solid stock mai

TABLE I. SELECTION OF BANDSAW BLAbES

Material
-

Bandsaw
blade
(tpi)

Material
_ .

Bandsaw
blade
(tpi)

Sheet metal,
inch thick

under 1/8
24-32

Solid stock 1Continued
Steel, alloy 12:14

Sheet metal,
inch thick

over 1/8
18

St.eel, high-speed . . .

Steel, machine
12-14
10-14

Solid stock:1 Steel, stainless . . . . . 12-14
Aluminum . 6-10 Steel, tool . '. . . .. . . . 12-14
Brass ... . 10-12 'Tubing, under 1/8-inch
Bronze 12-14 wall thickness 24-32
Cast iron 10 - 12 Tubing, over 1/8-inch
Copper . 10-12 wall thickness 18

1Two or More-teeth must contact the workpiece at all.times to prevent shearing
' of the blade ieeth. If the recommended pitch for solici stock faiks to meet this re-

quirement, a blade with finer pitch must be selected.

(5) For straight sawing, the widest blade available of the proper pitch
should be used. Narrower blades are required for contour sawing

, to prevent the body of the blade from rubbing the sides of the cut
when cutting sharp curves. When curves or radii are to be cut on
the bandsawing machine, the widest blade adaptable to the sharpest
radius ,to be cut should be used. Narrow blades are much more

-easily broken than wide blades and should be used only where
necessary. Table II lists blade sizes which can be used for cutting
different size radii.

TABLE II. BANDSAWING RADIUS GUIDE

'Radius to be cut (in.)

Width of
bandsaw
blade to
use 1 (in.)

.

.

,

Radius to be cut (in.)
--

. ,

Width of
bandsaw .
blade to
use1 (in.)

. ,

2-1/2 and-larger
1-7/114 to 2-7/16. . . .,

1 tb 1-3/8 . . . ..

.

1/2
3/8
5/16

.

5/8 to 15/16. . . . .

5/16 to 9/16
1/8 to 1/4

1/4
3/ 16
lik

_
1'

1If the proper size blade for the radius to be cut is not available, the neXt size
narrower blade should be used
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1. Bandsaw blade wear.

(1) Bandsaw blades become dull naturally from prOlonged use, but some
conditions promote greater than normal wear on the blades. Blades
dial quickly if used at too higli a speed for the material being cut.
Also, if the material to be cut is too hard for the pitch of the blade,
abnormal wear will result. This can be caused by hard spots in
cast iron or welded metal and usually can be anticipated so that the
operator can reduce the feed. Rubber and some fibers or plastics
contain abrasiye material that will dull saw blades regardless-of
the sawing speed and feed. Prematur.e blade dulling often occurs

-from using too fine a pitch blade and from feeding too heavily.

(2) The following symptoms indicate a dull bandsaw blade and when
noticed, the blade should be replaced.

(a.) The bandsaw blade cuts slowly or not at all when the workpiece
is fed by hand.

(b) The teeth of the. blade are bright on the cutting edge.

(c) It becomes difficult tcaollow a line; the blade forces to one
side or the other.

(d) The chips cut by the bandsaw blade are granular on metals
other than cast iron which always produces granular chips.

(e) With the machine stopped', or the bandsaw blade removed from
the machine, run a finger slowly over the teeth in the cutting
direction. Sharp edges ciiinot be felt.

4. FILE BANDS.

16A. General. Th4neta1 cutting wal2dsawing machine is adapted for filing
operat ns by use of the band file attachment. A band file is then fitted over the
drive and idler wheels in place of the bandsaw blade. Band file's (fig. 5) consist pf
many interlocking file segments that are riveted to flexible steel bands. These bands
are attached to-each other, end to end, tO form a continuous band. The file segments
are attached to steel bands in such a manner that they form a continuous filing sur-
face when held in a straight line, but separate from each other as they move about
the idler apd drive wheels: The band file attachment provides a support behind the file
above the table so that the band file cannot be forced backward by the pressure of the
workpiece as it is filed.

b. Cut of file teeth.
-

(1) Most files are classed as single-cut or double-cut files according
'to the kind of teeth. Single-cut files have rows of parallel teeth
extending across the face of the file at an angle. Double-cut files
have two rows of parallel teeth which cross each other. The first
row, usually cut at about a 450 angle, is coarser and deeper than
the Second row which is generally cut at an angle of from 700 to
130°. Band files are always of the double-cut type.
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Figure 5. Band rile.

(2) Double-cut files of medium pitch are called bastard-cut files. These
files usually have between 12 and 24 teeth per inch. Bastard-cut
band files are commonly us-ed for filing of steel and other hard
metals on the'bandsawing machine.

(3) Short angle-cut files are double-cut files in which the two rows of
teeth have been cut at shorter angles than those of the bastard-tut
file. Short angle-c4t files are usually of coarse pitch having 10 or
11 teeth per inch. Short angle-cut band files are commonly used
for filing soft metals on the bandsawing machine.

c. Band file shapes. Band files are manufactured in flat and oval shapes.
Flat band files are used for the majority of filing jobs. Oval band files have a curved
face and are used for filing inside curves and contours. Band files of`the flat and
oVal dhaPes are made in widths of 1/4, 3/8, and 1/2 inch.

,

d. Selection of band files.

(1) Band files shoirld be chosen on the basis of workpiece thickness and
kind of material to be filed.

(2) ,In general, as the workpiece becomes.thicker, the file should be
more coarse. This is due to a larger total chip accumulated from
thick pieces, thus requiring additional space for the chips between
the teeth. On thin sheet metal, a fine pitch file is required to pre-
vent chatter".

(3) Narrower fine pitch files should be used for tough carbon and alloy
steels; wider and coarser pitch files should Ibe used for softer*,
more free-cutting materials such as cast iron and nonferrous metals.

(4) Table III is provided to aid in selecting the proper file for specific
materials. If 'sheet metal is to be filed, a finer tooth file should
be use& if necessary to reduce chatter and to produce a better
finish ozi the workpiece.

2 96 OS 424, 5-P8
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TABLE UI. SELECTION OF BAND FILES

Material
Band file

.
Cut of teeth

.

Teeth per
inch

Alurninum Short angle-,or bastard-cut . . . . 10- 12
Brass Short angle- or bastard-cut . . . . 10 - 12
Bronze Short angle- or bastard-cut . . . .. 10 -12
Cast iron .. Short angle- or bastard-cut . . . . 10-12
Copper Short angle- or bastard-cut . . . . 10 - 12
Fiber Short-angle- or bastard-cut . . . . 10- 12
Magnesium Short angle- or bastard-cut . . . . 10 - 12
Steel, alloy Bastard-cut 14-24
Steel, machine . . . . .13a stard - cut . .14- 16
Steel, tool .. Bastard-cut 14-24

Care and cleaning of band files.

(1) The particles of metal removed by the file often lodges in the file
teeth, reducing the cutting efficiency of the,file and affecting the
quality of the finish. If hard metal particles are-thus lodged, the
workpiece may be scratched by these particles.

(2) When steel is to be filed, chalk can be rubbed into the file before
starting. This chalk will reduce the tendency for hard particles to
adhere to the file.

(3) Clean the file often using a stiff brush or a file card. The brush
should be moved in the direction of each cut of the file to dislodge
all particles between the teeth.

5. POLISHING BANDS.

a. General. Polishing operations can be performed on the metal cutting
bandsawing machine upon installation of the polishing attachment and substitution of
a polishing band for the bandsaw blade. The polishing band is usually 1 inch wide
and has a heavy fabric backing.

b. Types. Polishing bands for bandsawing machines are usually suppiied
in three grain sizes of aluminum-oxide abrasive: No 50 grain (medium) for light
grinding operations, No 80 giqin (medium-fine) for coarse polishing operations,
and No 120 or No 150 grain (fine) for fine polishing operations. These are pre-
formed in conttnuous bands and in the appropriate.sizes to fit the machine.

c. Selection. Polishing bandp should be selected according to the particular
job to be performed. For general removal of toolmarks and smoothing of edges, the
No 50 !grain polishing band should be used. This band will remove small amounts of
metal by grinding and is not in the true sense of the word a polishing band. When
finer grain polishing bands are used on the banasawing machine, qoft metals like
aluminum or castiron should not be polished, or the band will quickly fill \with metal
particles and reduce the cutting action of the polishing band.'

'OS 424, 5-P9
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Figure 11. Sawing operation using the screw feed-device.

7. FEEDS AND SPEEDS FOR BANDSAWING.

a. General. The cutting speed of a bandsawing machine is the speed of the
bandsaw blade as it passes the iable, measured in feet per minute. The feed of
horizontal bandsawing machines is the downward movement or pressure applied to
the material being cut by the bandsaw blade. The feed of (vertical) bandsawing
machines is the pressure applied to the bandsaw blade by the material being cut.

. b. Bandsawing speeds.

(1) Proper bandsawing speeds are important in conserving banelsaw
blades. Too great a speed for the material being cut will cause
abnormally rapid blade wear, while too slow a Speed will result
in inefficient production.

(2) Most rhetal cutting bandsawing machines have several cutting speeds
'which can be selected. Since the diameter of the drive wheel of
the bandsawing machine establishes a fixed ratio between the motor
or transmission speed in revolutions per minute to the blade speed

ThIet per minute, it is not necessary to convert revolutions per
5

4b.

(2d,
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(3)

(

minute into feet per minute as with most other machine tool opera-
tions. The speeds are identified in feet per minute on the sawing
machine speed zelector .controls. Some machines have a speed
indicator with which catreful checks may be made of sawing speeds
when the machine is operating with or without a load.

7M2Ls

In general, the folloviing principlesaiply_to speeds of bandsaw
blades. -

(a) The harder the material, the slower the speed; convers_
the softer the material, the faster the speed.

The tougher or more fibrous the material, the slower.the speed.

) The faster the speed, the finer is the finish produced on the
'cut surfaces. This principle applies to light feeds in con-
'unction with fast speeds.

q.

) ' Refe
ate
ate

i
to table IV for recommended sawing speeds for different
ials. Generally the faster speeds should:be us-ed for thin
ial and the slower speeds should be used for thick material.

TABLE IV. BANDSAWING SPEEDS
,

Material
Bandsawing

speed
(f.p.m.)

.

Material
Bandsawing

speed
(f.p.m.)

Aluminum 200-to 2, 000 Rubber, hard
,
150 to 250

Bakelite 200 to 900 Steel, alloy 50 to 100
Brass, soft . . . ., . 175 to 300 Steele high carbon . . . . 50 to 100
Brass, hard 75 to 150 . Steel, high-speed . . . . 50 to 90
Brass, sheets 20.0 to 900 Steel, machine .. 75 to 175
Bronze . . . . 75 to 150 Steel, sheet . . 150 io 200
Cast iron . . 50 to 100 Steel, stainless 50 to 75
Copper - .. 135 to 175 Steel, tool . 50 to 150
Monel metal 50 to 100

8. (VERTICAL) BANDSAWING MACHINE OPERATION.
._

. - a. Straight-line sawing is performed on the metal cutting bandsawing
machine by using one or a combination of several mechanisms or attachments....
These include the miter guide attachment with or without power feed, the screw
feed device with or without the work holding jaw device, the work holding jaw
device with power feed, and the angular blade guide attachment. .

(1) The miter guide attachment on some machines, can be connected to
the power feed mechanism and on others must be fed by hand. The
workpiece is clamped or hand-held against the miter guide attach-
rnent and the workpiece and attachment are moved against the band-
paw blade. The miter guide assembly moves on a track parallel to
the blade, thereby assuring a straight-line cut.

, 1 ,
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used for straight-line sawing with power feed.

(4) The angular blade guide attachment is tsed for straight-line sawini,

when the wOrkpiece cannot be cut in the normal manner because it
is too large or too long to clear the column of the bandsawing
machine frame. When the angular.blade guide attachment is used,

the piece must be guided and fed by hand..

b. A typical exa e of a straight-line sawing operation is outlined below.

(1) Select a ban,dsaw blade of the desired pitch for the nature of material

to be cut. -The blade should:be as wide as possible for straight-line

sawing.

(2)

(3)

r-
(4) Start the bandsawing Machine and feed the workpiece lightly into

the blade to start the cut. Once the cut is started, the feed can be

increased. If feed is by land, the pressuie applied to the work-

piece by the operator can be varied to fincl the best cutting conditions%

Set the -desired sl:4ed on the bandsaAving machine.

Position the workpiece at the desiked angle in one of the bandsawing

machine attachments and connect the cable to the power feed
mechanism if power feed is to be used.

232
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9. COOLANT.
. ,

.a. The sawing machines Used in the Army are usually dry-cutting machines;.
that is, .they are not intended for use with liquid cutting oils.

b. The metal cutting (vertical) bandsawing maatines contain air Pumps and
hoses through which a jet of air is directed agaihst the bandsaw blade and workpiece.
The air acts as both a coolant and as a means of removing chips from the cutting area.
The nozzle of the arr.hose should alway'l-be directed at the contact area of the blade
and workpiece.

10. SPECIAL OPERATIONS ON SAWING MACHINES. )

a. Band filing.

(1) General. Filing operations are performed on the metal cutting
bandsawing Machine using a band file and the band file attachment.
As with sawing operation, the quality of filing and the economical
wear of the band file depend upon proper selection of files and,filing
speeds for different maferials and conditions.

(2) Band filing speed. Band files should be run at rela,tively 'slow speeds
as, compared to speedsused for bandsawing. Tablt V lists recom-
mended filing speeds for band filing. Note that,"in general, the
slower speeds'are used for filing harder metals and faster speeds
are used for filing softer metals.

(3) Band filing feedg. Work presstire on the band file sho'Uld not be
excessive. A_mediurri amount of pressure applied against the band
file moving at the proper speed ,W1 produce curled chipi which
will not clog the file. Heavy pressure will cause clogging and can
cause breaking of the file or stalling of the machine. A light
pressure should be used for finish filing, With a slow sideways
motion that will not leave vertical 'file marks on the workpiece,

TABLEQI. BAND FILING SPEEDS
,

-,
Material

0

.

,

'Band filing
speed

(f. P. m )

'
Material

Band -filing
speed

(f. p. m. )

Aluminum 75.to 175 Fili'er .

.

115 to 175
Brass .. 115 to 260' Magnesium 75 to 175
Bronze . . . 75 to 115 . Steel, alloy . . 50 to 115
Cast iron ,. . . 50 to'315 Steel, machine . . . . . 75 to 175
Copper .. 115 to 260 "Steel, tool . 50 to 75

I

b. Polishing.

(1)
'

General. Polishing bands and a polishing attachment are provided
"SN,i,e1ewith .the metal cutting bandsawing machine so that lig t ng,

operations can be performed. The polishing bands are ,ended
primarilrfor the removal of saw maTks on the cut edges of the
workpiece.

,233
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(2) Polishing speeds.. Polishing bands should be moved at speeds between
75 and 260 feet per minute, the faster speeds beIng used for softer

materia1s and the slower speeds being used for harder materials.

(3') Polishing feeds_.__Yeeds should.be light for polishing operations. Use a
slow sideways motion so that the polishing band will leave no marks on
the workpiece. If the band does not remcivi the toolmarks quickly,
.change to a coarser polishing band. ."

1 1 . SUMMATCY. The histOry; development, and types of metal, cutting bandsawing
machines have been discusied. You have learned the proper method of selecting blades,
proper s eeds to be used, and symptoms of dull blades. Polishing and filing with the
mdtal cu band.saw machines were alio discussed. The knowlejige you have learned

:'froms this on*ill improve yoUr efficiency as well as the.efficienzy of your shop.
.

EXERCISE4

81. What operation has to be perforMed after an internal cut has been completed?

a. Cut saw blade
b. Twist band out of cut
c. Raise 'column -

82. What cools the workptece during the cutting operation?

a. Turpentine
b. Kerosene
.c. Air

83. What-type bandsaw teeth can be resharpened?

a. COars e
b. Medium fine
c. Medium

,84. What type seteineis used on most metikl cutting bindsaw blades"

a. Negative2
b. 'Positive
c. Raker

85. What pitch is BEST suited for cutting 1/32-inch sheet metal stock?

a. 32
b. 16
c. 12

It*
86. What width bandsaw blade (inches) should be used to cut a 5/16 to 9," lt; radius?

a. .5/16
b. 1/4
c . 3/16

234
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87. Which chara.cteristic is the same for all bandsaw files?
--

a. Single-cut
b. ' Double-cut
c. Bastard-cut

88. Why should a coarse file be used on thick stock?

a. Prevents chatter of the workpiece
b. Covers more area in a shOrter time
c. Allows for chip accumulation

89. When steel is to be fired, which subitance rubbed into the file will reduce the
tendency of hard.particles to adhere to it?

-

a. Chalk
b. Light oil
c. Turpentine

90. What handsaw speed (FPM) should be*used for cutting soft brass?,

a. 50-75
b. .75-150

175-300

235
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CORILESPONDENCE C.OURSE
Of,tf.ir

US ARMY OR:DNA.NCE

CENTER. AND. SCHOOL

LESSON ASSIGN-MENT SHEET

Ordnance Stibcourse No 424 . . .Machine Shop Practice

Lesson-6* Skia F

Credit Hems One

Lesson Objective Alier Studying this lesson you will be' able to:

1. Discuss shapers as to history, types,
use, nomenclature, capabilkils, and
operation. -

2. Discuss shaper accessory attachments
to include cutting tools, cutting tool
holdex-s, Swivel vise, rotary table, and .
indexing fixture as to types, use, and

- mountings.
1140

3. Explain various simper functions such as
setting cutting speeds and .Strokes, hori-
zontal planing. angular planing, internal
slotting, and planing irregular surfaces.

Text Attachea Memorandum

Materials Required Nene

Suggestions Visit an industrial plant or technical or voca-
tional high school and observe a shaper in

v . operation.

STUDY GUIDE AND ATa'ACHED MEMORANDUM

1. INTRODUCTION.

a, ,General, Shapers and planers were developed during the early part of the
19th century to do the work of the hammer and chisel in producing flat surfaces on work-
pieces. Between 1.814 and 1825 several independent inventors in England constructed
planers, Riaard Roberts and Richard Platt were two of these in.ventors. Roberts
machine (fig 1), constructed in 1817, had a chain-drive worktable which was reciprocated
manually through a crank at the side of the machine. The cutting tool was fixed to a cross
slide supported above the worktable on upright columns projecting from the bed of the frame
of the machine. Another planer of the period, perhaps the predecessor of the shaper, was
a sturdy wall-mounted machine where the workpiece remained stationary and the cutting
tool and toolhead moved across the workpiece on a track fixed to a brick wall.

. .

,
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Figure 1. Robert's planer-1817.
N3

b. The steel ern.). The first shaper was invented by James Nasmyth in 1836-and

featured a reciprocating arm that carried the cuttIng tool over a fixed workpiace to make

the cut. T.his machine tool was referred to at that time as "Nasmyth's Steel Arm."

c. Development. Joseph Whitworth_of England, a brilliarA inventor Who, was the

founder'of methods of precision in the working of metals, made major improvements to the

early shapers and planers before 1850. He developed a quick-returri reciprocating action

for the shaper and planer b hich the shaper ram and the planer worktable would spelt' up

on their return strokes, thks shortening the time required for shaping or planing operations.
Before this time, experimen al planers had been fitted with double to !heads which would

cut on both the forward and b ckward strokes. This method did, not p ove Practical.
Another improvement of td period was the enlarging of-the planer bed. On the- first planer,

the wOrktable invariably overhung each end of the bed at the end of each stroke. The over-
hang cause he worktable to spring downward under pressure from the cutting tool, therebyft
decreasin the accuracy of the cut. The early chain-drive from the planer worktable was

replaced by a rack and.pinion, the rack being fixed to the underside of the worktable. Arr

Arherican, Sellers, drove the rack by Oworm which was positioned diagonally across the

planer bed. This-driving device is still in use today.

d. Imyrovements. Improvements to shapers and planers since '1900 have been
chiefly engineering design advances to iihprove the rigidity of the machine tool, increase
the accuracy of operation, and make the machines more versatile and more automatic.
The spur 'gears used to drive the racks of planers were replacea by helical tooth gears
which drive the planers much more smoothly. On large-planers and shapers, the introduc-'
don of hydraulic cylinders to operate the worktable or ram further improved the smoothness
of operation'and provided much wider range of cutting speeds. The development of carbide -

tipped cutting tools allowed a further increase in production from heavy-duty planers whicli

perform sbme of the largest'metal cutting operations today.

237
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2. SHAPERS,

a. Purpose. Shapers are machine tools used principally for the<oduction of
flat and angular surfaces on metal workpieces. Shapers are restricted to the machining
of small and medium size workpieces.

b. Operation. The shaper uses a reciprocating ram to push and pull,the single-
,edge &Ater bit across 'the face of the workpiece. The faro, on all shapers, except
speciahzed shapers, moves in a horizontal direetion. The cutting action of the cutter bit
is on the forward sfroke of the ram, which is delivered at a slower speed than the return
stroke. The workpiece, which.is mounted.to the shaper tibfe; moves sideways after each
forward 4troke of the' ram to aline the workpieee for the next cut. The size of a,shaper
is designated by the maximum lensth of its srroke; thus, a 16-inch 'shaper will machine
workpiece5-4 to 167-Inches in length.

3: TYPES OF SHAPERS, ',
. . .

a. Gene'ral. ."rirlts4 mmon shapers in uSe are the horizontal shapers ns-
which the, ram moves back and fortfichorizontally on the- top of the s.haper column. Most
horizontal shaiets h a'i.'re iiiiiers.:-crank drive mechanism or a hydraulic drive Mechanism.
In crank-driven horizontal shapers, the.c.rank drive mechanism is used to change rotary
motion to reciprocating motion, A large gear, called a -hull gear, receives a rotary
motion from the ilectric motor. A crankpin, mounted eccentrically to the bull gear,
drives a rocker arm' back and forth as the bull gear rotates. The rocker arm, pivottirg
from the shaper base drives the ram back and forth. With hydraulic horizontal shapers,
the.ram is moved back and forth by a piston moving in a cylinder under the ram. Oil -

pressure in the cylinder is controlled to act first against one side of the piston and then
against the other side to give the ram a positive drive..

b. Ben ch-mounted horizontal metal cutting shaper. The bench-mounted hori-
zontal metal cutting shaper (fig Z) has a crank-driven ram with a maximum stroke of
7 inches. The shaper is powered by a 1/3 horsepower electric motor which is connected
to the bull gear by V-belts and pulleys. The drive pulles V-belt can be shifted to give
speeds ranging from 40 to 180 strokes per rninu.te. The stroke can be adjusted to any
length up to 7 inches, and the ram can beadjusted in relation to the shaper table for
centering the stroke over the workpiece. The crossrail, located across the front of the
shaper frame, supports the shaper table and permits lateral and vertical movement of
the table. Workpieces can be mounted directly to the shaper table or held in a swivel
vise, shapervro14.2/ table, or indexing fixture attached to the shaper table.

,
4. SH ER CUTTING TOOLS.

a. General. The single-edge cutting toots used for shaper work are called
cutter bits and are similar to the cutter bits used for lathe cutting. Shaper cutier bits
are made of high-speed steel or may consist of a mild steel shank with an inserted
carbide or high-speed steel tip. Interchangeable Cutter bits ground for different cutting
operations are easily fastened to the shaper toolpost or 'to a cutter bit toolholder. The
cutter bit may be mounted at different angles depending on the nature of the cutting
ope ration.

.23
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Figure 2. Bench-mounted horizontal metal cutting shaper.

b. Types of shaper cutter- bits: In general, shaper cutter bits are identified
as roughing or finishing tools. Finishing cutter bits usually contaih sharp corners
so that the, tool can be fed into the angles of dovetails or used to finish the inside
angles of shoulders where a radius or _fillet is notdesired; These finishing cutter
bits are not.suitable for the heavy cutting required of roughing cutter bits because
their sharp cutting radii will dull or teeak off easily. Roughing cutter hits have
rounded corners to distribute the force of the cut over a wider area, and can there-'
fore be used with heavy feeds and deep cuts.

-

(1) Rouhdnose roughing cutter bit. The roundnose roughing cutter hit
(fig 3) is used for general purpose roughing cuts with either right-
hand or left-hand feed. This cutter bit usually contains no back rake
or sid'e rake, The roundnose roughing cutter bit is used mo'stly for
light roughing on cast iron workpieces. A narrow roundnose rough-
ing cutter bit (fig 4) is often used for miscellaneous roughing
operations on small workpieces and for groove cutting.

(2) Left- and right-hand roughing cutter bits.

(a) The left-hand roughing cutter bit (fig 3) is used for the
majority of roughing operations on'cast iron and-steel work-
pieces. This cutte'r bit is capable of heavy feeds and deep
cuts. The cutter bit is supported vertically in the cUtting tool-
holder for surface cuts and is offset at an angle for down
cutting operations. No back rake is .given to the left-hand
roughing cutter bit, but the side rake may be as great as 15°

or 200 for soft metals so that the heavy chip produced will
curl and break.at short intervals.

(b) The right-hand roughing cutter bit (fig 4) is ground like the
left-hand roughing cutter bit ((a) above) only in reverse. This

cutter bit is intended for roughing cuts from left to right when
the normal right-to-left cutting procedure is impractical.

239
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'
(3) 4,2eft- and ri ht=hahin cut' ter bits.

..--
(4.YerRik left-hand bottom roughing cutter bit (fig 4) is similar to

the roundnose roughing cutter bit ((1) above) in shape, but is
ground with about 100 of positive back rake and with varying
amounts of side rake to diregt the chips away from the work-
piece surface. This cutter bit is designed primarily for very
heavy roughing operations on machine steel workpieces.

(b) The right-hand bottom roughing cutter liits(fig 4) is ground
like the left-hand bottom roughing cutter bit ((a) above) only
in reverse. This cutter bit is used in- place of the left-hand
bottOm roughing cutter bit when left-to-right feed is desired.

(4) Angle roughing cutter bit (fig 3). The left- and right-hand angle
roughing cutter bits are used to rough cut dovetails and similar
conformations where the cutter bit must be-fed into the work-,
piece at an angle. The left-hand tool cuts to the left and the right-
hand tool cuts to the right: In the machining of dovetails, 'the shape
is roughed out with this tool and -followed with a left- or right-hand
anile finishing cutter bit ((7) below).

4(5) Broad finishing cutter bitfleig 3 a d . The broad finishing
cutter bit has a flat tip and slightly recessed sides to provide
necessary clearance. This cutter bit is used to finish flat sur-
faces, usually being operated-with a shallow depth of cut and a heavy
feed. The broad finishing cutter bit,is well suited for finishing the
hOttom and sideof shoulder cuts, keyways, ana wide grocKres.

(6) Side finishing cutter bit (fig 3). The side finishing cutter bit ,may
be either,right-hand or left-hand and is used for finishing vertical
cuts. 'Since this cutter bit has two cutting edges, small horizontal
shoulders or surfaces may be finished with this cutter bit in order
to avoid changing-tools.

.(7) Angle finishing cutter bit (fig 3). The angle finishing cutter bit is
'supplied in both right-hand and left-hand types and is used to finish
dovetails or' other similar shapes after roughing. Usually the tool
is first fed laterally to finish the bottom of the cut, and then fed
downward at an angle to finish the angular side of the cut.

(8). Inside keyway cutter bit (fig 4). The inside keyway cutter bit 4

differs badically_from the cutter bits described above,in that it is
formed from a round shank rp.ther than a square shank. Mounted
in an appropriate cutting toolholder, this cutter bit may be used for
cutting keyways and splines in.workpiece bores. This cutter bit
can be ground to various widths.

c. Clearance and rake angles. The nomenclature used for shaper cutter
bits is the same as that for lathe .cutter bits, and the elements of the cutter bit, such,

as clearance and rake angles, are in the same relative positions as shown in fiiu're 5.
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Figure 5. Terms applied to single-point cutter bits.

(1) Less end clearance (clearance at the heel of the cutter bit) is re-
quired for shaper cutter bits than for lathe cutter bits. ,

(2) Cutter'bits designed for roughing operations with the shaper are
often ground without back ra:se d with a large side rake angle.
This design generally redu as t tendency of the cutter bit to
chatter.

(3) Table I lists clearance and rake angles commonly used for the
machining of different materials with the shaper.

TABLE I. CLEARANCE AND RAKE ANGLES FOR
SHAPER AND PLANER CUTTER BITS

Mstanid

%limn=

Brass

Bronz

Cast iron

Copper

'Mrigntsnim

51ond metal

'gee!. hard

ste.1:An(t

ery hard

L__

I Omen.»
St.k. dear.
4ncr angle

Oleg )

Era! elm.
trice mak

(41ti )

Back rike
=ale
Ilea )

'
T Roughing 6-9 2-5 2-8_

Finwheng 2-
Roughing 5-9 2-5 2-F
Finishing o 2-5 14-22
Roughing 5-9 2-5 2-8
Finishing 0 2-5 14-22
Roughing 2-5 2-8
Finishing 0 2-5 6-10
Roughmg 3-9 2-5 2-10
Fimshmg o 2-5 8
Roughing 6-10 2-5 0-5
Finishing ' 0 2-5 10-15
Roughing 5-9 2-5 0-4
Finishing 2-5 14-22
Ronghing 5-9 2-5 0-6
Finishing 0. 2-45 8-14
Roughing 5-9 2-5 0-8
Finishing 0 2-5 14-22
Roughing 5-9 2-5 0-5
Finrtiing 0 2-5 5-10

I 514 ake
az);Ie

,

,016:-22
16-22
4-10

0
'4-10

0
14

0
16-20
16-20

3-5
0

10-14
0

'10-14
0

14-22
0

5-10
.
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d. Grinding of shaper cutter bitr.---A-s-witirall-cutting-tools used
for machrning, shaper cutter bits should be kept sharp for efficiency of operation
and quality oi machined surfaces. A dull cutter bit overworks the machine tool, k
cuts slowly, and produces a poor finish. Shaper cutter bits are ground off-hand on
utility grinding machines. If should be remembered that high-speed steel cutter
bits must be ground dry;--dippingthese tools in water when hot will craCk the cutting
edge. After grinding, the cutting edge of the cutter bit should ,be carefully honed
with an oilstone to produce a smooth edge. This pra.ctice will increase the life of
the cutting edge as well as making possible smoother cut.

e. Mounting of shaper cutter bits. Cutter bits for shapers are usually
mounted in cutting toolholders whickare secnred to a toolpost (fig 2) on'the.clapper
block of the machine. The cutting toolhofders are made in different shapes, some
designed to support the cutter bit at an offset angle, and other.s.designed tohold the
cutter bit at a variety of different angles.

5. CUTTING TOOLHOLDERS.,

a. General.

(1) Various types of cutting toolholders are available for securing
shaper cutter bils to the machine tool. 1These cutting toolholders
are usually 'forged steel bars containing an opening into which the
cutter bit is positioned and locked in place 'by means of a setscrew
or bolt.

(2)

(3.)

The cutting.toolholder mounts to the toolpost (fig 2) projecting
forward from the shaper clapper block.

The common types ofcutting toolholders for" shaper use are the
straight shank cutting toolholder, the right- and left-hand offset
cutting toolholders, the swivel head cutting toolholder (fig 6),
and the extension bar cutting toolholder (fig 6).

b. Straight-shank cutting toolholder. The straight-shank cutting toolholder
is similar to the straight-shank cutting toolholder used with the lathe, the major
difference being that this cuttinitoqlholder is larger and supports the cutter bit on a
line parallel to the axis of the s.:nk, while the similar rathe cutting toolholder sup-,
ports the bit at an upward angle. 'The straight-shank cutting toolholder is supplied
in different sizes, each intended forwupRorting one sizeof cutter bit.

c. Olfset cutting toolholders. The offset cutting toolholders are supplied
with right-hand or left-hand offset angles for supporting-the cutter bit at an angle for
different shaper operations. These toolholders,differ frpm the right- and left-hand
offset cutting toolholders used with the lathe in that they are generally larger and
the cutter bit remains vertical although offset to the left or right. With the corre-
sponding lathe toolholder, the cutter bit is offset vertically as well as laterally.

d. Swivel head cutting toolholder. The swivel head cutting holder (fig 6)

is a po'wurar toolholaer because a cutter bit can be mounted in it ir. several different
radial positions. Zhis feature allows it to be used as a straight shank holder or a
right-hand or left-hand offset holder and also permits mounting of the cutter bit at
right angles to the.shank.
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Shaper cutting toolholders.

e. Extension bar cutting toolholder. The extension bar cirtting toolholder
(fig 6) supports the cutter bit in an extension bar projecting forward from the shank
of the holder.. This cutting toolholder is adapted for cutting internal splines and key-
ways on the shaper. The extension bar may be adjusted in the shank for length or for
radial position by releasing a setscrew. The cutter bit fits through a slot in one end
of the extention bar and is clamped in place by a setscrew.

6. SWIVEL VISE. The swivel vise is the most common machine tool attach-
ment used with the shaper. It is essentially the same as the swivel vise used for
holding workpieces to the milling machine table (fig 7) an
shaper table with T-slot bolts. The vise body can be swive
base. The base is keyed to the shaper'table to maintain ali
stale.

.4 1

loc

us,ually attaches to the
ed 2600 on a graduated
eMent'of die graduated

&MEM

Figure 7. Swivel vise,
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7. SHAP.ER_ROTARY TABLE. The.'...she,pgr rotary table (fig 8) co9,sists chiefly Of a
circular table containing T-sl ts, a table base, and an indexing pin. The cizcular table
has an engraved graduated scal and 12 equally spaced index pinholes in the circumferential
surface whereby the table can b fixed in any desired position of rotation,. Workpieces
are clamped to-the- circular ta131 top, using T-bolts. Typical operation i performed in
conjunction with the shaper rotarT table include slotting and angle cutting of workpiezes
which, due to their shape, cannot be mounted conveniently in the swivei vise.

INDEX PIN

X

OPCIAAR 11,
T S1OT

TAUS SASE'-

,3, Pr

RA PO 236S8b
....."Mtetyrttel41

Figure 8. Shaper rotary table.

8. INDEXING FIXTURE.

a. General. , An indexing fixture (fig 9) is provided as a machine tool attachment
with some shapers to hold the index workpieces for keyway and spline cutting operations.
The indexing fixture is generally_, much simpler than the indexing fixtures u.se0 with milling
machines and the milling and grinding lathe attachment.

b. Construction. The shaper indexing fixture usually consists of a base, an
index head, one or more indexing plated, and centers. The w.orkpiece n-tust be drilled and
countersunk at each end so that it can be mounted between the live center in the index
head and the dead center in the base. A clamp dog is' used t6 lock the workpiece to the
index,head spindle: The indexing plate, containing equally spaced pinholes, is mounted
to the forward end of the index head spindle where it contacts an indexing pin mounted at
the,side of the index head. Indexing is accomplished by moving the indexing plate a
specified number of holes. past the indexing pin to roiate the workpiece a desired distance.
Unlike the indexing *fixtures for the milling machine and milling and grinding lathe attach-
ment, the indexing plates are coupled directly to the index head spindle. Indexing plates
containing rings of different numberi vf holes are furnished.

OS 424, 6-P10
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Indexing fixture for the sliapti.

9. MOUNTING WORKPIECES.

a. Side mountini. Cylindrical ,stock requiring end surfacing can be mounted
to the side of some shape!. tables. On these machines, a vertical V-groove is ma-chined in the side of the shaper thble, and cylindrical workpieces can be clamped in
this groove by application of a simple strap secured by bolts to the table (fig lin.

b. Rotary mounting. Figu-ie 11 shows a workpiece properly mounted to the,shaper 'rotary takle: Note that the workpiece in this caseOias been fastened to thetable using T-slot bolts. The'workpiece also can be clamped to the. table using *-chine strap clamps with the T-slot bolts, or an angle plate can be fastened-to the::
table and the workpiece clamped to the angle plate.

Figure 10. Mounting'cylindrical stock to, side of the shaper table.
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Figure 11. /Slotting 'opeiation with workpiece mounted on shaper rotary table.

10. SHAl?ER CUTTING SPEEDS.

a. General. Shaper cutting speed is designated as the rate in feet per
, minute the cutting tool passes over the workpiece. This rate applies only to the
cutting, stroice and not to the retur5Atea1

b, Factors governing speed. The correct speed to be used for any given
shaper operation will depend on the size, shape, and material of the cutter bit or
cutting tool, the type of material tobe cut, the cutting oil used (" ), the feed and
depth of cut selected, and the speed limitations of the particular s hajer.

23Y

. .. .

. c. Selection of cutting speeds. Typical cutting speeds for va us' materials
are listed in table IL These speeds are approximate and should be readjusted if

tool wear is noted..
. 4

TABLE U. SHAPER CUTTING' SPEEDS
.. excessive

Material Operat!us
I Cuttlust *Ned

be Igilsdrseed
I stud rums

tits 441w.;

1

Aluminum Routing and finishing 1160 to 200
Bram Roughing and finishing SO to 100
Bronze Roughing and finishing 30 to 50
Cut iron Roughing 35 to 70

- Finishing 25 to 45
CoPPer ' Roughing and finishing 30 to 50 1

[Mond metal. ,i Roughing and finishing 30 tn50 I

;Peel, ma,hinr Roukhing and' finishing 45 to 75
Fteel, hard Roughing and finishing 25 to 60
Steel outings Roughing and finuhing 30 to 60
Stu! forging.:

Soft « Roughing and timshing 40 tu 60
Hard alloye 1 Rodghing and finishing 12 to 30

prtpt *cut Ire*. munatt*re sad knOlsed st tbe rumor./ licrsess wt.* uses', mum;
Ws aro 0.114 Ith WK. Itti, rUshrusg tam usthriel. * Amor eutuai lived 5 used IQ 0,11$.(11 the
cultist toli.

-

2.47

-
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Il. SETTING SHAPER STROKE.'

a. General. Knowledge of proper cutting speeds for the shaper is valife-
less without understanding the reciprobating action of the shaper ram and how cutting
speeds4are translated into strokes per minute of the rarn.

b. Changing cutting speed to strokes per minute. The ram of the shaper
reciprocates, or moves forward and back, to push the cutter bit across the workpiece
and, pull the cutter bit back again. The cutter bit cuts only on the forward movement,
and this is designated as the cutting stroke. The back movement of the ram, during
swhich the cutter bit does not cut, is called the return stroke.

(1) On all shapers", the return "stroke is quicker than the cutting stroke.
On most shapers, the ratio of the time of the cutting stroke to the
return stroke in any one cycle is 3 to 2; or, in other words, the
cutting stroke consumes three-fifths of the cycle time and the return
stroke consumes two-fifths of the time. -

To change a cutting speed giVen in feet per minute to cutting strokes
per minute, it is necessary to apply a forznula based on the relation-
'ship of the cutting _stroke time to the return stroke time ((1) above).
The formula is: Number of strokes per minute equals the cutting
speed in f.p.m. (feet per minute) dividethby the product of 0.14
times the length of the stroke in inches, of:

cutting speed (f.p.m.)Number cif strokes per minute = 0. 14 x stroke length (inches)
- -.For example., if it is desired to cut material at 70 feet per minute

cuttipg speed, and the shaper ram is adjusted for a 5-inch stroke,
the number of strokes per minute equals 70 diVided by the product'
Of 5 times 6.14, or 70 divided by 0.7 or 100 strokes per minute.

.(3) If the number of strokes per minute and the length of the stroke is
known 'and it is desired to calculate the cutting speed, multiply the
number of strokes per minute by the length of the stroke hi inches,
and then Multiply the product by 0.14, as: cutting speed (f.p.m.)
= 0.14 x stroke length (in.) x number of strokes per Minute. For
example, if.the shaper makes 100 strokes per minute, and the stroke
is 5 inches long, the cutting speed equals 0.14 times 5 times 100,.
or 70 feet per minute.

-

c. Adjusting length of stroke.

(1) Since the length of the shaper stroke is a factor relating the cutting
Speed in feet per minute to the,shaper ram speed in strokes per
minute, it can be seen that excessive travel of the ram during each
stroke will increase the time reqUired to complete a job. For ex-
ample, if a workpiece is .4 inches lorig and the stroke of the machine
is adjusted. to 10 inches, it will take twice as long to machine the
workpiece at a given cutting speed than it will if the stroke were
adjusted'to 5 inches.

For economical operation of the shaper, the stroke should be adjusted
to equal the length of the workpiece Plus an additional 5/8 inch for
clearance. The 5/8-inch clearance addition applies tq Most common
shaper operations. Some specific operations will require a greater'
or lesser clearance.

.;

(2)
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d. -Pogifioning the-stroke. After the stroke is adjusted to the proper
length, it is necessary to position the ram so that the stroke is located oIer the
workpiqe as illustrated in figure 12. The ram should be positioned so that the
cutter bit moves 1/4 inch beyond the workpiece on the forivard or cutting stroke, and
3/8 inch behind the workpiece on the 4eturn stroke. When positioning the stroke,
the ram should be moved throughout a complete cycle by hand to make sure the ram
was located at the extreme end of the stroke when the adjustment "was made.

1/4

VIORXPIECE

III
n.ru-jo

STOCAE S-5/4

5 11

RAM SEFORE ApJusTmENT

AFTER PROPER
RAM ADJUSTMENT tA PO 234311 .

Figure 12. -Locating ram stroke position.

12.. HORIZONTAL PLANING.

a. General. Much of the work done on the shaper is the planing of flat
surfaces on workpieces. The horizontal surface produced is the result of a series
of cuts made, with a single-point cutter bit.

.e

b. Setting up workpiece. The workpiece to be horizontally planecris mounted
in the swivel vise, 'mounted on the shaper rotary table, or mounted directly to the
table of the shaper. The shaper should be properly alined and the surface to be planed

' should be adjusted parallel to the table. The workpieee must be rigidly mounted 'to
prevent possible shifting that would result in an inaccurate cut.

c. Horizontal planing operation. Wherever possible, the cut is made from
the right .side of the workpiece to the left so that the operator can easily observe the
cutting action from his position at the right side of the machine. In this case, a left-
hand cutter bit is used. The table is fed to the right. An example of horizontal
planing is shown in figure 1-3.
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Figure 13. Horipontal planing operation.

13. ANGULAR PLANLNG.

a. General. Angular planing is the cutting of a surface on the shaper
which is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the surface of the-shaper worktable.
This operation should not be confused with the cutting of angular surfaces by hori-,
zontal planing, with the workpiece mounted at an angle to the shaper table.

b. .Setting up workpiece. The workpiece should be mounted in the swivel
vise or directly to the shaper table. Clearance for the cutting toolholder and cutter
bit must be taken into consideration if the angular sitrface is to be cutmacross one

'edge of the workpiece. This may necessitate mounting the workpiece higher than
usual in the vise on parallels, or it may dictate a special arrangement of clamping
devices if the workpiece is to be niounted directly to the shaper table.

C. Aniutar planing operation. Angular planing is performed in the same
basic manner as vertical planing using the tool slide to feed the cutter bit across the
workpiece surface. The angular movement, however, is achieved by rotating the
toolhead on the ram to set, the tool slide parallel to the surface to be cut (fig 14).
Using the engraved scale on the ram, the toolhead is Set to the complement of the
angle to be cut (900 minus the angle to be cut).

14. SLOTTING.

1
a. General. Slotting operations are performed with inside keyway cutter

bits having clearance angles ground on both sides. The cutter bit is fed downward
into the workpiece using the tool slide. Typical slotting operations for shapers
include keyway planing and spline cutt.in.

16-.g
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-
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.Flgure 14. Angular, planing operation.

b. Setting up workpiece.

(1) The workpiece can be vise mounted or niounted directly to the
shaper table if the slot is to be cut in the surface of flat stock.
For slotting operations requiring indexing of slots, the workpiede
should he set up on the shaper rotary table or in the indexing fix-
ture.

(2) When planing keyways that do not rtin the full length of the shaft,
a hole must be drilled at the point where the cut will terminate.
This-hole (fig. 15) must be on the same width and depth as the
keyway. It is drilled to prevent building up chips in front of the
cutter bit thereby allowing the:keyway to be cut to full size through-

4- out its depth.

Where the finithed keyway will not extend to either end of the Shaft,
starting holes must be drilled at both ends of the keyway (fig IS).
Usually two Adjacent holes are drilled at the starting point and the
meta-betwe-enthe_holes chip'ped out to give the cutter bit clearance
io start the cut. Ais Pra.-Cifce also provides sufficient clearance .
at the start of the cut for the cuttet 'bitto-drap back down into posi-
tion for the next cut.

00"

(3)
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Figure 15. Starting holes for, keyway cutting.

15. INTERNAL SLOTTING.

.>

a. General. Internal slotting is the operation of cutting slots in restricted
areas of workpieces where a normal toolholder cannot enter, such as the cutting of
keyv.ays or internal splines in a bore. This operation is performed using an extension
bar cutting toolholder to permit entry of the cutter bit in the bore.

b. Setting up workpiece. The workpiece is mounted either directly to
the shaper table or in the swivel vise. The workpiece must be firmly mounted and
the vise jaws or clamping devices must.not be positioned where interference to the
toolholder or cutter bit may result. It is suggested that a radial line be scribed on
the hub to assist in alining the cutter bit with the workpiece.

(1)

(2)

The extension bar Of the extension bar cutting toolholder (fig 6)
should project4forward from thetoolholder shank only as far as
reiluired to perrhit the cutter bit to complete its cutting .stroke.
Excessive projection of the extension bar will increase the tendency
for the cutter bit to chatter.

After setting and positioning the shaper stroke,'" move the ram by
hand through one cycle to-determine that all clearances are sufficient.
Particular attention should be given to the rear of the extension bar
which might strike the shaper column if improperly positioned.

.(3) The clapper box and the tool slide must both be positioned vertically
to prevent binding, of the cutter bit during the return stroke..

c. Internal slottinuperation. A typical internal slotting operation is
shown in figure 16.

16. PLANING IRREGULAR SURFACES.

a. Irregular surfaces are often planed on the shaper using either hand
crossfeed and hand downfeed or using automatic table crossfeed and hand downfeed.
In either case, the planing operation is one resquiring constant attention of the operator
and a, fair d.egree of skill on his part.'.
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Figure 16. Internal slotting operation.

b. The planing operation consists of a series of horizontal roughing cuts, the
cutter bit and the workpiece being manipulated until the metal is cut to within 1/16 inch of
the layout line.

c. A roundnose cutter bit is used to make two finishing cuts, each cut removing
1/32 inch of metal. It is recommended that final finishing of the surface be performed by
hand filing to eliminate possible tearing of the edges caused by breaking of chips.

17. SUMMARY. The devdloprnent, improvements, purpOse, and operation of shapers
were discussed in this lesson. You also received information on the types of shapers and
shaper cuttini tools. You learned the procedures for mounting workpieces, how to set
speeds and strokes, and were oriented on planing and,slotting operations. As a result of
this lesson, your knowledge of shaper operations should be enhanced.

EXERCISE

_ Whit designates the size of a shaper?

- 'a.- Distance from the base to the tool slide
b. Width and length of shaper table
c.. Maximum length of ram stroke

92. What permits itheral.and vertical movement of the Aaper table'? 4.
a. Crossrail
b. Motor
c.. Indexing fixture

253
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93. Why are vertically supporte'd roughing cutter bits offset?

a. .45:11ow down cutting
b. Provide right-hand cutting
c. Provide left-hand ctitting

94. In which direction would a left-hand side finishing cutter bit normally move when cutting?

a. Backward
b., Forward
C. Down

95. A cutter bit with a side clearance angle of 5° to 9°, -a back rake angle of 2° to 8°, and
a rake angle of 4° to 100 would be suitable for roughing what type of metal? *

a. Cast iron
. b. brass

c. Copper

96. What is the proper shaper cutting speed wh'efi using high speed steel cutting bits for
roughing and finishing aluminUm?

'a:. 30 to 80 FPM
b. 45 to 75 FPM
c. 60 to 200 FPM

97. If a shaper makes 70 strokes a minute and the stroke is 5 inches long, what is the
cutting speed in feet per_minute?"

a. 84
b. 49
c. 45.

98._ When-planing a /1.7° angle on an angular piece of stock, what should be the degree
reading on the ioolhead?

a. -17
b. 83
c. 73

99. What is used to fasten workpieces to the shaper rotary table?

a. "Tee-head bolt
b. Hexagon head screw
c. C -clamp

aq,

100. How far should the extension bar of the.exterision bar cutting toolholder project be
forwaLki from the toolholder shank when. cutting an internal keyway?

a. Never more than 3/8 inch behind the workpiece.
b. Only as far as required to prevent chatter
c. As far as required to complete the cutting stroke

OS 42'4, 6P19 '
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CORRESPANDENCE COURSE
of the

-

US ARMY ORIYNANCE
CENTER AND SCHOOL

LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

Ordnance Subcourse No 424, Machine Shop Practice

Lesson 7 Milling Machine

-Creda Hours Two -

Lesson ,ObjeCtive After studying this lesson you will be able to:

1. Discuss milling machines ai to history,
types, .use, nomenclature, and operation.

2: Discuss milling machine accessory com-
ponents as to types', use, selection, -
mountings, care, and maintenance.

3. Explain various milling machine functions
to include indexing workpieces, setting
rate of speed and feed, plain milling,
angular_milling, straddle milling, gang
milling, face milling, form milling, drill-.
ing, and milling woodruff keyways.

Text Attached Memorandum

Materials Required None

Suggestions :If possible, visit a machine shop and observe
the methods used in milling machine operations.

STUDY GUIDE AND ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. INTRODUCTION.

a. History. The first milling machine was invented in America in 1818 by Eli
Whitney, the inventor of the cotton gin. This machine (fig 1) was developed to mass-
produce interchaneable musket parts. He found that accuracy and uniformity could not be
maintained using the old system oi hand filing on filing jigs because the jigs were subjected
to wear when the file touched the jig control surfaces, and only a few parts could therefore

-.be accurately filed before the jig was inaccurate. The milling machine Whitney developed
had a horizontal spindle to which disks containing cutter teeth in the rim could be mounted
and rotated. A sliding table was devised by which the_workpiece could be moved beneath,
the rotating disk. 7 On Whitpey's machine, the table feed was.powered by a belt connecting a
feed shaft with the 'milling machine.spindle.

_

b. Developments. Later developments in milling machines were made by Robbins
and Laurence in 1853 and by_ Brown and Sharpe ManufactUring Company in 1855. The Brown
and gharpe machine was used primarily for cutting spur gears. In 1861, Brown and Sharpé
constructed the first universal milling machine which resembles the knee-type universal
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milling machines of today. This machine contained an indexing head and a variable speed
table feed driven off the milling machine spindle. Its first important uses' were the cutting

-.of grooves in twist drills and the making of musket parts during the Civil Wag.

al.

Figure 1. Whitney's milling machine-1818. ,

c. Improvements. By 1915, the milling machine had been developed to such a
degree that the machine was capable of doing much heavier work than the milling cutters
that had been previously developed. Heavier arbors were substituted, and new cutters
shaped more like drums than disks were developed so that more material could be removed
from workpieces in one pass of the table. High--speed tool_steel had been developed in 1898
and permitted fast cuts to be taken with these new cutters. Helical cutting teeth,and staggered
teeth.were later developed to reduce the,tendency of the tool to chatter while cutting. Varia-
tions of the milling machine ware later developed to perform special milling operations.
Among these machines are the vertical milling machine, the ram-type milling machine, and
,the profiling machine.

2. GENERAL.

a. purpose. Milling is the process of machining flat, ctirved, or irregular sur-
faces by feeding the workpiece against a rotating cutter containing a number of cutting edges.
The process is identical in method to circular sawing; it fs,exactly'opposed in method to
lathe-tur-ning where the workpiece rotates against a stationary cutter bit.

b. Construction. Theeilling machine consists basically of a motor driven spindle,
-Which mounts_and revolves the- milling cutter, and a reciprocating adjustable worktable,
which mounts-and feeds the workpiece past the milling cutter.

c. Uses. It is not possible to list every operation with the capabilities of the
milling machine.he milling machine is excellent for forming flat surfaces, cutting dove-
tails and-keyway-i-,-forthing and fluting milling cutters and reamers, cuttin,g gears, and so,
forth. _Many special operations can be performed with the attachments availableffor milling
machine use.

MOP
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3. TYPES OF MILLING MACHINES.

a. General. Milling inachines are basically classified as being horizontal
or vertical to 'indicate the axis of the niilling,micliine spindle. These machines are
-elso classified as being knee-type milling machines?, ram-type milling Machines,-
manufacturing or bed-type milling machines, and planer-type,milling machines.
giost milling machines have self-contained electric drive motors, coolant systems,variable spindle speeds, and power-operated table feeds.

Knee=type-rniiiircgrniar..hines.

A

(1) Description. Knee-type milling machines are characterized by
a vertically adjustable worktable resting on a saddle that is
supported by a knee. The knee is a massive daiting that rides
vertically qn the milling machine column and can be clamped
rigidly to thecolumn in a position where the milling head and
milling' machine spindle are properly adjusted vertically for
operation. Of the knee-type class of milling machines, the most
popular machines are the plain horizontal milling machine and the
universal horizontal milling machine.

(2) Floor-mounted Plain horizontal milling machine(figt 2).

(a) The flooi-mounted plain horizontal milling machine's column
contains the drive motor and gearing and a fixed-position
horizontal milling machine spindle. Arr adjustable overhead
arm containing one or more,arbor supports projects forward.
from the top of the column. The arm and arbor supports are
used to stabilize long arbors upon which the milling cutters
are fixed. The arbor supports can be moved along the over-
head arm to support the arbor where support is desired
depending on the position of the-milling cutter or cutters.

(b) The knee of the machine rides up or down the column on a
rigid track. A heavy, vertical positioning screw beneath the
knee is used for raising and lowering. The saddle rests upon
the knee and supports the worktable. The saddle moves in
and out on a dovetail to control crossfeed of the worktable.
The worktable traverses to the right or left upon the saddle
for feeding the workpiece past the milling cutter. The _table
may be manually controlled or power fed.

(3) Bench-type plain horliontal milling machine (fig 3). The bench-
type plain horizontal milling machine is a sinall version of the
maciiine described in (2) above, being mounted to a bench or a
pedestal instead of directly to the floor: The milling machine

--spindle is horizontal and fixed in position. An adjustable overhead
arm and arbor support are provided. The worktable is generally
not power fed on this type inache. The saddle slides on a dove-
tail on the knee providing crossfeed adjustment. The knee moves
,vertically up or down the column to position ale worktable in
relation to the spindle.
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Figure 2. Knee-type floor-mounted plain horizontal milling machine.
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Figure.3. Bench-type plain horizontal milling machine.
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(4) Floor-mounted_universal horizontal milling machine (fig 4).

(a) The basic difference between a universal horizontal milling
machine and a plain horizontal milling machine is in the
adjustment of the worktable and the number of attachments
and accessories available for performing various special
milling operations. The universal horizontal milling machine
has a worktable that can swivel on the saddle with respect to
the axis of the milling machine spindle, permitting wO"-i-k. Pieces

I

to be adjusted in any position in relation to the milling cutter
or cutters. The universal machine is always supplied with
attachments such as the indexing fixture.

o

ELECTRIC MOTOR

ARBOR SUPPORTS

\

COLUMN

KNEE

VERTICAL
POSMONING

SCREW

1 f
INCHES

RA PD 256624A

igur .. Floor-mounted universal horizontal milling machine.

(b) The universal horizontal milling machine illustrated in
figure 4 also differs from the plain horizontal milling machine
in figure Z in that it is of the ram type; the milling machine
spindle is mounted in a,ram at,the top of the columnthat-can
be moved in and out to provide cr-dssfeed for milling operations.
This feature permits additional rigidity of the worktable since
a crosdfeed dovetail is not necessary between the knee and
the saddle.
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c. Ram-type milang_machines.
-

_ -
(1) Description. The ram-type mining-Machine is characterizeclby

a spindle mounted to a movable housing on the column to permit
feeding the milling cutter forward or rearward in a horizontal

(2)

plane. Two popular ram-type milliniiiiachines are thc floor-
mounted universal milling machine and the swivel cutter head
ram-type'inilling machine.

Swivel cutter head ram-type milling machine (fig 5). This
milling machine can be classified as a universal milling machine.
A cutter head containing the milling machine,spindle is attached
to the ram. The cutter head can be swiveled from a vertical

'spindle position to a horizontal spindle position or can be fixed at
any desired angular position between vertical and horizontal. The
saddle and knee are hand driven.for vertical,aaslsr9sefeed adjust-
ment while the Worktable can be either hand driven or power
driven at the' operator's choie.

4. MILLING CUTTERS.

a. Classification of milling cutters.

(1) General. Milling is the process of removing metal by means of
a rotating cutting tool or tools havinato: number of cutting edges
called teeth. Such toolS-areknown as milling cutters or mills:
They are usually made of high-speed steel and areavailable in a
great variety of shapes and sizes for various purposes. (There
are over 50 kinds of cutters in general use; over 4,000 stock sizes.)
The names of tife most oommon classifications of cutters, their
uses, and, in a general way, the sizes best suited to the work in
hand are described in some detail in paragraphs below.

(2) Milling cutter nomenclature. Figure 6 shows two views of a
common milling cutter with its parts and angles identified. These
parts and angles in some forgi are common to all types of cutters.

(a) Pitch. The pitc1 refers..,to the angular distance between like
parts on adjacen teeth. jThe pitch is determined by the
number of teeth.

(12) Face of tooth. The tooth face is the forward facing surface of
the tooth that forms the cutting edge.

(c) Land. The land is the narrow surface behind the cutting edge-
on each tooth.

(I)

CuttinLecige. The cutking edge-is the angle on each tooth that
performs the cutting.

Rake angle. The rake angle is the angle formed lietween the
face of the tooth and the center line of the cutter. The rake
angle defines the cutting edge and provides, a path for chips that
are cut from the workpiece..
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Figure 5. 'Swivel Cutter head ram-type miLling machine.

Priinary clearance angle. 'The primaryinea-rance angle' is the
angie of the land of each t'Uot,h measured from a line tangent to
the centerline of the cutter at the cutting edge. This angle
prevents;each tooth from ilibbing against t,he workpiece after
it makes its cut. -

25$'

. . . .

Secondary clearanceangle. This angie defines the'land of ,

each tooth and prOides additional clearance, fox passage)of
\cutting oil and chips. . , ,

.

Hole diameter., The hole diameter determines the size arbor
necessary to mount the rnifling

"
Cutter.. A

,'

Keyway. A keyway is,present on all arbor-mounting' cutterA
for locking the-cutter to the arl;'or. 1 ' I/

. . i '
i '
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Figure 6. Milling cutter nomenclature.

Spiral or helix angle. The sipiral or helix angle, if present,
refers to the spiral deflection of the teeth of the milling cutter.

(3) Types of teeth. The teeth of milling cutters are either right
hand or left hand, viewed from the back of the machine. Right-
hand milling cutters cut when rotated clockwise; left-hand milling
cutters cut when rofated counterclockwise.

(a) Saw teeth, Saw teeth, similar to those shown in figure 6,
are either straight or helical.ip the smaller sizes of plain
milling cutters, metal slitting saw milling cutters, and end
milling cutters. The cutting edge is usually gi en about 50
primary clearance. Sometimes the teeth are rovided with
.offset nicks which break up the chips and m e coarser feeds
possible.

(b) Formed teeth. Formed teeth are usually specially made for
machining irregular surfaces or prcifiles. The possible
varieties of lormedrtooth milling cutters are almost unlimited.
The convex, concave, and corner-rounding milling cutters
((4) below) are of this type. Formed cutters are sharpened
by grinding the faces of the teeth radially and repeated
sharpenings are possible without chanting the contour of the
cutting edge. . .

(c) Inserted teeth. Inserted teeth are blades of high-speed steel
inserted and rigidly held in a blank of machine steel or cast
iron. Different manufacturers use different methods of
holding -the blades in place. Inserted teeth are especially

I

,.

Pi
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econoMical and convenient for large-sized cutters because oftheir reasonable initiA &,sts and because worn out or brokenblades can be replaced easily.

(4) Kinds of milling cutters.

(a) Plain milling cutter (fig 7). The most common kind of
milling'cutter is known as a plain milhng cutter.' It is merely
a cylinder having teeth cut on its. periphery for produeing aflat horizontal surface (or a flat vertical surface in the caseof a vertical spindle machine). When the.cutter is over 3/4inch wide, the teeth are usually helical, which gives the 'toola shearing action and requires less power, reduces chatter,
and produces a smoother finish Cutters With faces less thanr- 3/4 inch wide are sometimes made 1.,Ath staggered or alternateright- and left-hand helical teeth. The shearing action,
alternately right and left, eliminates side thrust on the cutter
and arbor. When a plain milling cutter is considerably widerthan' the diameter, it is .often called a slabbing cutter; slabbing
cutters generally have nicked teeth. The nicked teeth prevent
formation of overly large chips.

MAIN MIWNG CUM I
WITH HELICAL TEETH

2r

PtAIN MIWNG pint
WITH STRAIGHT-am

*A PE+ 256527

'Figure 7. Plain milling cutters.

(b) Metal slitting saw milling cutter (fig 81. The metal slitting
saw milling cutter is essentially a very thin plain milling -cutter. It is ground slightly thinner toward the center to
provide side clearance.. It is used for metal sawing and forcutting narrow slots.

(c ) Side milling cutters. Side milling cutters are esse Ily
plain milling cutters with the addition of teeth on, e or bothsides.

1. A plain side milling cutter (fig 8) ha teeth on both sides
and on the periphery. When teeth ar added_ to one side
only, the cutter i called a half-side filing cutter anct is

OS 424, 7-P9
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identified as being either a Fight-hand pr left-hand cutter.
Side milhng cutters are gene.rally ustrtsior slotting and
straddle milling.

2. Interlocking tooth side milling cutters and staggered
tooth side milling cutters {fig 9) are used for cutting
relatively wide slots with accuracy. Interloclung tooth
side milling cutters can be repeatedly sharpened without
changing the width of the slot they will machine. After
each shar,percing, a washer is placed between the two
cutters to compensate for the ground-off metal. The
staggered tooth cutter is the most efficient type for
milling'slots where the depth exceeds the width.

,
141,

METAL SLITTING SAW
MILLING CUTTER

INCHEs T T-

-
SIDE MILLING CUTTER

RA RD '256528

Figure 8. Side and metal slitting saw milling cutters.

STAGGERED TOOTH

Et4CHd f 1 it 121
/NTERLOCKING TOOTH

RA PD 256529

figure 9. Staggered and interlocking tooth side milling cutters;
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(d) End milling cutters.

1. End milling cutters, also called end mills, have teeth
on the end as well as the periphery. The smaller end
milling cutters have shanks (fig 10) for chuck mounting
or direct spindle mounting. Larger end milling cutters
(over 2 inches in diameter) are call& shell end milling
tutters and are indunted on arbors like plain milling
cutters. End milling cutters are employed in the
production of slots, keyways, recessei, and tangs.,
They are also used for milling the edges of workpieces.

LARGE TAPER SHANK SPIRAL HAM
END FULLING CUTTER

, 5MALL TAPER SHANK SPIRAL PLUTE
END M/LUNG CUTTER

STRAIGHT SHANICSINGLE4ND SPIRAL RAM
END MILLING CUTTER

IINCH1S
1 2 1 3

111 RA PD 256530

Figure 10. End milling cutters.

End milling cutters may have straight or spiral flutes.
Spiral flute end milling'cutters (fig 10) are classified as
left7hand or right-hand cUtters, depending airthe direction
of rotation of the flutes. If they are small cutters, they
may have either a straight or tapered shank.

2.

Several common types of end milling cUtters are
illustrated-in figure 10. The most common end milling
cutter is the spiral flute end milling cutter which.
'contains four flutes. Single-end spiral 'flute -end milling
cutter's are used for milling slots and keyways where no
drilled hole is provided for_ starting the cut. These
cutters drill their own starting holes. Straight flute end
milling. cutters are generally used for milling soft-or
tough materials while spiral flute cutters are used mostly
for cutting 'steels.
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(e) . Fate milling cutter. Face milling cutters are cutters of large .
diameter having no shanks. They are fastened directly t-the
mining machine spindle with adapters. tace rnlltg cutters
are generally made with inserted teeth of high-speed steel or
tungsten carbide in a soft steel hub.

(f) T-slot mill,ing cutter (fig 11). The T-slot milling cutter is
used to machine T-slot grooves in worktabl-es, fixtures, and
other holding devices: The cutter has a plain or side milli%
cutter mounted to the end of a narrow shank. The throat of
the T-slot is first milled with a side or end milling cutter and
the headspace is then milled with.the T-slot milling cutter.

OW,

FQ710 T 2 1

I

iFird

-414!
- - - - -

WOODRUFF KFMLOT MILUNG CUTTER

T.SLOT MILUNG CUTTER RA PD 256-53)

Figure 11. T-slOt and woodrufflieyslot milling cutters.
.

(g) Woodruff keysiot milling cutter (,ig_ . The *7-6Atuff..
keyslot milling center is made in both_shanked and arbor
mounted types.. The moSt common cutters of thii type, those
under 1-1/2 inches in diameter, are provided with a shank.
They have teeth on.the circumferential surface and slightly
Concave sides to. provide clear-ance. These cutters are used
for milling semicylindri-cal keyways in shafts.

(h) Angl milling cutters. An_angle milling cutter is a cutter
that has peripheral teeth which are neither parallel nor
perpendicular to the cutter axis. Corrirnon operations
performed with angle cutters are cutting teeth in ratchet
wheels,, milling dovetails,.and cutting V-groovei. Angle
cutter's may be single-angle milling.cL:ters (fig- 12) or .

double:angle mining cutters. T1-,e single-angle cutter con-
_ tains side cutting teeth on the fltt side bf. the cutter. The

angle of the cutter edge is usually 450/ 600, or 800 for most
operations. Double'-angle cutters are uied for helical
milling and have onerside at an angle of '12? to the axis and
the other side at,ati inoluded angle of 400, 48r0, or 50° to the
,first side.
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-(i) Concave and convex milling cutters (fig 13). Concave &nil
convex milling cutters are formed tooth cutters shaped to
produce concave and convex contours of one-half circle or
less. The size of the cutter is specified by the diameter of the
circular for.rn tile cutter produces.

it I 21
ILNCHEs

LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND

RA PO 256532

Figure 12. 'Single -angle- milling cutters:

CONVEX MILLING CUTTER

CONCAVE MtUJNG CUTTER CORNER ROUNDING-MUING CUTTS!

10401Si

-

I I 21

RA PO 2565.

F.igure 13. Concave, convex, ,and corner rounding milling cutters.
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(1) Corner rounding milling cutter (fig 13). The corner rounding
milling cutter is a formed tooth cutter used for rn:lling
rounded corners cuPworkpieces up to and including one-quarter
of a circle. The si.4.e of the cutter is specified by the diarheter
of tlig circular form as with concave and convex cutters.

-
Gear-hob. The gear hob is a formed-tooth milling cutter with
helical teeth arranged4rike the thread on a screw. These-teeth
are fluted to Produce the required cutting edges. Hobs are
generally,used for such wol:'It as finishing spur gears, spiral
gears, and worm wheels. They may also be used for cutting
ratchets and.spline shafts.

(1) Special shape formed milling ctrtter. Formed milling cutters
have the advantage of being adaptable t,o any specific shape

-for special operations.. ,The cutter is made spec:ally zor
.each specific job. The cutter can be sharpened many times
without destroying the shape.of the cut.

b. Selection of milling cutters. Ttie following factors should be considered
.n thechoice of milling Cutters.

(1) Type of machine to be used, 'High-speed steel, Stellite, and
cemented carbide cutters have the distinct advantage of being
capable of rapi'd production when used on a machine that zan reach
the proper speed.

(2) Method of holding the workpiece. For example, 459 angular cuts
may either be matte with a 450 single-angle milling cutter while
the workpiece is held in a swivel vise, or with an end milling
cutter while the workpiece is set at the required angle in a
universal.vise.

(3) Hardness of the maxertal to be cut. The harder the material,
the greater will be the heat that is generated in cutting. Cutters
should be.selected for their heat-resisting properties.

(4) Amount of material to be removed. A coarse-toothed milling
cutter should be used or oughing cuts, whereas a fine toothed
milling cutter may b lived for light cuts and finishing operS.tions.

Number of pieces to be cut. For example, when milling stock to
length, the choice of using a pair of side milling cutters to straddle
the workpiece, 'a single-side milling cutter, or an end milling
cutter will depend upon the number of pieces to be cut.

(6) Class of work being done. Some operations cam be accomplished
with more than one type of cutter such as in milling the square
end on a shalt or reamer shank. In this case, one or two side
milling cutters or an end milling c4er may be used. However,
for the majority of operations, cutt6s are specially designed
and named for the operation they rare to accomplish.'
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(7) Riidit y and size of the wor)tpiece. The milling cutter used
be small enough in dianieter so tlie_pressureof thecut will not cause the work:?leceto be sprung or displaced while

being ._. ,
(8) Size of the milling cutter, In selecting a Milling clitter for a

particular job, it Should be remembered thar a small diameter
cutter will pass over a surface in a shorter time than a large
diameter cutter which is fed at the same speed. This fact is
illustrated in,figure_.14.

L ARGE DIAMETE R
-CUT TER

AMOUNT OF TRAVEL USING

LARGE DfAMETER CUTTER .

AMOWNT OF TRAVEL USING
SMALL DIAMETER CUTTER

SMALL DIAMETER
CU TTER

DIRECTON
OF CUT

MATE RIAL
BEING REMOVED

WORKPIECE

A

RA PO 256534

Figure 14. .Effect of milling cUtter'cliameter on workpiece travel.
c. Care an intenance of milling cutters.. The life of a,milling cuttercan be greatly prolondggiby intelligent use and proper storage. General rules forthe care and maintenance.of milling cutters are given below.

(1) New cutters received from stock are usually,wrapped in oil-
paper Which should not be removed until the cutter is u,sed.

(2) Care should be taken to operate the Machine at the proper speed
for the cutter being used, as excessive speed will cause the cutter
to wear rapidly from. overheating..

(3) Whenever prac ticable, the proper cutting oil should be used on
the cutter and workpiece during operation, since lubrication helps
prevent overheating and consequent cutter wear.

(4) Cutte,rs shOuld be kej3t sharp, because null cutters require more,
power, to drive and this power being transformed into heat softens
the cutting edges. Dull cutters should bemarked and set aside
for grinding.

1 1.

(5) A cutter should never be operated backward because, due to the
clearance angle, the cutter will rub producing a great deal of
frictional heat. Operating the cutter backward may.result in
cutter breakage.
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(6) ,Care Should be taken to prevent the" cutter from striking the hard
jaws of the vise, chuck, clamping bolts, or nuts.

A milling cutter should be thoroughly :leaned v.nd 1ight1), coati.c
with oil before storing.

Cutters should be placed in drawers oy bins in such a manner
that their cutting edges will not strike each other. Small cutt.irs
that have a hole in the oenfer should be hung on hooks or pegs,
while large cutters should be set on end. Taper and straight shank
cutters;may be placed in separate drawers, bins, or racks pr,..ided
with suitable sized holes to receive the shanks,

5. ARBORS.

a. Description.

(1) An arbor is a shaft or mandrel used to mount cutting tools for
Machining operations. Arbors are used in the milling machir.e
spindle to Secure and to drive milling cutters that cannot oe
mounted directly in the spindle.

(2) Arbors are supplied with one of three tapers to fit the milling
machine spindle, the Milling Machines Standard taper, the Brown
and Sharpe taper, and the Brown and Shaipe taper with tang'
(fig 15).

(3) The Milling Machine Standard taper (fig 15) is used on most
machines of recent manufacture. It was originated by milling
machine manufacturers to facilitate removal of the arbor from the
spindle.

(4) The Brown and Sharpe taper (fig 15) is found mostly on older
rngchines. Adapters or collets are used to adapt these tapers to
fit machines whose spindles have Milling Machine Standard tapers.

(5) The Brown and Sharpe taper with tang is used on some older
machines. The tang engages a slot in the spindle to assist in
driving the arbor.

b. Standard Milling Machine arbor (figs 16 and 17).

(1) The Standard Milling Machine arbor has a traight, cylindrical
shape with a Standard Milling Machine taper on the driving end
and a threaded portion on the opposite end to receive the arbor
nut. One or more milling cutters may be placed on the straiznt
cylindrical portion of the arbor and held in position by means of
sleeves and the arbor nut. The Standard :lining Machine 4.rbor..
is usually splmed and keys are used to lock ,e4ch cutter to the
arbor shaft. These arbors are supplied in vurious lengths and
standard.diameters.
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MILLING MACHINE STANDARO TAPER

BROWN AND SHARPE TAPER

/mull
TAPER WITH TANG RA PO 25653t

4

Figure 15. Tapers used for !pilling machine arbors.
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11111111 IIII
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SP1NOLE

11:1

SLEEVES JOURNAL ARBOR ARBOR
BEARING NUT SUPPORT

RA PD 256540

4

Figure 16. Standard milling machine arbor installed on the`milling machine.

(2) The en of tke arbor opposite the taper is supported by the arbor
support of the milling.machine. One or more supports are Used
depending on the length of the arbor and the degree of rigidity
required. The end may be supported by a lathe center bearing
against the arbor nut-(-fig. .10 or-by a bearing surface of the arbor
fitting inside a bushing of the arbor support. Journal bearings are
placed over the arbor in place of sleeves where an intermediate
arbor support is positioned.

(3) The most common means of fastening the arbor in the milling
machine Spinille is by use of a draw-in bolt (fig. 16). The bolt
threads into tfte tape'r shank of the arbor to draw the taper into
the spindle and hold it in place. Arbors secured in this manner
are removed by backing out the draw-in bolt and tapping the end

.of.the bolt to loosen the taper.
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STANDARD MILLING MACHINE ARSON

FLY CUTTER AnOR

SHELL END MILLING CUTTER Anon'

, ; 414

....""a".44"."1"11111111...4.
SCREW ARILOR

SUMO SAW MILL1140 ainat knot. RA K. 250541 f

Figure U. Types of milting machine arlors.

c. Screw arbor.(fig .17). Screw.arbyors are used to hold small cutters
that have threadedholes. These arbors_ have a taper next_to the threaded portion
to provici,e alinement and supPort for tools that require a nut to hold them against
a taper surface. A right-hand threaded arbor must be uied for right-hand cutfers
while a left4iand threaded arbor is used to mount ldt-hand cutters.

d., Slitting sawrnikling cutter arbor (fig 17). the slitting sawmilling
cutter arbor.is a short arbor having two flanges between which the milling cutter
is secured by.tightening a clampingdnut. This arbor'is used to hold metal slitting
sawmilling cutters used for slotting, slitting, and sawing operations.

e. End milling cutter arbor. The end milling cutter arbor has a bore
in the end in which straight shank end milling cutters fit and are locked in place by
Means of a setscrew.

f. Sheill end milling cutter arbor (fig 17). The shell end milling cutter
arbor holds shell end 'milling cutters by means of a retaining screw in the end of
the arbor. Two lugs on the arbor fit into the slots of the cutter ,to prevent the
cutter from rotating on the arbor.

g. Fly cutter aroor (fig 17). The flicutter arbor is used to support a
single-edge lathe, shaper, or planer cutter bit for boring and gear cutting operations
on the milling machine.
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6. COLLETS AND SPINDLE ADAPTERS. I ..

a. Description. Milling cutters that contain their own straight or tapered
shanks are mounted to the milling machine spindle with collets or spindle adapters
which adapt thecutter shaft to the spindle.

b. Collets. Collets for milling machines serve to step up or increase
taper sizes so that small shank tools can be fitted into large spirsdie recesses.
They are similar to drilling machine sockets and sleeves except that their tapers

l are not alike.

c. Spindle adapters. Spindle .adapters are used to adapt arbors and
miiling cutters to the.standard tapers used for milling machine spindles. With the
proper spindle adapters, any taper or straight shank cutter or arbor can be fitted
to any milling machine if sizes and tapers are standard.

7. INDEXING FIXTURE.
1

a. Purpose. The indexing fixture (fig 18) is an indispensable accessory
for the mTlling machine. Basically, it is a device for mounting workpieces and
rotating them a specified amount about the workpiece axis, as from one toothsspace
to another on a gear or cutter.

...

FOOTSTOCK

i
::...1.1

tr--1 -

..

Figure 18. Indexing fixture.

. b. Description. This index fixture consists of an index head, also called
a dividing head, and a footstock, which is similar to the tailstock of a lathe. The
index head and footstock attach to the worktable of the milling machine by T-slot
bolts. An index plate containing graduations is used to control the rotation of the
index head spindle. The plate is fixed to the index head, and an index crank,

.connected to the index head spindle by a worm gear and shaft, is moved about the
index plate. Workpieces are held between centers by the index head spiindlesvand
footstock. Workpreces may also be held in a chuck, mounted to_the indix head
spindle, or may be fitted directly into the taper spindle recess of some indexing
fixtur es.

C. Types. There are many variations of the indexing fixture. Universal
index head is the name applied to an index head designed to permit po:ver;drike or
the spindle so that helices may be cut on the milling machine. Gear cutting attath-
rnent is another name applied to an indexing fixture; in this cafe, one that is ,.

primarily intended for cutting gears on the milling machine.

..

i
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8. HIGH-SPEED MILLING ATTACHMENT. the_ rate of spindle speed of the
milling machine may be increased from 1-1/2 to 6 times by the use of the high-speed
s*illing attachment. This attachment is essential when using cutters and txist driUs
which must be driven at a high rate of speed m order to obtain an eff.cient surface

ix speed. The attachment is clamped to the column of the ma:chine and :s dri%en by a.
set of gears from the milling machine spindle.

9. 'VERTICAL SPINDLE ATTACHMENT.%Ths attachment coments the
horizontal spindle of a horizontal milling machine to a vertical spindle. It is clamped
to the column and driven trom the horizontal spindle. It incorporat.es prcA,isions for
setting the head at any angle, from the vertical to the horizontal, in plane.at right
angles to the machine spindle. End milling and face milling verations are more
easily accomplished with this attachment, due to the fact that the cutter and the
surface being zut are in plain view.

10. UNIVERSAL MILLING ATTACHMENT. This device is similar, to the
vertical spindle attachmen't but it is more ersatile. The cutter head can be
swiveled to any angle in any plane, whereas the vertical spindle attachment only
rotates in one plane from horizontal to vertical,

11. CIRCULAR MILLING ATTACHMENT. This attachment consists of a
circular worktable containing T-slots for mounting of workpieces. The circular
table revolves on a base which attaches to the milling machine m.orktable. The
attachment can be either hand or power driven, being connected to the table driy e
shaft if power driven. It may be used for millmg circles, arcs. segments, and
circular slots, as well as for slotting internal and external gears The table of the
attachment is divided in degrees.

12. OFFSET BORING HEAD. The offset boring head is an attachment that
fits to the milling machine spindle and permits a single-edge c-itung tool iich as a
lathe cutter bit, to be moimted off-center on the milling machine. Workpiec es can
be mounted in a vise attached to the worktable and can be bored with this attachment.

13.. INDEXING WORKPIECES.

a. General. Indexing, as applied to machining practices, is the process
of evenly dividing or spacing workpieces such as is required in the Cutting ot tooth
spaces on gears, the milling of grooves in reamers and taps, and_the forming ot teeth
on milling cutters. The index head of the indexing fixture is used for this purpose

b. Index head. The index head of the indexing fixture (fig. 18) contains
an indexing mechanism which is used to control the rotatior . of the index head
spindle to space or divide a workpiece accurately. Figure 19 illustrates a simple
indexing mechanism. It consists of a 40-tooth worm wheel fastened to the index
head spindle, a single-cut worm, a crank for turning the worm shaft, and an index
plate and sector. Since there are 40 teeth in the worm wheel, one turn of the index
crank causes the worm wheel, and consequently the index head spindle,' to make
1/40 of a turn; so 40 turns of the index crank revolve the spindle 1 full turn.

c. Plain indexins.

(I) General. The following principles apply to basic indexing of
workpieces.

Suppose it is desired to mill a spur gear witiV8 'equally
spaced teeth. Since 40.turns of the index crank will turn the

(a)
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Figure 19: Stinple indexing rndchanism.

spindle 1 full,turn, 1/8 of ,40 or 5 turns of the crank.after
each,cut will space the gear for 8 teeth. If it is desired to
space equally for, say, 10 teeth, 1/10 of 40 or 4 turns would
produce the correct spacing.

(b) The same principle applies whether or not the divisions
required divide evenly into 40. For example, if it is desired.
to index for 6 divisions, 6 divided into40 equals 6 and 2/3

- turns; similarly, to index for, say, 141,spaces, 14 divided
into 40 equals 2-6/7 turns. These examples may be multiplied
indefinitely and from them the following rule is.derived: To
determi e the, number of ttirns of the index crank needed to*

obtain net *division of 'hriy nurnber. of equal divisions on the
workp ece, divide 40 by the number of equal divisions desired
(pr ided the y./or Wheel has-40 teeih, whiCh is standard
pr ctice).

(2) In plate. The index plate (fig. 20) is a round plate with a
serie-s of six ol more circles of evally spaced holes; the index
pin on the cr can be inserted in any hole in any circle. With

the interchang ble plates regularly furnished with most index
heads, the Oa mes necessary for most gears, bolt heads,
milling cu rs splines, and so forth, can be Obtained. The
followin of plates are standard equipment.

(a) -13zo n and Sharpe type, 3 plates of 6 circles each, drilled as
folio s:

P-lte 1: 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 holes.:'
Pla e 2: 21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 33 holes.

te 3: 37, 39, 4r: 4,3, 47, 49 holes.

(b) Cincinnati type, one plate dr,illed on both sides with circles
divided as *follows:

lif$ First side: 24, 25, 28, 30, 34, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43
holes. 4

Se ond side: 46, 47, 49, 51, 53, 54, 5:7, 58, 59, 62, 66
hule-s.
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' Figure 20. Index plate and sector.

(3) Indexing operation. The two following examples show how the
index plate is used to obtain any desired part of a whole spindle
turn by plain indexing.

(a) To mill a hexagon. Using the rule previously given in (1)(b)
above, divide 40 by 6, which equals 6-2/3. turns, or 6 full
turns plus 2/3 of a turn,on any circle whose number of holes
is divisible by 3. Therefore, 6 full turns of the crank plus
12 spaces on an 18-hole circle, or 6 full turns plus 26 spaces
on a 39-hole circle will produce the desired r`o-taln of the
workpiece.

(b) To cut a gear of 42 teeth. Using-the rule again, divide 40 by
42 which equals 40/42 or 20/21 turns, or 40 spaces on a
42-hole circle, or 20 spaces on a 21-hole circle. TO uspthe
rule given, -select a circle having a number of holed divisible
by the denominator of the requtred fraction of a turn reduced
to its lowest terms. The number of, spaces between holes
gives the desired fractional part of the whole circle. When`
counting hples, start with the first hole ahead of the index pin.

(4) Aector. The sector (fig. 20) indicates the next holein which the
pin is to be inserted and makes it unnecessary to count holes when
moving the index crank after each cut. It consists of two radial,
beveled arms which can be set at any angle to each other and then
moved-together around the center of the index plate.. Suppose that,
a's shown in figure 21, it 013./red to. make a series of cuts,
nioving the index crank 1I'AitutiS after each cut. Since the

A
circle illustrated has 20-ho1es, tarn the crank 1 full turn, plus
5 spaceqi after each cute et the' sector arms to include the
desired fractional part of .a turn, or 5 spaces, between the beve14.d
edges of its arms, as shown. If the-first cut is taken with the
index pin agai.nst the left-hanearm, to take the next cut, move th-,
pin once around the circle and into the hole against the right-hand
arm of the sector. 'Before taking the second cut, move the arms job
so that theneft-hand arm is again against the pin; thiirrioves the

_right-hand arm another five spaces aheld of the pirf. Then take
' the second cut; repeat the operation-until all the cuts have been

completed. *

1
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Note. It is good practice always to index clockwise on the plate.

d. Indexing in degrees. Workpieces can be indexed in degrees as well
as fractions of a turn with the usual index head. There are 3600 in a complete
circle and 1 turn of the index crank revolves the epindle 1/40 of a revOlution or-9°.
Therefore, 1/9 turn of the crank rotates the spindle 1°. Wo,51tpieces can therefore
be indexed in degrees by using a circle of holes divisible by 9. For example,
moving the crank 2 spaces on an 18-hole circle, 3 spaces on a 27-hole circle, or
4 s s..on a 36-hole circle will rotate the spindle 10. Smaller crank moveinents
fur er subdivide the circle: moving 1 space on an 18-hole circle tuAs the spindle
1/2° (P min.); 1 space on a 27-hole circle turns.the spindle 1/3° (20 min.); and
so forth.

14. GENERAL MILLING Oi;'ERATIONS.

a. .(General. The succes; of any milling operation depends to a great
extent upon the judgment in setting up the job, selecting the proper Milling cutter,
and holding the cutter by the best means under the circumstances. Some fundamentfij
practices have bien proved by experience to be necessary for goad results on all
jobs. Some of these practices are mentioned beloW.

4,1

(1) Before setting up a jbb, be sure that the workpiete, the table,
the bore in the spindle, and the arbor or cutter shank are all
clean and free from chips, nicks, or burs.

(2) Set up every job as close to the milling machine column as the
circumstances permit.,

(3) Do not select,a milling cutter of larger.diarneter than is
necessary.

I"

Keep milling cutters sharp at all times.

Do not change feeds or speeds while the milling machine is in
operation.

Always lower the table befor,e backing the workpiece under a
revolving milling.cutter

Feed the workpiece in a direction opposite to the intation of the
milling cutter, except when milling long or deep slots or when
cutting off stnck.

Never run a milling ttOter backward.

:When using clamps t6 secure workpieces, be sure that they are
tight and thatthe piece, is held so that it will not spring or vibrate
under cut.

Use a recommended cutting oil liberally.

Keep chips away from the table and from around the workpiece;
brush them out of the way by any convenient meanS, but do not
do so by hand or with waste.. -

2-7
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I (12) Use good judgment and common sense .h.plannir.g every )ob, and
profit by previous mistakes,

b. Operations. Milling operations may.be.classified under four general
headings as follows:

(1) Fa.ce milling - Machining flat surfaces which are at right angles
tc the axis 61 the cutter..

(2) Plain or slab milling -"machining flat surfaces which are parallel
to the -axig'of the Cutter.

Angular milling - machining f.lat surfaces which are a.t an
inClination to the axis of the cutter.

(4) Form milling - machining surfaces having an.irregular outline.

15. S'PEEDS FOR MILLING CUTTt12.S.

a. General. The speed of a milling cutter'is the distance in feet per
minute each tooth travels as it cuts its chip. The number, Oiospindle sevolutions
per minute necessary to give a desired peripheral speed dependg on the size or the
milling- cutter. The best speed is determined by the kind of material being cut-and
the material, size, and type of cutter used. The smoothness of finish desired and
power available are other factors relating tc cutter speed.

b. Selecting proper cutting speed.

(1) The approximate values given in table I may be used as a guide
o r selecting the proper cutting speed. If the operat:a finds thLit

the machine, the milling utter, or the workpiece cannot be
handled suitabiy at these speeds, irrirnediate,readjustment should
be made.

a
(2r Table I lists speeds for high-speed steel m illing cutters. :f

carbon steel gutters are used, the speed should be about one-
half the recommended speed in the table. Li carbide-tipped
cutters are; irsed, the speed can be double.

(3) For roughing iuts, a moderaie speed and coarse feed often give
best results; for finishing cuts, the best practice is to reversti,

'these.conditions, using a higher spzed ahd a lighter feed.
*

c. Speed computation.

(I) The formulalor Calculating, 4Ar.dls speed in rt v lu t n s per
minute is a-s4follows:

. 12 m.r.p.
rf D

where, f. p. rn. = spindle speed4in rf.:%t)lution.; per mmutO,
f. p.m. = cutting speed of rn:11:ng cutter Is. t. p. m. Isprio.
ft. per min.));
ir 3.14
D = Diameter milling cuttie.c. fin .n
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For example, the spindle speed for machining a piece of steel at
a speed of 351:f. rft rith a cutter 2 inches in diameter is
calculated as follows:

= 12 f" p' 12 x 35 66. 9 r.p. m.r.p.m.
D 3:14 x 2

-Therefore; the milling machine spindle would be set ior
approximately 67 r. p. m.

A BLE,I. .MILLING MACHINE CUTTING SPEEDS FOR HIGH-SPEED
STEEL ,MILLING CUTTERS.

%tater-14

Cutrinspred Wpm), r

Plats mtillnt cutters - End matins- mum

Fowling F;rashtsz RoustUnt Ft:Whine

tillinitionn 400 to 1.000 400 to 1.0e0 400 to 1,000 ' 400 to 1.13g0
lrass composition 125 to 200 90 to 200 . 90 to 150 90 to 150
rasss yellow 150 to 200 100 to 250 100 to MO 1 100 to 200
room phosphor and do to ,..4 2.5 to 100 , 30 to .,t) 1 30 to 1,0
maiten110C

'ast iron -hard, 25 to 40 10 to 30 : 25 to 40 , 20.to 45..

aid iron ,soft and 40 to 71 25 to SO , 35 tq 65 . 30 to SO
medmui.. ,

Ione! itiet31 50 ttt.75 50 to 75 40 to-60 1 40 to 60
Fteel, hard 25 to SO 25 to 70 25 to 50 25 to 70reti, soft 60 to 120 45 to 110 50 to 85 ; 45 to-100

1

Fos rsrson stesi cutter, decrease values b ',1) percent
Fce earbs.1.-tiouel cutlers tneread values tol, percent

.r

(Z) Table U is providePrb faLlitate spindle-epeed computations for
standard cutting speeds and standard milling cutters.

16. FEEDS FOR MILLING.

, a. General. The rate of feed, or the speed at which the workpiece
passes age cutter, determines the time, required for.cutting a job.

b. Designation of feed. The .eed of the milling machine may be designated
either in "inches per minute" or "thousandths of an inch per revolution ot the
spindle "

(1) The inches per minute system is used in the newer machines, in
which feed 'and spindle sipeed operate 'independently of each other.

The thousandths of an inch per revolution of spindle system is used
on the cone dr.ive machines on which speed and feed are inter -
dependent, and a change'in speed causes a similar change in feed.

(2)

17. CUTTING OILS.

a. Purpose. The major advantage of a cutting oil is that it Tedtices
.
zrictional heat, thereby giving longer life to the cutting edges Of the teeth. The oil
als.y serves to lubrtcate the cutter face and to flush away the chips, consequently ,

re-Out:mg the possibility of marring the finish.

4.
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TABLE U. MILLING CUTTER ROTATIONAL SPEEDS,

., l
Clatine 41:4.2 (040 .

Diarnetor oecutta
tia.) I as so 1 3s

- ..-
,,. so-.1 . ot.,. I so i so 1 . I .

1 _

43 1 Ito I am

Cut yolticesi =hltito
--1

056
4;14: ,

op
: ;

fla-t-'1, f... ;
382
306
255

.
158 ; ,535
367 .i. -428
306 I 357

611 1

489 1

408

764 91'7 :1, 0,70
611 'ci -733 1. M6
509,, 611 ; 713

1. 222
978
815

1:;.;-yta II. sn
ii, 100 41,222 .;1;

916 11,018

ii,s34 iz 132 2,
4A il, 714- 1,955

11. . 11, 425- '11.rr.
I, 049 ,1, 224 ,1,398-

t 917 tp. 070 11,

738 i 84, i

1

445 3,
12,

ogrriA

.. ,..21-8
4.....- 1 191

4 15Z

.2t, 1

i

184 !

306
26$
214

349
306
245

4371
383
306

524
459
367

611
535
428'

699
611
489

1 786
I 688

1 552

I 874
:764
6121

'1,74S
22 II, .528
970 11, 224

. '
,

1 1

t

127
109
95. 5

153
131 i,,,

115 I

178 . j
153
134

203. 11254
175 219

'153 191

306
2o21
229 ;

,357
306
267

408 I 458
1j349 I 392

306- 1 344
a. .

503
438
382'

6 I0 1

526 :

458

711
613
535

813 11,

70'
oll

016
876
764

.

14 !.
Vi I

13

76. 3
63 7
54 5

,

91 81
76. 31

, 65 5i

107 ;

89 2
.76 4,

123
102
87 3.

133 ISA, 214 . 245
127 I 153 178 204
109 i 131 153 175

274 306
230' 254

: 196 218

367
305
262

428 :

356 :

305

.430
106
349 '

642
508
438

-,-.---
47 8, 57 3
38. 2 45 8t
31 8, 38 21

66 9
53. 5,
44, 6:

78 4.

61. 21
51 ,,

95 5i ,115 134 , 153

76 3' 91 7 107 122
63. 71, 76 4 89 1 102

172 191

138 ' 153

114 127

229 I

184 1

152 :

267
213
lib

306
245
203

382
.306

254

i

.

27.'3. "32.7;
23 9 28. 71
19 1 22 91

38 2;
33. 41
26 7:

43. 6;
33 i
30 61

54 :14 65 5 76 4. 87
47. 57 3 66. 9 76.

38 2 45 9 53 5 61

I. .11.,---:,
41 93 1 109 i

41 86 95 -1.;:

1 68 8 76 1.

1314 ;
11$ '

91 7

153 i

134 '

107

'74 .

153
122

218 ,

153

1

i

15. 9 19 14
13. 61 16. 4;
11. 9 14.

22. 3,
19 li
16. 71

25 5.1

21 3
19. li

31. 81 36. 2,', 44 6 51.
27. 3i 32 7; 38 2 43.

23. '9 28. 7i 33 4 38

i
0' 5722. 63 61
7' 49 14 54' t'i

2; 43 1 47 81

.

7,§ 3
65 5'
57 4'

89 ..1

76 4'
6 9

102
87 4'
76 5,

127
109

95, C

b. Types. Gutting oil compounds for various metals ar given in table Ili.

In general, a simple coolant is all that is required for roughing: Finishrng requ,ires"

a cutting oil with good lubricating properties to help produce a good finish on the
workpiece. Aluminum and cast iron are almost always machi,ned dry,

Application. The cutting oil or coolant should be directed by means of

a coolant drip can or pump-system to the point where the cutter cdntacts the work-

piece. Reiardless of method used, the cutting oil should be allowed to flow fzeely

over the workpiece arid cutter.
TABLE HI. CUTTING OILS FOR MILLING OPERATIONS.

Ngstenal
Cutting Raid

Roughing Finntung

luminum
rass, composition

Us, yellow
onze, phosphor
manganese.

Cast Iron (hard)
'ast iron (soft and

- msdium).
Mond metal

hard

tin:el, soft

Dry
Dry; soda water

ture.
Dry; soda +Ater mixture.

and, Soluble cutting oil',

Dry, soda water mixture.
Dry,

Pry.
mix- -Dry, urpentine

Dry.
Sulfurized fatty nunera

cutt.ng oil, pure lar
cuttii,g oil,

Dry; turpen tine.
Dry.

;.soluble cutting oiL Mineral fatty blend cut
tam oil

Soluble cutting oil; tom, nuffugtzcd (444y uiineéii

egal fatty Wend cutting cutting dell pure lar
oil. 4. cutting oil

:ioluble crating o,I . Mineral fatty blend cut
ting oil.

k

2
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18. PLAIlsi MILLING.

General. Plain milling, also called. surface milling and slab milling,
is :the milling of flat surfaces with 'the milling cutter axis parallel to the surface
being milled. Generally, plain milling is accOmplished with the workpieEe surface
mounted parallel to the surface of the milling machine table and the milling cutter
mounted on a st4idard milling machine arbor. The arbor is well supported in a
horizontal plane between the milling Machine spindle nd one or more arbor
supports.

b. Operation. A typical setup for plain milling is illustrated in figure 21.
Noterftrilat the milling cutter is positioned on the arbor with sleeves so that it is as
closst as practical to the milling machine spindle while maintaining sufficient
clearnce b6tween the vise and the milling machine column. This practice reduces
torque in the arbor an,d permits more rigid support for the cutter.

PLAIN MILLING CUTTER

MO AR6Olt
SUPPORT

wORKPIECE

RA ID 156347r-
14,

Figure 21. Plain milling operation.

19. ANGULAR MILLING.

a. General. Angtlar-milling, or angle milling, is the milling of flat
stirface's which are neither parallel nor perpendicular to the axis of the milling
cutter. A single-angle milling cutter (fig 11) is used for this operation. The
milling of dovetail$ is a typical example of angular.milling.

b. Operation. trii'en.millIng aovetails, othe usual angle of the cutter is
45°, 50°, 55(5, or 60° based on cornYnon dovetail designs. When cutting dovetails
in the milling niachine, the workpiece may be held in the vise, clamped to the table,

10i or Clamped to an angle plate. Filure 22 shows the wor4,ieceiniounted to a lathe
face plate for angular milling with the milling and grinding lathe attachment. The
tongu, or groove is first' roughed-out using a side milling cutter, , after whiah the
ariguMr sides arid base are finished with an angle milling cutter.

414

281
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Figure 22. Angular milling of dovetail using the milling and grinding lathe
attacjiment.

20.' STRADDLE MILLING.

a. General. When two ormore parallel vertical surfaces are machined
at a Iing1e cut the operation is called straddle milling. Stzaddlemilling is
acco lished by mounting two side milling cutters on the same arbor, set apart
so the straddle the workpiece.

-

b. Operation. Figure 23 illustrates a typical example of straddle milling.
In this case, a spline.is being cut but the same Operation may be applied to the
cutting of squares or hexagons on the eiaj of a cylindrical workpiece. The Workpiece
is usually mounted &tween centers in the_indexing fixture or mounted vertically in
a swivel vise. The two side milling cutters are separated bypacers, washers
and shims so that the distance between the cutung teeth_of each cutter is exactly
equal to the width of the workpiece area required. When cutting a square by_this
method, two opposite sides of the square a e cut, and then the, spindle of the
indexing fixture or the swivel vise is rotate 90°, and the other two sides of the
werkpiece are straddle milled.

21. FACE MILLING.

a. General. Face milling, als,o called end milling and bide milling, is
the machining Of surfaces perpendicular to the axis of the milling cutter.

b. Purpose. Face milling cutters, end nulling cutters (fig 24), and side
milling cutters are used tor face milling operations, the size and nature of the,
workpiece determining the type and size of cufter required.

Alb

c. Vertical operation. figure 'Z4 illustrates face milling performed with
a swivel cutter head milling machine With ice spindleNn a velltical position. :The
workpiece is, supported parallel to the ta:)1e In a.'swivel vise.

,
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4-SPLINE

10-SPLINE

STRADDLE MILLING
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NOTES
D = MAJOR DIAMETER
d = MINOR DIAMETER
w - WIDTH OF SPLINE

6-SPLINE

16-SPLINE

FINISHING TO
MINOR DIAMETER

A

RA PD 256561X,

Figure 23.- Mining spline.shafts.

d.. Horizontal operation. Angulasurface'scan, also be face rnillied oh a
tvlivel cutter head milling machine (fig 25). n this case, the workpiece is mounted.
p$railel to the table and the Cutter head is swiveled to bring the end milling cutter
Rerpencliculaz to-the,surface to-be produced.,

24. GANG MILLING. When two or more parallel horizontal surfaces are
rv,:led at one cut, thi. operation is known as gang milling. The usual method is to

; mount two or more..plarn milling cutters of differnt diameters and Nyidths on an
arhor'a,s shown in ligure 26. The clitteri so mounted are called a gang. The '
podsible cutter cornbirftions are unlimited and are determined in each case by the'
nature of .the job.
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Figure 24. Face millingwith vertical milling machine spindle.

Figure.25. A.ngula'r face'rrall,ing.

FOAM MILLING. .

.

a. General. Form milling is the process of machining special contours,
con-iposed of curves and straight lines., ,or entirely of curvps, at a single cut, This -
is done.with formed milling cutterS, shaped to the dontour to be cut.

b. Operation. The more cornMoh.form milling operations involy4,1;he

rreilling of half-round reCesses and beads and quarter-round radii on workpi=eces

(fig 27). This- operation is accomplished by using convex, concave,, and corner
r,ddAing nulling cutters ground to the desired circle diameter.

2S4-
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Figure 26. Gang milling operation.
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ltr PO 256552

- ,
Figt.bre 27. Form milling operation._

-
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c. Special uses. Other jobs for formed milling cutters include the milling-
of intricate patterns on workpieces and tlfe milling of_sevetal complex surfaces in,a
dingle cut such s are produced by gang mirlint.

MILLiNG`WOODRUFF KEYWAYS. The woOdruff keyslot milling cutter
(fig 28) is mountedin a spring, collet or adapter_which has been inserted in the
spindle itfithe milling machine. With the milling gutter located over tlie position in
which the Re-fway js to be cut-, the-workfaece Should be raised or the cutter lowered \ .until the cutter tears a piece of thin 'paper held betweerythe peripheral teeth of the

, Cutter and the workpiece. At-this point the graduated dial on the vertical ieed
adjustment should-be locked and the-clamp on the table.set. Using vertical feed,-'with
the graduated dial ad a guide, the workpiece is raised or the cutter lowered until
the full depth of the keyslot is cut,',completing-the operation (fig 28).

OS 424, 7-P31
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Figure 28. Woodruff keyway milling using the milling and grinding lathe
attaChment.

Z. DRILLING.

a. General. The milling machine may be used effectively for drilling,
since accurate location f the hole may be secured by means of the feed screw
graduations. The spacin of holes in a circular path, such as the holes in an index
plate, may be ip.ccomplished by indexing with the index head positioned vertically.

IR 6

b. Operation. Twist drills may be supported in drill chucks fastened in
.the milling machine ipindle or mounted directly in milling, machine Collets or
adapterS. The workpiece to be drilled is fastened to the milling machine table by
means of clamps, vises, or angle plates.

Z6. BORING. Various types of boring toolholders may be used for boring on
the milling machine, the boring tools being provided with either straight shanks
to be held in chucks and holders, or taper shanks to fit collets. arid adapters. The
two attachments mast commonly, used for boring are the fly.cutter arbor and the
offset boring head.

27. SUMMARY. The history, developments, and improvements of the milling
machine were ditcussed in the above paragraphs. As you learned, the milling
machine is-very versielle, It can be,used for many operations and has a wide
variety of capa4bilities.- The milling machine ,isexcellent for forming flat surfaces,
cutting dovetails and keyways, forming and fluting milling cutters ,and reamers,
cuttnig gears, et . Many scieCial oper. ns Can be performed with the attachments
ayaiIable fo ilAng. machine . Yo should.be able to make more efficient use-
of this mac ine after ii.al/ing tudie. is lesson.

.
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EXERCISE

101. What process is identical in method to milling?

a. Straight arbor turning
b. Circular sawing
c. Surface grinding

.102. What is the purpOse of the ram on certain types of milling machines?

a. Eliminates the dovetail between the knee and the table
b. Provides additional rigidity to the column
c. Provides a crossfeed for milling operations

103. The pitch of a milling cutter is determined by the

a. types of teeth.
b. number of teeth.
c. primary clearance angle.

104. Which angle is necessary to prevent the teeth of the cutter from rubbing against the
workpiece after it makes its cut?

a. 'ral or helix deflection
condary clearance

Primary clearance

105. On a plain milling cutter, what is an advantage of helical teeth over straight teeth?

a. Allows faster cutting action
b. Produces a smoother cut
c. paes not require large lands

10. Which type milling cutter is ground slightly thinner toward the center to allow for side
clearance?

a. S htting

ight

107. What is the MOST efficient milling cutter when the depth of the slot exceeds the width?

a. Staggered tooth
b. Concave
c. .Convex'

108. Which action will eliminate side thriiit on the arbor?

a. Using a cutter with-altertia.te helical -teeth
b, Installing.a spring-loaded thrust washer
c. -Setting the ram in the correct positidn

.4

-w
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109. What type arbor is used in a gezir cutting operation on a milling rrachine?

a. End
b.. Fly
c. Slitting

X

110. What component would be used for MOST cird1ling operations and some 4utting opera-
tions?.

-a. High speed milling attachment
b. Quick-Change collet attachment
c. Quick-change check

111. Which attachment or fixture can be swiveled to any angle or plane for rralling operations?

a. Universal milling
b. Vertical spindle
c. Offset boring head

1-12. How many turns of the indexing crank would be required to cut 12 equally spaced teeth
in a gear')

a. 6-1/3
b. 6-1/4
c. 3-1/3

113. How, rilany degrees will the index head move in,-40 complete turns of the indx crank?

a. 90
b. 66
c. 40 0-

114. How many revolutions per minute must a 3-1/2-inch cutter'turrvif the cutting speed_is.
120 surface feet per minute/

a. 91,7
la. 115
C. 131

115. What tool is BEST suited for boring?
-

a; Fly- cutter,
reamer

c. -End ill

2.S5
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COR,RtS*P.O'NDENCE tOCRSE
of the ).

US 'ARMY ORDNANCE
CE..NTER. AND ,S,CH,001.

LESSON ASIGNMENT SHEET .

Ordn4nce.Subcourse No 424 . Machine Shop Practice
1

1.4szon 8 Lathe- ..1

Credit Hours Three,

Lesson Objective* After studying this lesson you will be able to:
. 1. Discuss origin, history, purpose, types,j use, nomenclature, and operation of the

lathe.
'4

Discuss as to types, use, mounting, and
care of lathe accessory attachments to
include cuttin'g tools, cutting tool holders,, .
chucks, faceplates, centers, dogs,**
mandrils, rests, toolpost grinding
Machine, and milling and grinding lathe
attachments.

3. List, name, a:nd'explain the various
functions (operations) that can be per-.,
forfned on the lathe. 1%

I

T e k t .. . Attached Memorandum .._;. t
Matlerials Required None, ,.1

gr ,
1,Suggvtions .4 If possible, visit a machine shop and observe

the methods used in lathe operations.. . . '
.

STUDiY GUIDE AND 44TTACHED MEMORANDUM
I

1. INTRODUCTION. ... G

a. Origin of the kathe. Perhaps the eazliest of a'.11 machine toots, .the lathe, was
known to Leonardo da Vinci ,tho drew severat sketches of lathes in his notebook at the end.
of the 15th ceniury. The earliest type of lathe, the boy/ lathe, was operated by a cord held
taut by a piece of bowed wood and given a couple of turns around the wor,kpiece. The oper-
ator rotated the workpiece by drawing th'e bow back ansi forth. The bow lathe evolved into
the pole lathe in which the 'bow was replaced by a tree branch or wooden strip 'above the
machine and a foot leyer berRath the machine. With this arrangement, the operator
treaded ori.the foot liVer to pull the cord dovinward and rotate theworkpiece. The tree
branch or wooden .strip would spring downward, being connected to the other end of the cord,
and when the fooelaver was released, the branch cisr strip would return:the cord and foot
lever to their original positions. The woode strips or "lathe" used to spring the cord on
these vairly Pole lathes probably acCOv r the name "lathe" being applied to the turning
rriachi4e.

2S)
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b. Besson s lathe. A screw cutting lathe was made by Jacques Besson'before
158 although it appears that this innovation exerted little influence r,r. later lathe design.
'Besson's lathe (fiz 1) was driven by a cord passing over a pulley aoove the machine which,
in turn, drove two 'pther plij,leys on the same shaft which rotated the wor-piece and a crude,

-wooden lead screw.' The other end of the cord supported a weignt which reolaced tne conven
tional sprint return of the overhead tree branch or wood strip. A slide rest was incorporated
on this machine, perhaps the earliest application of a slide rest,

)

5"11111116"4

;,.5;

et,
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7.44.
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256437 7:."-noot eA Po

Figure 1. Besson's screw cutting, lathe-1,568.

c. Origin of screw cutting lathes. During the 17th and 18th Centuries, lathes
. _

were used to advantage by clockmakeis. The heavy-duty lathe was not yet practical and
only light -work could be performed. Screw clitting lathes fitted witK slide rests bor sup-
porting tools were again developed in the first half of the 1,8th century, but these machines
presented many difficglties in operation, and precision was unobtainable.

d. Development of screw cutting lathes. The first practical screw cutting lathe
with A slide rest was.develooed by Henry audslAI in England in 1797. This lathe incor-
porated a satisfactory lead screw hich tcfok Maddslay many years of experimentrion to'
develop. The lathe was turned by a cord krom a large wheel which was operated by. a hand-
crank. A later development of Maudslay'S in 1800 introduced change gears whereby
different pitches of scretivs could be cut from'the same lead screw. Later Maudslay, while
continuing.his work on the screw, developed/till bettei lead screws and placed metalwork-

,' ing on a solid foundation. In 1830, he built a giant lathe with a 9-foot faceplate catja_lale_ol
turning flywheels 20 fo,et in diameter and boring steam cylinders 1 n f,set in diameter for
early steam engir:es.

29u 05 424, 8-P2'



e. Advaricements. Lathe developments since die middle of the 19th
century have not radically change.d the Maudslay concept of the lathe. The major
advances have been the proving-cf accuracy obtainable in workmanship, the
designing of sturdier lathes, the increasing cif the work speed, and the gradual. cob-
version of manual operations to semiautomatic and automatic ones. The early cord
drives'were replaced by belt drives and eventually by electric motors. Lathes,con-
structed before 1850 generally had wood beds upon which iron ways were mounted.
The adaptation of the iron bed aftet. 1850, make accurate turning of large workpiects
practical. In 1853, an American named Freeland built a lathe having a back-geared
head, a mechanism which with the lead screw, change gears, and slide rest constitutes
the basic requirements of a modern engine lathe. The turret lathe was detreloped .n
America in 1890 and opened ths way for the automatic lathes and automatic screw
machin'es of today. The process was a gradual 'one, first making one motion and
then another. self-acting. The development of high-speed tool steel in 1898 and, later,
carbide-tapptd cuttmg tools in_about 1925 permitted speed increases for the lathe and
made semiautomatic and automatic lathes more desirable for production work.

Z. P.l.JRPOS.E. The lathe is a machine tool used prinCipylly for shaping articles
of.metaL, wood, or other material by causing the workpiece to revolve while the
cutter bit, held either by hand Or by a mechanical holder, is applied to the workpiece.
Principal capabilities of the lathe are the shaping of straight, tapered,, or irregularly
outlined cylinders, the facing or radial turning,of,cylindrical sections, the cutting of

I screwthreads, and boring.o.r illarging internal diameters. The.typical lathe pro- .

, vide§ a vaelety of rotating speeds and -suitable manual and automatic controls for
moving the cutting tool. In,the hands of a,competent operator, a lathe is the most
versatile of all machine tobls.

3. TYPES OF LATHES. Lathes can be conveniently classified as engine lathes,
turret lathes, and Special purpose lathes. All engine lathes have horizontal spindles
and for that reason are somstimes referred to as horizontal lathes. The smaller
lathes in all classes may betfurther classified as bench lathes or floor or pedestal
lathes, the reference in this case being the means of support.

4. ENGIN LATHES.
1

a. General. The engine lathe is intended for general purpose lathe work
and is the usual lathe found in the machine shop. The engine lathe may be bench type
or floor rhourited. The engine lathe consists mainly of a headstock, a tailstock, a
carriage, and a bed upon which the tailstock and carriage move. Most engine lathes
'are back-geared to provide exceptionally slow sPindle speeds and higli torque which
are required for the machining of large diameter'workpieces and the takmg Oftheavy
cuts. The usual engine lathe has power longitudinal and crossfeeds for moving the
carriage, and has a lead screw with gears to provide various controlled feeds for
cutting threads. Lathes are made in various sizes, the size being determined by'the
diameter of.the workpiece that can be swung in it and by the overall length of the bed.
The swing is measured in inches and the bed is measured in feet. N third dimension
is sometimes given: the distance between 'Centers. This dimension, measdred in
inches, indicates the longest length of material that can be placed in the lathe.

OS 424, 8-P3
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6. *Bench-type engine lathe (fig 2).
4

(I) The bench-type engine lathe is the most cbmmon general purpose
screw cutting lathe in the small shoe. It commonly has an 8- to
12-inch swing and a 3- to 5-foot bed length, the size being limited
by the practicality of bench mounting. The bench upon whie the
lathe is mounted may be a standard wood-topped shop bench,or a
spefial metal Ii.the bench with drawers for storing the lathe
acfe ssories.

(2)

T. POST
COMPOUND

REST
SPINDLE PULLEY

HEADSTOCK

FOLLOWER REST

STEADY REST

LEAD
SCREW

Figure 2. Oench:type engine lathe,

The bench-iype engine lathe is generally powered by an electric
motor, mounted to the bench behind the lathe headstock, and driven
by means of a flat leather belt. Some bench lathes usean under-
neath motor drive where.the drive belt passes througha hole in the
bench. I This arrangement is convenient where space in the slip') is
limited. The bench-type engine lathe is generally equipped with the
necessary tools, chucks, iathe does, and centers Co). normal opera-
tion. The lathe may have a quick-change gear box for rapid change
of threading feeds, or may be supplied with loose gears which have
to be installed singly or in combination to achieve the proper
5hreading feeds. The bench latheorriay or may not have a power-

, operated crossfeed drive.

(3) Lathe, Engine, Bench Mounted, solid Bed Type, 10 inch Swing,
Series 2,000 Model 11 inch, Standard Modern Tool. This lathe
(fig .p) is.the newest type_ lathe added to the family of Arniy machinist
tool& Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the various components of Ste lathe.

2 (I .
e ' 4
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A

ShIfter,

11? .or
r.Oil signt

GaLge

A

:

///
/// Lnift.r

Coarse-Fthe
Feed Plunger

A-B-C
Shift Lever

Feed Chart

t 4."6.°...er I. a ;e0i

Tunbier
Handle

c. Floor-mounted engine lathe (fig 6). The floor-inounted engine lathe, o
pedestal-type engine lathe, is inherently more "rigid than the b?.nch-type lathe and m y
-hive a swing as great as 16 or 20 inches and a bed length as/great as 12 feet in length
viith 105 inches between centers. The drive motor is loCated in the pedestal beneath the
,lathe headstock. A tension releast mechanism for 1.00sening the drive bplt is dsually
provided so that the drive belt may be quickly changed to different pulley combinations
for speed changes. The'headstock spindle is bacsk-eared to provide slow speeds,
and a quick-change gear box for controlling the lead screw is present on all rently
Manufactured floor-mounted lathes. The floor-mounted engine lathe usually has a.power-.
operated crossfeed mechanism.

2
,
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QUICK CHANGE
GEAR BOX

HEADSTOCK

Ibt o_.FACE
PLATE

TOOL POST.

4 . .

TAILSTOCK

COMPOUND REST

CARRI.t.GE

APRON

LEAD SCREW

PEOESTAL BE

!IV.611:11

RA PD 256464A

Figure 6. Flooi-mounted engine lathe.
t

5. LATHE CUTTING TOOLS.

a, General. 'Latb,e..sutter bits may be considered as wedges which are
forced into the material to cause compression with a resulting rupture or plastic flow
of the material. This rupture or plastic flow is called cutting. To machine metal
efficiently,nd accurately; it is.necessary that the cutter bits have keen, well-sup-
ported cutting edges, and that they be ground hr the particular metal being machined
and the tYpe of 6.it desired.' Cutter bits are made from peveral types of steel, the'
most common of which are described in (1) through (5) below.

0r.

(1) Carbon steel. Carbon, steel, or tool sleet high in carbon content.
hardens to a high degree when properly heated and quenched. The
carbon-steel tool will give good resultd as tong as constant care is
taken to avoid overheating or "bluing," since the steel will lose its
temper on hardness at a relatively ow heat. For Low-speed turning,
carbon steel gives sa isfactory res lts and istmore economical than. -
other materials.

(2) High-speed stAl. igh-speed steel is alloyea with tungstennd
sometimes chrpmium, vanadium, or znolybdenuin. 'Although not
'as hard as properly tempered carbon steel, the majority otlathe
cutting tools are made of high-speed steel because it retains its
hardness at extremely high temperatures. Cutter bits made of this
material can be-used without damage at speesd's and feeds which heat
the ,cutting Idges to a dull red.

ds 424,
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Stellite, composed of chromium, and sometimes tungsten,.
must be cast into form and cannot be forged as can carbon and
high-s'peed steels. Stellite cutter bits under favorable conditions.,
will stand exceptionally fast speeds and heavy cuts.' /

(4) Tungsten carbide. Tungsten caibide is used to tip cutter bits when
maximum speed and, efficiency is required for rnaterialg,which are
i ff i c u lt to machine. Although expensiye, tungsten carbide tipged

cutter bits are highly efficient for machining cast iron, aUoyed
copPer, brass, bronze, aluminum babbiet metal, and

such abrasive nonmetallic materials as fiber', hard rubber, and
bakelite. Cutter bits of thii type require veiy rigid supportand
re usually held in operiside toolposts, They require special
grinding wlieels for sharpening since tungsten carbide is too hard
to be redressed on ordinary grinding abrasive wheels.

(5) Tantalum carbide and titanium carbide. Tantalu carbide and
titanium carbide are also used 'to tip cutter bits ( .g 9) for
Machining steel.

b. Terms and definitions applied to single-point cutter bits (fig 7). The
terms and d initions described in (1) through (7) below are.provided to orient the
reader with respect to the basic areas and surfaces of the cutter bit,

END CUTTING
EDGE ANGLE

/1.
TOP \NEW

....I,SIDE CUTTING
DGE ANGLI

M6SE

CUTTING EDGE

SIDE RAKE
ANGLE

SIDE CLEARANCE
ANGLE

. ENO VIEW

ENO CLEARACE ANGLE OF
MOUNTED CUTTER SIT

END
CLEARANCE

ANGLE HOLDER ANGLE
CUTTING TOOL

BASE

END CLEARANCE
ANGLE

310E VIEW w
RA PO 256470

Figure 7. Terms applied to single-point cutter bits.

(1) Shank. The shank is the body of'the cutter bit on the end(s) of
which the nose(s) is formed or the tip is mounted. On single-point

.cutter bits, the cutting edge is formed on one end of the shank.

(2) Nose. The nose is the part of the Cutter bit which is shaped to
produce the cutting edges. A

2 OS 424, 8-P8
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(3) Face. The fade of the cutter bit is the surface at the upppr side of
the cutting edge on which the chi,p strikes as it is separated from
the worftpiece.

(4) Sid- The side of the cutter bit is the near-vertical Arface
with the end of the bit,' forms the profile of the bit. The side is the
leading surface of the,cutter bit when cutting.

(5) Base. The base is the bottoin surface of fge shank of the cutter
bit.

(6) End. The end of the cutter bit is the near-vertical surfaceowhich,
with the side of the bit, fornis the profile of the bit.4 The end is
the trailing surface of the cutler bit when cutting.

(7) Heel. The heel is the portion of the cutter bit base immediately
below and supporting the face.

c. Angles of-Mi ter bits (fig 7). The successful operation orthe lathe and
the quality of work that may be achieved depend largely on the angles that form the
cutting edge of the cutter bit. The profiles of the'bit (e beloW) may be of any shape
so long as the cutting edge is properly shaped. The five angles defined below are
used to_define the cutting edge, to prevent suifforting surfaces of the bit from rUbbmg
against the workpiece, and to establish a path tnr the chips being removed. Im-
pr*perly ground angles will result in weakening and breaking of the cutting edge'and
overheating of the bit. Refer to d below for recommended angles for machining
specific materials.

) Lip angle.' The lip angle is the angle of keenness of the cutting
edge. It is the angle included by the side and face bf the cutter

bit, measured at the cutting edge. The 'angle may.be more acute
for cutting soft, easily machined materials than for 4-rd or tough \
materials since hard materials require more support for the
cutEing edge than do soft Materials. If the lip angle is WO acute
to provide propqr support for the cutting edge,, the edge will break.
If the lip angle is less acute or greater than required'for slupport,
the bit will

ocut tinnecesArily slow. It has been, found that-a lip
angle of 61 is rndst efficient for the machinioni of soft steel.

'Common cast iron requiies a lip angle of 71 while very hard
grades qf cast iron, chilled iron,ohard Steel, bronze, etc., may
require lip angles as great as 85 . If free cutting Bessemer, scsrew
stock is to be machiried, the angle may be slightly less than 61 .

(2) Clearance (relief) angles. Only the cutting edge of the cutter bit
must touch the workpiece, arid therefore the end and side surfaces
of the bit which form the profile of the cutting edge must be cut back
or relieved on the underside to prevent their ruibbing against the
workpiece.

(a) End cler.rance (relief) angle. The end clearance angle is the
angle formed by the end of the cutter bit and a line perpendicular
to the diameter of the wo'rkpiece at the point of tool contact. Ii
the bit is centered on the workpiece, the angle may be measurlod
from the vertical.

OS 424, 8-P9/
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(b) Side clearance (relief) angle. The side clearance angle is the
/ angle rnia.sured between the side of the cutter btt e.t.the cutting

edge and the vertical.

"(3) Rake angles. The angle which the face of the cutter bit rnakes wIth
the horizontal is called the rake angle. Rake adds to the keenness
of the tool and facilitates the removal of chips. If the slant of the
rake is away frOm the workpiece, it is known as a. back rake angle
(fig 7); if the slant is in the direction of the workpiece axis, it,is
known as a side rake angle (fig 7). When a back rake angle slopes
toward the shank of the bit, the'bit is said to have a positive rake,
and conversely, when the back rake angle slopes away from the
shank, it is,said to have a negative rake. Cutter bits may be grou.nd
with either a back. rake or a side rake or a combination of both.

2C10

(4) Cutting toolholder angle. When determining the end clearance
angle ((2)(a) above) and the back rike angle ((3) above), the cutting .0

toolholder angle (fig 7) must be taken into consideration because
any slant of the cutter bit shank will change these angles. When
checking angles of the unmounted cutter bit, add the cutting tool-
holder angle to the end clearance angle and subtract the cutting
toolholder angle from the back rake angle.

d. Recommended clearance and rake angles. Table I lists clearance p
angles and rake angles for various materials to be machina: When einOing cutter
bits', the lip angle (c(I) a bove ) should also be considered in selecting tke proper
angles from the table.

TABLE I. CLEARANCE AND RAKE ANGLES FOR LAtHE CUTTER BITS

Material Side clearance
- angle (deg. )

End clearance
angle (deg. ),

Back rake
angle (deg. )

,

Side rake
angle (deg.)

Aluminum
Brass
Bronze; free butting
Br onze, tough
Cast iron
Copper
Magnesium alloy
Monet
Plastic, cast
Plastic, cold molded
Plastic, hot molded
Plastic, laminated
Steel, hard
Steel, Oft
Steel, stainless
Steel, very hard
Wood

r .
.

....-

5-10
5140
5-10

'10-15
5-10
7-14
6-10
6-15

12

10

6

8

5-10
5-12
5-12
5-10

20

.

'

5-9
.5-8
5-9
8-12
5-9
7-12
6-10
6-13

10
10

6

8

5-9
5-9

- 5-10
5-9

20

.

,

,
e

10-30
0-8
0-8
6-15
5-8
8-16
5-9
4-10

32
0. .,

10
30
6-14
.8-17
8-17
4-10

30

-..

l.

_

16-20
0-8

.

2-8
7-25

12-14
16-25
3-5

10-1y1

25 i
0

20
30
'10-14
14-20
,0-10
6-12

30

293
.s.
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e. Common types of cutter bits (fig 8). Cutter bits are made from
standard sizes oebar stock td fit% into cutting toolholders which, in turn, are fastened
to the toolpost.of the lathe: The following cutter bits are identified by their function.
If-the cutter bit is to be used for heavy roughing where a finished surface is not ex-
pected, the nose should be ground with a very small radius (aprx. 1/64 in. ). If the
cutter bit is jto be used for general shaping and finishing, the nose should be more
rounded (aprx. 1/32- to 1/16-in. r9.dius),

(1)

(2)

(3)

Right-hand turning cutter bit. The right-hand turning cutter bit is
shaped to be fed from right to left, The cutting edge is on the left
side of the bit and the face slopes down away from the cutting edge,
the left side and end of the tool are ground with sufficient clearance
to permit the cutting edge to bear upon the workpiece without the
heel of the bit rubbing against the wtirkpiece. The right-hand
ivurning cutter bit is ideal for taking light roughing cuts as well as

neral all-round machine work.

Left-hand turning cUtter bit. The left-hand cutter bit is just the
opposite of the right-hand turning cutter bit, being aesigned to cut
when fed from left to right. It is used for all-round machine work
when right-to-left turning is impractical.

Roundnose turning cutter bit (fig 8). The roundnose turning cutter
bit is used for all-round machine work and may he used for taking.
light roughing or finishmg cuts. Usually the face is growl& with a
right sloping side rake so that the bit may be fed from right t'o left,
although it is often ground,without any .side rake so that the feed-
may be in either direction.

(4) Right-hand facing cutter bit. The right-hand facing Cutter bit' is
intended for facing on right-hand side shoulders and the right end
of the workpiece. The cutting edge is on the left-hand side of the
bit,' and the nose is sharp to permit machining a square corner.
The direction of feed for the facing bit should be away from the
axis of the workpie5e.

Left-hand facing cutter bit. The left-hand facing cutter bit is just
the opposite 'of the right-hand facing cutter bit; it is intended for
facing the left sides qf shoulders. ,

(6) Parting cutter bit. The parting cutter bit has its principal cutting
edge at the end. Both sides must have sufficient clearance to pre-
vent binding and should be ground slightly narrower at the back than
.at the cutting edge. The bit is convenient for machining necks and
grooves,square corners, etc., as well as for cutting off operations.

(5)

(7) Thread cutter bit. The thread cutter bit has its' cutting edge ground
to ,a symmetrical 60o angle and in this form will cut sharp V-threads.
Usually the face of this bit is ground flat and has clearances ground
on both sides so that it will cut chi both sides. For American
(National) Standa'rd screw 'threads, the bit is further ground with a
flat at the nose to cut the flat root of the thread. The width of the
flat at the nose is determined by the pitch of the screw to be cut.

2
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MENISEMEMESEE
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Figure 8. Common types of cutter bits and theii application.
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.(1) Tipped cutter \bits (fig 9 . ,..Tunisten carbide, tantal-um carbide,
_or-titanium ca4bide-tipp d cuttar-bit's are commonly used in pro.-
'duction worlewhere high peeds and heavy cuts are necessary; and
where) eicceptionally hard ' d totigli materials are encoulitered.
The tipped outter bit gene ally has a shank size. larger than the
comirfon cater bit and is ounted in an open sidecutting toolholder,
a turret tool blOck, or dire tly in the toolpOst of the ..tathe. Tipped
cutter bits cOirie in shapes or use in left-hand and right-hand -

. turning, geperal purpose w rk, and chtting threads.
S.

TTi;

. L
.

44Z

r

(2)

4.
e

.0

TUNGSTEN CARBIOE,`I
11/44T ANTALUM CARBIDE, Ot t

TITANIUM CARBIDE TIP .

4.
,

RA PO 256472 -

,

Figure 9. Tipped dutter bits.

Thread cutting toolkolder with cutter (fIg 10). The thread'cutting
toolholder with.cutter is used where considerable thread cutting
is to be done. The cutter i6 formed with the correct thread contour
and needs only grinding on the face to sharpen. The cutter is used
in a specially designed toolholder which in turn mounts to the lathe
toolpost.

(3) Spring thread cutting toolholder with cutter bit (fig 10).1 The spring
thread cutting tocrlholder with cutter bit consists of a specially de-

' signed cutting toolholder that mounts a thread cutter cbit (e(7) above).
r The mounted cutter bit can be rotated to positions 30 either side

of center to provide clearance for the holder when cutting threads
close to either end of theworkpiece. A spring device in the holder
permits the cutter bit to spring downward under excess pressure,
thereby preventing breakage of the cutter bit.

(4) Khurling_ tool (fig IO),I The laiurlipetook consists of two cylindrical
cutters called knurls whia rotate in a specially designed toolholder.
The knurls contain teeth which are rolled against the surface of the
workpiece to forrd depressed patterns on the workpiece. The
knurling tool accepts different pairs of knurfs, each pair having a

301
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cliife-rent pattern or a tifferent pi;.-ch. The d:arnond pattern is most
Widely used-, and is genirally supplied in three pitches: 14-pitch,
21-pitch, and 33-pitch to produce coarse, methurn, and fine diamond.
patterns (fig 11).

A

THREAD CUTTING TOOL HOLOER
WITH CUTTER

MING:THREAD CUTTING TOOL HOWER
WITP! CUTTER MT

IEKIHESI
zI 31

KNURUNG TOOL

WIC) 256471

Figure'10. Special Pipes of lathe cutting tools.

COARSE pi MEDIUM
14- PITCH 2 I-PITCH .

EINE
4 33-PITCH

RA ID 256374

Figure 11. Diamond knurling tool patterns.
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(5)- Boring too s. Boring tdoly are ground similar to left-hand turning

cutter bits (e(2) above) and thread cutter bits (e(f) above) but with
moN3 attentión given to the end clearance angle to prevent the heel
of the bit from rubbing against the surface of the bore. The boring
cutter bit (fig 8) is clamped to a bdring tool bar which, in turn, is
supported in a boring toolholder which mounts to the .lathe toolpost.

g..

-.

Grindirlig of Lathe cutter bits.

(1) General. The most satisfactory,equipment for grinding cutter bits
is the utility grinding machine with two 7-inch vitriied grinding
abiasive wheels, 36 grain for rough grinding and 60 grain for fine
grinding. The wheel should be run at a surface speed of about'
5,000 feet per minute and should have close fitting guards and tool
rests.

(2) Carbon-steel cutter bits. Carbon-steel cutttr bits can be
distinguished from high-speed steel cutter bits by taking a trial
cut on the grinding abrasive wheel. If the bit is-made of'carbon
steel, the sparks produced will be tight orange colored; if the bit
is made of high-speed s.reel, the .sparks produced will be dark red.
When gilnding carbon-steel bits, a small container of water should
be available for ciuenching the bit A wet wheel or a water-drip *
grindstone may also be used for grinding bits made of carbon steel.
In either case, water cooling is nocessary to prevent the bit from
losing its hardness by overheitng. '

(3) High-speed steel cutterlAts. The high-speed steel cutter bit is
identified by the r.:1 sparks given off when Placed against the
grinding abrasive 4cheel. 'High-speed steel cutter bits must be
ground on a dry wheel; when'hot they must never be dipped into
Ifrater or the bit will.grack and the cutting edge crumble.

(4) Carbide-tipped cutter bits. C4ter bits tipped with tungsten carbide,
tantalum carbide, and titanium carbide cannot be ground with
standard grinding abrasive wheels but must be ground using a
special grinding wheel such as one that is diamond impregnated.
Because the carbide is extremely brittle, it must be handled with ,

extreme care. The cutting edge must always be well supported '
and the amount of grinding should be restricted to minor redressing
of the cutting edge.

(5) Procedure. Figure 12 shows the steps involved'in grinding a round-
nose turning cutter bit to be-fed from right to rat for general
turning operations. Other bits are ground in a similar manner.
tiemove the bit from the cutting toolholder before grinding to pre-

a
vent*gmaging the cutting toolholder.

(a) Grind the left side of the bit, holding it against the grinding
abrasive Wheel at the correct angle to form the side cLearance
(step 1, fig 12). / Use the coarse wheel to remove Most of the
metal and finish on the fine 'wheel.

.,

I ,
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Grind the right side of the bit (step 2, fig 12). D not remove
any more metal than is necessary from this side as /t requires
n'd, clearance and the more metal left on the oit e better the
heat-dissipation qualities, of tilt bit. ..-

' ''
CUTTER
BIT

\
;RINDING
ABRASIVE

WHEEL.

CUTTING SICE AND
SIDE CLEARANCE

STEP i

CUTTER
BIT

#

RIGH7
SIDE

STEP 2

GRINDING
ABRASIVE

, r WHEEL.

/
STEP 3

CUTTER
BIT

END CLEARANCE

STEP

FACE AND
RAKE

STEP 5 RA /0 256475

figure 12. Grinding a roundnose turning cutter bit.

la
-:.

k

(c) Grind the radius or rounding on the nose of the bit by holding it
against the wheel and turning it from side to side (step 3, fig 12).
The radius should be approximately 1/32 to 3/64 inch.

.tt.(d) Grind the end clearance by holding the bit against the side of
the wheel at the correct angle i(step 4, fig 12).

(e) Grind the face of the bit (step 5, fig 12), holding it at the
correct angle to obtain the necessary back rake and side rake.

(f ) After bits have been ground on a grinding abrasive wheel, they
- win produce better quality Work and have longer life if the

cutting edges are honed with an oilstone.

^
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' 6. CUTT/NG TOOLHOLDERS.

a. General. Common cutter bits are generally made from standard sizes
of bar stock to fit into a forged cutting toolholder which, in turn, is fastened to thee
toolpost of the lathe. Special tobls such as the 'knurling tool and the thread cytting
toolholder With cutter are furnished with their own special forged toolholders and
therefore may be fastened directly to the toolpost of the lathe. Carbide-tipped cutter
bits are generally unsuitable for mounting in forged toolholders and are fastened
.directly to the lathe toolpost (fig 13) or mounted in an open side toolpost to provide
rigid support for the bit.

b. Straight-shank cutting toolholder (fig 14). Tile straight-shank cutting
toolholder may be used to support roundnose turning cutter bits, right-hand and
left-hand turning cutter bits, and thread cutter bits. The holder is made of forged
steel and contains a haidened steel setscrew for locking the cutter bit in place.

. c. Right- and left-hand cutting toolhold'el (fig 14). The right- and left-
hanci offset cutting toolholders are designed to support right-hand And left-hand facing
cutter bits which,require that the bit be supported at an angle to the workpiec e. axis.
the holder has a setscrew for locking the cutter bit in placie.

d. Straight parting cutting toolholder (fig 14). The straight parting
cutting toolholder is a forged steelholder shaped to hold thin sectioned parting
tools.which are used to separate pieces on the lathe.

S.
e. Right- and left-hand.offset parting ceding toolholder (fig 14). The

right- and left-hand offset parting cutting toolholders are similar to the straight
parting cuttiag toolholder but are designed to hold the parting cutter bit at an angle
to the holder shank. The offset holder is generally used when the workpiece to be
parted or the stationary parts of the lathe may interfere with the holder if the straight
parting cuttinOoolholder is used. In either case, the compound rest of the lathe
must be adjusted so that the parting cutter bit enters -the workpiece at right angles
to the workpiece axis.

LATHE TObL POST SCREW

LATHE TOOL POST

CARBIDE.TIPPED
CUTTER BIT

ROCKER BASE

TOOL POST COLLAR

TOOL REST T-SLOT RA PD 256476A

Figure 13. Carbide-tipped cutter bit mounted directly to tool post of lathe,
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Figure 14. Types of cutting eoolholders.

f. Boring bar cutting toolholder (fig 13). The boring bar cutting toolholder
for t1ie4th-e-comes in several commercial types, one of which is illustrated in figure
15. The 'boring bar cutting toolholder consists of three ?arts, the holder% the inter-
changeable end cap, and the boring tool bar. The boring tool bar is a rod with one
end theeadded totfccept an erld cap. Three end caps are supplied, each end cap slotted
at different anglzs to accept a cutter bit; The standard angles are 300, 45°, and 90').
Plain boring tool bars witho'ut end caps are often made to accept cuttelr bits at each
end, one having a 900 slot, and the other end having a 450 slot. The holder is made
of forged steel. It has a shank similar to that of the other cutting toolholders. The
holder is secured to the lathe toolpost by the lathe toOlpost sc w. The boring tool
bar is adjustable in the holder and can be locked in any desired osition.

7. CHUCKS.

a. General. Workpieces are held to the headstock spindle of the lathe with
chucks, Laceplates, or lathe centers. A lathe chuck is a de'vice that exerts pressure
on the workpiece to hold it secure to the headstock spindle or tailstock spindle. Corry=

monly used with the lathe are the independent chuck, the universal scroll chuck, the
combination chuck, the drill chuck, the hollow headstock spindle chuck, the li.the tail-
stock chuck, the collet chuck, and the step chuck.

b. independent chuck (fig 16).

(1). The independent chuck generally has four jaws which are adjusted
individually on the chuck face by'rneans of adjusting screws. The
chuck face is scribed with concentric circles which are used for
rough alinement of the jaws whesi chucking round workpieces. The
final adjustment is madeliy turning the workpiece slowly and using
,gages to determine its concentriCity. The jaws are the readjusted
as necessary to aline the.workpiece within very small tolerances.
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Figure 15. Boring bar cutting toolholder with end caps and cutter bits.
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figure 16. Independent chuck, uniirersal scroll chuck, and drill
chuck used with the lathe.
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(2) The jaws of the Independent chuck-may be used as illustrated in
figure 16 or may be reversed so that the steps face in the opposite
direction; thus workpieces can be gripped either externally or
internally. The independent chuck can be used to hold square,
round, octagonal, or irregularly shaped workpieces in either a
concentric or eccenitbric position due to the independent operation
of each jaw.

(3) ; Because of its versatility. and capacity for fine adjustment, the
inderAndent chuck is commonly used for mounting workpieces
which must be held with extreme accuracy.

c: Universal scroll chuck (fig 16).

(14, The universal scroll chuck usually has three-jaws which move
in ulEson as an adjusting pinion is rotated.. The advantage of the
universal scroll chuck is its ease of operation in centering work
for concentric turning. This chuck is not as accurate as .the in-
dependent chuck, but when in good condition it will center work
automatically within 0.003 inch of complete accuracy.

(2) The jaws are moved simultaneously within the chuck by means
of a scroll or spiral threaded plate. The jaws are threaded to
the scroll and move an equal distance inward or outward as the
scroll is rotated by/leans of the adjusting pinion. Since the
jaws are individually alined on the scroll, the jaws cannot be

, 4
reversed. Howev:er, the chuck is usually suplied with two sets
of jaws which can be interchanged.

(3) The universal scroll chuck can be used to hold and automatically
center round or hexago al Workpieces. Having only three jaws,
the chuck can&ot be us ffectively to hold square, octagonal,
or irregular shapes. irp

CombinationVchuck. A cornbind,chuck combines the features of the
independent chuck and the anivers.al scroll chuck and can'have either three or four
jaws? The jaws can be moved in unison on a scroll for automatic centering
or can be moved individually if 4esired by separate adjusting screws.

;101

e. brill chuck (fig 16). The drill chuck is a small universal-type chuck
which can be tfsed in either the headstock spindle or in the tailstock for'holding
straight-shank drills, reamers, taps, or small diameter workpieces. The drill%chuck
has thiee or four hardened steel jaws which are inoved together or apart by adjusting
a tapered sleeve within which they are contained. The drill chuck is capable of
centering tools and small diameter workpieces to within 0.002 or 0.003 Inch when
firmly tightened. -16

, f . Hollow headstock spindle chuck (fig 17). The hollow headstock spindle
chuck is similar to a drill chuck but is hollow and is provided with threads to screw
onto the headstock spindle nose. This chuck can be used to hold rods, tubes, or bars
which are passed through the headstock spindle. It is generally capable of centering
workpieces to an'accuracy of 0.002 inch,

/ 3 Ct 8
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g. Collet chuck.

The collet chudk is the most accurate means of holding small
workpieces in the lathe. The collet chuck conSists of a spring
Machine collet (fig 18) and a collet attachment which secures
an46regulates the collet on die headstock spindle of the lathe.

;2) The spring Machine collet (fig 18) is a thin metal bushing with
an accurately machined bore and a tapered exterior. The collet
has three lengthwise slots to permit its sides betrig sprung
slightly inward to grip the workpiece. Tp grip the workpiece
accurately, the collet must be no more than 0.001 inch larger
or smaller than the diameter of the piece to be chucked. For
this reason spring machine collets are generally supplied in sets
with various capacities in 1/16-, 1/32-, or 1/64-inch increments.
For -general purposes, the spring kr achme collets are limited in
capacity to 1 inch in diameter.

(3) The collet attachment which with the spring machine collet forms
the collet chuck, consists of a collet sleeve, a drawbar, and a
handwheel or hand lever,to move the drawbar. Figure 19
illustrates a typical collpt chuck instillation. The collet sleeve
is fitted to the right end.of the headstock spindle. Tfie drawbar
passes through the headstock spindle and is 'threaded to e
spring machin.e cpllet. When the drawbar is rotated by n4ans
of the handwheel, the collet is pulled inward and the collet ,'Ralls
are cammed together by contact with the collet sleeve, tightening
the chuck to the workpiece.

(4) Collet chucks are usually standard.equipment on toolroom-9
type engine lathes andiiiihorizonta,l turret lathes. Sping
ma*chine collets are available in darerent shapes (fig 18)' to
chuck square and hexagonal workpieces of small dimensions as
well as round workpieces.

a

Figure 17.4 Hpllow headstock spindle chuck.

4
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Figure 18. Spring machine collet shapes.
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Figure 19. Typical installation of collet chuck.
a .

h. Step chuck. The step chuck is a variation of the collet chuck, but is
intended for very accurate holding of workPieces larger than 1 inch in diameter. The
step chuck consists of the handwheel or hand lever collet attachment (& above) and a
step chuck machine collet (fig 20) in place of the regular spring machine collet. The
step chuck machine collet, which is split into.three section's like the spring machine
collet, is threaded to the drawbar of the collet attachment.. As the step chuck
machine collet is drawn into the collet sibeve, the three sections of the collet are
cammed against the workpiece by an inside taper in the collet sleeve. The step
chuck is supplied in 2, 3, 4, anc1.5 inch sizes, the size indicating the maximum
diameter of workpieces that can be supported. The step chuck machine collets are
furnished blank and machined on the lathe to the desired step diameter.

i. Lathe tailstock chuck (fig 20). The lathe tailstock chuck is a device
designed to support the ends of workpieces ip the tailstock when a lathe center cannot
be conveniently used. The chuck has a taper arbor that fits the lathe tailstock spindle.
The three bronze self-Centering jaws of the chuck will accurately close upon

OS 424, 8-P22
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workpieces between 1/4 anc1.1 inch in diameter. The bronze jaws provide a good
bearing suiface for the workpiece. The jaws are adjusted to the diameter of the
workpiece and then locked in- place.

s

-
,

,

STEP CHUCK MACHINE COMET
[KAMM

-' 1

ti,
Figure 20. Step chuck machine collet arid lathe tailstock chuck.

LATHE TAOSECKX14UCX RA PO 25113
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8. LATHE FACEPLA TES. ."'" 4.
WI,

/ a. A lathe faceplate (fig 21 ) is a flat, round plate tha.t threads to the heacr-
stock spindle of theslathe, The faceplate is used for irregularly-shaped workpieces
that cannot be successf&ly held by chucks (or mounted.between centers. The work-
piece rs either attaciied to the faceplate using angle plates or brackets or bolted
directly to the plate. Ridial T-slots in the faceplate surface facilitate mounting of
workpieces. The faceplate is valuable for mounting workpieces in which an eccentric
hole ortprojection is to be'rnachined. The number of applications of the faceplates
depend upon the ingenuity of the machinist.

1?. A small.faceplate known as a driving faceplate is used to drive the lathe
dog for workpieces mounted between centers. The driving faceplate usually has
fewer T-slots than the larger faceplates. When the workpiece is supported between
centers, a lathe dog is fastened to the workpiece andpngaged in a slot of the driving
faceplate. 4

3 1 1
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9. LATHE CENTERS.

a: General. Lathe centers are ihe roost common devices for supporting
workpieces in the lathe. Most lathe centers have a tapered goint with a 600 included
angle to fit workpiece holes with the same angle. The workpiece is supported between
two centers, one,in the headstock spindle and one in the tailstock spindle. Centers
for lathe work have standard tapered shanks that fit into the tailstock directly and into
the headstock spindle, using a center sleeve to convert the larger bore of the spindle
to the smaller taper size of the lathe center: The centers are referred to as live
centers or dead centers depending upon whether they move with the workpiece or
remain stationary. The most common types of centers are described in b through f
below.

h. Male Center (fig 22). The male center or plain center is the type used
in pairs for most general lathe turning operations. The point is ground to a 60o cone
angle. When used in the headstock spindle, where it revolves with the workpiece, it
is commonly called a live center. When used in the tailstock.spindle, where it re-%

mains stationary when the workpiece is turned, it is called a dead center. Dead
'centers are always hard and must be lubricated very often to prevent overheating.

c. Pipe center (fig 22). Thd pipe center is similar to the male center
but its cone is ground to a greater angle and is larger in size. It is used for holding
pip.e and tubing in the lat4e.

d. Female center (fig 22). The female center is conically bored ai the
tip a is used to support workpieces that are pointed on the end.

3
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Figure 22. Types of lathe centers.

e. Half male center (fig 22). The half male center is a male center that
A has a portion of the 600 cone cut away. The half male center is ubed as a deadcenteir

in the tailstock where complete facing is to be performed. The cutaway portion of
the center faces the cutting tool and provides the necessary clearance for the tool
when facing the surface immediately around the drilled center in the workpiece.

f . V-center (fig aa). The V-center is used to support round workpieces
at.right angles to the lathe axi's for special operations such as drilling or reaming.

10. LATHE DOGS.

a. Purpose. Lathe dogs (fig 23) are cast metal devices used to provide
a firm connection between the headstock spindle and the workpiece mounted between
centers. This firm connection permits the workpiece to be driven at the same speed
as the spindle under the strain of cutting. Three common types of the lathe dogs are
illustrated in figure 23.. Lathe dogs may have bent tails or straight tails. When bent
tail dogs are used, the tail fits into a slot of the driving faceplate. When straight
tail dogs are used, the tail bears against a stud projecting from the faceplate.

OS 424, 8-P2.5
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Figure 23. Common types of lathe dogS.

b. Safety. The bent tail lathe dog with headless setscrew is considered
safer than the dog with the square head screw because the headless setscrew reduces
the danger of the dog catching in the operator's clothing and causing an accident.

c. Special lathe dog. The bent tail clamp lathe dog is used primarily for
holding rectangular workpieces.

11. MANDRELS-4:

a. General. A workpiece which cannot be held between centers because
its axis has,been drilled or bored and which is not s.uitible for holding in a chuck or
against a faceplate is usually mathined on a mandrel. A mandrel is a tapered axle
pressed into the bore of the workpiece to support it between centers,. A mandrel
should not be confused with an arbor which is a similar device but used for holding
tools rather than workpieces.

b. Solid machine mandrel (fig4k). A solid machine mandrel is generally
made from hardened steel and ground to a slight taper of from 0.0005 to 0.0006 inch
per inch. It has very accurately Countersunk centers at each end for mounting be-
tween centers. The ends of the mandrel are smaller than the body and have machined
ylats for the lathe dog to grip. The size of the solid machine mandrel is always
/stamped or. the large eiid of the taper.

c. Expansion mandrel (fig 24). Since solid machine mandrels have a very
slight taper, they are li;nited to workpieces with specific inside diameters. An ex-
pansion mandrel will accept workpieces having a greater range of sizes. The expan-
sion mandrel is, in effect, a chuck arrangsitso that the grips can be forced outward
against the interior of the hole in the' workpiece.

12. RESTS.

a. General. Workpieces often need extra support, especially long, thin
workpieces that tend to spring away from the cutter bit. Two common supports or'
rests are the steady rest and the follower rest:
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Figure 24. Types of mndrels.

b. Steady rest (fig 25). The steady rest, or center rest, as it is also
called, is Used to suppor.t long workpieces for turning and boring operations. It is
also used for intarnal threading operations where the workpiece projects a consider-
able distance from the chuck or faceplate. The steady rest is clamped to the lathe
bed at the desired location and supports the workpiece wi,thin three adjustable,jaws.
The workpiece must be machined with a concentric bearing surface at the point where
the steady rest is to be applied. The jaws must be carefully adjusted for proper,.
alinement and locked in position. The area of contact must be lubricated frequently.
Th*-top section of the steady rest swings away from the bottom section to permit re-
moval of the workpiece without disturbing the jaw setting.

c.' Follower rest (fig 25). The follower rést has one or.two jaws that bear
against the Workpiece. 'The rest is fastened to the lathe carriage so that it will follow
the cutter bit ant.b' ear upon the portkon of the workpiece that has just been turned.
The cdt must first be started arid continued for a short longitudinal distance before
the followerrest may be applied. The rest is generally.used only for straight turning
and for threading of long, thin workpieces.
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Figure 2 Steady and follower rests.
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13. TOOLPOST GRINDING MACHINE. The toolpost grinding machine (fig 26)

is a machine tool attachment specially designed for cylindrical grinding operations
on the lathe. It consists primarily of a 1/4-, or 1/3-horsepower electric, motor and
a wheel spindle connected by means( of pulleys and a belt. The machine fastens to
the compound reit of the lathe with a T-slot bolt which fits in the T-slot of the com-
pound rest in the same manner as the lathe toolpost. The toOlpost grinding machine
mounts grinding Abtasive wheels ranging from 1/4 to 3 or 4 inches 'in diameter for
internal and external grinding operations, and the pulleys on the wheel spindle and Pk.
motor shaft are intercl\angeable to provide proper cutting speeds for the various

./ wheel sizes. The larger grinding abrasive wheelskised for external grinding are
attached gfthe wheel spindle with an arbor. Small, mounted grinding abrasive
wheels for internal grinding are fixed in a chuck which screws to the wheel spindle.
The electric motor is connected to an electrical power source by means of a cable
and plug. A switch is usually provided at the attachment to facilitate starting and
stopping of the motor. 1
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Figure 26. Toolpost grinding machine. '

4

,
' 14. MILLING AND GRINDING LATHE ATTACHMENT. The milling and grinding

lathe attachment .(fig 27) is a versatile, self-powered attachment that fits to the
. ..

carriage of the lathe: The attachment is used for milling slots, flats, or keyways
on lathe mounted workpieces, fox; performing internal and external grinding operations,

.. for drilling holes in the periphery of lathe mounted wOrkpieces, for reaming and
boring operatione, and for milling gear teeth and square tooth threads. The spindle
of the milling and grinding lathe attachment is vertically adjustable, riding on four
shafts and controlled by a screw and handwheel. Different head accessories adapt
the attachment for performing the variety of functions mentioned abo;re..

s.

,
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Figure 27. Milling and grindini lathe attachment.

15. LAYING OUT WORK.

a: General. 'Laying out work for the lathe consists primarily of determining
the best method for supporting the workpiece in the lathe and then locating and pre-
paring centers if necessary.

b. Methods for supporting workpieces. If the workpiece is to be turned or
threaded and is reasonably small in diameter and reasonably long, the usual method
of mounting is between centers. If extensive facing, boring, or internalthreading is
to be tone, the usual method of mounting is in a chuck; and if the piece is very long,
a steady rest should be used near the end to be worked. If the workpiece tb be
machined is irregular ieshape and not easily adaptable to chucking, the workpiece is
usually fastened to a facepla.te.

p.

c. Locating centers of cylindrical workplaces. If the workpiece is to be
mounted between lathe centers i the. headstock and tailstock; it is nhcessary to
locate the centeitt of the workpiece accurately. Accurate centering is important so

, that the entire diametler wiliolinish to size, and the depth of cut will be uniform
'throughout. Several methods of centeri g bar stock are described in (I) through (3)
/below.

(1 ) Hermaphrodite caliper mathoalfig 28). Set a pair of hermaphg
rocilte calipers to approximately one-half the workpiece diameter
and scribe,four short arcs. The' arcs will enclose the center.
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CENTERING w1TH
HERMAPHRODITE CALtPERS

CENTERING USING CENTER HEAD
OF COMBINATION MACHINIST'S SQUARE CENTERING USING DWIDERS

Figure 28. Locating centers on bar stock.
RA PO 256491A

Note. to make the scribed lines visible, the surface may be first lightly
covered with pigment such as red lead or, Prussian blue, or it may be treated
with a light application of copg.er sulfate solution.

(2) Center head method (fig 28). Hold the center head of a combina-
tion machinistts square firmlY against the workpiece and scribe
a line close to the blade. Give the workpiece a quarter turn and
scribe a similar line. The point at which the lines intersect will
be the center.

(3) Divider method (fig 28). With the workpiece on a flat surface,
.see the dividers to approximately one-half the diameter of the
piece and scribe four lines across each end. The center will be
within the small square thus formed.

d. Locating centers of irregular workpieced. No definite rules can be
given for centering irregular workpieces. Common sense, good judgment, and s.onie
layout experience are required if the centers are to be locate,d correctly.

e. Testing centers. When, the centers are accurately located, they should

be tested before drilling and countersinking. Carefully indent the centei.s lightly
with a center punch. Place the workpiete in the Lathe between Lathe centers. Hold a

piece of chalk lightly against the workpiece and, supporting the chalk well, rotate the
workpiece slowly by hand (fig 29). High spots can be clearly marked in thils Manner
at either end of the piece, and the centers can be corrected as necessary. 'if it Is
necessary to chaage the center marks ifter testing, a satisfactory method of doing so
is to support the,piece in a vise and, holding a center punch at an angle, drive the
center mark in the desired direction.

I.
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Figure 29. Method of testing location of centers.

f . Drilling and countersinking center holes.

(1) After the ceriters have been properly located on the ends of the
workpiece, drill and countersink centers to the proper depth and
shape to fit the lathe centeros. This can be done using a small
twist drill followed by a 60 center countersink (fig 301 or, more
commonly, using a countersink and drill which combines both
tools (fig 30).

.

tmsL__21. 4).?,4 f

Comma« AND OM

RA PO '256413

Figure 30. Tonls for drilling and countersinking center holes.

(2) It is very important that the center holes are drilled and counter-
sunk so that they will fit the lathe centers exactly. Incorrectly
drilled holes will subject the lathe centers to unnecessary wear,
and the.workpiete will not run trite because of poor bearing-
surfaces. A correCtly drilled and countersunk hole has a uniform
60o taper and has clearance at the bottom for thepoint of the
lathe center. Figure 31 illustrates correctly and incorrectly
drilled center holes. The holes should haye a polished appearance .
so not to score the lathe centers;
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HOLE DRILLED AT INCORRECT ANGLE

Figure 31. Correctly and incorrectly.drilled center holes.

(3) The actual drilling and countersiriking- of center holes can be
done on a drilling machine or by drilling in the lathe itself. The
spindle spee4 should be about 600 revolution's per minute and the
feed should be kppt comparatively light to prevent any possibility
of breaking the arm point. A bro'ken ritfpoinè.that the
end of the workpiece and broken point be ,annealed so th\t the
point can be drilled out. This procedure is slow *and might result
in spoiling of the workpfe-Ce. When drilling and countersinking
the center holes, make allowance for the thickness of metal that
will bs removed by iacing; failure to do sO may result in
insufficient bearing surface for the lathe centerfter the facing
operation is accomplished,

32u OS 424, 8-P32
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(a) The suggested drill sizes for 1/2- and Z-inch diameter workpieces are
0.043 and 0.157 inch, respectively. The suggested countersink diameters -
for 1/2-.and Z-inch diameter workpieces are 1/8 and 7/16 inch respec-
tively.

16. MOUNTING WORKFIECE BETWEEN CENTERS..

a. Inserting and removing lathe centers. The quality of workmanship depends
as much on the condition of the lathe centers as on the proper drilling of the center holes.
Before mounting lathe centers in the headstock or tailstock, thoroughly clean the centers,the center sleeve, and the tapered sockets in the headstock and tailstock spindles. Any
dirt or chips on the centers or in their sockets will prevent the centers from seating
properly, and will cause the centers to run out of true.

(1) Install the lathe center in the tailstock spindle with a light twisting
motion to insure a clean fit. Install the center sleeve into the head-
stock spindle and install the lathe center into the center sleeve with
a light twisting motion.

Note. - When male centers are supplied in pairs, the tailstock center is usually
distinguished from the headstqck center by a groove close to the tapered point.
This groove indicates that the tailstock center has been hardened and temperedfor use as a deadcenter. The ungrooved headstock center is not hardened becauseit will rotate with the work as a live center.

(2) Remove the center from the headstock spindle by holding the pointed
end with a cloth or rag in one hand and giving the center a sharp
tap with a rod or knockout bar inserted through the hollow headstock
spindle.

(3) Remove the center from the tailstock by turning the tailstock and-
wheel to draw the tailstock spindle into the tailstock. The cpfiter will
contact the tailstock screw and will be bumped loose from t e socket.

b. Grinding lathe centers (fix 32). Occasionally, it will be neces _ry to
grind or redress the lathe centers when they become scored, misalined, or orn.
The grinding is accomplished in the following manner:

(1) Carefully_clean the spindle taper socket, lathe center, and center
sleeve. inspect these mating parts carefully and see that they are
free from burs and scoritg.

(2) Ineert the lathe center and center sleeve solidly in the headstock
spindle.

(3) Set the compound rest at an angle of 30° to the axis of the lathe.

(4) Clean and lubricate the dovetail slide upon which the compound
rest moves. 'Adjust the tapered gib at the side of the comf)ound
rest to remove all looseness without causing the rest to bind.
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(5) Cover the carriage and ways with paper or cloth to protect them
from particles of abrasive grit from the grinding abrasive wheel.
This step is important, for the grit could become imbedded and
quickly destroy the accuracy of the lathe.

(6)- Mount a toolpost grinding machine in the T-slot of the compound
rest. Adjust the face of the grinding abrasive wheel parallel to
the conical surface of the center. See that the point of the lathe
center is alined with the center hole in the end of the arbor which
retains the grinding abrasive wheel on the wheel spindle. Check
the grinding machine for end play and adjust if necessary. True
the grinding abrasive wheel.

(7) Set the .compound rest near the center of its travel and move the
carriage and crossfeed to position the grindiag abrasive wheel
within a few thousandths of an inch from the lathe center. Lock

A the carriage in this position to prevent mvement during the
grinding operation.

(8) Start lathe at moderate-speed (60 to 100 f.p.m.) and then start
the grinding machines making sure that the lathe and grinding
abrasive wheel both rotate in the same direction (the workpiece
and the wheel will be moving in opposite directions at the point
of contdct).

Note. Generally the lathe will be placed in reverse gear.

(9) Move the grinding abrasive wheel until it touches the rotating
lathe center. Set depth of cut between 0.001 and 0.002 inch.
Carefully feed the grinding abrasive wheel.along the face of the
lathe center by turning compound rest feed handle, starting at
the point of the lathe center, and feeding tovidid the headstock.
Make additional passes in the same direction, increasing the
feed with each pass until the center is true and smooth.

(10) Stop the lathe and grinding machine and use a 60° angle center
gage to check the center for accuracy. If the angle is not a true
60°, readjust the compound rest and repeat (8) and (9) above.

(11) Polish the center with a strip of fine emery cloth after grinding.
Use a high spindle speed. It is good practice to grind the tail-
stock center first and grind the headstook center last so that the
headstock center need not be removed ft um the lathe after
grinding. This practice will give the headstock spindle more
accuracy. Sharp points of centers should be removed to prevent
personnel injury.

c. Checking alinement of centers.

-(1) In order to turn a shaft straight and trues between centers, it is
necessary that the centers be in a plane parallel to the ways of
the lathe. The tailstock may be moved laterally to accomplish
this alinement by means of adjusting screws after.it has been
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released fro e ways. kvo zero lines are located at the rear
of the tails ck and the centers are approximately alined when
these lines coincide (fig 33). This alinement may be checked
by moving the tailstock up close to the headstock so that the
centers almost touch, and observing their relative positions
(fig 33).

HEADSTOCX SPINDLE

LATHE CENTER

GRINDING
ABRASIVE
WHEEL

30 DEG

RA PO 236493
TOOL POST GRINDING MACHNE

Figure 32. Grinding lathe centers with a toolpost grinding machine.

(2) The preferred method of checking alinement of Centers is by
mounting the workpiece between centers and taking light cuts at
both ends withoUt changing the carriage adjustments. Measure `
each end thus cut with calipers ora micrometer. If the tailstock
end is greater in diametet than the headstockend, the tailstock
is displaced to the rear, and if the tailstock end is smaller in
diameter than the headstock end, the tailstock is dispersed to the
front. Take additional cuts in the same manner after each ad-
justment until both cuts measure the same.

(3) Another good method of checking alinement of centers may be
obtained by mounting a test bar (one in which the uniformity of
le diameter is knownj between' the centers and bringing both

ends of .the bar to a zero reading on a dial indicator clamped
to the lathe toolpost (fig 33). The tailstock must be clamped
firmly to the bedways and,the test bar must be firmly set be-*,
tween the centers when taking the indicator readings.

d. Setting_ up workpieces between centers.

(1) After the lathe centers have been properly installed and alined,
and the workpiece correctly drilled andi'ountersunk, mount the
piece in the lathe using a driving faceplate and a lathe dog (fig 34),
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(2) Make sure tharthe. eAernal threads of the headstock spindle are
--,:"-clean before screwing on the driving faceplate. Screw the face-

plate securely onto the spindle. Clamp the lathe dog on the work-
piece so that its tail overhangs the end of the workpiece. If the
workpiece is finished, place a split ring of soft material. ;uch as
brass between the setscrew of the dog and workpiece. Mount the
workpiece between the centers. Make sure that the lathe dog tail
fits freely in the slot of the faceplate and does not bind.

,
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rigure 33'. Alinement of lathe centers.
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Figure 34. Work correctly mounted between centers in lathe.

(3) Since the tailstock center sa dead center and does not revolve
with the workpiece, it requires lubrication. A few drops of oil
mixed with white lead shpuld be applied to the center before the

4 workpiece is set up. The tailstock should be adjusted so that the
dead center fits firmly into the center hole of the workpiece but
does not bind. The lathe should be stopped at intervals and
additional oil and white lead mixture applied to the dead center
to prevent overheating and harm to the center and the workpiece.

17. MOUNTING WORKPLECES IN CHOCKS.

a. Installingthe chuck. When installing the chuck or any attachment that
screws onto the lathe headstock spindle, the threads and bearing surfaces of both
spindle and chuck must be cleaned and oiled. In cleining the internal threads of the
chuck, a spring thread cleaner is very useful. Thread the chuck firmly on the head-
stock spindle by holding the chuck stationary and elowly rotating the lathe spindle by
hand.

b. Mounting and alMing workpieces in the independent chuck.

(I) Place the workpiece between the chuck jaws and adjust the jaws
to an approximate centered position by referring' to the concen-
tric rings scribed on the chuck face.

(2)

(3)

Start the lathe and hold a.piece of chalk lightly against the re-
volving workpiece until a mark shows on the workpiece. Read-
just-the chuck by loosening the jaw or jaws opposite the chalk
mark and tightening the jaw or jaws on the chalk mark side.
Repeat the above process until the workpiece is satisfactorily
alined.

To center a workpiece having a smooth surface, the best method
is to use a dial test indicator. Place the point of the indicator
against the outside or inside diameter of the workpiece (fig 35).
Revolve the workpiece slowly by hand and notice any deviations
on the dial. This method will indicate any inaccuracy of the
centering in thousandths of an inch. Test the face of the work-
piece for wobble with a dial,test indicator against the face Of the
piece (fig.361.

3 2, 5
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Figure 35. Centering work with dial test indicator.
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Figure 3.6. Testing face of workpiece for wobble.
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(4') If an irregular shaped workpiece is mounted in the chuck, the

alinement can be Checked with a center indicator. Attach the
center indicatoi to the lathe toolpost and place the short end of
the indicator pointer in the center punchmark in the piece (fig
37). Move the tailstock center close to the long end of the
indicatni pointer, and.adjust the toolpost so that the pointgr is
approximately in line with the tailstock center. Revlve t
headstock spindle slowly by hand'and observe any vement f
the long end of the indicator pointer in relation t .e tailstoc
center. The long end of the indicator will magnify any inaccu cy
of centering; if it remains stationary, the workpiece is-accurate
centered.

Figure 37. Using a center indicator to check workpiece alinement.
.

.c. Setting workpiece in universal scroll chuck, holiow spindle chuci, or
drill chuck. No satisfactory centering adjustments are possible withi universal scr011
chucks, hollow spindle chucks, and drill chucks; therefore, if the workpiece cannot
be satisfactorily centered in one of these chucks, the independent chuck mast be used
(b above). To set up the workpiece in the universal scroll.chuck, place the piece be--.
tiveen the jaws and turn the adjusting pinion to bring the jaws firmly against the piece.

d. Removing chucks from the lathe. To remove chusks that are screwed. to
the headstock spindle of the lathe, a chuck-removing wrench should be used.' If a
wrench is unavailable, place a wooden block between the ways of the lathe and another
wooden block between a way of the lathe and one chuck jaw (fig 38). Then, set lathe
spindle in reverse and start in low gear to loosen chuck from spindle.

t

6.ution. A wooden plate should always be placed on the lathe bed before this
Operation to prevent the lathe bed or chuck from being damaged if the chuck
Should drop.

I
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Figure 38. Removing chuck from lathe spindle by means of a wooden block.

18. MOUNTING WORKPIECES. TO.FACEPLATES.

a. Installing and alining the faceplate. When screwing the faceplate on the
headstock spindle, the same cleaning and lubricating procedures described for chucks
should be observed. The accuracy of the bearing ,surface of the faceplate is extremely
important. Any unevenness of this surface should be removed by taking a facing cut..

b. Mounting workpilce to faceplate. The workpiece is attached to the
faceplate by bolting angle plats and brac4kets to secure the workpiece. Care should
be exercised when clamping the piece so that neither the piece nor the faceplate will
be sprung. To eliminate any spring or vibration caused by having the piece offset on
the faceplate,'TeTaalapce weights may be used. Paper placed between the faceplate
andthe piece will elp reduce possible slippage caused by slight unevennesses on the
workpiece or facepiate. Figure 39 illustrates a typical setup using the faceplate.

r
c. Checking centering of workpiece on faceplate. The alinement or

centeririg of a workpieoe on faceplates should be checked by using a dial test indicator
or a center indicator.

d. Removing faceplate from lathe. The faceplate should be removed from
, the lathe in the same manner,described for renioving chucks. If the wooden block,
method is used, bolt a projecting bracket or lug to the faceplate to grip the wooden

_.

block when the spindle is rotated.

19. MOUNTING WORKPIECES ON MANDRELS.

a. Selection. Make sure the mandrel selected is of the proper size for the
workpiece to be mounted. The bore of the workpiece and the mandrel must be free
of burs and both surfaces Must be thoroughly clean.

OS 424, 8-P40



where, r.p.m. = spindle speed (in revolutions per minute);
f. p. m. = cutting speed (in ft. per min.);

..

tr.:= 3.1416; ,

D = diameter (in in. ) of workpiece.

Tor example; if a 2.2501nch diameter workpiece is to be cut at
the rate of 120 feet per Minute, the spindle speed is calculated
as follows:

f. p. m. 12 x 120 204 r. p. m.""n' D 3.1416 x2.250

Spindle speed for drills and other rotating cutters can be de-
terined using the same formula by substituting"the cutting
diameter of the drill or-cutter for the dianieter of the workpiece.

TABLE II. LATHE CUTTING SPEEDS FOR STRAIGHT TURNING AND THREADING
.

.

Material Straight turning
speed '(f. p. rn. )1 :

.

Threading
speed (1. p. m.

Aluminum 200 to 300 . 5,0
Brass, yeq.pw 150 to 200 50
Br onze, .soft ' 80 to 100 30
Bronze,' hard 30 to 80 20
Cast iron -50 to' 80 25
Copper 60 to 80 25
Monet metal. .

lob io 120 35'
Steel; high carbon (tool) 35 to 40 i 15
Steel,. low carbon 80 to 100 3'5
Steel,.medium carbon 60 to 86, 25
Steel, stainless

.
AO to 50 15

4a:
1
The 'speeds are based on the use, of high-speed steel ctitter bits. These.speeds

may be iticreased 25 to,50 percent, if a cutting oil is used. If Stellite or carbide-
tipped cutter 'bits are used, speeds may be 2 or 3 tithes as high as tliose given for
high-speed steelocutter bits. If Carbon-steel cutter bits are used, the speed should
be reduced by about 25 percent.

(4) Other factors to consider when selecting cutting speed include
use of cutting oil, length a:nd diameter of the workpiece, and
the ccr,dition of the lathe. If a large str'eam of proPer cutting
oil is applied to the workpiece at the cutter bity thg cutting speed
can' be increased. If the diameter of the workpiece is small and
its length great enou4h to set up vibrations due to speed, a poor
.inish will result; to correct this condition, the speed must
necessarily fie reduced. The lathe may also be in poor condition
po that high speeds will cause harmful vibrations.

(5) The technical manual for the lathe being used should be consulted
for instructions in setting the spindle speed for operation. If a
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desired spindle speed is not available.o r. the lathe, select a speed
nearestthat which is desired, generally the first slower speed
availeble.- For efficient lathe operation, the machinist should
be able to recognize too slow a speed as well as too fast a speed.

c. Feed.

(1) General. reed is the term applied td the distance the cutter bit
advances for eaccreirolution of the workpiece. Feed is specified
in inchei.,per revolution. Since the best feed depends upon a
number of factors such as depth of cut, type of material, size of
workpiece, and cqncriiion-of the lathe, it is diffioult to li'st the
best feed fordifferent materials.

4 (2) Rough cuts. For rough cuts, the feed maybe relatively heavy
since the surface.heed not be exceptionally smooth. For most
materials, the feed for rough.cuts should be 0.010 to 0.020 inch
per revolution. The feed may be 0. 040 inch or. large ladies with
larger diameter workpieces. Care must be taken when turning
slender workpieces as a heavy dut may bend the piece, ruining
it. Litiiis case, it isbest to reduce thafeed to 0.008 to 0.015
inch ppr revolution.

(3) Finish cuts. For finish outs, a light feed is necessary since a
heavy feed causes a built-up edge to form on the surface which
produces a poor finish. If a large amount of stpck is to be re-
moved, it is advisable to take one or more roughing cuts ((2)
above) and then take light finishing cuts at refatively high speeds.
For most materials, j.eie feed for finishing,'cuts should be 0.003
to 0.'010 inch per revolution. An exception ts the finishing of
soft metals like aluminum where a broadnose cutter bit is used
at feeds as great as 1/8 to 1/2 inc,h per revolution.

d. Depth of cut. *

(1) General. The depth pf cut regulates the reduction in diameter
of the workpiece for each longitudinal traverse of the cutter bit.
The workpiece'diameter is reduced 6y twice the depth of cut in
te?-ch complete traverse of the cutter bit. Generally, the deeper
the cut, the slower the speed, since a deep cut requires more
power.

(2) Rough cuts. The depth of cut for roughing is generally five to
ten times deeper than the feed. The reason for t is that more
of the cutting edge of the cutter bit is in contact WX the workpiece
for the am6unt of metal being removed and.perrnitsa.t,greater
.speed to be used. For roughing with feeds of from 0.010 to
.0.020 inch per revolution, the depth of cut should be betwee
3/16 and 1/4 inch. Deeper cuts up to 112 inch can be ta "

the feed should be proportionately reduced. A heavy cu
causathe Workpiece and cutter bit to chat;er and in this case the
depth of cutshould be reduced.
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(3) Finish cuts. Finish-cuts are generally very light, and_the cutting
speed therefore 'can be increased since the chip is thin.

22. CUTTING OILS.

a. General. The chief purpose of a.cutting oil is 'to cool the cutter bit and P
workpiece, and the name coolant is often given to the oil. A cutter_bit w,iIl ,Iast longer'
and will be capable Of withst'anding greater,speeds without overheating when a cutting
oil is used. A cutting oil also helps lubricate cutter bits, improves the finish of the
workpiece, guards against rusting, and waihes away chips from the cutting area.

b. Use. In productiOn operations, the practice is to flod the workpiece
and cutter bit with cutting, oil in order to obtain a full benefit of its use. For effeCtive
coolihg, it is important that the oil be directed at the exact point of the cutter bit -

contact. A la,rge stream it low velocity is eo be preferred to a small stream at high'
velocity. In small sh'ops 'where pump equiPment is not available, cutting oils are used
only for'finishing and delicate operations. It is general practice in this case to apply
the cutting oil only when actually required.

c. Types-of cutting oils. Cutting .oils most commonly-used and their
general applications are descri64 in (I) through (7) below. Table ILI lists cutting
oils for speafic lathe operations foi different materials to be machined.

Lard oil.. Pure lard oil is one of the oldest and best cutting oils.
It is especially good for thread cutting, tapping, p hole
drilling, and reaminv Lard oil has a high de ee of adhesion
or oiliness, a relatively high specific heat, and its fluidity
changes slightly with temperature. It is an excellent rust pre-
ventive and produces a smooth finish on the workpiece. Because
lard oil is expensive, it is seldom used in a pure state but is
combined with other ingredients to form good cutting oil mixtures.

.(2) Mineral oil. Mineral oils are petroleum-base oits that range
in-viscosity from kerosene to light paraffin oils. Mineral oil is
very stable and doep not develop disagreeable odors like lard
oil; however, it lacks some of the good qualities of lard oil stich
as adhesion, Oiliness, and high specific heat. Because it is
relatiliely inexpensive, it is commonly mixed with lard oil or
other chemicals to provide cutting oils with desirable charac-
teristics. Two mineral Oils, kerosene and turpentine, are.often
used alone for machining aluminum and magnesium. Paraffin
oil is used.alone or with lard oil for, machining copper 1...nd brass.

(3) Mineral-lard cutting oil mixture. Various mixtures of mineral
oils and lard oil are used to make cutting oils whicb combine the
good poinvits of both ingredients but prove more economical and
often as effective as pure lard oil.

4

(4) Stilfurized-fattl-mineral oil. Most good .cutting oils contain
mineral Oil and lard oil with various amounts of sulfur and
chlorine which give the oils good antiweld properties and promote
free machining. These oils play an important part in present day

-machining beciuse they provide good finishes on most materials
.and aid the cutting of tough Alaterial,
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TABLE III, CUTTING OILS FQR LATHE OPERATIONS

.

Material =

. Cutting Oil .

Heavy cutting . Light cutting Threading

. .

Aluminum
. .

...
Brass

..

Br onze -

. .

Cast iron -

.

,Copper

.,
.

, .

Monel metal -
-

-

>

Steel, machine

,

Steel, tool

Steel, stainleas

.

.

. -

Dry; soluble cutting
oil.

.

Dry; soluble cutting
oil. ,

Solubie cutting oil.
.

.
,

Dry.

, --
Dry; mineral-fatty-

..... ...
blend cutting oil..

,
.

Soluble cutting oil;
sulfurized-fatty-
mineral' cutting oil.

.
.

.

Soluble cutting oil.k,
.

,
.

Soluble cutting oil;
sulfurized-fattyr
mineral cutting oiI.

Soluble cutting oil;
sulfurized-fitty-
mineral cutting'
oil.

.

Dry,,,-

Dry.

Soluble
cutting oil.

r .

DrY; mineral-
fatty-blena .

cutting oil.

Soluble cul3ing
oil; sulfu-
rized-faity-
mineral ..
cutting oil,

.

14ilieral-fatty
blend cutting
Di 1; soluble
cutting oil.

Soluble cutting
oil; sulfur
rized-fatty-
mineral
cutting oil.
, .

Soluble cutting
oil; sulfu-
rized-fatty-
mineral
cutting oil.

.

Mineral-fatty-
blend cutting
oil. .

Sulfurized-fatty-
mineral cutting.
oil.

.

,Sulfur -treated
mineral-lard
cutting oil.

Sulfurized-fatty-
mineral cutting
oil.

Mineral-fatty»
blend.cutting
oil.

Pure lard cutting
oil; sulfurized-
fatty-mineral
cutting oil.

Sulfurizedrfatty-
mineral cutting
oil.

Pure lard cuttin:,
oil; sulfurized-
fatty-mineral
cutting oil.

Pure lard cuttin:
oil; sulfurized-
fatty-mineral
cutting oil.
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(5) Soluble cutting oils. Water is an excellent, cooling medium but 374D

has little lubricating value and hastens rust and corrosion.
411i Therefore mineraloils or lard-oils-which are miscible with

water are often mixed with water to form a cutting oil. Soluhle
-oil and-water-hz-s-tobricating qties-dependent--upoir-the-'strength
of the solution. Generally, soluble oil and water is used for t

-roUglicutting where quick clissipation of heat is most important. ..,
, Borax and trisoditiro phosphate are sometimes added to the solo.-

410 don to improve its corrosion resistance.

(Es) Soda-water mixture,. Salts such'as soda ash and trisodium
phosphate are smetirnes added to water to help control rust.
This mixture is the cheapest of all coolants and has.practically
no lubricating value. Lard ciiLand soe.p in small-quantities are
sometimes added to-the mixture to improve its lubricating
qualities. Geherally, soda water is us-ed" only where cooling is
the prime consideration and lubrication a secondary considera-
tipn. INs especially suitable in reaming and threading operations
on cast iron where a better finish is desired.

.
.

White lead and lardoll,.mixture. White lead can be mixed with
either lard oil or mineral oil-to form a cutting oil which s
especially suitable for difficult machininpf very hard metats.

(7) .._

3. FACZIG.

a General. Facing is the square finisLins of the ends of the workpiece
and is often used to bring the piece to a specified length. In facing operations, the
cutter bit does not traverse laterally (left or right) but cuts inward or outward from
the axis of the piece. Facing of ends is usually performed before turning operations.

b. Mounting workpiece'by facing. ,The workpiece to be faced may-be
mounted between centers or in a Lathe chuclt. If the right end of the piece'is to be
faced and the piece is to be mounted between centers, a half center is often used in
the tailstock spindle. The half center permits complete facing to the center hole
without interference with the center. With the piece mounted between centers, the
left end cannot be faded if a lathe dog is used. ItIs advisable to reverse the piece
for this operation. -

c. Proper cutter bit for facing. The right-hand facing cutter bit (fig 8)
is usea for facing the right end otthe workpiece and shoulders which face to the right.
The left-hind facing cutter bit is used for facing the left end of the workpiece and
shoulders which face to the left. ,"

d. Position of the cutter bit for lacing (fig 41). lirith the cutter bit
positioned in the cutting toolholder, fasten the holder te the toolpost. refully
adjust the holder so that the cutting edge of the bit is exactly on th orizontal
centerline of the workpiece. If the cutting edge is not on center, the end cannot be
faced to the center of the piece, and the rake and clearance angles will not be correct.
Adjust the cutting edge of the bit to w slight angle to the.workpiece surface by adjusting
the compound,rest of the lathe.
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racing-PP.PrAtion. For the fitst or roughinrcut, set the cutter bit
(d above)and begin the cut as close ai possible to.the axis of the workpiece, feeding
the bit outward, away from the axis (fig 41). Remove only enough metal to square
the end over its entire surface. If the piece must be -faced to a specified length, take
two or more roughing cuts in the same manner, leavini a small amount of.metal to
be removed for the finishing cut. For the finishing -6:gt.,%readjust the.bit so that the
cutting edge is set nearly flat against the viarkpiece surface, removing only a light,
thin chip. The fiMshing cut can be taken in either direction, from the axis outward
as in the roughing cut, or from the circumference of the workpiece inward toward the
axis. In facing, care is needed to see that the bit tides not contact the tailstock center.

_J

it& 0osT
CUTTING

TOOL HOLDER

HORIZONTAL
CENTER LINE

kRXPIECE

WORKPIECE

END VIEW

TAILSTOCK SPINDLE

DIRECTION
OF FEED

TOOL POST

...r -RA rD 256504
TOP VIEW ,

Figure 41--;`, Position of the cutter bit for facing.
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2.4. STRAIGHT TURNING.

ew. General. Straight turning may be performed upon a workpiece supported_
in a chuck, but the majority of workpieces turned on an engine lathe are turned be-
tween lathe cnter4.---Turning is-ths-removal of metal Ltora..thAextexnaI surface of
cylindrical workpieces.

b. Mounting workpieces for straight turning. Lathe centers must be in
good condition add carefully alined,if the turning operation is to be accurate. If
necessary, regrind the centers and check their alinementi. When turning the work-
piece, considerable heat will be generated which will cause the workpiece to expand.
Lathe centers that are too tight may cause binding of the workpiece due to this expan-
sion.. The taiIstock center or dead center must be well lubricated to prevent its over-
heating. The center hole and the taiistock center should 1?e lubricated before the
cutting operation with a mixture of white lead and oil. During the turning operation,
feel-the dead center frequently to determine whether lubrication or adjustment is
necessary.

c. Proper cuttei bits for straight turning. Straight turnirig is accomplished
with the left-hand turning cutter bit, .the right-hand turning cutter bit, or the round-
nose turning cutter bit (fig 8). Wherever possible, the right-hand turning cutter bit
or a roundnase bit ground for right to left turning is used and the bit is fed toward the
headstock. If circumstances demand that the bit feed from left to right, such as in
turning up to a shoUlder, the left-hand cutter bit is used. The roundnose turning
cutter bit is especially efficient for finishing cuts.

d. Position of cutter bit for straight turning. The cutter bit should be
locked in the cutting toolholder and the holder should be fixed to thg toolpost so that
the cutting edge ,of the bit touches the workpiece surface at about 5 above the
horizontal,centerline of the piece (fig 42) since this pos.ition gives the bit a better
'cutting action. The distance above center is governed by the diameter of the work-
piece and front clearance angle of the bit. In a horizontal plane, the bit and holder
should be positioned at a right angle to the workpiece axis or at a slight leading angle
so that the bit will not dig into the piece if the bit or toolholder should apcidentally
loosen on the toolpost.

CUTTING TOOL HOLDER

WORKP1ECE

RA PD 256505

FigIvi-e 42. Pobition of clitto- bit for 5fraight turtling.
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---e7---5traight turning operation. As a rule-rthe-warkpiece is turned down by
a number of roughing cuts to a predetermined diameter which is within 1/32 to 1/64
inch of the diarneter desired. The remaining metal is removed by a finish cut with a
fine feed to produce a jood surface. After taking the first roughing cut along the
entire workpiece surface, check the center alinement by measuring each end with
calipers. If the ends are of different diameters, the tailstock center is out of aline-
ment with the headstock spindle and realinement is necessary. Continue cutting after
alinement is effected, stopping the lathe at intervals to check the tallstock center
(b abOve). After roughing, reVii:SVth,e en4s of the workpiece so that the area held
by the ,lathe dog can be turned. When thepiee. is within 1/32 to 1/64 inch of the
desired size, reduce:the depth of cut, reduce file feed, increase the speed, and take.
light finishing cuts to.theProPerAirricrisi.on.,-taliper the piece after each cut, using
micrometer calipers. Reverse the,piece. again and, using shims under the lathe dog
to prevent scoring of the machined,skirface, finish the other end of-the piece.

Note. Remember that if the workpiece is turned smaller than the desired
finished size, it cannot be made larger and is ruined.

25. SHOULDER 'TURNING.

a. General. It is frequently necessary to turn a workpiece so that it will
have two or more diameterS in its length. For example, a bar.12 inches long might
be 3 inches in diameter for half its length, and 3-1/2 inches in diameter for the other
half. It would therefore have an abrupt step or shoulder 1/4 inch high 6 inches froM
the small end. The shoulder may be machined so that it forms a sharp corner with
the small diameter, or a fillet may be formed so that the corner is slightly rounded
instead of square.

b. Mounting workpiece for shoulder turning. The workpiece may be
mounted in a chucrc or between centers as.for straight turning.

c. Proper cutter bits for shoulder turning. For turning the small diameter
portion of the workpiece down to the desired size, a roundnose turning cutter bit
(fig 8)'is preferred. The shoulder is finish turned to size using a racing cutter bit
(fig 8) if a square shoulder is required, or with a roundnose turning cutter bit if a
fillet is required. The roundnose cuttelt bit may be specially ground to produce a
special size fillet if nece s sar* A parting cutler loa (fig 8) may be used at the
shoulder location to Mark the position of the shoulder and in some cases to provide
an undercut or recess (fig 43) if a bearing is to be carried on the shoulder.

d. Shoulder turning operation.

(1) The first important stsp in ma:chinthg a shoulder is io locate the
shoulder correctly. Penally, the position is marked by chalking
the workpiece after it has been rough turned.to the larger
diameter and accurately indicating the shoulder location v4th
hermaphrodite callipers (fig 43).
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HERMAPHRODITE
CALI PERS

WORKPIECE

LOCAT IN G SHOUL DER POSITION if

RECESS

t

UNDERCUT OR RECESSED SHOULDER

FOR BEARING SEAT

ROUNQ-NOSE TURNING
CUTTER BIT

CUTTING TOOL 'HOLDER

FORMING FILLET AT SHOULDER RA PD 256506

Figure 43. Location of shoulder position and types of shoulder formations.
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(2) The small diameter portion of the workpiece is then, turned down
by a series of roughing cuts taken toward the shoulder. Take
care to stop the traverse of the cutter bit about 1132 inch before
it reaches the scribed line; this 1/32 inch is iinportant because
it leaves- sufficient metal on the shoulder to provide for facing
operation after the Smaller diarneteeportion has been turned tosize.

(3) An niternate method of shoulder turning is4a-cut in at the
shoulder mark with a parting cutter bit (fig 8). If this...is done,-

_.-- -be sure-the bit does not cut deeper than the required small
diameter for square finished,shoulders orsleeper-than the sznall___,
diameter less-thelra--dius a the intendesi-fillet.if.a filleted shoulder

- is required. However, if the shoulder-is to-carry a hea-ring, it
may be-desirable that an undercut or recess be left to assure
good fit ffi.g 43). The workpiece is then turned to size, stopping
the traverse of the cutter bit at the recess.

(4) As in straight-turning, the Workpiece should be rough turned to
within 1/32 to 1/64 inch of its finished diameter, The _prooedure
described in (aYor (b) below should be followed for the finishingcut.

26. PARTING.

(a) Filleted shoulder finish. To finish a, filleted shoulder, use
'longitudinal feed and turn the small diameter up to the
shoulder with a roundnose turning cutter bit positioned as
shown'in figure 43. Engage the crossfeed and allow the bitto face ale shoulder, inoving outward from-the-axis:-

(b) Squared shoulder finish. To finisk,a_squa.re.shoulder, set
the compound rest parallel to the ways -of the lathe, and use
a facing cutter bit to cut out the fillet left in the corner by
the roughing bit. Using longitudinal feed, finish the small
diameter up to the finished size of the shoulder. Lock the
carriage and use the compound resat to feed the bit the
additional amount necessary to finish the workpiece to-the
proper length.' Engage the crosifeed to carry the bit away
from the small diameter and face the shoulder.

_

a. General. Parting is the procedure of cutting a piece of stock in tWo onthe lathe. A parting cutter bit (fig 8) is used for this operation and must be carefullyground to provide-side clearances on both sides ,to prevent binding.' Cotting oilsshould be used for mOst parting operations since the bit is subjected to greater heatdue to the large cutting surface.

Motinting workpieces for parting. It is best to mount a -workpiece to beparted in a chuck.although parting can be accomplished between centrs,if the piececannot be successfully chuck-mounted. Steady rests or follower rests should be setup on each side of the parting ,cutier bit if the piece is between centers. For success-,
ful parting, the lathe spindle bearings must fit snugly and the cross slide and com-pound rest gibs should be taken up fairly tight to avoid lost motion.,
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c. Position of parting cutter bit. .The parting cutter bit should be positioned
perpendicular to the axis of the workpiece with its cutting edge centered on the
horizontal,center line of the piece as in facing (fig 41).

d. Parting operation. The cutting speed for parting should be )bomparable
to turning speeds, and the feed should be sufficient to keep a thin chip coming from
the workpiece continuously. A power feed of approximately 0.002 inch per revolution
may be used although it is sometimes advisab1e to feed by hand, thereby retaining
control of the cutter bit in case of emergency. If too much pressure is applied on the
crossfeed, the bit will gouge; if insufficient pressure is a:pplied, the bit will chatter..
When parting a workpiece mounted between centers, do not cut through completely
with the parting cutter bit, but leave a small amount of stock and finish cutting with
a.hacksaw or chisel. If the workpiece is supported between centers and the bit is
permitted to cut too far, the piece will bend and squeeze the bit, probably breakirig
the bit and damaging the piece. Except for the parting of cast iron and brass, a
suitable cutting oil should be used.

27. 'TAPER TURNING.

a. General. Taper turning is the process of machining a workpiece to a
diameter which increases uniformly, thus forming a seftion of a:cone. Tapers can
be either external or internal; if a bar has a tapered outside diameter, it has an
external taper; if the walls of a hole are tapered, the piece has an internal taper.
External tapers can be turned on a lathe by setting over the tailstock spindle, by
setting- an angle on the compound reet, or by using a taper attachment if,the lathe is
so equipped. The method used depends on the length of taper, the angle of tapers,
and die number of pieces to be machined.

b. Characteristics of tapers.

(1) The usual method of-expressirig the taper of a workpiece is in
Changes of the Chameter in inches of diameter per foot of length.
For example, if a piece of metal 1-foot long is 3' inches in
diameter at one end and 1 inch in diameter at the other end, the
taper is said to be 2 inches per foot.

(2) To determine the t:p. f. (taper in inches per foot) of a workpiece,
use the following formula:

DI-02
t. p. f. -

where, t.p.f. = taper (in in. per ft);
'447DI = diameter (in in.) of workpiece at large end;

D = diameter (in-in.) of workpiece at small end;
L2 = length of taper lin ft. ) measured along

centerline of workpiece.,

For example a workpiece 3 feet long which is 4 inches in diameter
at one end and 2 inches in diameter at-the .other end has a taper
calculated as follows: DI D 4-2

t. p. f. = = = 2/3 inch per foot.
3
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(3) Another 'Means of expressing the taper is to specify the included
angle between the sides of the workpiece (not the angle between
a side and the centerline). The formula fqr calculating one-half
of the angle is as follows:

a
t.p.f.tangent

CC 24

where, Cr = on,e-half of included angle between sides:.
= taper (in inches per foot).

For example, a workpiece with a taper of 2/3 inch per foot has
an included angle calculated as follows:

t.p.f. 2/3 2tangent cc _
24 24 '72

= 0. 02778

The angle a whose tangent is 0.02778 equals io35', nearly;
then, since anile cr is one half of thg included angle, the included
angle is equal to twice angle a or 3 and 10'.

(4) Taper turning operations will often be the reproduction of widely
uged tapers such as the Morse standard tapers which are used
for lathe ana drill press spindles by most manufacturers,. the
Brown and Sharpe tapers which art commonly used for milling
machine spindles and milling cutter shanks, and several other
standard tapers. The Morse taper is approximately 5/8 inch
per foot and the Br6wn and Sharpe taper is 1/2. inch 'per foot.
Taper pins used in some assembly work have a taper of 1/4

tincli per foot.

c. Taper-turning with the tailstock setover.;

(1) Setting the tailstock out of alinement is a common method for
turning a taper. Thislmethod is applicable only to comparatively
slight tapers because the. lathe centers do not have full bearing
on the workpiece. Center holes are likely to wear:out of their
true positions if the bearing of the lathe centers is sei over too
far, causing poor 'results and damaging the Lithe,centers.

(2) The most difficult operation in taper turning by Offsetting the
tailstock is determining the proper distance to, tailstock should
be moved over to achieve the desired taper.;'1'4,ylo factors affect
the amount Of tailstock setover; the tapec per foot desired and
the length of the workpiece. If the setover remains constant, ,

pieces of different lengths will be machined with different tapers
(fig 44).

3 -4
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TAPER TURNING OPERATION WITH

TAILSTOCK SET OVER

Figure 44. Taper turning with tailstock setover.

(a) The formula for calculating the correct setovei for a given
_taper is as follows:

setover t. p. f.
2 x L

where, setover setover (in in.);

t.p.f. = taper (in in. per ft. )1
L. = length o(taper (in ft. ) measured along center

of wbrkpiece.

For example, the amount of setover required to machine a
bar 42 inches (3.5 ft. ) long with a taper of 1/2 inch per foot
is calculated as. follows:

t. p. I / 2 3. 5setover x L
2

x 3.5 = = 0.875 inch.=
2 4

. .

Therefore, the ,tailstock should be set forward 0.875 inch..

(b) The formula for calculating the correct setover when
diameters for each end of the workpiece are given instead
oethe taperis as follows:

DlD2 L2
setover

2 LI

34i,
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(3 )

where, setover = setover (in in. );
DI = diameter (in in. ) of workpie9e at large end;
D = diameter (in in. ) of workpie'ce at small end;
L2 = total length (in ft. ) of workpiece;
L

1
= length of taper (in ft. ) measured along

centerline of workpiece.

For example, the amount of setover required to machine a
bar 36 inches (3 feet) in length for a distance of 18 inches
(1.5 feet) when the diameter at one end is 1-1/2 (1.500)
inches,and 1-3/4 (1.750) inches at the other is calculated as
follows' : .DlD L 1.750-1.500 3 0.250 3
setover - LI 2' 1.5 2 1.5

0.250 inch.

Therefore, the tailstock should be set forward 0.250 inch.

Another important consideration in calculating the setove-r is
the datance that the lathe centers enter the workpiece. The
length of the workpiece (L2 in formula in c(2)(b) above) should
be considered as the distance between the points of the centers
for the above computations. Therefore, if the centers enter
the workpiece 118 inch on each end and the length of the work-

.piece is 18_inches1 subtract 1/4 inch fro'm 18 inches, and com-
pute the Setover of the tailstock using 17-3/4 indhes as the
length (L2).

(4') To set the tailsto'Ch over, loosen the forward.adjusting scrim
on the tailstock crIcket and tighten the rear adjusting screw.
M-Ove'the tailstock center to theheadstock center (fig 33) so
that the distance of offset can be measured by a rule placed
between the Centers. Normally, the tailstock is set forward
(fig 44) of its alinement position which-results in a taper With
the small diameter at the tailstock end of the workpiece. If the
small diameter is desired at the headstock end of the workpiece,
set the tailstock reafrart-of its alinement position.

(5) To cut the taper, start the rough turning at the end which will
be the small diameter and feed longitudinally toward the large
end (fig 44). If the tailstock is set over to the front, the feed
will be from right to left; and the cutter bit, a rightAand turning
cutter bit or a roundnose turning cutter bit, should have its
cutting edge exactly at the horizontal centerline of the workpiece,
not abOve,centey as with straight turning. ,

d. Taper turning with compound rest.

(1) One of the three commonly used methods for turning tapers on
a lathe is by use of the comp6und rest. This method is especially
suitable for turning or boring short, stecip tapers, or bevels and
is generally unsuitable for turning tapers greater than 2 to 3 inches
in length because of the -limited movement of the compound rest
slide on most lathes. .
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(2) To machine a taper by this methocr, the compound rest is
swiveled and lo'cked at an angle which is one-half the included
angle (b(3) above) of the taper, or the angle (angle cc in formula
in b(3) above) formed between one side of the taper and the axis.
The cutter bit is.then fed by turning the compound reat feed
handle to move the tool along the axis of the compound rest.

_

(3) The_angle of the lepeminust_be_known_t_o_seLthe c_ompoundititt.
If the taper is given in taper :inches per foot, the angle will have
to bi-computed (b(3) above);-Thie-angle-wilrtherflikve-tei-be"
divided by two because only one-half of the angle must be set
on the cOmpound rest.

(4) The cutter bit should be set exactly on center for height. Turn
the compound rest handle to move the compound rest near its
right rear limit of travel to assure sufficient traverse of the
compound rest slide to complete the taper. Bring the bit pp to
tbe workpiece by traversing and crossfeeding the' carriage.
Lock the carriage to the lathe bed whenthe bit is in position.
Cut from right to'left, adjusting the depth of feed for each cut by
moving the crossfeed handle. Feed the bit by hand, using the
compound rest feed handle. Roughing and finishing cuts should
be cqnsistent with the practice prescribed for straight turning.

e. Taper turning with a taper attachment:

(1) The third method in general use for tapers tiirning in the lathe
is by means of a taper attachment (fig 45). tSome engine lathes
are equipped with a taper attachment as stanN.rd equipment, and
most lathe manufacturers have a taper attachment available.
Taper turning with a taper tttachment, although generally
limited to a taper of 3 inches per foot and to a set length of 12
to 24 inches, afforA0theomo'st accurate means fOr turning or
boring tapers. 'f'r taper can be set directly on the taper
attachment in inches per foot and on some attachments the'taper
can be set in degrees as well.

(2) A typical taper attachment for the lathe is illustrated in figure
45. Before using the taper attachment, the crossfeed screw
must be disconnected by removing the crossf ed screw bolt.
A bed bracket attaches to the lathe, be eeps the angle plate
from moving to th*Ieft or right. The carriage bracket moves
along the underside a the angle plate in-a dovetail and keeps
the angle plate from moving in or out on the bed bracket. The
taper to be cut is set by placing the guide bar, which Clamps
to the angle plate, at an angle to the ways Of-the lathe bed.
Graduations, on one Or*both ends of the guide bar permit this
adjustment without measurement being necessary. A sliding
block which rides on a dovetail on the upper surface a the guide
bar is secured, ,during operation, to the cross slide bar of the
carriage, the crossfeed Screw Of the carriage being disconnected.
Therefore, as the carriage is traversed during the feeding
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Operation, the cross slide bar follows the guide bar, moving at
the predetermined. angte from the ways of the bed to tut the taper.
It is not necessary to remove the_taper attachment when straight
turning is desired; the guide bar can be set parallel to the ways,
orthe c lamp handle_can be releaso.d_p_mmitting the_sliding_hlock
to move without affecting the cross slide bar,' and the crossfeed

, screw can be reengaged to permit power crossfeed and control
of the cross slide from the apron of the carriage.

(3) The taper attachment gives very accurate results when the work-
piece is mounted between centers because the lathe centers have
full beari,ng on the piece throughout the operation.

Figure 45. /Typical lathe taper attachment.

er

(4) A telescopic taper attachment which is similar to the plain
attachment ((2) above), except that it is equipped with a telescopic
crossfeed screw thatieliminates the necessity of disconnecting
the crossfeed screw, is sometimes used. To use the telescopic
attachment, iirst set the cutting bit for the required diameter
of the'work and engage the attachment by tightening the binding
screws. To change back to plain turning, it is necessary only
to loosen the binding-screws.

(5) When cutting a"taper using the taPer attachment, the feed of the
cut should be from the intended small diameter toward the in-
tended large diarneter. Cutting in this manner, the depth of cut
is greater at the start of'each cut and therefore can be better
controlled to prevent damage to the cutter bit, workpiece,. and
lathe by forcing too deep a cut.

_
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1.. Checking tapers for accuracy.

(1) While the taper IS being turned, it is good practice to stop the
lathe-after complete traverses of the cutter bit and measure the
diameters at each end to determine that the taper is being cut to
the required dimension.s. An error in calculat n must be dis-
cOvered early because it may be too late for cOr ection when the
workpiece is completely rough turned. Also, lay straightedge
along one side of the- taper to assure that the taper is uniform.
Lack of uniformity cah be caused by.the presence of 6acklash
in a taper attachment on bYplay in the compound rest if the
compound rest method is being used.

(2) After the taper is completed, it should be-tested insa taper plug
gageor taper socket gage. If no gage is available, the taper
should be tested in the hole it is to fit. To test the taper with a
gage, mark the piece to be tested with chalk or Prussian blue
pigment, inseit it snugly into the gage, and turn it through one
whole revolution. If the Marks on the workpiece ha.ve been
rubbed evenly, the taper is correct; if they have been rubbed
off at ohly one end, the fit is inaccurate and the taper has been
cut incorrectly. To test an internal taper, the procedure is
identical except the lege should be. marked instead of the work-
piece.

28. SCREW THREAD CUTTING.

a. General. A; screw th.read is a helical projection of uniform section on
the internal or external surface of a cylinder or cone. Threads rnbe formed on
the lathe by use of taps and dies or by cutting them with the thread cutting mechanisms
of the lathe. Cutting screw threads is among,the most common of lathe operations.
Before attempting such operations, however, 'the operitor should have some.
familiarity with the fundamental principles of threads and the types generally in use.

b. Screw thread terminology (fig 46). The *common terms and definitions
below are used in calculating screw threads and will be used in discussing threads
ancrthread cutting.

(1) External or male thretd. A thread on the outside of a cylinder
or cone.

(2) Internal or female threid. A thread-on the inside of a hollow
cylinder or bore.

.

(3) Pitch. The distance from a given point on One thread to a similar
point tin a thread next to it, measured parallel td the axis of the
cylinder. The pitch in inches is equal to one divided by the
number of threads per inch.

(4) ,Lead. The distance a screw thread advances axially in mie
complete revolution. On a single-thread screw, the lead is
equal to the pitch ((3) above). On a double-thread screw the lead
is equal to twice the pitch, and on a,triple-thread screw, the

. lead is equal to three times the pitch.
05 424, 8-P59
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CREST

SIDE ROOT

PITCH

ZEPTH"

'THREAD .4,\
ANGLE

ItA ffr0 25450$

Figure 46. 'Terms applied to screw threads.

Crest (also called "flat"). The top or outer surfaceof the thread
joining the two sides.,

(6) Root. The bottom or.inner surface joining the sides of two
adjacent threads.

Side. The_ side of a thread is the surface which connects the
crest .A.n.d. the root.

Thread angle, The angle included between the-sides of adjacent
threads, measured0

in an axial plane. For most V-threads, the
angle is fixed at 60

Depth, The depth of a thread is the distance between the crest
and root of a thread, measured perpendicular to the axis.

Major diameter. The major diaMeter is the largest diameter of
a screw thread.

Minor diameter. The minor diameter is the smallest diameter
of a screw thread.

.Pitch diameter. The pitch diameter is the diameter of an
.imaginarycylinder, the surface of which would pass through the

threads at such points to' equalize the widths of the threads and
spaces cut by thd surface of the cklinder.

c. Screw thread forms. The most commOnly used screw thread.forms are
discussed below. Of these threads, the unified screw thread And the Arnerican
(National) Standard thrgad are the most widely required for locking devices. The
Acme, square, and 29 worm threads are most common for devices which function
to transmtt motion'.
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(1) Unified screw thread (fig 47). The unified screw thread is the
newest of standard thread forms, being acceptable for inter-
changeable parts by the United States, Great Britain, and Canada.
The unified thread is a variation of the American (National)0
Standard threadiorm, having an inclUded thread angle of 60 .

On external threads of the unified form, the roOt is rounded and
the crest is optionally rounded or left flat; in the United-States,
the flaVcrest is preferred. The internal thread of the unified
'form Is like the American (National) thread form but is not cut
is deep, leaving a crest of one-fourth the pitch instead of one-
eighth the pitch. The' pitches, basic dimensions, and tolerances
for sizes 1/4 inch and larger are basically the same for the
unified and American (National) thread forms. 'The coarse
thread seriesof the unified system is designated UNC and the
fine thread series UNF.

(2) . American (National.) Standard threa (fig 47).

(a) The American (National) Standard thread form is the most
conimonly used threat form in the United States. It is a
modification of the 60 sharp V-thread, having its crest -
arxd root flattened, the flats produced being equal to one-
eighth the pitch of the screw. This form has a locking
capacity similar to the old sharp V-thread but Will stsnd
greater abuse without damage, having no sharp angles.

(3)

.(b) The American National Standard thread form is used in
five series of pitches as follows:

National. Fine (1IF) (formerly the SAE Standard screw
thread).

National 8-Pitch.
Nalional 12-Pitch.
National 16-Pitch.
National Coarse(NC) (formerly the 'USS screw thread).

.

In the coarse and fine series, the number of threads per
decreases as the diameters increa-se. These series

are intended for general use. Eight-pitch is used for boltsJ
cylinder head studs, high-pr'essure pipe flanges, and so on.
Twelve-pitch is-Used in modern, machine and boiler con-
struction for thin nuts,4shafts, and sleeves. Sixteen-pitch
is intended for adjusting collars, bearing retaining nuts, or
any part requiring a fine thread.

SAE extra fine threads. The SAE' Extra Fine Thread Series
has many more threads per inch for given diameters than any
series of the American (National) Standard ((2) above). The
fo-rm'of thread is the same as the American (National)-Standard.
These smal).,threads are usedin thin metal where the length of
thread engagement is small, in cases w,here close adjujtment is
required, and where vibration is great. It is designated EF
(Extra 'Fine).
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'ROUNDED OR
FLAT CREST

0= DEPTH= 0.54127 X PITCH
C=CREST= PITCH + 4

UNIFIED SCREW' THREAD
(INTERNAL THREAD) -

60
DEG

ROUNDED
ROOT CONTOUR-

D=DEPTH= 0.61344 X PITCH
C= CREST = PITCH + 8

UNIFIED SCREW THREAD
(EXTERNAL THREAD)

=DEPTH = 0.64952_ X PITCH
C= CREST = PITCH +8 .

--AMER(CAN NATIONAL.STANDARD THREAD

FOR ABOVE THREAD FORMS, P=PI1.G11THREADS PER INCH, AND
R= ROOT= PITCH + 8 RA PD 256509

Figure 47. General form dimensions for unified and American (National)
Standard screw threads.
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(4) Acme scre,:v i'hread (fi 48). The Acme screw thread form is
classified as

o
a power-transmitting type of thread. This is be-

cause the 29 included thread angle at which its sides are
established reduces the amount of friction when matching parts
are under load. Because the root and crest are wide, this thread
form is strong and capable of carrying a heavy load. The Acme
thread form is especially suitable for lathe lead screws and
similar power transmitting uses.

(5) Twenty-nine-degree vtur--rn screw thread (fig 48). The 290 worm
screw thread and the Acme thread ?ire similar in that they both
have an included thread angle of 29 . However, these thread
forms should not be confused since they are different in gepth
of thread and width of crest and root.

(6) Square screw thread (fig 48). Because of their design and
strength, square screw threads are used for vi'se screws, jack
screws, and other devices where maximum transmission of
power is needed. All surfaces of the square thread are square
with each other and the sides are perpendicular to the center
axis of the threaded part. Be,cause the contact areas are
relatively small and do not wedge, friction between matching
threads is reduced to a minimum under heavy pressure.

.d. Thread fit and designations.

. (1) Thread fit.

(a) The Unified and American (National) Standard thread forms
designate classifications for fit to insure that mated threaded
parts fit to the tolerances specified.

(b) The Unified screw thread form specifies several classes of- threads which are classes 1A, ZA, and 3A for screws or
- external threaded parts, and 1B, 2B, and 3B for nuts or

internal threaded parts. Classes_ IA and 1B are for a loose
fit where quick assembly and rapid production are important
and.shake or play is notobjectionable. Classes ZA and ZB
provide a sMall amount of play to prevent galling and seizure
in assembly and use, and sufficient clearance for some
plating; classes ZA and 2B aie recommended.for standard
practice in malting commercial screws, bolts, and nuts.
Classes 3A and 3B have no allowance and 75 percent of the
tolerance of classes 2A and 2B. A screw and nut in this
class may vary from a fit having no play to one with a small
amount of play. Only high grade products are held to class
3 specifications.

(c) Four distinct clasies of screw thread fits between mating
threads (as between bolt and nut) have been designated for
the Ameria/F(National) Standard screw thread form. Fit
is defined as "the relation between two,matiLig parts with

OS 424, 8-P63
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reference to-ease of assembly. " These four fits are pro-
duced by the application of tolerances which are listed in
the standards. The four fits are described as follows:

1. Class 1 fit.- This tit is recorrimended only for screw
thread Work where clearance between mating parts ls
essential for rapid assembly and where shake or play
is not objectionable.

D=DEPTH =I/2 PITCH + 0:01 INCH
C=CREST= 0.03/07 X PITCH
R=ROOT= CREST-0.0052 INCH

,.SCREW THREAD

D=DEPTH = 1/2 PITCH
F=FLAT= 1/2 PITCH
S=SPACE=

FOR SCREW : 1/2 PITCH
FOR NUT: 1/2 PITCH + 0.001

TO 0.002 INCH
CLEARANCE

a0UARE SCREW THREAD

IC h.29
DEG

R

0=DEPTH= 0.6866 X PITCH
C=CREST.: 0.335 X PITCH
R=ROOT... 0.310 X FITCH

29- DEG WORM SCREW THREAD (3POWN AND SHARPE)

0R ABOVE THREAD FORMS, F=PITCH:sii-THREAOS PER *ICH.
RA PD 25654

itz

Figure 48, Ceneral form dimensions for Acme, square, '23ir4 290 worm
screw th:read forms, -
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2. Class 2 fit; This.fierepresents a high quality of com-
mercial thread product and is recommended for the
great bulk of interchangeable screw thread work.

3. 9Iass 3 fit. This fit represents.an exceptionally high
quality of commercially threaded product and is recom-
mended 'only in cases where the high cost of ,precision
tools and continual checking are warranted.

4. Class 4 fit. This fit rs intended to meet .very unusual
requirements more exacting than those for which class
3.is.intended. It is a selective fit if initial assembly
by hand is required. It is not, as yet, adaptable to
quantity production.

(2) Thread designations. in general', Strew thread designations
give the screw number (Or diameter) first, then the initiaL
letters of the series, NC (National Coarse), UNF (Unified Fine),
NS (National Special), etc., followed by the class of fit. If a

thread is left hand, the letters L. H. follow the fit. Examples
of designations are as follows:

(a) No. 10 (0.190)-24NC-3This is a number 10 (0.190-in.
dia) thread, 24 National Coarse threads per inch, and a
class 3 fit.

(b) 1/4-28UNF-2A L. H.This is a 1/4-inch diameter thread,
28 Unifipd Fine threads per inch, left-hand thread, and a
class 2A fit.

(c) 0.205-26N5-2This is a 0.205-inch diameter, 26 National
Special threads p'er inch,,.ancl a class 2 fit.

e. Thread cutter bits and cutters.

(1) It should be noted that these tools as mentioned are intended for
cutting sharp V-threads with a 60o thread angle. For cutting
threads to the Unified or American (National) Standard forms,
it is necessary to grind the point of the cutter bit to the shape
of the thread root. In the case of the American (National)
Standal.d thread, a flat ,should be carefully ground aiithe point
of the bit, perpendicular to the center line of the 60 -thread
angle. For -the Unified thread, the end of the bit should be
ground with the required radius for external threads or the re-
quired flat for internal threads. In both cases, the tool should
be ground to the angle_specified by the pitch of the thread.

(2) For Acme and 290 wormscrew threads, the cutter bit must be
ground to form a point angle of 29

o-. Side clearances must be _
sufficient to prevent rubbing on threads of steep pitch. The end
of the bit is then ground to a flat which agrees with the,width of
the root for the specific pitch being cut. Threactcutting tool
gages (fig 49)rare available tosimplify the procedure and make
computations unnecessary.

151
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(3) To cut square threads, a special thread cutter bit is required.

(a) Before the square thread-Cutter bit can be g-round it is .

necessary to climpute the helix ans_le of the thread to be cut
(fig 50). Compute ihe helix angle by drawing a line equal
in length_to the thread circuinference at its minor diameter
(this is accomplished by multiplying the minor,diameter by
3.1416 (pi)). Neict-draw a line perpendicular to,and at one
end'of the first.line, equal in length to the lead"dethe thread.
If the screw is _to have a single thread, the lead will be equal
to the pitch (b(3) above). Connect the ends of the-angle so
formed to obtain the helix angle.

(b) The tool bit should be ground to the helix angle (fig 50) and
the clearance angles for the sides should be within the helix
angle. Note that the sides are also ground in towar.d the
shank to provide additionarclearance.

-

AG - DIG ANGU
MTN GAGE

6,044e1 II I If I,

24. DIG WORM THREAD
CUTTING TOOL GAGE

1

111111.11 lr
'mart SOK

29 - DEG ANGLE
SEMNG GAGE

RA PO 2511511

Figure 49. Thread cutting tool gages.
ol

(c) The end of the, tool (fig 50) should be ground flat, the flat
being equaloto-one-half the pitch of the thread to produce
eilual flats and spaces on t6le threaded part.

f Position of thread cutter bit for use.

(-1-)- -=-=-Tliel-th-Fead cutter bit must-b; placed exactly On line horizontally
with the axis of the workpiece. This is especially important-for
thread cutter bits since a slight variation in the vertical positfon
of the bit will change the thread angle being cut.

OS 424, 8-P66. ".
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TOP VIEW OF
THREAD CUTTER BIT

MINOR
r.HELIX ANGLE

DIAMETER

-11

END VIEW OF
THREAD CUTTER BIT

LEAD OF
THREAD.HELIX ANGLE 90 DEG

Id THREAD CIRCUMFERENCE
AT MINOR DIAMETER '1 A PD 256512

Figure 50: Thread cutter bit for square threads.

(2) The thread cutter bit must be positioned so that the centerline
of the thread angle ground on the bit is exactly perpendicular to
the axis of the workpiece. The easiest way to make this aline.;
ment is by use of a center gage (fig 49). The center gage will
permit checking the point angle at the same time as the alinement
being effected. The center gage is placed against the workpiece,
and the cutter bit is adjusted on the toolPost so that its point fits
snugly in the 60o angle notch of the center gage (fig 51).

Setting lathe thread cutting mechanism for proper feed.
,

CAY General. In cutting threads on a lathe, the pitch of the thread or
number of threads per inch obtained is determined by the speed
ratio of the headstock spindle and the lead screw which drives
the carriage. Lathes equipped for thread cutting have gear
arrangements for varying the speed of the lead screw. Most
modern latheshave a quick. ange gear box for varying the lead
screw to spindle ratio, but any older lathes, modern inexpensive
lathes; and special types -.1:07,the-s come equipped with standard
change gears which mus e arranged by computation to achieve
the desired speed rat

(2) Quit-k-change gear box. For lathes equipped with quick-change
'gear boxes, the operator need only follow the.instructions on the
direction plates of the lathe to set the proper feed to produce the
desired number of threasis per inch. Once set to a specific
number of threads per inch, the spindle speeti can be varied de-
pending upon the material.being cut and the size of the workpiece,
without affectingthe threads per inch.

3 5 3
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DEPTH OF CHIP DIRECTION
OF FEED

CUTTER
BIT

THREAD CUTTING WITH COMPOUND REST
SET AT 29-DEGREE ANGLE

CENTER GAGE

CUTTER BIT

USING CENTER GAGE TO SET CUTTER 13IT
RA PO 256513

Figure 51. Setting up cutter bit for thread cutting operation.
g
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t3) Standarth:change gear's. .Lathes equipped with standard-change
gears require that the operator be familiar with the Methods of
selecting the proper gears to produce the dbsired thread pitch
in case the manufacturer-supplied gear tables are missing. 'On
most lathes with standard-change gears, the gears may be
arranged in a simple gear train or in a compound gear train.

(a) Simo le gear train (hg 52).

1. The basic gears which control the ratio between spindle
speed and lead screw speed are the stud gear and the
lead screw gear. The stud gear mounts to a shaft which
revolves at the sarpe speed as the spindle and therefore
can be considered in this discussion as rePresenting
spindle speed,iu revolutions per minute. The lead screw
gear is usually connected directly to the-lead-screw and
therefore moves at the same speed as the lead screw.
In a simple gear train, the siud gear and the lead screw
are meshed together or coupled by an idler gear. If the
idler gear is used, it can beof any size or number of
teeth conveni-ent for coupling since it only transmits
motion from oneTeir to the other and does not affect
the ratio of the stud or lead screw gear Y.

STUD GEAR STUD GEAR

SIMPLE GEAR TRAIN

I ST INTERMEDIATE
GEAR

2 ND INTERMEDIATE
GEAR

LEAD SCREW LEAD SCREW
GEAR GEAR

COMPOUND GEAR TRAIN
RA PD 256514

Figure 52. Simple and compound gear trains.

2. The-threads per inch Af the. lead screw must be known
to compute the gearing for a specific ratio. The rule
for determining the number of teeth of the stud gear and
lead screw gear for a simple gear train is as folleWs:
MultiplY the number of threads per inch of the lead
-s-crew and the number-of-threads to be cut by-a-common
number. The products will be the number of teeth that
the stud gear and the lead screw gear should have re-
spectively. For example, suppose that a machinist
wants to cut a Screw with 10 threads per inch on a lathe
having a lead screw with 4 threads per inch. The pro-
edure would be to multiply 10 and 4 by any convenient

3
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number, say 6. Then, 6 x 4 = 24 and 6 x 10 = 60. The
stud gear should have 24 teeth and the lead screw gear
should have 60 teeth to produce the desired ratio to cut
10 threads per inch. ILgears of 24 and 60 teeth are not
available, multiply 10 and 4 by another number until the
prodUcts coincide with the number of teeth on available
gears.

3. Whenever the thread to be cut is finer than the thread
df the lead screw, the gear with the fewest teeth will be
the stud gear. If the thread to be cut is coarser than
the lead screw, the gear with the fewest teeth will be
the lead screw gear-

(b) Compound gear train (fig 52).

1. If the proper ratio between spindle and lead screw cannot
be obtained by simple gearing, a compound gear train
must be used. For example, if it is desiredto cut 80
threads per inch with a lead screw.having 8.threads per
inch, and the smallest change-gear available has 24
teeth, the lead screw gear must have 240 teeth'which
would be too large in diameter toOkt the lathe. By com-
pounding the gears, it would be possible to cut 80 threads
per inch with the gears generally available. .

2. In the compound gear train., two intermediate gears
replace the iler gear of the simple gear train. The
intermediate gears are mounted to the same shaft arid
are keyed together. The gear driven by the s d

is'known as the firstintermediate gear and_ t

that drives the lead screw gear is known as the second
intermediate gear. _An idler gear can be used if neces-
sary in this gear train, but will reverse the direction 'of
the lead screw gear, and make reversal of the stud,gear-
to-spindle connection necessary.

3. To compute compound gear arrangements, the following
rule should be applied: Establish the ratio between the
number of threads per inch to be cut and the number of
threads per inch of the lead screw. Factor each_term
of the ratio, that is, determine two numbers for each
term which, when multiplied by each other, result in
the nikmber of the ratio term. The resulting four
numbers when each are.rnultiplied by a convenient
number will be the number of teeth in the four gears,
the stud gear and second intermediate gear representing
the smaller term, and the first intermediate gear and
lead screw gear representing the larger term of-the
ratio. For example, to cut 80 threaus per inLn with a
lathe having a lead screw of 8 threads per inch,
ratio would be 8 to 80 (8 units to 80 units). Factoring
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" each-terrp1-8 x 4 (factors), and 80-= & x 10 (factors).-
Then multiplying.2, 4, 8, and 10.each by a convenient
number, say 12, thp result is the ratio, 24 x 48:96 x
120. The -gearing.then mus.t be:.,.

Stud geat -.24.teeth.
Ffrst intermediate ge - 96 teeth, .
Secdnd intermediate gear - 48 teeth.
Lead screw gear - 120 teeth.

(4) Engaging the feed. The carriage.is' connected to the lead screw
of the lathe for threading operations by engaging the half nut on
the carriage apron with the lead screw. A control is available
to reverse the direction of the lead perew, and it should be
determined that the screw turns in the desired direction, for left-.or right-hand threading as desired. Feed the cutter bit from
right to left to produce 'a right-hand thread. Feed the cutter bit
from left to right to produce a left-hand thread.

h. Direction of feed.

(1) For standard 600 threads of the sharp V-type, the American
(National) Standard form, and the Unified form the cutter bit
should be moved in at an angle of 29.o (fig 51) so that the left
side of the bit does most of the cutting and a free curli4g chip
may result.'. The direc,tion is controlled by setting the compbund
rest at the 29\ angle before adjusting the cutter bit perpendicular
to the workpiece axis. The depth of cut is then controlled by the
Compound reSt feed. handle.

(2) For Acme, 2.1)°"worrn, ancfsquare threads, the cutter bit is fed
into the workpiece at an arigle perpendicular to the workpiece
axis:

i . Threading cutting opseration.

(1) Before cutting threads, turn claWn the wokkpiec,e to the major
diameter of the thread to he.cut. The workpiece'may be, set.up
in a.chuck or between_Ceriters.; If a long thread is to 13e 'cut,"it
is advisable to use a centet restbecause threa,c1 cutting can place
a great strain on the,workpiece. '

(21-- The-usual -pra;ctice-m-c-uttirig-threads ieto tale_a very light,
initial cut and then check to see that3he tathe has been geared
correctly for, the right number of threads per inch.. If it is,

_correctly geared, continue taking cut's until the thread reaches
the depth wanted; in th9 case of Unified and American (National)
,Standard threads, this is determined by me'asuting tiie.crest of
the thread and in the case of sharp, u-threads, wlien the thread
becomes pointed.,

,
,1 ', '"' ; '-- '"

(3) After each pass of the cutter .bit, the
,
operator artist move the

bit out of en-gagement with the threacj being cut, and -tr4verse, ' ,,

3 7
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tTe-ei.'irIage and bit back to the,beginning of the thread. At the
end of each cut, the half nuts are usdally disconnected and the
carriage returned to position of the next cut by hand. Some de-
vice must be provided, therefore, to eng4,eehe half nuts for the
following cutat a point On the lead screw which will cause the
cutter bit to follow the previous cut. If such a device is not
available, it is neciiiiilIto leave the_ half nuts engaged at the
end of the cut and return the cutter bit by reversing the feed.

(4) The usual device for accomplishing correct alinement of the
cutter bit after the half nuts have been disengaged is the thread
chasing dial (fig 53). This device is supplied as standard or
optional equipment on all screw cutting. lathes. It consists of
a worm wheel which meshes with the lead screw, a dial, and
a. short shaft connecting the worm wheel to the dial. _It is usually
mounted to the right side of the cairiage apron. The dial is -

calibrated with four numbered lines and four unnumbered lines
between them. To use the thread chasing dial, engage the half
nuts when the dial is alined for the particular number of threads
per inch being cut. If the number of threads per inch is an even
number, the half nuts can be-reengaged for following cuts when
any line on the dial is opposite the index. When cutting odd
numbered threads, the half nuts can be reengaged where any

4 numbered line is opposite the index. To cut all threads having
a half a thread per. inch (such as 11-1/2 threads per in. )7. the

half nuts ca.n be reengaged when any odd numbered line is
opposite the index.

INDEX

DIAL

PD 256515

Figure 53. Thread chasing dial.
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(5) Some lathes are equipped milli a thread chasing stop bolted to
the carriage which can be set to regulate the depth ,of cut for
each traverse of the cutter bit or can be set to regulate the

\- total depth of cut of,the thread.

(6) When the thread is cut, the end must be finished in some.way.
The most comthon means of finishing the end is with a specially
ground or 45 angle chamfer cutting bit (fig 54). To produce
a rounded end, a. cutter bit with the desired shape .should be
specially ground for that purpose.

L. Taper screw threads. Taper screw threads or pipe threads can be cut
on the lathe by setting the tailstock over or by using a taper attachment. For the
National Taper Pipe thread fdrm, the taper is.3/4-inch per foot. Ch'eck the thread
cutter bit carefully for clearances before cutting since the bit will not be entering the
workpiece at right angles to the tapered workpiece surface.

Note. In cutting a taper thread, the cutter bit should be set at right angles to
the axis of the workpiece. Do not set the thread cutter bit at right/angles to the
taper of the thread.

1

SPECIALLY GROUND
CUTTER BIT

45-DEG ANGLE CHAMFER
CUTTER BIT

11A. PD 25651'6

Figure 54. Two methods of finishing ends of threads:
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k. Thread measurement.
rs"

(1-) The pitch of the threaded part must often he measured with close
accuracy. A machinistt.s steel rule or a screw pitch gage_is con,.
venient for determining the pitch-of-any thr ead,-Mhenrnea.suring
with a machinistis steel rule (fig 55), do not count,the thread at
the ens' of the rule. Count the number of threads in 1 inch, or if
a thread does not coincide with the inch mark, count the number
of threads in 2 inches and divide by 2 to determine the threads
per inch. When using the screw pitch gage (fig 55), select a
gage that fits the threads to be measured exactly. The pitch or
thread-per inch can he read directly from the-gage,-

(2) The measurement of thrread angles and pitch diameters is some-
what more involved but equally necessary if accurate fits are to
be obtained. The simplest way to check the accuracy of a screw
thread is to trY it_in the part which it is to fit.- If this as im-
practical, a plug thread gage or, a ri94.- thread gage, if available,
can be used to test the internally or'externally threaded par.t.
The ring or plug gage must be accurately machined ahd should
be of the exact _requirements of the part being tested ui diameter,
threads per inch, and class of fit.

MACHAST'S STEEL RULE

SCREW PITCH. GAGE

RA PO 256517

Figure 55. 'Two methods of measuring pitch of a screw.

(3) Accurate measurement of the pitch diameter of an externally
. threaded pieCe is achieved by measuring the thread with a

thread micrometer caliper if available, or by the three-wire
method (fig 56) which.employs an outside mic..rometer

36 0
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MICROMETER
CALIPER ANVIL

0-MEASUREMENT--*

r'PITCH
ThIAMETER I

44

MICROMETER
CALIPER ,SPINDLE

PD 254518
MAJOR

DIAMETER

THREAD
MEASURING WIRE

Figure 56. Measuring threads by the three-wire method.

(a) 'Mea Suring with thread inicrorr;eter caliper.

1. The thread micrometer caliper is_made with the
spindle pointed and the anvil notched so as to bear on
the,sidewalls Of the thread. The point on the spindle
is blunt to prevent interference with the root of the
thread groove, and this bluntness lirnits the micrometer
caliper to a specific range of thread Sizes. Thread
micrometer cal,rpers are therefore manufactured in'
different Size ranges, such as 1 inch: 8 to 13 threads,
14 to 20-threads, 22 to 30 threads; 2 inclhes: 14 to 20
threads, 22 to 30 threads, etc.

2. The thread micrometer caliper ineasures the pitch
diameter of the thread by sdbtracting the single depth
of the thread fron-i its outside diameter. To use the
thread micrometer caliper, first select the Proper size
micrometer caliper for the thread to be measured, look
up in alable the correct pitch diameter for the screw,
and lastly take a reading with the micrometer caliper..

(b) Measuring by the three-wire method (fig 561.

The'three.-wire method of measuring threads( is con-
. sidered the best method for extremely accurate

measurement of pitch diameter. Three wires of the
same diameter ire placed into the thread groove and
the.outside micrometer caliper is used to measure over
the-wires. The pitch diameter is determined by sub-
tracting the ambunt of_wire projection above.the pitch
diameter from the midrometer ealiper reading. -
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2. This method is dependent uPon using the best wire size
for meaiuring: The best wire is the size which touches
the sides of the thread at the center of their siopeN, in
other; words, at the pitch diameter. A formula by which
the proper wire size may be determined if the pitch for
a particular thread is not included is as follows:

O. 57735
Dw

where, D = diameter -of wire (in inches)
N = threaL per inch.
For example, if 8 threads per Inch hive been cut, then,

.0. 57735 0. 57735
D - - - 0.072 inch is correct

w N 8 .
, diameter of wire to

use.

3. The wire to be used should be hardened and lapped
steel wire, preferably within 0.0002 inch tolerance.

4. To findthe correct micrometer caliper measurement
for a screw size, use the following formula:

1.5155
.M = Dm w

where, M = Measurement across wires (in inches).
= Major diameter (in inches) of screw.

N = Threads per inch. '

For example, a 1/2-inch, 12-pitCh thread (Using a.wire
0.04811 in. in diameter) has a measurement across
w.ires calculated as follows:

1.555
M = D 3D -- 1

m w

= O. 500 3(0. 048111-1.
5155
12

- O. 51803 inch.

0.51803 inch is tilt correct micrometer caliper measure-
ment for the screw size.

29. KNORLING.

_ .
a.- General. {nutling.is the process of grooving-the surface of-a workpiece

by roliun depreitsionS.Intoat. einbossing proCedure is done with a knurling tool
pressed against the workpiee as it revolves. Knurling is used to provide a handgrip
on the workpie.ce, for decorative appearance, and to enlaxge diameters Of worit;

lo. Setup tor larueling. A workpiece can be knurled bbtween centers or in
a chuck. It is important that the piece be well.supported since considerable pressure
is _required to emboss the pattern on some materials. The piece to beknurled is
mounted between centers in the same manner as for straight turning.

OS 4Z4, 8-P76
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c. Knurling tool. Theitnurling tool (fig 10)- supports two kriurls which
revolve independently. The knurl's may be of the diimond or the straight line pattern.
The diamond pattern, which is more common, generally comes in three pitches:
14 (coarse.), Z1 (medium), and 33 (fine). These patterns are illustrated on figure 11.

d. Knurling operation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

First it is' necessary to locat'e the limits of-the surface to be
knurled, that is, the beginning and.end of the knurled-portion.
Set the knurling 681 so that the top knurl is the same distance
abovd horizontal centerline of the workpiece as the lower knurl
is below this centerline. The working faces of the knurls should
be set parallel to the workpiece surface.

Set the lathe to run at the lowest speed of the lathe back gear.
Adjust the feed selector levers or change gears td,provide
feed of approximately one-half the width of the knurl per
revolution of the workpiece.

Move the cross slide and carriageto position the knurling tool
at the' right end of ihe portion to be knurled. Start the lathe and

- force the knurls inn the workpiece to a depth of about 1/64 inch
by use of the hand crr,csfeed control.

(4). Check at this point to see that the knurling tool is mounted square
to the workpiece. A perfect dia,mond pattern should be produced.
lithe knurls do not track properly' and the diamond marking is
split by one of the knurls, it is an indication that the knurling
tool is not square or is mounted above or below center. When
the tool mikes the proper -knurl, go over the entire surface.
The wOrkpieceand knurls' should be well lubricated with cutting
oil during the knurling operation.

30? BORING.

a. General. (
_

(1) Boring.is the enlarging and truing of a_hble by removal of
material from internal surfaces'with a single-point cutter bit.
Op the lathe, boring is accomplished by either' of. the two methods

_

following:

(a.) Mounting the holder and boring tool bar with dutter bit_on
the toolpost and.revolv" g the workpiece. ,

1(6) Mounting the worgiece-in a fixed position tO the c'arriage;_ _ -
and revelviri'g the boring tool bar ind.ctitter bit in a-chuck

- attached to the headitock spindle.

.(2) Boring is necessary in many cases to prOduce accurate holes or
bores, Drilled holes are seldorri straight due to imperfections
in the material which cause drills to move out of alinementl!
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Therefore, where accuracy is important, drIlled holes are
usually made undersize and then bored or rezmed-to the proper
dimensions. Boriiig is also useful in truing large holes io flat
materiai. In this case, the hole is cut undersize wIth a welding
torch or bandsaw, and is trued to proper dirnensio.n by boring.

b. Mounting.workpiece for boring. .The w6rkpiece may be supported in a
chuc or fastened ,to a faceplate for boring-operations, depending upon the shape of
the material to b'e machined...When boring is tt be performed on the ends of long
stock; the woi-kpiece'is rnotuited in a chuck and a-steady rest is used to support tl-e
right enil near the cutter bit. Some boring operations require the use of special
chuck mounted mandrels_to hold workpiecei that cannot be successfully mounted
otherwise.

c. Boring-cutter bit setup,
-

(1) The cutter bit used for boring is.similar to. that used for exter.'nal
.._ turning on the lathe. The bit is usually held in a soft or semisoft

bar called a boring tool bar. The boring tool bar (fie 15) is
*supported by a cutting toolholder which fits into the lathe toclpost.

(a) Boring tool bars are supplied in several types and sizes tor
holding different cuttir bits.° The bit is supported in the horing
tool bar at a 90 , 30 , or 45 angle, depending upon the nature
of the workpiece keing.bored. Most general boring is accorn-
plighed wi)th a 90 cutter bit (fig 15). The bit is mounted .at a
30 or 45 angleto the axis of the boring tool bar when it is
necessary to c;ut up to the bottom of a hole or finish the side of
an internal shoulder. Note the relative size of the cutter bit /
and boring tool bar to the workpiece dimensions shown on fieure
5. It is desirable that the boring tool bar be as large as pct,s11.4e
without interfering with the walls of the hole. The cutter bit
should not extend far beyond the boring toolbar and the bit

. should be as short as possible to be gripped securely in the bar
yet not have the shank end protrude far from the bar.'

(3) The cutter bits u or boring are shaped like left:hand turn:ng
and facing cutte bits. Greater attention must be'giver to the end
clearance angle a d the back rake angle because of the curvature
of.the hole.

(4) The boring tool bar should be clamped as close to the holder and
tOolpost as possible-considering the depth of boring to be done.
The bar will Have a tendency to springaway from the workpiece
if the bar overhangs the toolpost too far. kf deep boring is tc, be
performed, it will be necessary that the bar be as large as
possible to counteract this sprir(ging tendency.

d. Straight boring operation.

(I) The cutter bit is positioned for straight boring operationsowith
its. cutting edge c ntacting the workpiece approximately 5 above
center (fig 57). Te cutting edge faces forward.for most
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(Z)

operations so that the lathe can-turn in a.) Icountart-tb-ak-
wise direction. If for a special-operation at becomes ne'cessary_

position--the-diitter bit against-tkie rear wall of the hole, a
right-hand turning cutter bit is used andihe spindle rotaiion is
reversed.

Position the cutter bit so the cutting edge is immediately to the
right of the workpiece and clears the wall of the hole by about
1/16 inch. Traverse the ca-rriage by hand without staTling the
lathe to move the cutter bit and boring tookbar into the hole to
the depth of the intended boring and out again to ascertain'
whether there is sufficient,clearance to prevent the back of the
cutter bit and the boring tool bar from i:ubbi,n-g- die inside of the
hole. When the clearanct is satisfactory, position the cutter
brt to the right of the workpiece ready for the first cut.

WORKP1ECE HELD IN
CHUCK

5-0EG
%BOVE CENTER

C,JTEP BrT

8CRIN 01. 8AR

A PO 256519

FiRure 57. Cutter ,bit position for straight boring.

(3) The saYne speeds and feeds recommended for straight turning
should be used for straight boring. It is Often advisable to feed
the cutterbit into the hole to the desired depth' and then reverse
the feed end let*the cutter bit move.out of the hole without
changing the depth of feed. This practice will correct any

, irregularities catised by the.. bit or boring tool bar springing
/ because of the presg,ure applied to the bit.

e. iSper boring operation.

(10 Taper boring is accomplished in the same manner as taper
turning. However, only two of the tkree methods of taper turning
are applicableusing the compound rest and using a taper attach-
ment. As with taper turning, the compound rest can only be used
for short, steep tapers gince the movement of thq compound rest
is hrnited. .
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(2) " The clearanCe of the cutter bit shank and boring tool bar must
be determined for the smaller diameter of the taper._ As -vial__
turning 'external tapers, it is also necessary to.Position the
ciittine edge exactly on the horizontal centerline Of the workpiece,o-
not 5 above center as with straight boring.

f . Internal thread cutting.

Internal threads are cut in nuts and castings by the same general
methods used in external thrcad cutting.

(2) .The internal threathng operation will usually follow a boring
operation, and therefore the same workpiece holder can be u.§étl
without disturbing the setup. Only the lathe speed will have to
be changed to those recommended for external threading.

(3) ?' The clearance of the cutter bit shank and boring tool bar to
prevent_ rubbing must be greater for threading than for straight
boring because of the necessity of moving the bit clear of the
threads when returning the bit to the right after each cut.

(4) The compound rest sliould be set at a 29 angle to the saddle so
that the cutter bit van feed after,each cut forward and to the
left (fig 58).

WORKPIECE CUTTING
TOOL HOLDER

BORING
TOOL BAR

/DIRECTION
OF FEED

(DEPTH OF
CUT)

TOOL POST

COMPOUND
REST

29-DEG

PA PO , 2s63213
.

Figure 58. Setup fir internal threading.

.1
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31. ECCENTRIC TURNING.

a. General. E-ccerittle'friedns off-center and applied to lathe operations,
.refers to turning a section of the workpiece which has a different axis than tvae. main

bôcly of the piec9. The principle of eccentric turning cn the lathe is to set up the
piece so that the portion of.the workpiece to be turned is axially alined with the head-
stock and tailstock spindles.

b. Mounting work for ecceritric turning.

(1) A good example of eccentric turning is the turning' of a crankpin
on a ciankshaft (fig 59). The main journals are orOone axis
while the crankpin is on another axis several inches from the
main journal axis. The main journals can be machined in the
same manner as bar stock by centering- and drilling the ends of
the journals and setting the crankshalt in the lathe. To machine
the crankpin, it is necessary to revolve the- cranksharfabout the
crankpin axis. This is accOmplished by using adapters (fig 59)
on the epds of the maid journals to'permit proper mounting of the
crankshaft so that the crankpin can be turned.-`

C.

--,

SET-UP FOR TURNING MAIN JOURNALS

MAIN
JOURNAL

ADAPTER

CRANK
PIN

MAIN
JOURNAL

SET-UP FOR TURNING CRANK PINS

_

ADAPTER

PD 256521

Figure 59. Example of eccentric turning.

,2) If the workpiece cannot be mounted successfully between centers,
it can be mounted in an indpendent chuck or fastened to a face-
plate. In either case, it is necessary to true the portion to be
turned eccentriCally and not the major portion of the piece. In

some cb.ses, it will be neCessary to counterbalance the workpiece
if the piece is mounted appreciably off balance.

af3
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c. Eccentric turning operation.. Once the workpiece is set up correctly,
it is turned in the same manner prescribed for straight turning. In the example of
the crankshaft (b(1) ahove), the cutter bif, cutting toolholder, and compound rest
must be positioned so that the swinging main journals will not contact any part of the
lathe or equipment. In the particular example, two cutter'bits., a left-hand turning
cutter bit, and a right-hand turning cutter bit would be used for turning the crankpin
so.that the pin could be turned out to the edges without interfering with the swinging
main journals.

32. FILING AND POLISHING.

a, General. Filing and polishing are performed in the latheto remove
toolmarks, reduce the dimension slightly,, or improve the finish.

b.

(1) Mili files are generally considered best for lathe filing. The
bastard Cut mill-type hand file is used for roughing and the
second-cut mill-type hand file for the finer class- of work, Other
types such as the round, half-round, and flat-hand files may
also be used for finishing irregular shaped workpiecei.

(2) For filing ferrogS metals,' the lathe-spindle speed should be
four or five times greater than the rough turning speed. For
filing nonferrous metals, the lathe-spindle speed,should be only
two or three times greater thal the roughing speed. Too slow
a speed may' causi the workpiece to be.filed out-of-round, while
too high a sFieed will cause the file to slide over the workpiece,
dulling the file and glazing the'piece.

(3) The file is held at an angle of about 10 to the right apd moved
with a slove motion frorn leit'to'right so that the teeth will have
a sh'earing.action. The direction of strbke and angle should
never be the opposite, 'as this will cause chatter marks on the
piece. The file should be passed slowly over the workpiece so
that the piece will haye;emade several revolutions before the
stroke it completed.

(4):_

_

(5)

The pressure exerea on the file with the hands should be less
than when filiniat the bench. Since there are less teeth in con-
tact with the workpiece, the file must be cleaned frequently to
avoid scratching.

Since filing should be used for little more than to remove tool-
' - marks from,the workpiece, only 0.002 to 0.005 inch should be
-*eft for the filing operation.

C. Polishing.

(1) Polishing with either abrasive cloth or abrasive paper is de-
sirable to improve the surface finish after filing. Emery
abrasive cloth is best for ferrous metals while abrasive paper
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(a)

often gives better results on nonferrous materials. The most
effective speed for polishing with ordinary abrasives is approxi-
mately 5,000 feet per minute. Since most lathes are not capable
of a speed this'great.for average size workpieces, it is necessary
to sAlect as high a speed as conditions will permit.

In most cases the abrasive cloth or paper is held directly in the
hand and applied to the workpiece, although a may be tacked'
over a piece of wood and used in the same Manner as a file.
Improvisedclamps may also be used to polish plain round work.

(3) Since polishing will slightly reduce the dimensions of the work-
piece, 0.00026 to 0.0005 inch should be allowed for this opera-
tion. The use of oil with the abrasive will produce a satin finish,
while dry polishing will leave a bright surface. Crocus cloth
may be used after the abrasive cloth or abrasive paper to.pro-
duce a higher-luster-on the surface.

33. GENERAL. The special lathe operatione'described in the remainder of the
lesson aie normally performed on machine tools other than the lathe, but can be and
often are performed on the lathe. These operations include drilling, reaming, tapping
and die cutting, and milling.

34. DRILLING WITH THE LATHE.

a. General. Drilling is done in the lathe by either of two methods, by
revolving the workpiece in the lathe chuck with the twist drill held in the tailstock,
or b Lying t ist drill in a chuck in the headstock and supporting the work- ,pie ttachment such as V-center in the tailstock.

b. Methods' of supportirtg twist drill in the tailstock.

(1) Straight-shank twist drills are usually held in a chuck
(fig 60) which is placed in the taper socket of the tailstock,
spindle. Combination drill and countersinks can also be
sUpported in this way.

(2) Taper-shanletwist drills may be held directly in the tailstock
spindle as long as they have a good fit. For this purpose, drill
sockets or drill sleeves can be used to reduce the taper socket
in the tailstock spindle to the proper taper and size of the twist

(3)

IN-

An expedient method of supporting a large twist drill in the .

tailstock is to fasten a lathe dog (fig 61) to the drill shk
and support 'the rear of the drill with the tailstock lnter in the
center hole in the tang of the drill. The lathe dog should rest
against.the cross slide or compound rest. The drill must be.
supported by h.and until it is held secure by the pressure between
the tailstock center and the workpiece. When thisxnethod is
used, never withdraW or loosen the tailstock spinelle yhite the
lathe is in operation. To withdraw the drill, it is nEtessàrto
stop the lathe completely. -

4
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UNIVERSAL CHUCK

Figure 60. Drilling workpiece in the lathe.
.t
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Figure 61. Reaming On the lathe.

c. Methods of supporting drill in headstock.

(1) Straight-shank twist drills are supported in the headstock by
a drill chuck moiinted in the,headstock spindle.

(2) Taper-shank twfst drills can be mounted in the headstock by
placing the drill in a drill socket or sleeve which has a
cylindrita&outer surface like the spindle of a drilling machine.
The socket or sleeve is then fastened in a universal or inde-
pendent chuck. If the taper shank of the drill is compatible with

the taper socket in the headstock spindle, the drill can be
mounted-Oirectly,

OS 424, 8-P84
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d. Mounting the'workpiece for drilling. r

( 1 ) If the Workpiece j.s to be rotatea and the twist drilld.s to be,fied
into the workpiece viith the tailstock spindle; the piece may.be,
mounted in a universal chuck (fig 62), independent chuck, or
to a facelilate. The center of the hole to be drilled.ishouldbe,
accurately marked.and punCed as 'described fa'r driging
machine setups.

(2) Before drilling, checic the centering of the penchmark by using
a center indicatora*--The drill will not.cut accurately', unless the
punchmark indicating the-hole coincides eicactly witik tise axis bf
the headstock spindle.

If the twist drill is'to berotatedb y the headstock spindle and
the workprece is to be supported by a V-benter, the piece should
be carefully positioned by hand and the drill moved lightly into
contact with the piece'before the lathe is started. The piece
must be well supported during drilling operations to prevent
the piece from rotating with the drill.

. INDEX MATE

INDEX
FINGER

CIANK

LATHE
HEADSTOCK

SPINOlf

DIVIDING HEAD tA PO 256324

Figure 62.* Dwiding head f the milling a,nd grinding lathe attachment
installed on the'lathe.

e. Drilling operatio (fig 60),

7

(I) Thp spindle speed in revolutions per minute is detertnined by the
re of twi.st drill for a particular material and will be-the same
r a pa:rticular drill size whether...the drill is revolved or the

workpiece i revolved.
r?
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(2) '

.10

The feed is controlled by turning the tailstock hand screw.. The
gradiiations an the tailstock spindle are used to determine ihe

-_ depth of cut.

(3) If large size.twist drills are to be used, the-drilrilould be
preceded by a lead drilf, the diameter of which must not be

. greater than,the thickness of the web of the large drill.
=

35. REAMING WITH THE LATHE.

a. General. iteamen.s are used to finish drilled holes or bores quickly
and accurately to a specified diameter. When a hole is to be reamed, it must first
be drilled or bored to within 0.004 to 0.'012 inch of the finished size since the
reamer is not desikned to remove much material.

b. Machine reaming.

c.

-(1) The hole to be reamed with a machine reamer mube drilled
or bored to within 0.012 inch of the finished size so that the
machine reamer will only have to remove the cutter bit marks.

The workpiece is mounted in a chlick at the headstock spindle
and the reamer is supported by the tailstock in one of the
methods described for holding a twist drill iithe.tai1stock.
Figure 61 illustrates the machine reamer supported by a lathe
dog and tailstock center.

(2)

(3) The lathe speed for machine reaming should be approximately
one-half that used for drilling.

Hand reaming.

Or() The hole to be reamed by hand must be within 0.005 inch of the
required f,inished size.

(2)1. The workpiece is mounted tO the headstock spindle in a chuck
and.the headstock spindle is lotked after the piece is akcurately
set up. The hand reamer is mounted in an adjustable alp and
reamer wrench and supported with the tailstock center. 'As qie
#7rench is revolved by, nd, the hand reamer is fed into the hole
simultaneously by tu tailstolrwheel.

6

(3) The reamer should be withqawn frormkthe hole carefully, rning
it in the same direction as.when reaming. 'Never turn a r4amer
backward.

36. TA.PPING AND DIE. CUTTING THREADS. ti

'a. General. Ieternal and external threads are often tut on tbe lathe 14116
means of taps and dies. The advantage of tapping and die cutting on &e lathe over
doing it on thi bench is that the tap or die can be centered accurately so that the
threaas produced are generally more accurate in regard to the axis of the workpiece.

t
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b. Tapping threatis on the lathe.
either of the two following methods:

Threads may be tapped in the lathe by

(1) With tlp headstock spindle of the laaie locked and the workpiece
held in the chuck, the tap is placed in the wdekpiece bore and
the tailstock center run against the countersunk end of the tap.
The tap is turned by means of a.' fixed open end wrench while
pressure id applied to it with the tailstock handwheelA This
method is recommended for large taps arid for material that
does not machine easily.

(2) When tapping freeLmachining material, the tap may,be held
by b.n adjustable tap and rearnir wrench, the handle resting
against the compoiind rest of the carriage, and the tailstock
center bearing against the countersunk end of the tar. The
lathe is operated at very slow speed while constant pressure is
maintained against the tap by Means of the tailstock handrheet.

c. Die cutting on the lathe. When,cutting -threads with a the, the workpiece
is usually held in the headstock and the die .set on the workpiece with the tie stock .

resting uporithe compound rest of the carriage. The threads are cut in a similar
manner to tapping by causing the lathe to revolVe at a very slow speed while pressure
is applied by means of the tailstock handwheel.

'37. MILLING ON THE LATHE.

a. General. Milling operations may be performed On the lathe through
use of the milling and grinding lathe attachment which, in effect, converts the lathe
into a mining machine. The milling and grinding lathe attachment (fig 27) contains
a mechanism; for vertical adjustment of the milling head but utilizes the car-ra.age
and feet controls of the lathe to move the milling head in a Worizontal,direction. A
dividing head supplied with the attachment is installed on the headstock spihdle of
the lathe to permit inclexing7of the workpiece. Although the workpiece is mounted
th a conventional manner in the lathe, the headstocls,spindle is never rotated by
power for milling funCtions. C4ting is done.by he,rnilling-cutter which is.mounted
to the milling head of themilling_and grinding. lathe attachment and driven by the
self-contained electric motor of the attachment. ,

b. Mounting workoieces for milling on the lathe: Workpieces are s'upported
in the lathe between centers, against a faceplatet.,or in a chuck fixed to the headstock
spindle. 4 lathe dog.is used to secure the wth.kliieceto the driving faceplate if the
workpiece is .mounted between centers. If long workpieced are chuck mounted, a
steadirest or*a follower rest is used,to support the free end of the workpiece.

c. Indextng.workpieces for milling on the lathe.

Indexing is the process of controlling the rotational position of a.
workpiede which is mounted axially. Workpieces mounted in the
lathe for minting with mining and grinding lathe attachment
are indexed with the dividing head, .a part .of the attachment.

..,-
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(2)
,.

The daviding head (fig 62) attaches to the left end of the lathe
headstock and connects to the lathe headstock spindle with a
collet. With the dividing head affixed to the headstock and head-
stock Spindle, the spindle will Dot rotate freely but will move
when the crank of the dividing head is turned. -Forty turns of
the crank will move headstock spindle .through one complete
revolution. Index plates containing concentric rings of evenly
spaced holes fasten to the index plate beneath the crank. Each
concentric ring has a different numlier of holes per circle, and
each index plate has six concentric rings.'..

(3) The workpiecels indexed lpy moving the crank (fig 62) from
one hole in the index plate to another. An 'index firiger (fig 62)
can be oet to indicate a certain number-Of holes thereby making
the counting of individual holes unnecessary .

d. Milling operation (fig 63)., Plain millingiangular.milling, face
milling, form milling, keyway nilling, spline milling, gear cutting, and drilhng and
boring operations can be successfully performed on the latt'ie by using the milling and
grinding lathe Sttachment.

wiLING AND DiriND LATHE An....cHmErr

LATHE HEADSTOCK
MILLING arm

WORKRIECE
OEX

CRANK

PLATE

orvIDING
HEAD

'RA PO 4256525

Figure 63. is4illing operation on the lathe.

' (1) The basic difference between,milling on a horizontal milling
machine-and milling with the mining and grinding lathe attach-
ment is that with the milling machhig. the worktable reciprocates

* 'beneath a milling cutter, while with the attachment the mining
head "feeds along.The stationary workpiece.

0

(2)
4

Milling' ter speeds a,nd worktable feeds should oe consistent
with tho sp"e9ess 'and feeds recommended for milling machine

. operation.

(3) Select a cutting speed consistent with the material being milled.
If the recommended speed cannot be matched by one of the
available speeds of the milling and_lrinding lathe attachz-nent,
select the next lower speed.

,«
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(4) If a coolant attachrnent is available, flood the milling cutter and workpiece
contact area with an appropriate cutting oil. If a Coolant attachment is
not available, apply a cutting dil generously-from a hand oiler during
operation.

38. SUMMARY. This lesson has discussed the origin, development, and advancement
of the lathe.. You have learned thatiathes can be conveniently classified as engine lathes,
turret lathes, and special purpose lathes. The purpose and uses of each tYpe lathe were
di-scussed. You now know the common types of cutter bits and their application. You also
have learned how to mount the various cutter bits. You are aware of the fact that workpieces
are held to the headstock spindle of the lathe with chucks, facepieces, or lathe centers.
The uses of mandrels, rests, and lathe dog-s were discussed. You have been oriented on .
the toolpost grinding machine and the milling and grinding lathe attachments. The methods
of layinioa work fox the lathe were presented. There was a discus,sion.coyering.the
mounting of workpieces.between centers, in 'chucks, to faCepieces, and on mandrels. Lathe
speeds and feeds and.the use of cutting oils were covered. You now know the meanings of
facing and the various types of turning and parting. Screwihreads and sc,rew thread cutting
were discussed. Boring with the lathe was defined and the procedures otalined. Informa-
tion pertaini-ng to eccentric turning and filing and polishing.was presented. Special lathe"
operations such as drilling, reaming, tagping, and die cutting, normally perfornred on
.44machine tools other then the lathe, were explained. You have learned that theY lathe is one
of the most valuable alid versatile machines in your shop. The information presented in .
this lesson should serve you well as you practice your trade as a machinist.

EXERCISE

116. Which-unit of measurement is used to measure the distance between centers on a
lathe?*

a. Inches
b. Feet
c. Millimeters

:

117. What is the purpose of the back gear on the headstock spindle bf a lathe?

(Ia.
Decivase speed .

b.' Reverse direction of rotation
c. Increase speed,

118. What material would require A 300 batk and side rake clearance angle on the cutter .
bit for a lathe?, ,, ,, .

if
a. Soft steel 'N

.b. Latninated Elastic
c. Cast plastic ..

-119. What is the MOST desirable radius (inches), on the nose of a tool bit used for general
shaping And finishing? . ck X 4.!

a. 1/4
Is. 1/8

1/32

A

. 5
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Azo. -What determined the Width of the flat at .the nose of the tool bit when cutting National

,

screw threade? , _

1

a. Pitch:of tilread
b. Threaci.arree

-, c. Radiu:d:Of stock

121. Whi ch cuttell;it must be ground on a slry standard grinciiing.wheel7

'Tungsten carbide.
Carbon.eteel

c. High speed steel

.122. Which chuck is used to hold a woilspiece in an eccentric. position?'

a. Independent
b. Offset
c. Step

123. Which lathe component is used to provide a firm connection between the headstoCk
spindle and the workpiece mounted between centers?

3(

a. Dog
b. Center

.c. Faceplate,

124. Which material is used to make scribed lines visible on'the surface of a workpiece?,

a. White lead
b. Prussian /blue

.a.. White paint

125. How is the tailitock center distinguished from the headstock center?

a. A Tang .,
b. Taper
c. Groove

126. Which operation is correct when grinding lathe, centers on the Jathe?

a. Workpiece and grinding wheel must be rotated in opposite diFections at point of
contact

b. Workpiece turA theirme speed as the grinding wheel
c. Grinding wheel turns counterclockwseworkpiece tur s clockwisei

127. 4Thich lubricant should be used on dead center of a lathe?

a. Vaseline and soda water
b. White lead and oil
c. Cride petroleum

p
OS.,42 , 8-P*§0
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128. What percent can the recommended speed be increased if cutting oil is use*d on a.high
speed Aeel cutter bit?

a. 75 to 100
b. 50 to 75
,c. 25 to 50

129. For straight turning on a workpiece, which tool bit is especially efficient for finishing
cuts'

Rotpdnose

c. Thra..d

130, What is the TPF (taper in inches per foot) of a workpiece 3 feet long, 6 inc'hes in
diameter at-one end, and 3 inches in diameter at the other entd?

, 1/3
b. 2/3
c.- 1

131-. What is th most common method used for turning steep th.pers"

a.,Z Taper ttachrnent
b. Compound rest
c. Offset tailstdck to right

132: What type screw thread is especially suitable for vise or jack screws?

a. \Square
deg.. b. Acme

c. American Standard

133. How should the cutter bit be set when cutting a taper thread?

a. Right angles to axis of workpiece
b. Same a-ngle of taper as workpiece
c. Right angles to taper of thread

134. What latlxr cornppnent can be used for taper boring?

a. Taper attachment
b. Offset tailstock
c: Follower rest

.

135. In reference to rearders, which statement is corrects

-qr

,a. Reamer shouldbe withdrawn frckm the hOle by turning. it in the opposite direction A s
Wheri reaming :

b:' ,Reamer should be withdrawn from the hole by turning it' in tlie same airection as
whe4 reaming

c. Lathe speed for machine reamers should be approximotely twice that for drilling.

4
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NOTICE

The inclosed responses are listed in numerical order.- After making a circle around
the number of your choice on the ANSWER SHEET, check the same number on the exercise,
response list. If you selected the correct answer, the response will indicate it with the
word "CORRECT" appearing as the first word. Read the response for further information
and then proceed to 'the next question. If the response shows you have not selected the cor-
rect choice, read the information presented to find out why your choice was wrong and
where you can find the correct answer. The suggested references are designed to cover
major teaching points in each lesson, thus reinforcing the student's learning process.

a

41

REMINDEM; Be sure to PRINT your' name:, grade, s,ocial security account number._ sub-
* course number, and date in the top left corner of your answer sheet before you start

your first exercise.
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RESPONSE
. NUMBER -- -RESPONSE

. 100 This is true. Heavy pressure on the-side.of the grinding -wheel may._
crack it and create a safet-y 'hazard. Refer to paragraph 284-2) for
the proper method of detecting-faulty grinding wheels and select.
another answer.

101 Brine is usually used for quenching plain carbon steels. Refer to
paragraph 58b(3) and select anot er response...

103 CORRECT. Sometimes sulfur-is added to basic open-hearih-iteel to
make it free-machining. Recent attempts have also been made to add
nitr6gen as well. .,

.._ . .__ .

104 Part Of_this response is correct. "ead paragraph 4a again to get the
. .

proper 'unit of measure. ,

106 CO,RRECT... The cutter bitiis supported vertically in the cutting tool-
h'older for surface'cuts and is offset at an angle for crown cutting

,
operations.

_ .,198 CORRECT. The lathe headstoc spindle is back-geared to proVkle
slow spindle spped?.

-

109 Chips are formed and removed from metal while drilling. One of the
advantages of spiral fluted drills is that the chips are so formed as
to occupy the minimum amount of space. Scan paragraph 7a(2) and
choose a more appropriate answer.

110

111

112

'CORRECT. The definition of fatigue can be summarized by saying
that it is the failure of metals and alloys that have had repeated or
alternating stresses which were too small to produce a perman-ent
def6rmation when applied statically.

_

CORRECT. The lathe is started at moderate speed and then the
grinding machine. Make,sure that the lathe and grinding abrasive
wheel both rotate in the same direction (the Aprkpiece and the wheel
will,be moving in opposite directions at the point of contact).

The addition of sulfu--to hasic open-hearth steel has no effect on the
carbon content. Examine paragraph 30b again-and choose another
response.

,
113 4 The vMt' on the front view represents surface "13" of the isometric

---.-
drawing., 13*.eCome better acquainted with paragraph 6b(11) and figures

---. 21a and 22, theri.choose another answer. ._ .. .
, ____ _

. t , . .

CORRECT. The metal slitting saw milling cutte'r is essentially a'
very thin plain Milling cutter. It is ground slightly thinner toward
the, center to provide side clearance. It is used for metal sawing and
for cutting narrow slots.

115

a
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116 This is the relationship existing between two or more mating parts
with respect to the amount of clearance or interference which is
present when they are assembled. Get a better interpretatibn of
paragraph,7a(7)(d) and select another response.

117 You must have made a mistake in arithmetic. Refer to paragraph
2e(2)(b) and select another response after recornputation._ .

118 One turn of the index crank revolves the spindle 1/40 of a revolution
(1/40 of 3600) or 90. Therefore, 10 complete turns of the index
crank would make the index head move further than this. Return to
paragraph 13d, recompute the problem, and choose another answer..

119 CORRECT. Slag provides wrought'iron with the property of retipting
corrosion and oxidation. Wrought iron can be easily welded by any
method.

121 The nose radius of a.tool bit used for general shaping and finishing
et should be smaller, Reevaluate paragraph 5e and select another

answer.

122 When you reexamine paragraph 3b you will find that medium bandsaw
teetinot be sharpened. Choose another answer.

123 is not the correct angle for the cutter bit when cutting a taper
thread. You need a more thorough interpretation of paragraph 28i
and-the-note to arrive at the correct answer.

124 The strength of a material is the property of resistance to external
oads or stresses while not causing structural damage; malleability

is the property of a metal which permits peri-nanent deformation by
compression without rupture. Study paragraph 9 atain and select
another. response ? .

127 C9RRECT. Multiply the nturiber of strokes per minute by the length
of the stroke in inches and then multiply the groduct by 0.14: In this
case, 0.14 times 5 times 70 equals 49 feet per minute.

-

129 CORRECT. Computation of the sol*tion is-as follo-ws:

131-

1 133

ba = (.155)2-(93)2,

b = VlS376 = 1241
' -/

The ram on.certain types 'of milling machines provide's- additional
rigidity; however, this is,not the Main purpose of the ram. Evaluate
paragraph 3b(4)(b)andchoose another answer.

Special types Of steel are 'manufactured by another.process. Scan
paragraph' 28a and select another response.

<,



134

.11'

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

/

-147 .

.:149

Striding levels are machinists' bench levels especially aciaptea tor
spanning over obstructions. They are equipped with raised supports
that provide the necessary room to clear obstructions. However,
only one plane can be measured at a time. Review paragraph 19a(1)
and select another response.

A speed of 75-150 (FPM) would result in an inefficient operation-when
cUtting soft brass. The softer the miterial, the faster the,speed
should be. Reread paragraph 7b(4) and table III and Often select
another answer.

A pin punch is used for removing bolts or pins that have been
'unseated. Check paragraph 9d and select another answer.

You need a more thOrough interpretation of paragraph 15c(1) before
selecting another ansWer.

CORRECT. The universal milling attachment is similar to the ver7
tical spindle attachment but is more versatile. The cutter head can
be swiveled to any angle in any plane, whereas the vertical spindle
attachment only rotates in one plane from horizontal to vertical.

lkemember the method of obtaining the total reading; first, read the
graduation on the main scale; second, locate the line on the vernfer
Scale that corresponds with the line on the main scale; third, add the
figures from the readirigt on the main scale and vernier, scales for
the total reading. Study paragraph 25C(5)(a) and figure 9-3, then._
choose another answer.

The roper back rake angle for cast plastic is 30° and the side rake
atvgle is 25°. Scan paragraph 5 and table I to get the correct angles
for laminated plastic.

,

This is SAE 2310 steel., The first digit (2) indicates nickel steel, the
second digif (3)' indicates the approximate percentage of alloying ele-
ment nickel, and the third and fourth digits (10) indicate hundredths
percent of carbon. Study paragraphs 25c and d and select another
response.

CORRECT. Becaus,e the contact areas of the square screw threads
arerelatively small and donot wedge, friction between matching
threads is reduce4o a minimum under heavy pressure.

The blade tips of sCrewdrivers vary from a narrowparallel sided
tip to awide tapered tip; however, the sizes are determined by
another factor. Review paragraph lla_and select another response.

,
-CORRECT.. The siaridus interchangeable handles used with sockets
are het,. sliding tee b speeder, spee. tee, and a nut spinner.._

-1/2--inch cutter would need hig er RPM in 'Order to obtain 120
sur e feet per minute. Scan p ragraph 17 and table II and choose
another response.

3
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150 CORRECT. Double-cut files have two rows of parallel'teeth which
cross each other. The first row is cut at about a 450 angle and is
coarser and deeper than the second row which is cut from 700 to 800.

152.

et,

(

CORRECT. Computation of the solution is as follows:

4y + 36 = 6z - 12

4y + 36 = (6)(213) - 12

4y = -48'+'4

y = -11

CORRECT. "As the workpiece becomes thicker, the file should be
coarser to provide additional space for chips between the teeth.

CORRECT. The surfaces "F," "B," and "A" in the isometric draw-
ing are represented by the letter "M" in the front view.

This is the approximate typical cutting speed for roughing and finish-
ing copper. Refer to paragraph 10c and table II before choosing
another answer.

161 CORRECT. A trammel is used for the same purposes as a divider
or caliper, but usually for distances beyond the range of either of
these two instrurnents. The instrument consists of a rod or beam to
which trams may be clamped. The beams normally range in length
from 9 to 12 inches.

164 The circular arc is dimensioned by using one-half the length of the
diameter. See paragraph 7f and then select another response.

166 CORRECT. The energy recoverable-from a clock spring, fishing -md,
or similar items when the load is removed is'an example of resilience.

167 Machined finishes should not be confused with finishes of chromium
plating, enamel, and similar coatings. .Check paragraph 9a and
choose another response.

170;

172

.4>

Are you sure that you are using the proper formula or is your .arith-
metic incorrect? Refer to paragraph 271)(2) and recompute the prah-
lem, then chdose another answer.

_The long wearing, tungsten carbide point of the scriber must b_e'
sharpened byanother rnethcd. Examine paragraph 20b(er) and choose
another answer.

The slitting saw milling arbor is used on the milling machine to hold
metal slitting saw milling cutters used for slotting, slitting, and
sawing operations'. Another type arbor is used for gear cutting.
Refresh yoUr memory of paragraph 52. and choose a more approprlate
answer.

s
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173 The size of a bench-type drilling machine is determined by another
method: -Evaluate paragraph 28e(1) and select anothe'r answer.

175 This blade Would be too wide for cuttingA. 5/16.to 9/16 radius. Refer
to paragraph 3e(5) and table II before choosing another answer.

177 Lip drills have four definite advantages. One of these is a correct .
rake to the lips. Examine paragraph 6a and choose another answer.

178 Carbon and tther elements are eliminated when manufacturing wrougEt
iron to leave almost pure iron. Check paragraph 37a again and choose
another response..

179 The letters "G" and UH in the orthographic views represent two dif-
ferent surfaces of the isometric drawing. Read paragraph 3 and look
at figures 1, 2, and 3 to obtain the correct choice.

181 A cutter bit with a side clearance angle of 50 to 90, a back rake of 20
to 10°, and a side rake angle of 16° to 200 would be suitable for
roughing copper. Refer to paragraph 4c(3) and table 1 to determine
the proper bit for roughing brass.

183 CORRECT. Usually the face 9f the thread cutter bit is ground flat
and has clearances ground on both sides so that it will cut on both
sides. For American (National) Standard screw threads, the bit is
further ground with a flat nose.

184. This microineter is used for taking inside dimensions. The average
inside micrometer set has a range that extends from 2 to 10 inches:
Review paragraph 23a(2)(c) and cliaose another answer.

. . ,-.
186 CORRECT. The-extension bar of the extension bar cutting toolholder

should project forward from the toolholder shank only as..far s ,

required to permit the cutter bit to-complete its cutting stroke,

188 A dimension line with its arrowheads shOws the direction and_extent
of a dimension. Restudy paragraph 7 and figure 23 (orthographic
views and isometric drawing), then choose another.response.

190 The elimination of side thrust on the arbor is accoznplished by another
means. Read parAgraph 4a(4)(a) and_choose another response.

19:1 Orthographic prints are accurate and indicate true shape and size-.
These prints Are usually drawn by orthographic projection. Refer to
pArAgraphs 3 and 4-'and figures _1 thru 6 before selecting another
response, _ _

;-
our first- step in solving this probleis-to. find the total square feet

to be painted. Refer to paragraph 2e(2)(b)And selea another response
--after recomputation.

_ CORIkEGT. Forty tizi:ns of the-indexcrank will turn the spindle 9ne
full turn; 1112 g 40 3.33 turns of the crank after each cut for spacing
the gear bar 1,4 teeth: .

5.
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CORRECT. /Blades with fine teeth are best for sawingsuch,materialt
as thin-walled tubing, conduit, and sheet metal thinner than 18 gage.

This is the fact, -quality, or state at' being variable. Refer to para-
.

graith 8a and choose another-response.

T,he monotron machine cajinot conveniently be moved. The basic dif-
ference between it.and ot er testing *machines is that the depteof

cpiMprelsion is kept co tant and the pressure readings are the basis
for the.degree of har ness. Check paragraph 19 again and select
another answer. '

11

198' Another type,tool bit is more efficient for this purpose.- Turn to
paragraph 24c for the'correct answer.

199 This rkrocess is not similar to.milling. Reread paragraph 2a and
then choose another answer.

200 The circurnference rule supplied by Army ordnance is 36 inches long,
1-1/4 inches wide, and 1/16 inch`thick. A maximum circumference
of 113 inciles can bafrneasured with it. Refer to paragraph 21a(1)(e)
and select anOther response. ,

d

202 CORRECT. The size of a shaper is designated by the maximum
length of its stroke; thus, a 16-inch shaper will machine workpieces
up to 16 inches in length...

204 This fit has limits of size so prescribed that clearance alwaysresults
when mating parts are assembled. Refer to paragraph 7a(7)(51j, for

. . -the c`orrect respolise.

, 207

209

The bench and pipe vise has integral pipe jaws for holding pipe from
3/4 inch to 3 inches in diameter. The maximum working main jaw
opening is usually 5 inches. Evaluate paragraph 12a(3) and select
.another response.

The single openend adjustable Wrench is similar in shape to the
ffxed end nonadjustable operi end wrench, but it has.one adjustable
jaw and one,statidnary jaw. Scan paragraph 3d(3) and figure 1,0, then
select another response. .

The diamond point chisel is used for cutting V-grooves arid sharp
corners. Refer to paragrapfi 8e and select another response.

-CORRECT. This information is obtained by interpreting paragraph
17 and table II.

. . .

210 CORR-ECT. To arrive at the proper measurement reading with a 6-
d. inch micrometer, e three readings are totaled.

...

21Zq CORRECT Vsing the engraving.acale on the rem, the,00lhead is
. / set to the complement-of the angiT to be cut (90° minus the, angle to

be cut). . .

6 3s5
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213 .. You are 'attempting to find the square root of 7. 29. Work the problem,
again using the instrtictions in paragraph 2d(2) and then select another4..response.

dl

4.0

215

216

217

2,18

CORRECT. Surface "C" of the isometric draWing *is represented by
the letters "G" and."Y" in the orthographic views.

This much inceease would damage the high speed sfeel cutter bit.
4efer to paragraph 2113(2) and table U for tilt. recommended percent-
ageoUncreaae.

CORRECT. This firm connection permits the workpiece to be driven
at the sa.me speed as the spindle under the strain f cutting.

'Some screwdrivers shave special tips for cross-si tted recesskd
screws or bolts and clutch-bit screws. Special screwdrivers are
provided with a ratchet arrangement. However, the size of a speciflic
screwdriver is determined by another factor. Refer to paragraph
10a and choose another answer.

220 CORRECT. Measurements are transferred tO the work by scribing a
line. This gage is also used to indicate the accuracy or parallelism ,
of sUrface.

222 Corkave millig cutters are formed tooth cutters shaped to produce
concave contours of one-half circle or less. Refer to paragraph
4a(4)(c)2 and choose another .rsponse._

223 The strain test for distortion or deformation by applying an external
for.ce upon elastic is common; however, it is not as frequently used

as' another test. Read paragraph 4b again and select another respon e.
224 This is not quite erue although the lathe headstock spindle has a

related.purpose. Study paragraph 4e again and select another anSwer.

225 cORRECT. Chalk should be rupbed into the file before starting.

227' The two ohtside isometric axes Ar e sketched much closer to thethori-
zOntal than this. Study paragraph 17 and figure 47 before choosing
another response..

228 The hook rule iis convenient for setting calipers and dividers. It is
equipped-with a sliding hook which facilitates measuring from a
stioulder. Refer to paragraph 25a(4 ) and choose.another respense.

229

231

233

Never turn a reamer b'ackward when withdiawing it from the hole.
Become better acquaintedtwith paragraph 35e(3), then choose a dif-
fqrent answer.

The manufactuoring process and not.the type of,ore governs the prop-
erties of steel. Choose another response after reading paragl.aph
27c(2). .

you can learn what type setting is used on most metal cutting bandsaw.e
blades by turning to paragraph 3e. Then chocise another response.

7



235.

4 236

238

".

239

241:

242

243

.245

247

248

1

37q

V--

Cike is charged with ore to reduce oze to metal in the blan furnace.
tudy paragraph 28124and select another response.

When the carbon content of steel is below 0.85 percent, the upper
and lower critical temperatures differ. Read paragraph 57e again
and select another response.

Straight flute end milling cutters are generallrused for soft
or tough metals; while spiral flute cutters are used mostlr for cutting
steels. Turn to paragraph 4a(4)(b) to leari.the type cutter .thit is
ground slightly thinner toward the center. Select another response.

CORRECT. 'Finish marks (v) are Used to indicate surfa"ces that must
be finished by machining. In manufacttring, durAng the finiNing
process; ale required limits and toleranc.es must be (3served.

CORRECT. Ductility'involves both the elongation and diarnetei
redlict,ion of material. ' i .'.

1
-

The depth of the impression is measured when using the Rockwell
hardness tester. ,Please turn to, paragraph 20 and select another
response-.

Titanium is one of the'stronger commeycially pure metals,Ibut iis
not the strongest. Read paragraph 4e again and select anaker
resp?nsp.

I
CORRECT. An electrie6utt welder and grinding wheel are built into
the metal cutting bandsawing machine column. Since the machine can

"weld and cut.its own blade bands, internal cutting is.possilile.

CORRECT.. The shaper rotary table Consists chiefly of a circular
table containing T-slots, table base, and indexed pin. Workpieces
are clanped to thd circular tabletop using T-bolts.

Although magnesium ranks third in abundance it is not as widely used
as chromium. Look at paragraph 44b again'and select another'
response.

250 The primary clearance angle is the angle of the band of each tooth
measured from a line tangent to the 'centerline ,of the cutter at the,
cutting edge. Restudy paragraph 4a(2)(a).

252 CORRECT. A few drops of oil mixed with white lead should be
applied to the center before,the workpiece is set up, then the lathe '

should be stopped at intervals and additional oil and white lead mix-
ture applied.

, No.

253 CORRECT. Phantom views are used to indicate alternate positions
of parts of the item drawn; as well as repeated details, or .the rela-
tive position of an absent part. .

2.55 This is 'not a type chuck commo"nly used with the lathe. Turn to
paragraph 7b(2) to ).earn which chuck is used to hold a workpfece in
an eccentric positIo6. Then select another response.

8. ,
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256

258

259

44

14.Perhaps you made a mistake in arithmetic. Check your computation
awl select another respokse. The 'reference is paragraph 2d(2).

This item- cannot be used.for taper boring.' Reiea;c1 paragra,ph'3De
and then select the correct answer.

3 LbQ

Li

CORRECT. Computation of the solUtion is as follows:
, / I

4

LANA=
. "b \ TAN A 2 .67"-.88214 A

269 CORRECT. '''The try square is used constantly for 4ying out and
determining whether edges an,d ends.are trpe with adjoining edgts
ancliwbth the face of the work after it,has been sawed, planed,,or
chiseled. . to .

2o,2 The left-hand side finishing cutter bit woad ;iormally move in another
direction. Look at figure 3 to get the proper direction and then
choose a more appropriate answer.

261 CORRECT. Computation of the solution is as follows:

X = width x length x height, or 18,000 =" (3)(60)(1-1)!

_

266''
1/4..)

268

z

Two wall 10,1x 30' ind two Walls TO' x 60' have a total surface area k
Oi 1,800 so ft. 4

k.Thus, 800
9<cans of paint and 10 - 9 =200 can of Paint.

;dr
The bench mounted horizontal Metal cutting shaper is powered by a

horsepower electric motor which is connect,ed to the hull gear by
V-belts and pulleys.' Another component of the s.haper r;ei.rnits lat-'
eial and vertical movement of the table. Restudyi paragraph 3b and
then select another answer.

A flexible blad'e -is best for 4awing hollow shapes and metals of light
cross section, sucli as chas.nnel iron; tubing, tin, copper, aluminum,
or babbitt. Take a look at paragraph 5c(6) before choosing anottler
answer..

271 This blade wou ld be ToO'coarse for, cutting thin sheet metals stock. -
, Reread paragraph 3d and.then select another answer.

A

Cutter bits are made from stan8ard sizes of ba) stock to fit into
cutting toolholders which, in,turn, a-re fastened to the toolpo'st of:the
lathe. The radius ,of stock has no bearing- on the width of the,flat at
the nose of this tool bit. Refer to pa.ragraph 5e(7)for the correct
answer.

273

.
. / , L./274 Refresh your memory,for ',reading dimensions by referring to.,para-

graph 7; then taVe another look at the orthographic view.scand iso-
...me ric drawing and select another response.

9
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275 The most difficult operation.in taper turning (by offsetting the tail-
stock) is determining the proper distance that the tailstock shoLldbe
moved to achieire taper. The offset tailstock is not the most common

li method used for turning steep tapers. Reread-paragraph 27d(1) for
the correct answer.

. .
276 A heavy.film of white oxide_forms op the molten surface of aluminUm;

'however, this is"not a,major characteristic. Refer to paragraph 431
again and select anoth'er.response.

277 Extension lines.are used to' show where numerical or.other expres- :
sions are intended to apply. Scan paragraph 7, the orthographic
views, and the isometric drawing, and then select another yesponse.

The letter "0" in thearont Niiew represents the bottom of the jig
'block. Study paragraph 3 and figures 1, 2, a:nd 3 before selecting
another answer.

279 25.4 cm equals 1 inch. Refer toparagraph 2f(S)(b), work the prob-.
lem again, and select another response.

. .
281 The spiral or helix angle refers to the spiral deflection of the teeth

of the milling cutter. Another angle prevents the teeth of the cutter
from rubbing against.the workpiece. Study paragraph 4a(2)(f) and

) select another answer.
. I

282 This pitch would not be best for cutting 1/32-inkheet metal stock.
Reread pa;agraph 3d, then choose anoth4 answer.

A

2$4 Molten metal is.fernoved when cutting metal with the acetylene torch.
Acetyleneis a highly dombustible,gas composed of carbon and hydro-
gen. St Oy paragraph 7a(2) and select another response

286.*

288

289

290

291

292

l

CORRECT. When the cutter is over 3/4-inch wide the teeth are
usually helical, which gives the tool a shearing action and requires
less power, reduces chatter, and produces a smoother finish.

CORRECT. 'One of its many uses is as an alloying agent in steel
and cast iron (0.25 to 0.35 percent) and in nonferrous alloys of nickel,
copper, aluminum, and cobalt.

Slag is an impurity extracted frorna. furnace during the manufacture
of iron and.is simply dumped in most cases. It is of little values.
Examine paragraph 27e(2) and chAse another response.

1

The Rockwell. test measures resistance to penetration siMilar to the
Brinell test; however, the depth ofimpression is measured instead of
the diameter. Study paragraph 16 again and select another yesponse.

v.
CORRECT. When male centers are supplied in pair's, the tailstock
center is usually distinguished from the heaattock center by a groove
close to the tapered point. , I /
Your arithmetic must be incorrect. Refer to paragraph 2.a(7), check
your computation, and select another answer.

10
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296 ,

4

cORRECT. The silrface of low-carbon steE1 is hardened by using
.the case-hardening process. This hardening i accomplished by
increasing the carbon content of the surface only.

This is incorrect. Ruler to paragraph 2a.(2)(b), recompute the prob-
letn. and select another respoPise.

Tlie RPM of the driving gear is slower. Turn to paragraph,
Ze(2)(b)(3), work the problem again, and choose another-response._

298 Remember that when one angle other than the fight angle and a side
is known, the length 'of the other tv,p6 sides Can be found. Refer to
paragraph 211(3)(a), recompute the problem, and.choose another.
answer. O,

.5 It
./

299 The isometric drawing is the.most commonly used and the most use-
ful in making freehand sketches. However, it is difficult to use
alone for complicated parts or structures. Reier to paragraeh 4b
ana elect another response.

300 The floor mounted engine lathe ie equipped with a tensiin release
n-rechanism for loosening the drivebelt. This allows quick changes to
different pulley comiimations for speed changes. The headstock
spindle serves another purpose. Refer to paragraph 4e and choose,
another answer.

1)1

303

CORRECT. Milling is tne process of machining flat, 'curved, or
irregular surfAces by teeding the workpiece against a roiating cutter

, containing a number of cutting edges.- It is identical.to circular
sawing..

.
ORRECT. The reamer should be withdrawn prom the hole carefully

ti, ning it in the same direction as when reaming. Never turn a
reamer backwaids. . . -

304 CORRECT. When making an isometric sketch you staft by sketching
three isometric axes 120? aPart, using two- angleo of 300 and a verti-
Cal axis of 90°.

306 A nose radius of 1,14 inch is not the most desirable for general shap--ing and finishing. Examine paragraph 5e and choose another answer.
,

307 CORRECT. Key seat clamps are made of steel,' are case-hardened,
and welgh 1 ounce each. They are designed to transform a straightr steel rule into a rule that can be used to lay out keyways,on a cylin-
drical surface of a shaft.

309 C ORRECT. Tungsten is the strotigest one of the group of commer-
ciPily pure metals consisting of tungsten, molybdenum, titanium,.and
nickel respective*

311 C ORRECT. Symbols are used to state the geometric characteristics
that are being toleranced.

11
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313

316

318

Xhickness (feeler) gages are fixed in leaf form to perm the checking
and measuring of small openings such as contact pointg, narrow slots,
etc. they are usually made with 2 to 26 blades grokaped into 1 tool
and graduated in thousandths of ean inch., Refer to paragraph 27b and
the n's-eleCt'a-rieith-erres pons e.

1

CORRECT. The taper file tapers toward the.point, is u,sually single
cut, and has edges that are set and.cut for filing the gullet Setween
saw teeth..

This is knot an advantigz ot helical th_over straight tee n oo a plain
milling cutter. Read paragraph 42,(:'.41( ) to get an advantage, then
select another answer. :-s

320 Two-piece' cdllet dies are used with a collet cap ?.nd collet.guide. The
die halves are placed in the cap slot and are heId in placdtly the guide
which screws into the underside of the caps. Refer to paragraph 14b(2)
and then select another response.

33 Machined finishes sleuld not be confused with grease, paint, and.
similar coatings'. Study paragraph 9a and choose another response.

324 CORRECT. The solution is computed as folloWs: 4`1

326

328

329

330

25.4 cm 1 inch

120 = 4.724425.4

This is not the primary purpose of the blast furnace: however,
impiarities are eliminated from ore when manufacturing iron by/this
proces. Stiidy paragraph 28a again and select another rezponse.

Excessive projection of the extension bar will increase the tendency
for the cutter bit to chatter. Turn to piragraph 15b(1), then select
another response.

Another component would be used for most drilling and some cutting
operations,. You need a more thorough iciterpretation of paragraph 8'
before selecting another answer.

Aluminuin is the most abundant meta.1 in the earth's crust, bin it is
not as versatile and widely Used as the alloy chromium.- °Study pArra-
graph 44b again and select another response.

, 31 This operation is not correct. Plea.ser restudy paragraph 16b(8), then
select another answer.

332 YOur computation is not coxrect. Check pai.agraph 118(3), get the
proper formula, \recompute.the prodlern. and then choose another
response.

333 Surface "N" of the front view is the same as surface ."D" in"the iso-
metric/drawing. Choose another response after studying paragraph
4b, figure 9, the 1GEgraphic views, and the4isortric drawing.

12



334 This'is not one of the materials used to make scribed lines visible.
Evaluate paragraph 15c(1) and the note: thp.select another answer.

.335 J Another tool is best suited for boring. Find the coprect answer in
paragraph 26 arid choose another response.

33h Scrap is the _material rejected and discarded during the 'Manufacture
of me.tals and 4 useful only as ma4eria1 for reprocessing.. Study

1 paragraph 37aragain and select another response.
4

A

338 CORRECT. The distance between centers, measured in inches,.
indicates the longest length of material that can be placfd in.the lathe.

339 ACORRECT. Raker set tooth blades have one tooth bent to thef3tight,
the next tooth' bent to the le,ft, and the third tooth set .straight. This
setting results in a tooth cut wider than the thickness of the blade to
prevent the blad from being pinChed by the stock.

341. 'Per4laps you made a mistake in your computation. Check your arith-
metic and select another response. The reference is, paragraph
2e(2)(a)(4)._ _

t
3:12 . This is SAE 5013 steel. Re.study paragranhs`25_ and e and select

another response.

.344 CORRECT. Before insuilling a wheel on the grinder, tap it lightly
with a mallet. A ringing.sound indicates that the wheel is iatisfdc-
tory; a dull sound indicates that the wheel may be cracked.

Water e-o.o.Li.ng is necessa1 when grikidirig carbon steel bits to prevent
them from losing hardness by overheating. Check paragraph 5g.(3)
again, then select another answer.

347 Turn back to paragraph 2h(4)(a), work the p m again,.and choose
another answer. Your procedure is apparent correct.

349 CORRECT. Refer to the isometric drawing ,for this dimension.

CORRECT. tht,best general purpose machirrists' hammer is the
ball-peen. The,flat end of the head ks called_the face and is used for:
most of the hammeryng jobs you will have.

)
350

'I

t. 352 . . CORRECT. The principle of the softer the material the fa/ster the .. ,. Speed applies in this instance.

355 4. The end milling arbo-r has a bore in the endlain which straight shank
end milling'cutters fit,and are locked in 'place by means of a setscrew.'

(
Anotlier type arbor is used fortabear cutting operations on a milling
machine. Refresh your mem..try of paragraph 5Land.choose a more

-1appropriate answer. ,
.

356 The overall height of the jig blocit is not this great. Evaluate para-

C, graph 7, figure 23, the orthogiaphic views, tjp,e isometric drawing
and then choose anotlier response.

z
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360

362

363 i

365

t

367
. I

368

13C9

371

_rov

372

ao.

374

An auxiliary view is often necessary to clearly show the true shape
and length of inclined.surfaces or other features which are not parallel
to any of the principal planes Of projection. Examine paragraph 512.
and figure 12 and choose another answer.

In.paragraph 2b you will find the proper method of cooling the work-
piece during the cutting operatipp. Select another response.

CORRECT. Oil whfch r.emoves heat slowly, thereby reducing crack-
ing, is used to quench low-allojr steels and thin sections of carbon
steel.

There,is'a more important reason irhy a coarse file should be used on
thick stock. Reexamine paragraph 4d(2) and choose another answer.

When you rer ad paragraph 3b you will find that this is not true.
Make anotiie choice. . fr& c

CORRECT. USnips will not remove any metal when a cut is made.
There is danger, though, of causing minute metal fractures along the

Iedges of the metal duringge shearing process.

Taper turning w.ith a tapdr attachment, although generally limited to
a taper of 3 inches per foot and to a. set length of 12 to 24 inches,
affords the most accurate means for turning or boring tapers. How- '
ever, this method is not suitable for turning,steep tapei's. Reread
paragraph 27d(1), then select another answer.

The 'purpose of normalizing is to refine the grain structure of metals
and remove stresses to a lesser extent than annealing. Refer to
paragraph 60a again arid then select another response.

This has no bearing on the size designations of shapers. Reread
paragraph 2b and choose another answer..

CORRECT. 'This reading certainly has teseed your comprehension of
the method of reading the vernitr. First, you read the graduations
on the main scale; second, you located the line on the velnier scale

Athat corresponded with the line on the main scale; third you added
the figures from the readings on the main scale and vernier scale for
the total reading.

,

This is the approximsate 'typical cu ing speed for roughing and finish-
ing machine steel. Refer to paragraph 10c and table 11, then choose
'another answer.

375 Strairi is distortion or deformation resulting from the applicatIon of
external forcOupon elastic material. Read paragraph 10 again";.nd
seled another response.

fl 376 CORRECT. This vise is clamped to t 'edge of a bench and its hold-
ing capacity is generally 1-1/2 to 2 i ches. It does not have pipe
holdir.g jaws.

14
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t.

_

Pack carburizing is acComplishetby placing work in a metal con-
tainer and surrounding thf work by a mixture of charcoal or barium.
calcium, or sodium carbonates. The container is then sealed and
heated for 1 to 16 hours b.t.,1,700° F to 1,8000 F. -The work is then

_ removed, quenched, and tempered. Read paragraph 63a(5) ag?,in and
select anclther response.

379 The draftsman uses a revolved section to eliminate extra views of
rolled shapes., ribs, and similar forms. Study paragraph 5e(5) and
select another response,

a

381 The vertical'spindle attachment converts the horizontal spindle of a
vertical spindle. End milling and face milling operations are more
easily accomplished with this- attachment, due to the fact that the
cutter and the surfacebeing cut are in plain view. Read paragraph_
10 again to get the nomenclatuie of the attachment that canke swiveled
to any angle or plane, then choose another answer:

382 CORRECT. The upper and lowei critical temperafures are the, same
for steel when the' carbdn content 'reaches 0.85 percent.

384 , Six and one-third turns of ,the crank after each cut would space the
crank for a larger number of teeth. Examine paragraph 13c(1)(b)
and choose a more appropriate answer.

385 Another method is recornmended for sharpening the tungsten carbide,
long wearing, scriber point. Evaluate paragraph 20b(1) and choose
another response.

387 A cutter bit with a side clearance angle of 5° to 900, a back rake
angle of 20 to 80, and a side rake angle of 140 -would be suitable for
roughing cast iron. Refer to paragraph 4e(3) apd table 1 to get the
proper bit for roughing brass, then select anotAtr answer.

388 Another means is used to distinguish the tailstock center' from the.
headstock center. The correct answer can be found in paragraph
.16a(1) and the note. Choose another response.

389 Box end wrenches have fixed handles and either 6, 8, 12, or 16 points-
ineide the head. The number of points deterznine the strength of the
head; i.e., 6- and 8-point ones are heavy duty, 12 points medium,
and 16 points light duty. Evaluate paragraph 3e and figure 9, then
choose.another answer.

390 This is the first step for finding the square root of 15. Read para-
giaph 2d(1), work the problem a:gain, and choose another answer.

391 Oil`quenching, which removes heat slowly thereby reducing cracking,
is used to quench low-alloy steels and thin sections of crbon steel.
Take another look at paragraph 60a and then select anotier response.

392 CORRECT. Outlines or visible lines sHould be used for all lines on
the drawing representmg visible lines on the object.

a
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3§4

396

397

CORRECT. Drill bits having three or four flutes are used for fol-,
lowing smaller drills or for enlarging cored holes and are not suit- -

able for drilling into solid stock.

The "P" and "S" denote dimension lines and are located on the side
orthographic view. .A dimension line'with its arrowheads shows the
direction and extent of a dimension. Stu4 paragraph 7, the ortho-
graphic views, the isometric drawing, and then chotse another
response.

'CORRECT. The rapid and sii-X;ple Bessemer purification process
was the first to give large quantities of cheap stpel to the world. It
inaugurated the "Age of Steel" in civilization.

,The perspective drawing excels all other types of projection in the
pictorial repreientation of objects. It is called the geometry of
photography illustration work. Scan paragraph 4b and make another
selection.

398 CORRECT. The solution is computed as follbws:

D1 - D2 6 - 3T . P. F. 1" per foot.
L 3

399
. ,

This chuck is intended for very accurat&holding of workpieces larger'
than 1 inch in diameter. Turn to paragraph 7b(2) to get the type used
for an eccentric position, then make another selection.

400 This speed would be too,slow for cutting soft brass and would result
in an inefficient operation. Evaluate paragraph 7b(4) and,tatir6 IX
before selecting another response,

402 Open end wrenches have fixed handles and are usually double ended,
although some have single'openings. Reread paragraph 3e and figure
8, then select another answer.

403 A square file tapers slightly toward the point on all four sides and is
dOuble cut. Dquble-cut files have two sets'of diagonal rows of teeth.
On the top of the overcut set a second set is made crossing the first.
The second set is called the upcut and its not as coarse or as deep as
the overcut. Refer to paragraph 4e(8) and select another response.

404 Another unit of measure is us ed.to measure the distance between
centers on a lathe. Refer to paragraph 4a for the correct Unit, then_ .

choose another response.

405 An attachment for the metal cutting bandsawing machine twists the
bandsaw blade 300 or 900 so,that stock which .normally could not be

-cut because of insufficient,,clearance of the sawing machine column
can be successfully.cut. Examine paragraph' 2b and choose another
answer.

407 CORRECT. Screwdrivers are made in v.arious shapes and lengths to
perform specific ;jobs. The size is indieated by the length of the
blade; i.e., a 6-inch screwdriver has a 6-inch blade.

16
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408 _The "N",on th-e front-view represents surface "D" of the isometric
drawing.- Examtne paragraph 6b(11) and figures 21a and 22 before
making another selection...,

409 Coke is.charged with ore to reduce ore to metal in thc blast furnace.
Reread paragraph 28b and select another response.

.410 You apparently made an error in.:arithmetic. Refer to paragraph 13e,
recompute the problem, and choose another answer.

4 11 CORRECT. Straight turning is accomplished with the left-hand turn-
ing cutter bit, the right-hand tuZning cutter bit, or the roundnose
turning cutter bit.

4 12

.4 14

CORRECT. The isometric drawing is the most useful in freehand
drawings. All lines that are parallel on the object are also parallel
on.the drawing. . .

CORRE6T. Cutters with faces less than 3/4-inch wide are sometimes
made with staggered or alternate right- and left-hand helical teeth.
The shearing action, alt6rnately right and left, eliminates side thrust
on the cutter and arbor.

.-
4 15 ,This term does not apply when dimensioning a circle. Check para-

giaph 71 for the proper term and then 6e1ect another answer.

4 16 A removed section is normally used to illustrate pa'rticular parts of
an object. It is drawn like the revolved section with the exceptton of
being placed at one side of the main drawing. Refer to paragraph
5c(5) and choose anotheff response.

4 17 Slip joint coMbiriatcon pliers are most commonly used t6 hold or bend
wires, small bars, and a variety of miscellaneous items. Review
paragraPh 10a(5) before choosing-another answer.

4 19 Convex milling cutters are formed tooth cutters shaped to Produce
convex contours of one-half circle or less. Refer to paragraph
4a(4)(c)2.arjd choose another response.

1--
420 CORRECT. The ball usually used in ads test is 10 millimeters in

chameter, Was an applied load of 500 kilograms for soft materials-
such as copper and brass, and 3,000 kilograms for materials such as
iron and steel. The diameter of the resulting' impression is meaSurrd.

421 Molybdenum/is one of the strongey commercially ckure metals; how-
ever, it is not the strongest. Refer to paragraph 4e again and select
another response.

422

423

Drifi punches, sometimes called "starting punches," have a long taper
from the tip to the body. T-hey are used for knocking out rivets after
the heads have been chiseled off or for freeing pins which are "frozen".
in their holes. Study paragraph 9d and then select- another response.

You probably do not fully understand the proper computation proce-
dures. Study paragraph 2a(2)(6), work the problem again, and select
another response.

17'
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426

*
.

s't
This wrencli'provi e dual means for breaking tight nuts or bolts
loose as well as rapt

. oL.r.a.1.........Read paragraph ld and'se4ect another
response.

311

This is the process whe y work is placed in a gastight retort,
_hbated to 1" 700° F,-and n ural or manufactured gas is passed throught
the retort until proper dep i's obtained,. pext, the work is heat-
treated as in, tne pack proca s. Study,paragraph 63a.(5).and then select ,

. -'another choice.
., . . .' , "...... .Strain is,defined as distortion ondeformation resulting from the4 .

42 ' .
. -I

/ v.... Appg-cation of ext al force u on elastic material.
-* 10 agiin and sel nother reskponset I I

429 'This process.is tlii least expensive Method 01 eliminating, or partly ,
éliminoting, the.diggrerit common impqrities in,pig iion. However,
it was not the firstto lield large.quantities of steel: Please refer to
parmraph 30Vbefore rnalsirig another selection.,--.% ,

432

%The teeth of milling cutters ire either right-hand or left -hand .as
viewed from .the back df the rpachine.. But the type of teeth do...s ncit
deterrnineaniretpitch.of a milling cutter. Reexathine paragraph 4a(2)(a)
and select another answer..

6ORRECT. The 'squa;e' of the' square...root. ot 22S is 225.

225: 15 and (15) 2 _- 225.

434 Single-cut files have rows Of parallel teeth extending across the face.
of the file at an angle. EXamine paragraph 4b(1) to get the cut for all
handsaw files, then choose another ansvier.

. , .

436 A lathe ficepiece is a flat, round plate that threads to the headstock
spindle of the lathe:- Another'device is used for the firm connection
referred to. Take another look at paragraph 10a and then choose_another response.

437

*

438

4,39

440

442

Surface "T",of tile side vie'w is repitsented by surface."F" in the
isometric cfrawin. Refer to,paragraph 4b, figure 9, the orthographic
views, the isometric drawing, and then s;"lept another risponse

This increase in speed is too large and would cause damage to
steel cutter bit. Turn to pwragraph 21b(2) and table Il for the
ainended percentage of increase and the correct answer.

Collets-for milling machines serve to step Up or increase taper sizes
so that small shank tools can be fitted into large 4indle recesses.
"Csillets are not requiredfor most drilling operations. Evaluate para-

$''firaph 8 again and choose another response.

When you refer to patagraph ab you will find that this answer is
incorrect. Try another response.

-The two outside isometric axes are sketched closer to the horiz ntal.
Refer to paragraph, 17 and figure 47, then make the correct choi e.

18
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: 446

447

4.18

450

t

The hardness of metals is measured by other rneans.' Studrperagrap1i
..--

27b and select another response.
.-

Workpieces can be mounted directly to the shaper ritrte or/held in a
swive,I vise, shaper rotarY table, or indexing fixturb attached to the
shaper table. Return to paragraph 3h to learn which c6rnpopent per-
mits lateral and vertical movenrnt of the shaper table. Then choose'
a more appropriate answer.

You nekd a more thorough interpretalion of paragraph 17 and table II
in order to arrive at the correct answer. P.LelIe select another

.4"response.

CORREGT. T4gsten carbide scribers are used to laVout lin s on
very hard materials, such as hardene'd steel and glass.

This component is not used for taper boring. After reading paragraph
30e again, choose a different answer.

451 Workpieces are fastened to; the shaper rotary-table by another means,.
Review paagraph 7 and choose another answer.

452 CORRECT. Aluminum does not turn red before meltin
shape until almost molten, then collapses suddenly.

CORRECT. The side finishing .cutter
.bit may be either

left-hand and is used for finishing vertical cuts. .

457 The jig block is higher than this. Examine paragraph
the orthographic views, the isometric drawing, and the
another response.

459 CORRECT-. The univetsal horizontal milling machine is of the ram
type. The milling machine spindle is mounted in a ram at the top of
the column that can be moved in and out p provide cpossfeed for
milling operations.

451

g. It hol4s its'

right=hand or

7, figure 23%
n chpose

f

460 Your selection is incorrect. Study paragraph 2b again and choose
.another response. 4

462 CORRECT. The fly cutter arbor is one ofiothe most commonly used
tools for boring. The other most commonly used onecis the offset
boring head.

463 The Rockwell hardness tester cannot easily be moved. This machine
is very useful for testing exceptionally high surface hardness such as
case-hardened or nitrided.surfaces. Refer' to paragraph 19 again and
.select another response.

When possible, dimension each,feature in the-view where it appears
in profile or where its true'shape appears. Review paragraph\ 7, fig,
ure 23, the orthographic views, the isometric drawing, and then
select another response.

465:
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471

N.

This thread is especially suitable for lathe lead screws and similar.
power trar.smitting uses; however, it is not the best type for vise or
jacktstrews, Refer to paragraph 28c(6) for the correct answer.

CC&RECT,. Bution dies can be useduin either hand diestocks- or
Machine holders.. 'These round split adjustable dies are available.in
a variety of sizes to cut American Standard coarse afid fine threads
and tfre standard sizes of threads that are used in England Mid other
European cotintries.

.

This has no bearing onghe width of the fiat at the nose of the bit when
cutting National screw threads. The correct answer can be found in
paragraph. 5e(7). Ch6 e another answer plea:se.

CORRECT. Cornp ion of the solution is as follows:

rameter =

Circumfere e = 41T

4.x 3. 1416 12. 5664 or 12. 56

to.

474 , Read paragraph- 2) to get the proper method for reducing the ten-
dency of hard particles to adhere to files, then choose a diiferent

. .answer.

4.4) CORRECT. However, do not set the-thread cutter bit at right angles
tothe taper of the t read:

477 Three- or four -f1utedill bits are used for another purpose. Refer
to paragraph 6a and select anothr response.

479 The use of this.combination is not recommended. Refei to paragraph
'16d(3) and choose another response.,

.;480 The secondary clearance angle defines the land of each tooth and pro-
yides additional clearance for passage of cutting oil and chip's. 4

Another angle prevents,the teeth of the cutter from rubbing.gainst
the workpiece. Study paragraph 4a(2)(f) before selecting another
choice.

482 Reexamine paragraph 3; figures 1, 2, and 3; the orthographic views;
and the isoMetric drawings,. Note that the letters "R" and "1-1" (iso-
metric vfews) represent surfa,ce "A" o,f the isometric drawing. A

, more appropriate response is required.

483 'Toughness, the property of absorbing considerable energy before
fracture, involves both ductility and strength. Study paragraph 8
again and select another response. t_

484 CORRECT. The independent chuck can be 'used to hold' square, round,
octagonal, or irregularly shaped workpieces in eAer a concentric or
eccentric position due to the independent operation a each jaw.

4
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488

490
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492

493

496

497,

498,

500

501

502

The case-hardening process is mit:used on-high-carbon stvls. High-
carbon steeje are used for the'manufacture of drills. tap, dies,
springs, machine tools. etc. that areWheat-treated after fabrication
to develop har,c1 structure. Please turn to paragraph 63 and select
another rbsponse.

.CORRECT. Ductility and strength jointly form the chracteristic of
toughness in a metal.

CORREGT. , When curves or radii ire to t>e'cut on the bandsawing
machine, the wi4est blade adaptable to the sharpept radius to be cut
'should be used. ,Narrow blades are much.rhore eisily broken than
wide blades and should be usecLonly wheA absolutely neces.Sary.

Water, which removes heat lividly sometimes causing cracking, is
used only for quenching hea.1 sections of carbon steel. Study para-
graph 58b(3) and select another response.

CORRECT. Surfac4, "A," or the top of the jig block, in the isometric
drawing is represented by the letters 'I-I" and 'R' in their orthographic
news. 4.

CORRiCT. The basic difference between the,45onotron machine and
other testing machines is that the depth of impression is kept con-
stant. The readings of pressure are the basis for the degree of hard-
ness.

CORRECT. A clearance fit is one having limits of size so prescribed
that clearance' always results when mating parts are assembled. In
contrast, a interference fit is one having limits of size so prescribed
that an i4 r erence alvt'ays results when mating parts are asseTbled.
A transition fit is the res.ult of either a clearance Sian interference
fit.

Examine paragraph 7 ahd the isometric dcawing and select another
response. Dimension lines, extension lines', and numerals are used
to indicate sizes when dimensioning.

CORRECT. The master precision leveLis equipped with two addi-
tional shorter tubes at right angles to the main vial. These seivein
setting the true vertical while the level is beirigolield at the side of the
surface.

True position is indicated by another symbol. See paragraph 8e and
figure 38 before selecting another.response.

CORRECT. The broken pur sectional views are used whenveedetails
would be ve,ry difficult to show with any other type of drawing.

Strain.is distdrtion or deformation,resulting from an external force
.acting upon an elastic maierial. Read paragraph 4a and select another
response.

The cutter bit should be set at another angle for cutting a taper thread.
You need a better interpretation of paragraph 28j and the note before
making another choice.
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CORRECT. To make the' scribed lines visible the surface may be
first lightly covered with pigment such as rea lead or Prussian blue;
or it may be treated with a light application of copper-sulfate solution.

Diagonal cutting pliers have short jaws with the cutting edges at a
slight angle. They are used for cuftmg soft wire and siock; also, for
'cutting cotter pins arid for spreading the ends after the pin is inserted
through a hole. Reread paragraph 10443) and select the correct
response.*

505 The symbol,for roundness is similar. Examine-paragraph 8e and
figure 37 and then select another ansvier.

507 The mast common kind of milling cutter is kr.bwn as a plain milling
cutter. It is merely a cylinder havingieeth cut on its periphery fbr
producing a flat horizontal surface (or aiflat vertical.surface in the
case of a vertical spindle machine). Turn to paragraph 4a(4)(b) to
learn which type cutter isground sligel)i thinner toward the center.
Select another response.

308 %CORRECT. The soft-faced drift punch is Made of brass or fiber and
is used for such jobs 'as removing shaft's, bearings, and wrist pins
from engines.

510 This is not a. characteristic of aluminum. Read p-aragraph 43i again
and select another response.

512 CORREC)V4 This clearance prevents each tooth from rubbing against
the workprece after it makes its cut.

513 CORRECT. The crossrail, located across the'iront of the shaper
frame, supports the shaper table and permits_lateral and vertical
movement of the table.

_ 515 CORRE9T. In additiOn, hot, high speed-steel cutter bitsxnust never
be dipped into Water or the bit will crack Sand the cutting edge will
crumble.

516 The firm joint caliper belongs, to a family oi outgide calipers which
includes the spring, transfer firm joint, and adjustable firm joint,,
Scan paragraph 23a(2)(c) ansi choose'a different response.' ,

514 CORRECT. The nomenclatur,e used for shaper cutter bits is the same
as that for lathe cutter bits, and the elements of the cutter bit, such
as clearance and rake angles, are in the same relative positions. t
See figure 5.

520 Limits are the maximum and minimum values prescribed for a spe-,
cific 'dimension. Examine paragraph 8a and select'another response.

5 4 1 CORRECT. The tempering process, is used to induce toughness after
steel has been hardened and is too brittle Lir ordinary purposes.
Quench hardened steel is reheatedto a temperature below the trans-
formation range then cooled at a rate depending on the toughness
desired.

or*
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523

5;4

CORRECT. These are prints that furnish cothplete information for
construction and repair ',;1:;\1 they present in,object in its true propor-
ftions.

CORRECT. The surface designated "U" on the side view is repre-'
sented by "E'Lin the) isometr.ic diawing.

As the carbon content of steel approaches 1:".-7perd"ent, the upper
critical temperature rises ab ptly. Read paragraph 57e again and
then make anotler choic

, 526 Yoecan learn.what type settin& is used on most metal cutting bandsaw
blades by turning to paragraph 3e before making another choice.

527 The property of material to regain its original dimensions, upon
removal Of the external load, -is known as elasticity. Read paragraph
4e again and select another rest,onse.

528 CORRECT. The speeds listed in tible 11 'may be increased by 25 to
50 percent if a cutting oil is used. (

I /

529 Adding sulfur to basic open-hearth steel does not affect corrosion
res istance. Scan paragraph 30b again and then select another answer.

531 Wearing goggles is always a must when using theigrinder. Refer to
paragraph 282) for the proper method of detecting faulty grinding
wheels and select another answer.

533
. r CORRECT. Wher'e space permA, .a radius dimen'sion line is drawA

from the radius ce,nter with the arrowhead ending at the arc and the
dimension between the Growhe;.d and the center.'

- p .

.. This is not the proper method for classifying shaper size. Restudy535
paragraph 2b and then select another answer.

o.

1536 CORRECT. Ultimate strength is the unit stress, measured in po-tinaS
per square inch, developed by the maximum applied load that the
material can resist without rupturing in a tensile test.

537 CORRECT. Computation of the solution is as follov4:

2.8 Alp 20
1575 2

4. 40 trial divisor
3.29

48 correct division

But,8 x 48 = 384, hence 8 is too.lirge.

2o, 1.1(

1/77271, 2

. 4. 40
3.29 7

3.29 47 47 x 7 = 329.
0
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541

543

545

549

The jig block is much longer than this. Refer to paragraph 7 and the
isometric drawing, then choOse a more appropriate response.

The 'diameter of the. impression is measured when performin% the
Brinell hardness ;est on materials. Read paragraph 20 and seleQt
another respo-nse.

..

The left-hand roughing cutter bit is used for the majority of roughing
operations on cast iron and steel workpieces. Vertically supported
oughing'cutter bits are. offset for another reason. Examine para-/

graph 4b(2)(a) again and select another resporfse.
"U.

The cold chisel is the most common type and is used to cut rwets,
. split nuts, chip castings, andcut thin metal sheets. Study paragraph
'8e, then select another answer/

CORICECT. The first digit (5) indicates the type of steel (chromium),
the second digit (1) indicates LOW chromium alAoy, and the last two
digits indicate 0.30 hundredths of 1 percent carbon.

Remember that this is a 6-1 ch micrometer. To arrive at the cor-
rect reading: fiist, recoy4 the 'highest figure visible on the barrel;
second, count the num r of lines visible between the highst figure
on the barrel and the thimble edge; third, take a thimble reading that
coincides with or has passed the revolution or long line in the barrel.
The' total of these three readings is the measurenient reading. Study
paragraph 26c(1) and figure'97,, then choose anoder answer.

551 'Care must be taken not to excessively project the extension bar or
the -6.itter bit will chatter. You can learn the correct amount of pro-
jection by referring to paragraph 15b(1). Then choose a different.
answer.

a
553 This blade is recommended for general use on solid..stock, aluminum,

babbitt, tool steel, high speed steel, cast iron, and so on. Study
paragraph 5c(6) and sel9ct another response.

0

5.55 i tape rule is a ribbon of flexible steel that is wound into a flat
inetal case by pressing a button or pushing it in by hand.- It cannot
be used for laying out keyways on the cylindrical surface of a shaft.
Examine paragraph 21a(1)(e) before selecting another answer.

. 556 One turn of the index crank revolves the spindLe 1/40 of a revolution
(1/40 of 3600) or 9°, Therefore, 10 complete turns of the index
crank would move the index head much further.than this. Please
return to paragraph 13d, recompute the problem,and choOse another
answer.

557 Your computation is incorrect. The cuttlng speed is not this fast.
Turnto paragraph 11b(3), recompute the problem, and choose another
answer.

558. Are you sure that you are using the proper formula or i your arith-
. metic incorrect? 12efer to paragraph 27b(2), recompute the problem,

d-make another choice.
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561

Tkis factor has no bearing on size.determination. Refer to paragraph
28e( 1) and choose anothel. respcyise.

This is not an advantage of helical teeth Over straight tveth. Reex-.amine paragraph 4a(4)(b) and choose another answer.

562 With this procesS, the hardness is measured by the height of reb9und
of a diamond-pointed hamm.er after it hasb-een drop`ped on the sample.
Read paragraph 16 again and select another response.

563 The letteis "M" an?"L" in the prthographic views represent surface
"B" of the isornetric drawing. Study paragraph 3'and figures 1, 2,
and 3,and then select another response.

565 CORRECT. Metal cutting bandsaw blades range from 6 to 32 teeth
Per inch. The finer tooth blades are used for sawing thin stock and
the coarse blades used for sawing large stock and soft metals.

567 The angle of a latlie wa.y is determined by using the cornbin ion
ks squife equipped with a protractor head. Evaluate paragraph 23b(1)(a)

and select another answer.

569

. 570 r)

572

573

The offset boring head is an sitachment that fits the milling machine
spindle and perrnits'a single-edge cutting tool, such as a lathe cutter
bit, to be mounted off center on the milling machine. Werkpieces
can be mounted in a vise attached to the worktable and can be bored
with this attachment. Reread paragraph 10 to get the nomenclature
of the attachment that can be swiveled to any angleor place. Then
choose another answer.

Never aitempt to enlsrge holes by tipping drillsbas sideways. `This
will cause brLkage. Look again at paragrap1) 6a and.select another
answer.

When you recompute the problem you will find.that side "8" is longer
than this. Refer to paragraph 2b(4)(a), work the problem again, and
choose anotheor answer

The square rOOt must be squared. Study paragrapn 2d()), recompute
the problem,\ând select another choice.

57i Bastard cut And files are usually used for filin2 steel and other hard
metals on ttie bandsawing machine. They have-between 12 and 24 -1
teeth per inch. -Examine Niragraph 4b(1) to get the characteristic cut
for all bandsaw files. Therf.make another selection.

577

578

The stain of the angles of a triangle is 180°. Check paragraph.21(7),
try solving the problem ,again, and select another cloice.,

CORRECT. 'Steel is basically an alloy of iron and, carbon. The per-
centage of carbon is the most important single factor governing the
properties and uses of steel. Carbon is added to the steel when it is
in the molten statept.

A
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579

4.580

581

04-

r7;

CORRECT. The first digit (1) indicates the type of steel (carbon
steel in this case), the second digit (0) indicates the approximate
percentage of alloying element, the last two or three digits indicate
average carbon content in hundredths of one per.cent (0.20 hundredths
of 1 percent carbon in this case).

The machinists' bench vise is large with rough jaws that prevent the
work from slipping. It is usually bolt mounted to a bench. 'Study
paragraph 12a(3) and select-agather response.

A larger ball bearing can be machined from a 4-inch coute of steel
stock. Check the procedures insparagraph 2e(2)(a)4. work the proo-
lem again, and select another choice. .

582. Fardness is a combination of a number of physical properties. Elas-
tically stressed materials return to th ir original dimens.ion when
the load is released. Restudy paragr h 9 and then select another
response.

583. Another means is use'd to fasten workpieces to the shaper rotary
table. Examine paragraph 7 ancichoose another response.

584 CORRECT. This dimensiori is found on the top orthographic viw.
Each imension is shown only once,, except when necessary to clarify
a section or view.

587 C-clampsAe not used for this Purpose. Scan paragraph 7 again and
make another choice.

590 A claw hammer has one end of the head forked for pulling out nails
and is one of the most common carpentry tools. Examine paragraph
2a(1) and figures 1, 2, and 3 and then choose anoth)r answer. 4-

591 CORRECT. When the driven gear turns once, the driving gea; turns
26/39 of one revolution. Thus, 26/39 x 510 = 340 revolutions.

593

594

Another means is used for distinguishing the tailstock center from
the heaatock center. The correct answer can be found in paragraph

'16a(1) and the note. You should choose another answer..

The letter "N" in the front view is represented by surfaces "E,''
"D, and "C" in the isometric drawing. Refer to paragraph 3 and

.figuieb 1, 2; and 3 before selecting another response.

595 CORRECT. The tensile test specimen is mounted in a -Machine that
will exert a pull on the pieFe sufficient to break the specimen. The
load at the point of breaking is recorded by a gage or balancing beam.

597 CORRECT. The blast furnace is used for extracting iron from ore.
The reSulting iron may be remelted and ca.st into many different
shapes.

598 Lathe speed for ma-chine reamers should be approximately one-half
that used for drilling.- Betome better acquainted with paragraph
35e(3), then choose. a different answer.

26
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0

. 60 1

602

, .....t

ca.The back rake angke for sOft steel is 8° - 17° and the side rake angle
is 140 - 200.. Scan paragraph 5 and table.Lto ger the correct angles
for laminated plastic, Request that you choose another answer.

./- i. . .

CORRE, CT. Most metal cutting bandsaw blades are not capable of
being sharpened, but there are some coarse blades commercially
available whichare made of Swedish steel and have coarser teeth
than usual which can beresharpened like yickd ctiAing baridsaw blades.

I
CORRECT.c Interlocking tooth side milling cutters and staggered *.

\ tooth side milling cutters aire used for cuktiag relatively wide slots
with accuracy. The staggered tooth cutter is the most efficient for
milhni slots where the depth exceeds the width.

CORRECT. Taper boring is accomplished in the Same manner as
taper turning. However, only two of the three methods of taper
turning are applicableusingAhe compoxd rest and using a taper
attachrnviiint.

.

603 Your interpretation is incorrect. Please study paragraph 6a and
then select another response. .

. 4
605 'CORRECT,- This is a typical cutting speed. Specified speeds are

approximate and should be readjVed if excessive tool wear is noted.
. 60 7 CORRECT. The pitch of a milling cutter refer he angular dis-

tance between like parts on adjacent teeth. T e pitch is determined
by the number of teeth.f

608 Laying out precision angles is the primary function of the bevel pro-
tractor. This tool can be laid flat upon paper or the work. Examine
paragraph 25a(4) before choosing another answer.

0961e CORRECT.. One turn of the index crank revolves the spindle 1/40 of
a revolution (1/40 of 360°),or 90 . Therefore, 10 complete turns of
the index crank will move the index head 9 0°.

6 1 1 CORRECT. The fly cutter arbor is 4,sed to support a single-edge
lathe, shaper, or planer bit for boring ancfgear cutting operations on

612 ,
0

.
the milling machine.

* t

A stress is the force within a body which resists deformation when a
load is applied externally. Refer to paragraph 10 again and select
another response.

6 14 This process is not similar to circular sawing. P a s e turn to para-
graph 2a and choose another answer. e

6 15 CORRECT. Some pliers are made for specific jobs such as brake
sprint phers, glass holding and breaking pliers, ignitidn pliers,
battery terminal plieis, and brake Isey and snapring pliers.

617 Did you use the proper conversion table? Read paragraph 2f (5)(b),
compute the problem .gain, and select another response.

%
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619 Your computation is incorrect. Refer to paragraph 13e, recompute
the problem, and cbpose another answer.

621 CORRECT. t he grooves f(flutes) may be cut into the steel cylinder
or the flutes may be formed by twisting a flat piece of steel into cylin-
drical shape. These drills may be,referred to as twist drills.

623 Face milling, also called end milling and side milling, is the
machining of surfaces perpendicular to the axis of the milling cutter.
Face milling cutters, end milling cutters, ,and side milling cutters
are used for face milling operations. To learn which tool is the best
suited for boring, refer to paragraph 2 before making-another choice.

624 CORREdT. Forced air for cooling and chip removal is supplied by

if$
625 Cutter bits tipped with tungsten carbi.de cannot be ground with stan-

dard grinding abrasive wheels, but must be iground using a special
grinding wheel such as one that is diamond impregnated. Reesialuate
paragraph 5L(3) and you will find the correct answer. Select another
response. ,

an air pump in the base of the machine,

627 CORRECT. The overall height of the jig block is 1-1/2 units. See

628

/ 629

the front orthographic view.

CORRE4; Forge case hardening, usually used in the field, is
accomp ed by preheating work to 11650° F, dipping the work in
potassium cyanide or Kasenite, and applying flame until the compouna
-melts. This,...is repeated until the requ'ired depth is attained, then the
work ig quenched.

CORRECT. A tolerance is expressed in the same form as its"dimen-
that ithe tolerance of a decimal dimension written as a com-

iomon fraction is expressed as a common fraction.

630 CORRECT. The Shore scleroscope can be transported to the work-
site so that hardness tests c.an be performed on specimens too large
to be conveniently moved.

631 The machinists: cross-peen hammer is one of three variations of the
peening hammer and is used for special hammering jobs. Refer to
paragraph 2a(1) aftd figures 1, 2, and 3 before selecting another.
response.

633 The use of this mixture is not feasible. Read paragraph' 16d(3).and
'fp then select another response.

634 Study paragraph 3; figures 1, 2, and 3; the orthographic views; and
. the isometric drawing. Note that the letters "3" and "T" (ortho-

graphic) representsurfaces "E" and "F" of the isometric drawing.
Please chaose a more appropriate response.

635 CORRE T. Silicon is one of the chief elements of cast iron and is
not used hthe charging of a blast furnace-.

407
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636 The electric process was not t.he first to produce large quantities of

steel. However, it has two technical admantages: the possibilities of
attaining any temperature within rea-son and of working in a nonoxi-
dizing atmosphere. Study paragraph 301rand select another response._

637 The case-hardening process is not used on low-carbon and alloy
steel. Read paragraph 63 before making another selection,

..

638 Pillar files are similar to hand files only they are narrower. They
have one safe or uncut edge. Study paragraph 4e(8) and select
another response.

639 This dimension is incorrect. Refresh your memory for reading
dimensions by referring to paragraph 7, then take another look at the
orthographic views and the isometric drawing before selecting .

another response.

640 COR.RECT. .In contrast, if the cutter bit is to be used for heavy
roughing where a finished surface.is not expected, the nose should
be ground with a very small radius (approx 1/64 inch).

642 The perspective drawing may be a simple outline drawing or it may
be an actual photographic reproduction with infinite detail and blend-
ing of light. Study paragraphs 3 and 4 and figures 1 thru 8, then
choose another response.

01643 The RPM of the driven gear is faster since it has fewer teeth. Study
paragraph 2e(2)(b)(3) again, wrrk the problem again, and choose
another response.

I

-..
..644 The left-hand side finishing cutter bit wpuld normally move in another

direction. Take a look at figure 3 t-o.gt the proper direction. Try
another answer please.

647 CORRECT. These extension lines are located on the front and side
orthographic views. Whenever possible, extension lines should
neither cross one another nor cross dimension lines.

648 CORRECT. The cape chisel is used for special jobs such as cutting
keyways:, narrow grooves, and square corners. .

650 This operation is not correct. Please reread paragraph 16b(8), then
select another answer.

651 There is another reason for using a coarse file on thick stock. The
correct answer can be learned by referring to paragraph 4d(2).
Another response is appropriate.

654 Right-hand cutting is Provided by the right-hand roughing cutter bit.
.This bit is ground like the left-hand roughing cutter bit, only in
reverse. Study paragraph 4b(2)(a) to get the correct answer. Then
tryi another choice.

I.
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656 The American (National) Standard thread form i,s the most commonly
used thread form in the United States. It has a lockipg capacity simi
lar to the old Sharp V-thread but will stand greater abuse without
damage. Another type d is especially suitable for vise or jack
Screws. Request t t you choose another answer.

657 The stress tes f force within a body,which resists deformation
when applying a load is common, but is not most often used. Read
paragraph 4b again and select another response.

659 The elimination of side thruit on the arbor is accomplished by a"ficither

means. Read paragraph 4a(4)(a) and.choose another response' .

661 Thii is SAE 2320 steel. The first digit (24-indicates nickel steel,
the digit (3) indicates the approximate percentage of.alloying element
(nickel), and the digits 0.20 indicate hundredths of percent of carbon.
Study paragraph 25d and e for the correct response.

662

664

665

Another type view is used for this purpose. Scan paragraph 5b again ,
and make another selection.

CORRECT. Side clearance and end clearance angles of 80 are also
required for laminated plastic.

Remernbet that this is a 6-inch mirometer. To'arrive at the cor-
4rect reading: 11 rst, record the highest figure visible on the barrel;

second, count the number of lines visible between the highest figure
on the barrel and the thimble edge; third, take a thimble reading on
the line on the thimble that coincides with or has, passed the revolu-
tion oA, long line in the barrel. The total of.these three readius is
the measurement reading. Study paragraph 26e(1) and figuiV7,
then choose another answer.

666. The bed of the lathe is measured in feet. Another unit of measure-
ment is.used for the distance between centers. Scan paragraph 4a
again to get this unit of measure. Request that you try another.
response.

667 Six and one-quarter turns of the crank after each cut would space the
gear for more than 12 teeth, Examine paragraph 13e(1)(b), then

select anbther answer.

669 The tWo-piece pipe dies are other variations of adjustable'dies. , The
two-piece rectangular dies are held in ordinary or ratchet-type die-
stocks. Collet dies are used with a collet cap and collet guide.
Examine paragraph 14b(2) before making another choice.

671. Another type tool'bit is more efficient for this purpose. Refer to
paragraph 24e for the correct answer. Try another response please.

672 Turpentine is not used fon this purpose': Scan paragraph 4e(2) and
choose another answer.

674 CORRECT. The combination/square set takes the place of a whole
set of common tools and is c pable of serving as a height gage, level

- prott-actor, level, steel rule, dePth gage, marking gage, and plumb.
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677 CORRECT. The.outer jaw, which is adjustable, is made with'a small
amount of play that provides a tight grip On the pipe %I/lien the wrench
is turned in.the dircction of the movable jaw.

(379 Remember that wlien one angle other' than the right angle and a side
is I9own, the lengtli of 'the other two sides can be-found. Refer to
paragraph 2h(3)(a), recompute the problem, and choose another
answer...

682 Laying out precision angles is ale primary function of th-e bevel pro-
traçxr. The vernier scale is used for accurate angle adjustments
and reads to 5 minutes or 1/12°. Study pai.agraph 23b(1)(a) and then
select another answer.

684 A smaller width bandsaw blade would be required to cut a 5/16 to
9/16 radius. Evaluate paeagraph 3e(5) and table II before selocting
another answer.

4

685 This is chromium steel containing a vexy high percentage (5) of chro-
mium alloy and 0.36 hundredths of 1 percent carbbn (SAE 5530).
Refei to paragraphs,25d and e and then select another response.

687 CORRECT. The rate of spindle speed of the milling machine may be
increased from 1-1/2 to 6 times by the use of the high speed milling
attachment. This attacilment i essential when using cutters and
twist drills which must be driven at a high rate of speed.

-
688 CORRECT. Bench-type drilling Machines are used for small drilling

operations and are classified'as,to size by the largest drill that the
drill chuck will hold.

690 The term "briltleness" implies sudden failure. It is the property of
fbreaking without warning. Brittleness is the opp41e of ductillity in

the sense that it involves rupture with very littl deformation. .11,ead
paragraph 10 again and select another response.

69-1 CORRECT. The sum of the angles of a triangle equals 180°.

4'5° 27' 01"
430 43' 04"

88° 70' 05" = 89° 10' 05"

180° - 89° 10' 05" = 90° 49' 55"

,

The ram on certain types of milling machines serves another purpose.
Reread paragraph 3b(4)(b) and then select another answer.

694 Machinists' levels cue in various sizes with_adjustable ground
' glasses and graduated vials With cross levels. .They are particularly

valuable for leveling shafting, pipes, etc: howeyer, only onePlane
can be measured at a time.. Examine paragraph 19a(1) and choose
another answer.
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696 Rememher the method of olitaining the totii reading: first, read the
grathiations oi thse main scale; second, loate the line on the vernier
scale that corresponds with the line on the main scale; third', add the
figures from the xeadings on the main scale and vernier scale for the
total reading. Study paragraph 25c(a) and figure 93, then choose
another answer.

b9 7 CORRECT. This method is especially suitable for turning or boring
short, steep tapers, or levels. But it is unsuitable for turning tapers'
greater than 2 to 3 inches in length, because of the limited movement
of the compound rest slide on most lathes.

698 Lathe centers are the most Common devices for supporting work-
pieces in the lathe; however, another device is used for the firm
connection referred to. Examine paragraph 10a again and select
another answer.

699 CORRECT. Notice that both extension and dimension lines are used
in this case.

/
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18. 101 490 362 58. 389 402 147 98. 410 619 212 138. 359 151' 576 178. 445 187 646
19. 521 391 369 59. 316 638 403 99. 247 451 687 139. 534 380 244 179. 153 542 312
20. 628 378 426 60. 194 563 268 100. 328 551 186 140. 675 221 401 180. 234 655 458

, 21. 486 124 582 61.. 393 570 477 101. 199 301 614 141. 287 589 606 181. 670 283 550
22. 541 492 242 62. 284 367 109 102. 693 131 459 142. 354. 695.189 182. 302 480 148
23., 326 133 597 63. 267 545 648 103: 431 607 250 143. 641 297 499 183. 574 317 240
24. 293 485 637 64. 422 138 508 104. '281 480 512 144. 163 596 386 184. 165 345 564
25. '248 330 288 65. 615 504 417 105. 561 286 318. 145. 546 322 257 185. 325 663 261
26. 152 295 423 66. 145 407 218 106. 115 567 238 146. 226 449 514 186. 622 176 456
27. 296 591 643 67. 580 205 '3,76 107. 601 222 419 147. 418 130 609 187. 592 269 616
28. 573 390 432 68. 621 177 6)3 t 108. 414 190 659 148. 506 395 196 188. 208 517 227

6044'466 189. 585 413 10729. 537 213 256 69. 468 669 320 109, 355 611 172 149. 294
30.. 192 264 117 70. 134 497 694 110. 687 439 329 150. 424 158 353 190. 377 673 112
31. 501 471, 341 71. 385 448 170 111. 140 381 569 151. 646 219 548 191. 135 319 461
32. 279 617 324 72. 200 555 307, 112. 384' 667 193 152. 128 583 254 192. 683 185 370
33. 691 577 292 73. 674 184 516 113. 610 118 556 153. 321 463 676 193. 494 251 525
34. .259 879 298 74. 567 260 682 11,4. 149 447 209 154. 171 364 620 194. 544 469 232
35. 347 572 129 75. 228 608 161 115. 482 '335 .623 155. 663 237 464 195. 267 530 649
36. 166, 594 278 76. 372 1.41 696 11,6. 338 666 404 156. 435 692 146 196. 668 263 455
37. 179 563 491 77. 549 665 210 117. 108 224 300 157. 560 102 337 197. 315 160 632
35. 465 584 188 78. 444 220 313 118. 599 664 142 158. 310 532 270 . 198. 137 511 - 340
39. 215 634 412 79. 688 559 173 119. 306 121 640 159. 214 475 571 199. 568 383 280
40. 457 627 356 80. 100 344 531 120. 183 470 273 160. 678 162 348 200. 478 /689 126
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1. What should be-used as a' lubricant when drilling glass?

a. Soda water
b. °Grease
c. Turpentine
d. Oil

r

4

2. On what \component of the Standard-Modern lathe is th'e toolpost mounted?

a. '*Saddle
b. . Apron
c. Headstdck
d. Cornitound slide

3. What design generally reduces the tendency of the cutter bit to chatter?

.1 a. 00 back rake andsmall side rake
b. 00 side.rake and small back 'rake
c. 00 back rake and large side rake
d. 00 side rake and large back rake

OS 424, E-Pl
October 1973



4. 11 side A of a right triangle (illustrated below) equals 3 inches and side C equals 5
inches, what does side b equal (inches)?

5. What type of milling Travhine arbor is indicated by the diagram below?'

a. Fly 'cutter'
b. Shell end milling cutter
c. Slitting saw milling cutter
d. Standard milling machine

sts

6. What is the purpose of the secondary.clearance angle provided on milling machine
utter teeth?

a. Prevents the cutting teeth from forming overly large chips
b. Profides additional clearance for passage'of cutting oil and chips
L. Prevents each tooth from rpbbing against the workpiece after it makes its cut

. d. Provides ; path for chips that are cut from the workpiece .

7., What size Phillips head screws should be removed by using a size 3 Phillips screw-.
driver?

..
A. 3

b. 8
c. 11
d. 18

8. The purpose of the aneular blade guide ittaehrnent used on the vertical cutting metal
bandsaw is to

a. permit cutting of stock tnat is too long to clear the machine column.
b. perinit internal circular cutting.
c. . hold the handsaw blade for cutting 450 angles.

4 d. >hold the bandsaviblade for cutting 313° angles.

9. What chuck furnishes the most accurate meahs of holding small workpieces in the
lathe?

a. Independent f' -
b. Collet alt

.c. Combination .

d. pniversal scroll

414
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10. In what position. in relation to the horisoneel cezseerline,
form a 'parting operation?

a. On center
b. 2: below center
c. 3 above center'
d. 57 above center

..

must, the cutter bit be to pas-

,.:
I I.. What is a statement.of equality between two quantities callea?

a. Example'
b. Equation .
c. Formula
d. Rule -.

.,

12. What component of a milling machine eliminates the need for a, crossfeed dovetail
between the saddle and knee?

p

a. Swivel table
b. Arbor support
C. Ram
d. Saddle

13. Which wrench has an adjustable outer jaw?

a. Single open end
b. Chain pipe
c. Monkey
d. Pipe

14. What part of a drill bit forms a channel which allows the chips fprrned during drilling
to escape from the hole?

a. Web ^..
b. Neck
c. Tang
d. Flute A

15. What type vertical cutting bandsaw blade should be used for stlaight line sawing?

a. Thin
b. Wide
c. Medium

.r, d. Narrow

I..

16. Which. quenching Method is used primarily on high-alloy steel?

a. Air
b. Brine
.. Oil...
d. Water

-

ft

, 413

,
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4.

) ..
17. Nhich soft-face hammer is designed for replaceable faces? .

s a. Rawhide
b.. Plastic
c. Lead
d. Copper

r

18. What is the undesirable
filed?

a. Scoring
b. Pinning,
c. Goring
d. Gouging

4

, (
S

&anon called when a clogged file scratches the surface being
t

a

19. How many equally spaced index pin holes are contained in the shaper rotary table"'

a. 12

b.. 8
c. 6
d. 4

O.

,

..-----
.. ,

20. What is the mi-hfmum number of teeth of ale bandsaw blade that must be in contact

J.

with the rnatetial at all times? I

a. 5
h. 4
c. 3
d. 2

/
4.%.

I

_

What type drawing is used effectively ap an aid in clarifying orthographic drawings?

a2N-Cgrit'ral projection . r

b. Perspective
,c. Oblique .

a. isometric .4.'
.

1..

22. The cutting of a surface which isneitj1er parallel nor perlleridicular to the surface of
. the shaper worktable is called

I.

a. spline cutting.
b. angular planing.
c. horizontal planing. 5?

;
d. internal slotting. ..

-'. .,

23. yhich type milling machine is characterized by a espindle mqunted to a movable housing
on the column to permit feeding the milling cutter forward or rearward in a horizontal
plane? .

a. Planer
,b. Knee
c. Raren

d. Bed

r

s

416
-
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24. What process is used to relieve stresses and increase ductility to a metal that has-
been forged?

_

a. Annealing
b. 'Nitriding
c. Picking
d. Carburizing

25. What dimension of a lathe is measured in feet?
_ . .

a. Overall length of, the bed'
b. Diameter of the workpiece that can be sviung tn it
c. Distance between centers
d. Distance the carriage can travel

26. Which feature designates the side of a shaper? I

a. Length of ram
b. Maximum length of ram stroke
c. Width and length of shaper ,table
d. Distance from the base to the tool slide

.-.

27. In what respect is the operation of the vertical bandsawing machine different 'from
most other,power machine tool operations?

a. It is not necessary to convert revolutions per minute into feet per minutete
b. It has sealed bearings and never needs lubrication
c. It is not as dangerous as other machine tools safety-wise
d. It has a built-in conitant ratio and needs no adjustment

... 28. Which steelmaking process is used *to produce high grade tool ste

t.

a. Bessemer
b. Crucible
c. Electric
d. Duplex

29. What is the diameter (millimeters) of the bore of a weapon that fires a 16-inch pro-
jectile?

, -
t

4

a. 175
b. 20/2
c. 340
d. 406.4

i

-4

30. Which type milhng operation is the process of machining special contOurs composed
of curves and straight lines 'at a'single cut?

Plto

a. Angular
b. Gang
C. Face
d. Form

41 7

vor
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31. What is the square root of 443,556?

a. 612
b. 662
.c. 666
d. 673

,

,

.

i

,

32. 4 What property of a metal permits it to be permanently deformed by compression
without being ruptured?

a. Brittleness
b. Malleability
c . Hardness
d. Strength

33. Which line is used to indicate distance measured?t.s.
,.

a.
b.
C.

d.

. &Mb MM. OM

34. What type drawing is called the geometry of photography?
.i.

a. Cabinet
b. Perspective
c. Oblique .

d. Isometric

'.4

/

1

35. What type milling machine cutter bit is generally used for finishing spiral gears?

a. Hob
b. Angle ,
C. Convex
d. Concave r

36. What are the basic elements that are used in the manufacture of steel?

a. Gray cast iron, silicon, and carbon
b. Alloy of iron and carbon
c. Iron and iron silicates
d'.-- Wrought iron and carbon

37. What type die is usually hexagon in shape?

a. Screw adjusting
b. Open adjusting
c. Two-piece collet
d. Rethreading

4 i b

'a

sr-

,

e's
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38. Which shaper roughing cutter bit usually contains no back or side rake?

a. _Roundnose
b. 'Angle
c. Left-hand
d. Right-hand

)

39. What does the geometric characteristic symbol ( .1. ) indicate on a blueprint?

al, Flatness and straightness
b. Perpendicularity
c. True position symmetry
d. Angularity c

40. Which term is incorrectly laheled.in the illustration below?
,

a. Axis
b. Root
c. Pitch diameter

.,- d. Thread angle

'
-

'41. Which metal is used in the construction of welding electrodes?

a. Titanium
b. Molybdenum
c. Zinc
d. Tin

42. Which statement is FALSE in reference to copper?

a. Easily machined due to low ductility
b. Chile and Africa are the large foreign producers
c. Commercially pure copper is not suitable for welding
di, Principal commercial use is in the electrical industry

-
43. What type band file should be used when filing Machine steel?
,

,

.

P
a. Bastard cut, 8 to 1 .p.i.
b. Shortsangle o a ard cut, 14-25 t:p.i.
c. Bastard cut, 14 6 t.p.i.
d. Short angle or bastard cut, 10-12 t.p.i.

i .

O.
41

-



44. What type break is depicted in the illustration below?

a, Round
b. Rectangular
C. Pipe
d. Wood

45. Which statement regarding the strokes of a shaper is true?

a. Return stroke is slower than cutting stroke
b. Cutting stroke is smoother than return stroke
c. Return stroke is quicker than cutting stroke
d. Return stroke is smoother than cutting stroke

46. What determines-the pitch of a milling machine cutter ?

a. Forward facing surface of teeth
b. Number of teeth
c. Width of teeth
d. Length of teeth

47. What pitch hacksaw blade is recommended for general use?

a. ió
b. 14

c. 18

d. 24
Oc

48. What type metal is indicated by the symbol below?

a. Babbitt
.b. Steel
C. Cait iron
li. White metal

,

49. What type coolant is especially suitable when machining very hard material?

a. Soda water and soap
b. Lard oil. and white lead
c. Borax andtrisodium phosphate
d. Soda ash and trisodium

50. What term is applied to the statement of equality between two ratios?

a. Divisor
b. Consequent ,
c. Antecedent
d. Proportion

42u
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